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Part

I

Preliminaries

Introduction

1.1 Casual speech
Whereas the pronunciation of careful Modern Standard Dutch has been investigated

Blancquaert (1934), Jongenburger

&

of

Zwaardemaker &. Eijkman (1928),
van Heuven (1993), Booij (1995), and many

extensively, witness the publications

others, little is known of the pronunciation of casual Dutch. The present study will
try to fill this gap: it aims to present new data, and to provide a better understanding

of the mechanisms behind casual Dutch.

will be defined here as the every-day speech used in
informal situations in which no special attention is paid to expression (cf. Labov
1972. 86), is in general quite underinvestigated. A survey of works on casual
Casual speech, which

English and German, for instance, reveals only a small number

of

studies (e.g.

Zwicky 1972; Brown 1977; Dalby 1984; Kaisse 1985; Kohler 1990; Keating 1998),
and the casual variants

of many other languages are still completely unexplored.

There are several explanations for this.
One explanation is that obtaining data on casual speech is difficult. Speakers do

not have valid intuitions on all aspects of the phonetic realizations of casual speech,

which is why studies of these realizations cannot be exclusively based on speakers'
intuitions, but have to be based at least partially on actual speech. Observing
realizations in casual speech is difficult since this style of speech is generally fast.
Another explanation is the fact that casual speech has long been believed not to

to be a research field in its own right. Both de Saussure (1916) and
Chomsky & Halle (1968) have claimed that the study of language should be
concentrated on the mental system which is responsible for all human behaviour
deserve

with respect to language, including linguistic intuitions, speech errors, and language
change. Acfual speech, and especially casual speech, would be governed not only by

this mental system, but also by the articulatory and perceptual restrictions of human
speakers.

As a consequence, any regularities found in casual speech would not

CuRptgR
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t

necessarily be the product of the mental system, and the mental system should not

be investigated on the basis of data from casual speech.

It is only recently that

the

mental language system is assumed to govern all regularities in speech ($2.4.1), and
that consequently casual speech provides relevant information on this system. This

view entails that casual speech requires an investigation, since

it may display

regularities unlike any found in other types of language behaviour.

The final reason why so few studies have been devoted to casual speech may
be that such studies were regarded as having no social relevance. Orthographies and

textbooks for foreign language learners, for instance, were designed on the basis
studies

of careful

of

speech. Here, too, things have changed: studying casual speech

has now become vital to the development of automatic speech recognition, to name

just one application.
The few studies on casual speech to date show that many Upes of assimilation

and elision which are not permitted in the careful variant of a language apply
frequently in the casual variant. Keating (1998), for instance, found that words
which have only one form in careful English may have as many as fourteen forms,
i.e. a full form and thirteen reduced forms, in casual English. Function words in
particular often surface as highly reduced forms. An example is the German
function word einen 'inflected definite article', which is generally realized as
[?arnen] in careful speech, but as [n] in casual speech (Kohler 1990, 1998).
Most analyses which try to account for the observations of casual speech claim

that the differences befween careful and casual speech are mainly due to the
difference in importance that speakers attach to ease of articulation and ease of
perception in the two speech styles. When people speak carefully, they try to be as
intelligible as possible. This implies that they attach great importance to ease of
perception, and articulate as clearly as possible, sacrificing ease of articulation.
When people speak casually, on the other hand, they attach less importance to ease

of perception. They still want to be intelligible, but

ease

of perception is sacrificed

to ease of articulation to some extent. This idea is incorporated in Lindblom's (1990)

H&H theory, which states that the compromise between ease of perception and ease
of articulation varies along a continuum of hyperspeech and hypospeech. The
compromise is speaker specific, as there are speakers who speak carefully under all
circumstances (cf. Zwicky

l9l2: 607).

Increase in ease of articulation, that is reduction of articulation effort, implies

reduction of the sizes of the articulatory gestures. This is why

it can result, for

instance, in the realization of a stop as a fricative. The gesture that has to form the
constriction in the vocal tract for the realization of the stop is then not finished, and

INrnonucrroN
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the resulting constriction is not complete, but has a degree characteristic for
fricatives.

In addition, increase in ease of articulation probably implies the less exact
timing of the articulatory gestures. Instead of waiting for the exactly defined
moment to start a certain articulatory gesture and then instantly realizing this
gesture, a speaker may choose to start the gesture somewhat earlier, and realize it at
a lower speed. This generally results in the coarticulation of segments.

When a segment is co-articulated completely with other segments, it can be
perceptually absent. The [t] of the phrase perfect memory, for instance, can be
perceptually absent because its realization coincides with the constrictions of the
preceding

[k] and the following [m] (Browman & Goldstein

1990a: 364). When

segments are realized simultaneously only partially, the result may appear to be
feature assimilation. Vowel assimilation across Prosodic Word-boundaries in Igbo is

an instance of regressive assimilation which results from the retiming of gestures
(Zsiga 1997).
The existing analyses of casual speech call for an in-depth investigation into
the mechanisms responsible for realizations in casual speech, as does the recent
view that casual speech reveals the properties of the mental system, and that casual
speech is socially relevant.

In this book, we will provide new data, and discuss

whether these data suggest an important influence of the speaker's natural tendency

to reduce articulatory effort, or the influences of other factors. By "reduction of
articulatory effort" we mean the reduction of the sizes of articulatory gestures, and
the increase in their temporal overlap. We will concentrate on those varieties of
Dutch which are accepted as standard by the great majority of speakers of Dutch,
that is, Standard Dutch.

1.2 Topic of the study
The exact questions which will be addressed in this study are:

1.

In which contexts

. are full vowels realized as schwas;
. do segments tend to be absent;
o are obstruents realized as voiced or voiceless;

in casual Modern Standard Dutch?

CseprsR
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2.

r

What is the role of the speaker's natural tendency to reduce articulatory
effort in the casual realizations?

3.

Which other factors may be responsible for the casual realizations?

This study consists of a rough survey and an in-depth investigation. The former will
deal with the realization
segments. We

will argue

of full vowels

of
that they are the possible result, in the majority of cases, of
as schwas, and the perceptual absence

the speaker's natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort, and are partly a matter

of the lexicon.

The in-depth study, on the other hand, concentrates on the realization of
obstruents as voiced or voiceless. This subject has been chosen for several reasons.

First, we

will

argue that coda obstruents and word-final obstruents are realized

as

voiced or voiceless depending on which realization requires the least articulatory
effort, and the realization of these segments is therefore very relevant to the theme
of this study. Second, obstruents have been a favourite subject of many
phonological studies of Dutch, which indicates that the realization of obstruents in

this language is generally assumed to be interesting and relevant to phonological
theory. Finally, there is the benefit of being able to build on the results of previous
studies, which allows us to discuss detailed analyses. Since some data are still
lacking, and previous analyses are unable to explain all available data, a new study
is necessary.

We will propose an analysis of the realizations of obstruents as voiced or
voiceless in casual Dutch which assumes that word- and syllable-final obstruents are

not specified for [voice] in the output of phonology, and that

it is the phonetic

component that determines whether they are realized as voiced or voiceless. They
are realized as voiced when a voiced realization requires less articulatory effort, and
as voiceless

when it is the voiceless realization that takes the least articulatory effort.

Because the coda obstruents are assumed to be unspecified for [voice], the voiceless

of underlyingly voiced segments which follow these
obstruents cannot be considered to be instances of phonological [voice]assimilation, as in previous analyses. We will claim that underlyingly voiced

realization

of

some types

fricatives and the initial /d/s of some function words are realized as voiceless after
coda obstruents because obstruents in clusters are preferably not voiced, and these
obstruents are allowed to surface with [voice]-specifications which differ from their
underlying ones in order to be voiceless in clusters. The initial stop of the regular

on the other hand, is realized as voiceless after
underlyingly voiceless coda obstruents because it takes over the underlying [voice]-

past-tense morpheme -telde,

2l
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specifications of preceding obstruents that must be unspecified for [voice] in the
output of phonology. Overall, the analysis incorporates several hypotheses with
respect to the realization of intervocalic obstruents, and word-initial /d/s, Some of
them, including one on the influence of the lexicon,

will be tested on the basis of

casual speech in this study, and found to be correct.

The rough survey and the in-depth investigation constitute the core of this
study. In addition, much attention

will be paid to methodology, since the

methods

by which the relevant data are obtained and processed may not be obvious. We will
argue that realizations in casual speech have to be studied on the basis of recorded
speech from the spontaneous conversations of people who are acquaintances of each

A

corpus containing such speech was built specifically for this study. In
addition, we will extensively motivate the types of words and word-combinations
other.

which were chosen as the basis for the investigations, and deal with

the

classification of obstruents as either voiced or voiceless.

1.3

Outline of the book

The remainder of this book has been divided into five parts. Part

II

of

consists

2

and 3, which will describe the theoretical background of the study.
will focus on relevant properties of the lexicon, and the phonological and
phonetic components. Chapter 3 will present relevant parts of Dutch phonology,
Chapters

Chapter 2

including previous analyses of the realizations of obstruents as voiced or voiceless.

III

will discuss the type of data forming
the basis of the investigations. In Chapter 4, we will argue that the investigations
must be neither based on linguistic intuitions nor on recordings of read aloud
Part

consists of Chapters 4 and 5, and

speech, but on corpora of spontaneous conversations. The corpus that has been

for the purpose of the present study will be described in detail in Chapter
Part

IV

consists

of Chapter 6, which will

built

5.

present the rough survey

of

the

of segments and the realization of vowels as schwas in casual
Standard Dutch. This chapter will reveal new data, and provide clues to the

perceptual absence

relevance of the speaker's natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort and the role

of the lexicon with respect to realizations in casual speech.

V will present the in-depth study into the realization of obstruents as
or voiceless in Dutch. We will argue that previous analyses of the

Part

voiced

realizations of obstruents are not satisfactory, and propose an alternative in Chapter

7. Four hypotheses incorporated in this alternative analysis will be tested in the
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V. Chapter 8 will extensively describe the methodology of the
testing procedure, while Chapters 9 and 10 will test the hypotheses on the basis of
remainder of Part

the realizations of intervocalic stops and geminate coronal stops respectively.

Finally, Part VI consists of Chapter I l. It will relate the results obtained in the
different parts of this book, and recapitulate the most important conclusions.

Part

II

Theoretical background

2

The lexicon, phonology, and phonetics

2.1 Introduction
This book adopts an organization of the relevant part of the grammar as sketched in
Figure 2.1.

Underlying form stored in the lexicon
u

Lexical level of Phonol

Post-lexical level of Phonol
u

Phonological form
I

u

u

Phonetic form (Acou;tic form)

Figure 2.1 The relevant parts of the grammar (represented by boxes), and their
inputs and outputs.

It

assumes that generally

all surface forms of a morpheme can be computed on the
basis of one string of phonemes, which is the underlying form. This form is
independent of factors such as the rate of speech, speech style, gender of the
speaker, etc. It is stored in the lexicon, and forms the input to the lexical level of
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phonology.

The output of Lexical Phonology forms the input to Post-lexical Phonology,
whose outputs are strings which will be referred to as "phonological forms". These
forms contain phonemes, like the underlying forms, and are similarly independent of

factors such as the characteristics of the speaker, and the speech rate. They are
generally more narrowly related to the actual realizations of the strings than the
underlying representations, and form the input to the phonetic component.
The phonetic component has as its output the actual realizations, which will

for instance,
in terms of the articulatory gestures involved, and the acoustic consequences of
these gestures. The propefties of phonetic forms are influenced by characteristics of
the speaker, speech style, speech rate, etc. The term "acoustic form" refers to the
sometimes be called the "phonetic forms". They can be characterized,

audible characteristics of a phonetic form.

This chapter identifies and discusses in detail all relevant assumptions with
respect to the lexicon ($2.2), phonology ($2.3) and phonetics ($2.4).

2.2 The lexicon
2.2.1 Types of stored units

&

Halle ( 1968), the present study does not assume that all
morphologically complex words or string of words which may be uttered are stored
in the mental lexicon. A subset of them is always computed, or accessed, from the
underlying forms of their parts. This assumption explains the ability of speakers to
Following Chomsky

produce and understand words and sentences they have never heard before.

The lexicon contains units whose characteristics are unpredictable: it contains
the representations of all morphologically simplex words and morphologically
complex strings with unpredictable semantic, morphological, phonological, or
syntactic characteristics. The lexicon of a speaker of English, for instance, contains
representations of book (a simplex word), kept (a morphologically complex word
with an unpredictable appearance), cupbearer (a morphologically complex word

with an unpredictable meaning), and need badly (a string of words with an
unpredictable meaning). The stored representations include information on the
semantic, syntactic, morphological, and phonological characteristics of the units (see
e.g. Levelt 1989: 182).

The capacity of human memory is very large, and storage may be less costly
than parsing. The lexicon therefore possibly contains not only representations of
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simplex and irregular complex units, but also of several regular complex units
(contra Chomsky & Halle 1968). The results of experiments suggest that this is

of

indeed the case: the lexicon appears to contain regular units with high frequencies
occurrence. For instance, Stemberger

& MacWhinney (1988) found

that the number

of errors made in the production of regularly inflected forms is significantly higher
for low frequency forms than for high frequency forms. If smaller numbers of errors
indicate less computation or parsing, which seems a reasonable assumption, these

findings suggest that highly frequent forms tend to be retrieved as units from the
lexicon, whereas the low frequency ones are generally computed from their parts.
The influence of frequency of occurrence on the storage of regular complex units is

not surprising, since storing complex units saves a lot of processing power
especially if the units are extremely frequent. Apparently, the savings in processing
costs counterbalance the storage costs only if the units are highly frequent, and
consequently it is only the storage of highly frequent strings that is economical.

It is possible that units

are only stored in the lexicon for a limited period

of

time. This may be the case when strings that generally have a low frequency keep
cropping up in a particular conversation. These strings are probably stored for the

duration

of that conversation, since their

storage introduces savings

processing costs which counterbalance the increase

in

the

in the memory load at that

moment.

In conclusion, the lexicon minimally contains the representations of units
which are morphologically simplex, or have unpredictable characteristics, or are
highly frequent. Section 2.2.2 will deal with the organization of the lexicon, while
section 2.2.3 wtll discuss the influence of the lexicon on the realization of words
and phonemes.

2.2.2 Organization of the lexicon

Several models have been proposed for the organization of the lexicon, the most
recent of which generally assume that the way in which an item is stored in the
lexicon depends on its frequency of occurrence (see e.g. Garnham 1985: 46-53).
This assumption is based on two observations. The first is that when people are
asked to read aloud words, they start reading earlier if the words are of high
frequency of occurrence (Solomon & Howes l95lab; Forster & Chambers 1973).
The second observation is that when people have to decide whether or not a given
string of letters exists as a word in the language, they react the fastest when they are

with an existing word of high frequency (Rubenstein et al. 1970). The
speed with which a unit is accessed apparently depends on its frequency of

presented
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occurrence, which implies that the way it is stored depends on frequency as well.

Probably, the segments of a unit are not all stored in the same way, and there
may be a difference in representation between its initial, final, and stressed segments
and its other segments. When people have words on the tips of their tongues, they

often remember the first and last segments of these words, and when they mix up
words, these words often share their first and final segments and stressed syllables.
These segments are apparently prominent in storage (see e.g. Aitchison 1987

l2l),

and highly relevant for the recognition of units.

There is no consensus on the lexical forms of units containing several words.
Some linguists, including Booij (1985), assume thatthe lexical form of such a unit
contains exactly the same segments as the sum of the lexical forms of its parts. This

view implies, for instance, that if the word combinations heb i,t, consisting of heb
htbl 'have' and ik hYJ 'l', and weet ik consisting of weet lvetl 'know'and ik hW 'l'
are stored in the lexicon, they have the lexical forms /trebrk/ and /uetrk/ respectively.

Other linguists, e.g. Bybee and Scheibman (Bybee 1995, 1996; Bybee

1999), claim that the lexical form
realization. Thus,

if the strings heb ik

of a string of words
and weet

ik

&

Scheibman

represents

its

usual

are generally realized as [heprk]

and [uedrk], and are stored as units in the lexicon, their lexical forms are /heprkland

/uedlk/.

2.2.3 Lexical effects on realization
Units which are stored in the lexicon may differ in appearance from those which are
not. The acoustical length of a segment, for instance, can be partly determined by its
presence or absence in the lexicon. This appears e.g. from Losiewicz (1992), who

if it belongs to a monomorphemic
word or is the past-tense morpheme of a verb form of high frequency than if it is the
past-tense morpheme of a verb form of low frequency. Since monomorphemic
shows that the coronal stop in English is shorter

words and highly frequent complex words are probably stored in the lexicon, these
data strongly suggest that segments which are present in the lexicon are acoustically
shorter than segments which are absent.

Stored and non-stored units may also differ in their prosodic structure. This

is

evident, for instance, from the prosodic structures of morphological compounds in

Dutch, since some of the stored compounds form single prosodic words whereas the
non-stored compounds all form several ones ($3.6 for relevant assumptions on
prosodic structure). The difference between the words aardappel /ardopal/ 'potato'
and marsepeinappel /morsepein-opel/ 'an apple made

of marzipan' is a case in
point. The word aardappei is formally a compound consisting of aard'eafth' and
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appel'apple'. It is highly frequent, since potatoes are a traditional staple of Dutch
dinners. Being highly frequent, aardappel is stored in the lexicon, and people can
access it as a unit, as is evident from the fact that they no longer regard it as a kind
of apple, but as a completely separate type of vegetable. The compound
marsepeinappel consists of the parts marsepein'marzipan' and appel 'apple'. It is
not stored in the lexicon, as it is of extremely low frequency of occurrence, and has
no unpredictable characteristics. Native speakers claim that the second syllable of
aardappel starts with [do]. This implies that the two parts of the word form one

domain

of syllabification, i.e. one prosodic word ($2.3.4). The word
in

contrast, forms several prosodic words. Consulted native
speakers claim that its fourth syllable starts with [o], i.e. that it is an onsetless
syllable preceded by a consonant. Since Dutch generally respects the Maximal Onset
Principle ($3.6), the onsetless syllable must be the result of the presence of a

marsepeinappel,

prosodic word boundary before appel, which forms a boundary to the syllabification

domain. The stored compound aardoppel and the non-stored compound
marsepeinappel differ in their prosodic structure.
Finally, Booij (1985) claims that when a string is accessed as a unit in the
lexicon, its phonological form can differ in its segments from the phonological form
that is obtained when the string is computed from its parts. These differences are not
assumed to be present yet in the lexical forms, since the lexical forms of strings are
assumed to contain the same segments as the sum of the lexical representations

of

their parts (92.2.2). Booij assumes that the differences are introduced by lexical
phonological rules (see $2.3.3 for the difference between lexical and post-lexical
phonology). When a string is accessed as a unit, it is subject to all lexical rules as a
unit. When it is computed from its pafts, the parts undergo these rules separately,
and therefore can be affected by rules which do not affect the units, or, conversely,
can be insensitive to rules which do affect the unit. The string heb ik, consisting
the parts

lhtbl'have' and ltkl 'l',

is a case in point.

of

Boo[ claims that when this string

is computed from its parts, its phonological form is [hep*]. The word heb is dealt
with in isolation at the lexical level, and the /bi is in coda position when Final
Devoicing applies ($3.4.2). Final Devoicing consequently changes the /b/ into [p].
When heb ik is accessed as a unit, its phonological form is [heb*]. It forms a unit at
the lexical level, and the /b/ is in onset position, and is not affected by Final

Devoicing.

In summary, there is a difference between units which are and which are not
stored in the lexicon. This implies that the lexicon influences the realization of the
units that it contains. It is as yet unknown in exactly which respects the appearance
of stored and non-stored units may differ, and it is tempting to ascribe all
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unexpected differences between groups of high and low frequency regular complex

units to the fact that the former group is represented in the lexicon, whereas the
latter group probably is not. This is naturally only acceptable if the relevant
differences also exist between the low frequency regular complex units and the units
which are certainly stored in the lexicon, or if they can be explained by the influence
of the lexicon.

The lexicon influences the realizations of words in yet another way. As
mentioned in section 2.2.2, not all words and segments of words are stored in the
same way. The way a word is stored depends on its frequency of occurrence, and
there is a difference in prominence of storage between the initial, final, and stressed
segments of a unit and its other segments. This influences pronunciation.

The influence of frequency of occurrence on pronunciation is evident from the
observation that words tend to surface in more reduced forms

if they are of higher

frequency (see e.g. van Bergem 1995; Booij 1995:130). Since listeners recognize

units of high frequency more easily than units of lower frequency, a speaker can
hypo-articulate the highly frequent units to a larger extent without running the risk

of being misunderstood. The observation therefore strongly suggests that speakers
satisfr their tendency to reduce articulatory effort only if the reduction of effort does
not seriously increase the risk of being misunderstood by the listener, which is
intuitively correct.
The influence of the prominence of storage is suggested, for instance, by the
flapping of alveolar stops in English, since flapping is restricted to word-medial
stops in unstressed syllables, i.e. to stops which are not prominent in storage.
Moreover, the influence of prominence of storage can be gauged from the size of the

glottal spreading gesture for aspiration in English, which is influenced by stress and
& Goldstein 1992a:168, 170,
and the references cited there). In general, the segments which are prominent in

the position of the segment in the word (see Browman

storage appear to be realized with greater articulatory effort. This is not surprising,

since these segments are more important for recognition: if they are hypoarticulated, the chances are that the relevant unit will not be recognized by the
listener.

2.2.4 Summary

The lexicon is assumed to contain at least two types of units: units with
unpredictable characteristics and units of high frequency. The stored units differ in
accessibility, with those that are highly frequent being assessed more easily than
those that are of low frequency. The units that are not stored cannot be accessed in
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the lexicon, and are computed from their parts.
These assumptions are summarized

in Table 2.1. It

should

be noted that,

contrary to what is suggested in this table, frequency of occurrence is a continuum
and has a gradual influence on storage, and the speed ofaccess.

Table 2.I The presence/absence and accessibility of units
function of their type, and frequency of occurrence.
Type of unit

Frequency

low

in the lexicon, as

Stored in

Access in

the lexicon

the lexicon

No

Impossible

Yes

Easy

o

Regular complex

Simplex and

low

Yes

Not easy

irregular complex

high

Yes

Easy

Realization is influenced by the lexicon. There may be differences befween units
that are generally accessed as a whole, and units which are generally composed from
their parts. Moreover, words which are more easily accessible in the lexicon tend to

be hypo-articulated to a greater extent. Finally, segments which are prominent in
storage, i.e. the initial and final segments of units as well as the segments of stressed
syllables, are realized with greater articulatory effort than other segments.

2.3 Phonology
2.3.1 Introduction
When units are realized, they first enter the phonological component ($2.1), which
is assumed in the present study to consist of a lexical and a post-lexical level. The
outputs of both levels are determined by the interaction of phonological constraints.

Section 2.3.2 describes the theory

of constraint interaction adopted here, i.e.

Optimality Theory, while section 2.3.3 motivates the assumption of a lexical and a
post-lexical level.
The inputs and outputs of phonology are assumed to consist of features ordered

on auto-segmental tiers (Coldsmith 1990), with the features forming one segment
being Iinked to the same time slot (cf. McCarthy l98l;Clements

& Keyser 1983;
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Hayes 1986, among others). Moreover, they are assumed

to have prosodic

structures, of which the characteristics are described in section 2.3.4.

2.3.2 Optimality Theory

Optimality Theory (OT) has been developed
McCarthy

&

in Prince & Smolensky (1993),
It assumes that there is a

Prince (1993ab, 1995), and related work.

function Gen (Generator), which creates an infinite number of candidates for the
output of (the different levels of) phonology. In addition, it assumes that there are
universal constraints on outputs. There is, for instance, a constraint stating that
segments in the output are identical to the corresponding segments in the input, and
a constraint stating that obstruents are voiceless. Constraints can be conflicting, like
the two constraints just mentioned. This means that outputs cannot obey all
constraints, and it is assumed that the constraints are ranked according to their
significance. This ranking is language specific. The function Eval (Evaluator)
determines which of the output candidates best satisfies a constraint ranking given
the input at issue. The evaluation is performed recursively, that is, the output
candidates are evaluated per constraint, starting with the constraint that is most

highly ranked. If a candidate violates a constraint more often than another candidate,
it is removed from the set of possible output candidates. The evaluation stops as
soon as only one candidate is left. This optimal candidate is the actual output.

The evaluation of the output candidates is visualized with tableaux, an example
of which is Tableau 2.1. For reasons of clarity, the constraints in this tableau do not
have their generally accepted names, but names which more clearly indicate their
natures.

Each OT tableau shows the relevant input in the left-most cell of the upper row

(/bokt/ in Tableau 2.1). The constraints which are relevant to the part of the
evaluation at issue are listed in the remaining cells of this upper row. They are listed

in order of

decreasing relevance

to the language under consideration. Reievant

output candidates are listed in the cells of the first column. Stars in the other cells
indicate which candidates violate which constraints, with every star indicating one
violation. Tableau 2.1 shows, for instance, that the output candidate (bokt)" violates
the constraint No Cona OeSTRUENTS twice, and that candidate (bok)"(to)o violates

both No Conn OesrRurNTS and No IrusgnroN once. The first violation which
makes a candidate non-optimal is marked with an exclamation mark. Hence, the
exclamation marks in Tableau 2.1 indicatethat candidates (bokt). and (bok)"(to). are

non-optimal because they violate No Conn OeSTRuENTS at least once, that
(bo)"(ko).(to). is non-optimal because it violates No IuseRrtou, and finally that
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(bo). is out because it violates No DeteloN twice. The optimal output candidate is
marked with a right-pointing finger. Output candidate (bo!). is optimal in Tableau
2.1, because there is no other candidate which completely satisfies No Cooa
OesrnuENTS and No INsEnloN while violating No DELEttoN maximally once.
Constraints which are not ranked with respect to each other, or of which the ranking

is unknown, are separated in a tableau by a dotted, instead of a solid, line (see e.g.
Tableau 3.1 in $3.4.2), or are listed in the same cell (see e.g. Tableau 7.2 rn
$7.s.2. r ).
Tableau 2.

I An

lboktl

example of candidate selection.

No Cooa
OssrRucNrs

(bokt)"

*l*

(bok)"(to).

*l

(bo)"(ko).(to).
(bo).

re

(bo4).

NO

NO

INSERTION

DELpTION

*

*!*
**l
*

There are roughly two types of constraints. There are faithfulness constraints, which
state that segments (and features) of the output are identical to those of the input (or

another form). In addition, there are wellformedness constraints, which state that the

output has unmarked properties, or does not have marked properties. Since
realizations, and therefore probably also phonological representations, deviate from
the corresponding underlying representations more in casual speech than in careful
speech, faithfulness constraints are assumed to be ranked more highly
formal styles of speech (van Oostendorp 1997).

in

more

For convenience, we will sometimes refer to the fact that a phonological form
differs in a certain respect from the corresponding underlying form as the result of a
"process".

2.3.3 The lexical / post-lexical distinction

The present study assumes that phonology consists of a lexical and a post-lexical
level. At the lexical level, words are dealt with in isolation, whereas at the postlexical level context may play a role. All analyses which account for assimilation
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course forced to take context into account, and

therefore to assume a post-lexical level. We also assume a lexical level, because
several linguistic facts can be well accounted for under the assumption that certain
generalizations hold only for this level.

For instance, the quality with which underlying lel is realized in French can be
well explained in analyses adopting a lexical level (Booij 1984: 199). This vowel
generally surfaces as [e] in open syllables, and as [e] in closed syllables. This is
illustrated in (lab). The correspondent of lel is in an open syllable in the phonetic
form ofpremier lpremjerl (see la), and in a closed syllable rn premidre lpremjer+el
(see lb), since the last segments of these underlying forms do not.surface in the
actual output. The vowel is realized as [e] in premier, and as [e] in premidre.

(l)

The realization of lel in open and closed syllables in French. The dot in the
phonological/phonetic form indicates a syllable boundary.

a. premier
lpramjerl
b. premiire
/premjer+e/
c. premiire amie /premjer+a amil

'first.masc.'

'first-fem.'
'first-fem. friend'

[premje]
Ipramjer]

[premje'rami]

Contrary to the generalization that /e/ surfaces as [e] in open syllables, it surfaces as
[e] in the phrase /premjer+a amil [premje'rami] (lc). The vowel is part of an open
syllable in the surface form of this phrase, but is realized with the quality of lel in

a

If it is assumed that the final segment of premidre is absent already
at the lexical level, the lel is in a closed syllable at this level, since the word
premidre is not yet followed by ami at this level, and the /r/ consequently cannot
form a syllable with this word at the lexical level. The generalization about the
surface quality of lel is therefore without exceptions if one takes syllable structure at
closed syllable.

the lexical level into account.

The assumption that there is lexical and a post-lexical level originates from
Lexical Phonology (Kiparsky 1982; Mohanan 1986). Following van Oostendorp
(1995), Booij (1997), Kiparsky (1997), and others, we incorporate this assumption

in Optimality Theory, and reject the claim that Optimality Theory should assume
only one level.r

I
The assumption of a lexical level is not crucial in the present study, since the analyses that will be
presented can be easily translated into analyses that assume only one level in combination with OutputOutput-constrarnts. rvhich require the forms of a morpheme to be identical in differentwords (e.g. Benua
1995, Kenstowicz 1996), or Sympathy constraints, which require the output candidate to be identrcal to a
certain re.iected candrdate in some respect (McCanhy 1998) We assume a lexical level because the data
which will be discussed in the present study can be most easily accounted for under this assumption.
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2.3.4 Prosodic Phonology
The most important representational theory adopted in the present study is Prosodic
Phonology as developed by Selkirk (1980, 1986), Nespor

&

Vogel (1982, 1986),

and others. This theory assumes that an ufferance has a hierarchical prosodic
structure. We adopt the assumption that segments form syllables (o). syllables form
feet (F), feet form prosodic words (PW), prosodic words form phonological phrases,

phonological phrases form intonational phrases, and intonational phrases form
phonological utterances. The prosodic structure of an utterance influences its

realization, since several phonological constraints and phonetic processes

are

sensitive to prosodic constituency.

Grammatical words which form single prosodic constituents with grammatical

words on their right may be grouped in syntactic constituents with grammatical
words on their left, and vice versa. This appears, for instance, form the Dutch
sentence (2). The article het in this sentence belongs prosodically to the preceding
word kocht, as it forms a syllable with the [t] of this word. Syntactically, however, it
belongs to the following word boek, with which it forms an NP (or DP).

(2) An instance of non-isomorphy between (i) morphosyntactic
and

(ii) syllabic or (iii)

on the one hand
prosodic word structure on the other hand (see also

Booij 1996: 219).

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

kocht

Jan

[.r[*, jon]
Con)"

(ion)r*
Jan

[, kcxt]

het

boek

[,ro[*o at

buklll

at).

(buk)"

at)pw

(buk)r*

the

book

(kcx).(t
(kcxt
bought

The assignment of prosodic structure follows the same principles in all languages.

The formation of syllables and feet is generally sensitive to the quality of the
segments, while the formation of Phonological and lntonational Phrases and

is influenced by the morphosyntactic structure of the
In at least some languages, the formation of Intonational Phrases and

Phonological Utterances
utterance.

Phonological Utterances is also influenced by speech rate, and the positions of the
accents in the ufterance (e.g. Gussenhoven 1988; Marsi et al. 1997).

In the unmarked

case, every prosodic constituent belongs

to exactly

one

prosodic constituent of the category immediately above it, and consists exclusively

of constituents of the category immediately below it. This generalization is called
the Strict Layer Hypothesis, and is enforced by constraints on domination. These
constraints are violable, like all phonological constraints (Selkirk 1995: 441). As a
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in some languages syllables forming affixes or unstressed function
words are not part of a foot, but are directly incorporated into a higher prosodic
consequence,

constituent (see e.g. Vogel 1994; Booij 1995; Peperkamp 1997), and segments may
be incorporated directly into the prosodic word (for an example see $3.6).

Syllables, feet, and prosodic words must be present at the lexical level of
phonology, since several phonological constraints which are relevant to the lexical
level refer to these constituents (e.g. Booij 1988; Nespor 1990; Zsiga 1992). This is

instance, from the French data discussed in section 2.3.3. The
constituents that are higher in the hierarchy than the prosodic word, however, are

evident,

for

not present before the post-lexical level. They may correspond to

several

grammatical words, and therefore cannot be formed before the grammatical words
are strung together, i.e. before the post-lexical level.

One of the merits of Prosodic Phonology is that it can adequately account for
the prosodic behaviour of clitics. Clitics are function words, like letl

'it' in (2), that

do not prosodically behave like normal words. They are unstressed, and often form a

syllable with segments of preceding or following grammatical words. Their
exceptional prosodic behaviour can be accounted for under the assumption that they
do not form prosodic words of their own, but are incorporated into the preceding or

following prosodic word, form a new prosodic word together with the preceding or
following prosodic word, or are directly incorporated into a Phonological Phrase
(Selkirk 1995).

Many phenomena can be accounted for if we assume a certain prosodic
structure, and the existence of constraints which are sensitive to this structure.
Naturally, a prosodic structure should only be assumed if its presence can be argued
for on independent grounds.

2.4 Phonetics
2.4.1 Differences between phonology and phonetics
The output of phonology is the input to phonetics (see Figure 2.1 in $2.1).The view
on the role of phonetics has changed enormously during the last decades. Early
generativists defined this component as the collection of universal mechanisms
which determine the realization of speech, and are the automatic results of speech
physiology (Chomsky & Halle 1968: 293; Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1979). The
nasalization of vowels before nasals, the fronting of /k/ before [i], and the
shortening of vowels before voiceless obstruents were assumed to be examples of
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phonetic processes. Since phonetic processes were seen as the automatic results of
speech physiology, they were assumed not to belong to the grammar proper.

This early view of phonetics proved to be untenable (Keating 1985, 1990a;
Kingston & Diehl 1994). The exact realization of a segment was found to differ per
language, and in some cases to be related to other properties of that language. The
latter is evident, for instance, from the fact that the amount of vowel to vowel
coarticulation is probably influenced by the number of vowels functioning as
phonemes in the language (Manuel 1990). Besides, no part

of arealization proved to

be the automatic result of speech physiology. Some realizations are preferred by
speech physiology, but speakers are not physically constrained to choose them. All
details of the realizations of segments are apparently represented cognitively, and
under explicit control of the speaker. They are part of the grammar.

If the phonetic

component contained only universal and automatic mechanisms, it would be empty.

Linguists have therefore proposed a new division of labour between phonology
and phonetics. Many of them, e.g. Keating (1988ab, 1990b), Pierrehumbert (1990),

Cohn (1993), Jun ( 1995), and Zsiga (1997), assume that the difference between the

phonological and phonetic component is that the former deals with symbols, while
the latter relates these symbols to actual speech.

The phonological symbols, which include segments and features, represent
categorical abstract, stable, timeless sounds. Phonological constraints, which refer to
these symbols, consequently have categorical effects, and do not necessarily have

articulatory or perceptual causes. Moreover, their relevance can be independent of
speech sryle.

Phonetic processes are assumed to translate phonological representations into
articulatory and perceptual targets, and therefore have articulatory or perceptual
grounds. The articulators move from target to target. The transitions between targets,
i.e. the interpolations, produce sounds whose qualities gradually change. The speed

of the quality alterations depends on the type of speech: they are probably faster in
careful speech, since speakers tend to realize segments more individually in more
formal speech styles. Phonetic processes used to be regarded as the result of rules,
which were called phonetic implementation rules. Several linguists nowadays prefer
to see them as the effects of phonetic constraint interactions (see e.g. Flemming
teeT).

The present study adopts this view of the distinction between phonology and
phonetics, and therefore assumes that phonology and phonetics differ as
summarized in Table 2.2. We do not need to choose between phonetic rules and
constraints, since we will not attempt to formulate phonetic processes explicitly.
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To summarize, phonology and phonetics are assumed to differ as indicated in
Table 2.2.

Table 2.2 Main dffirences between phonolog,, and phonetics.

Phonology

.

Phonetics

Symbolic representations;

The symbolic representations of
phonology are related to actual speech;

Constraints have categorical

Mechanisms may have gradient effects;

effects;

Constraints do not necessarily
have articulatory or perceptual
motivations;
The relevance of a constraint can
be independent of speech style.

.
.

Mechanisms have articulatory or
perceptual motivations,
The effects of a mechanism are
influenced by speech style.

2.4.2 Reduction of articulatory effort

When people speak less carefully, they tend to realize their speech with less
articulatory effort ($ 1.2). They reduce the size of the articulatory gestures, and
change their temporal organization. The effects of the reduction of the size of
articulatory gestures cannot generally be part of the phonological form, because the
phonological form is assumed to represent segments and features, not gestures.
Gestures with different sizes correspond to different features only if they are
contrastive in some languages, and most size differences introduced by the reduction

of articulatory effort are not. The effects of the temporal reorganization of gestures
in general cannot be incorporated into the phonological form either, since
phonological symbols are related to abstract time units. In conclusion, the effects of
gesture reduction and temporal reorganization generally have to be introduced by
phonetics, and

will

be referred to as "phonetic". They are contrasted with effects

which are already present in the phonological form, and which

will be

called

"phonological".

of

articulatory effort tends to affect segments which are not
acoustically salient, or not phonologically contrastive in the relevant position in the
language involved. The fact that the affected features tend to be acoustically non-

The reduction

salient has to be accounted for by phonetics, since this component deals with the
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physical aspects of sounds. The fact that they tend to be non-contrastive is a matter

of phonology, as it is this component that indicates which features are contrastive.
The present study assumes that the reason why particularly the realization of
non-contrastive features is affected by the speaker's natural tendency to reduce
articulatory effort is that non-contrastive features, which are unspecifred in the
lexicon (cf. Steriade 1987; Archangeli 1988; Mester & Itd 1989; Cho 1990;
Lombardi 1995a, and other work), can remain unspecified in phonology and in the
input to phonetics (Keating 1990a; Cohn 1993). When a feature remains unspecified
in a certain language, it is not translated into articulatory or perceptual targets, and
speakers do not have to make any effort to realize the targets corresponding to one

of its values. Only

those targets are reached that need no additional articulatory
effort in the given circumstances. Consequently, the relevant segments sometimes
sound as if they are specified with the plus value, and sometimes as if they are
specified with the minus value of the feature. Hence, a segment for which [voice] is
not contrastive may sometimes sound as voiced in certain languages and sometimes

of adjacent
7). The details of its realization in these languages are

as voiceless, depending on factors such as speech rate, and the type

segments (Chapter

determined by ease of articulation.

2.4.3 Competing views

In addition to the view that the phonological component deals with abstract symbols,
while the phonetic component deals with actual articulation and perception, there
are at least two other views of the relation between phonology and phonetics. First,
there is Articulatory Phonology (Browman & Goldstein 1989, l990ab, 1992a, 1995,
etc.). This theory assumes that phonemes are characterized in terms of coordinated

in phonology, and

therefore that the difference between
phonology and phonetics is much smaller than in the approach adopted in the
present study. Articulatory Phonology is not adopted here, since it is entirely based

articulatory gestures

on gestures, and is therefore only insightful if all the characteristics of the gestures
made during the relevant realizations are exactly known, which will not be the case
here.

Second, several linguists have suggested that phonological constraints can
incorporate principles of articulation, aerodynamics, and perception (see for instance
Ohala l990ab; Boersma 1998; and Hale & Reiss forthcoming for arguments against
this view). They argue that many types of data can only be explained adequately if
constraints expressing these principles can interact with purely phonological
constraints. In this view contrastive features tend to be realized faithfully because
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the faithfulness constraints on these features dominate the constraints which state
that articulatory effort is minimal. Non-contrastive features are not always realized
faithfully because the faithfulness constraints on them are sometimes dominated by
the constraints on articulatory effort. The role of phonetics in this view is not
worked out in as much detail.
The present study does not adopt this view of phonology, since there is not as yet
a

generally accepted theory incorporating it. Moreover, this view is only insightful

if

all the details of all relevant realizations are exactly known, as it is only then that it
is possible to state which articulatory, aerodynamic and perceptual constraints
dominate which faithfulness constraints. This

will not be the

case

in the present

study.

Most analyses which adopt the assumption that the phonological component
deals with abstract symbols, that the phonetic component relates these symbols to
actuai speech, and that features can be unspecified in phonetics can be well
translated into analyses adopting Articulatory Phonology or theories which allow
phonological constraints to refer to articulatory, aerodynamic and perceptual
principles. When they are translated into analyses within Articulatory Phonology,
the unspecified segments should be regarded as not corresponding to any gesture.
When they are translated into analyses adopting physical principles, the unspecified
segments should be regarded as specified segments which have to satisfy
faithfulness constraints that are lower in the constraint hierarchy than certain
constraints expressing physical principles.

Phonology of Dutch

3.1 Introduction
This chapter will describe the phonological characteristics of Standard Dutch which
are relevant to this study. First, the vowel and consonant inventories of this language
will be discussed ($3.2 and $3.3), and then the consonant realizations which are
unfaithful to the underlying representations with respect to [voice] ($3.a), or with
respect to length ($3.5), and analyses of these realizations. The chapter ends with a
section on prosodic constituency ($3.6).

It

to be emphasized that the notion of Standard Dutch is not wellIt is generally taken to be the set of varieties which are accepted by most

needs

defined.

speakers (cf.

$

I

.l ), and is therefore quite a subjective notion.

3.2 Inventory of vowels

Dutch has sixteen native vowels: schwa, three narrow diphthongs,

nine

monophthongs, and three wide diphthongs. The schwa is defined here as located in
the centre of the vowel space, or as having inherited the articulatory properties of
the adjacent segments. This definition is in line with Brownman & Goldstein's
(1992b) claim that schwa has its own [place]-specifications, which are positioned in
the centre of the vowel space, and that the targets implied by these specifications are
reached only if the vowel is sufficiently long.

The three narrow diphthongs are [ei], [ou], and [oy] (see e.g. Zwaardemaker &
Eijkman 1928: 125, 129). Phonologically, they belong to the monophthongs. For
instance, like the monophthongs, they are often reduced to schwa, whereas this is
rarely the case with the wide diphthongs (Stroop 1974:320;Kager 1989: 300; Booij
1995: l3l, 134). In accordance with all previous literature, we assume that [ei]
corresponds to underlying lel, lou) to lol, and [oy] to lsl . We will refer to the group
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these three vowels and the actual monophthongs as the phonological

monophthongs.

Table 3.1 shows all native phonological monophthongs. It characterizes them
by their height, backness, and roundness. Height is characterized as a combination
of the features [high] and [mid], since the vowels present four degrees of vowel
height (cf. Booij 1995: l7).

Table 3.1 The native phonological monophthongs.

[

-back]

[-round]

[*back]

[-round]

[*round]

[*high, -mid]
[*high, *mid]

I

v

I,B

YrA

[-high, *mid]

I

[*roundJ

?,o

[-high, -mid]

The [v] occurs for instance in the words bzs [bvs] 'bus', and kunst [kvnst] 'art' (e.g.
Booij 1995; Rietveld & van Heuven l99l; Gussenhoven 1999).lt is represented as

l0l by van Reenen & Elias (1998).
Table 3.2 lists the three wide diphthongs, and their backness and roundness.
The height of these vowels changes from [-high] to [*high, -mid] in the course of
time.

Table 3.2. The wide diphthongs.

backness

roundness

Itil

[

-back]

[-round]

layl

[

-back]

[*round]

loul

[*back]

[

*round]

The native vowels 14 t, a, v, o/ and li, y, u, e) g, o, a, Ei, ay, ou/ behave as two
different groups in phonology. The groups differ, for instance, in the number of
coda consonants that they can precede (see e.g. Booij 1995: 69 ff, and $3.6)).
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Zonneveld (1978), Trommelen (1983), van der Hulst (1984), Booij (1995) and
others argue that the differences between the two groups result from the number

of

time-slots to which the vowels are linked in phonology. These linguists claim that
the vowels h, t, x, y, ol are each linked to one slot, whereas the vowels li, y, u, e, fl,
o, a, ri,

cy, ou/ are linked to two slots. The former vowels are therefore believed to
be phonologically short, and the laffer phonologically long. The assumption of
phonologically long and short vowels in Dutch is supported by experiments which
show that there is a relation between the phonological length of a vowel and its
acoustic length: phonologically short vowels are generally acoustically shorter than
phonologically long vowels realized under the same circumstances (Nooteboom
te72).
The experiments also show that the relation between phonological and acoustic
vowel length does not hold for li, u, y/, since these phonologically long vowels

pattern acoustically with the phonologically short vowels in all contexts, except
before /r/ (Nooteboom 1972). Moreover, the relation between phonological and
acoustic vowel length appears to hold for the other vowels only when they are in the
head of feet (Rietveld et al. 1999). Because of these and other facts, van Oostendorp

(1995), Rietveld et al. (1999), and Gussenhoven (1999) reject the claim that /i, y, u,
e, s, o, al are always phonologically long. They argue that the phonological

t, c, v, o/ and li, y, u, e, s, on a/ are due to the specifications
of these vowels with respect to the feature [ax]: the former vowels are specified as
[*lax], whereas the latter are [-lax]. The difference in acoustic vowel length
between the [+lsa1 vowels and le, a, o, a/ in the head of feet would be completely
differences between 14

to

phonetic processes (van Oostendorp 1995: 34), or to the phonological
specification of le, o, o, al as long when they function as the head of feet
(Gussenhoven 1999; Rietveld et al. 1999).
This study adopts the assumption that h, t, c, y, o/ and li, y, u, e, s, o, a/ differ

due

in laxness. Analyses based on this assumption seem to incur less severe problems
than analyses assuming differences in phonological vowel length. Whereas the most

important problem

for

analyses adopting

[ax] is the physical

correlate

of

this

feature, analyses assuming differences in phonological vowel length have to explain,

among other things, why Dutch, unlike the great majority of languages, does not
allow CV syllables, and treats syllables ending in long vowels as light, but closed
syllables with short vowels as heavy (see van Oostendorp 1995:28 ff.). The choice
between the fwo views is not crucial for the present study.

In addition to the sixteen native vowels discussed so far, Dutch has a number of
marginal vowels, which only occur in loan words. These vowelsare long li,y,u,e,
cE,

c, o/ and nasalized lt,,

cE,

c, o/ (Booij 1995: 6).
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3.3 Inventory of consonants
Table 3.3 lists the native consonants of Dutch.

Table 3.3 The native consonznts.

Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal
p,b

Stops

lv

Fricatives
Nasals

m

t,d

k

S,Z

xrY

n

0

l,r

Liquids
Glides

Two remarks have to be made with respect to these consonants. First, there is much
geographical variation in the realization of several phonemes, among which lrl and
/x/. Since the present study is not principally concerned with geographical influence,

it will not distinguish

among the different geographical variants. Hence, these

variants are not indicated in the table.
Second, the voiced/voiceless distinction is less relevant for fricatives than for
stops, as is evident from,

for instance, the realization of these obstruents in word-

initial position. Many speakers never realize labiodental qr velar fricatives as voiced
in this position, and speakers from the western part of the Netherlands, from
Friesland, and from the areas near the big rivers, do not tend to realize word-initial
alveolar fricatives as voiced either. They reahze words that originally started with
voiced fricatives in some dialects of Middte Dutch with voiceless fricatives (Collins

&

Mees

l98l:

159; Gussenhoven

& Bremmer 1983: 57;

Slis

& van Heugten

1989,

van Reenen l99a). In contrast, the voiced/voiceless distinction for word-initial stops
is respected by all speakers of Dutch.

Further support

for the

weakness

of the opposition between voiced

and

voiceless fricatives is provided by the numberof word pairs which only differ in the

[voice]-specification of their initial fricative. There are only 9 minimal word-pairs

withinitiallfl andlvl,and l0pairswithinitiallsl andlz)(see land2).Sincesome
of them contain archaic or infrequent members, such as feil and fat, the actual
number of minimal pairs in every-day speech is even smaller.
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Minimal word-pairs with initial

lfl

vs. lvl.

[fa:l]
Ifot]

'fail'

vaal

'dandy'

fee

[fe:]

feil

frl

[feil]
Ifel]

'fairy'
'failing'

vel

fin

Ifrn]

[fi:r]

'fierce'
'Finn'
'proud'

Ifout]

'mistake'

Ifris]

'Frisian'

vries

faal
fat

fi,,
fout
fries

(2)
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'faded'

vat

[va:l]
Ivot]

vee

[ve:]

'cattle'

[veil]
Ivel]
Ivm]

'file'

vier

[vi:r]

'four'

vouwl

Ivout]
Ivris]

'folds'(verb form)

'sowing'
'to saw'

vil
vin

'hold'

'skin'
Irn

'freeze'

Minimal word-pairs with initial /s/ vs. lzl.

saai
sqgen
C
sein
sys
cent
set
Sien

[saj]

'boring'

zaat

lza:jl

[sa:xen]

'legends'

zagen

[za:xen]

[se:]
[sein]
[seis]
[sent]
[set]
[sin]

'letter C'
'signal'

zee

'sea'

'siskin'

zei,r

'cent'

zend

'set'

zet

'Sien'

zien

[ze:]
[zein]
[zeis]
[zent]
[zet]
[zin]

'show'

zier

[zi:r]

'the least bit'

'probe'

zonde

[zcnde]

'sin'

'softy'

zul

[zvl]

'will'2"d ps. sg.

zin

'to be' or'his'
'scythe'
'send'

'move'
'to see'

(name)

sier [si:r]
sonde [scnde]
sul
[svl]

In contrast, the number of word pairs which only differ in the [voice]-specification
of their initial stop is much larger. Some pairs are listed ;n (3) and (4). Many pairs,
such as pak - bak, and perk lperkl - berk, consist of members which are highly
frequent, and can occur in nearly identical semantic contexts.

(3)

Some minimal word-pairs with initial

paard
pok
pad
part

lpl vs. lbl.

[pa:rt]

'horse'

baard

[ba:rt]

'beard'

[pok]
[pot]
[port]

'parcel'

bak

bad

'part'

Bart

[bok]
Ibot]
Ibort]

'bin'

'path'

'bath'

'Bart'(name)
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pouw
peer
perk

[pou]

'peacock'

[pe:r]

'pear'

[perk]

'bed in

3

bouw
beer
berk

[bou]

'building'

[be:r]

'bear'

[berk]

'birch'

[bek]

'mouth'

[bcnt]

'fur'

[bo:t]

'boat'

[bct]

'bone'

[bre:ken]

'to break'

garden'

pek
pont
poot
pot

(4)

[pek]
[pcnt]
[po:t]

bek
bont
boot
bot
breken
brul
bui

'pitch'
'ferry-boat'

'pr*'

[pct]

'jur'

preken

Ipre:ken]

'to preach'

prul
pui

[prvl]

'trash'

[pay]

'facade'

Some minimal word-pairs with initial

tak
tas

teken

teren

tik
toen

tol
tolk

tor
top

tooi
turen

tuin
touw

[tok]
[tos]
[te:ken]
[te:ren]
[trk]
[tun]
[tcl]
[tclk]
[tcr]
[tcp]
[toj]
[ty:ran]
[tcryn]
[tou]

'branch'

'brg'
'sign'
'to live on'
'tup'
'then'

'top'
'interpreter'
'beetle'

'top'
'decoration'

'to peer'
'garden'
'rope'

ltl

vs.

[brvl]

troar'

[bay]

'mood'

[dok]

'roof

[dos]

'scarf

[de:ken]

'blanket'

[de:ran]

'to harm'

[drk]

'thick'

[dun]

'to do'

[dcl]
[dclk]

'crary'

lN.

dak
das
deken
deren
dik
doen
dol
dolk
dor
dop
dooi
duren
duin
dauw

[dcr]

'dagger'
'barren'

[dcp]

'shell'

[do:j]
[dy:ren]

'thaw'

[dcryn]

'dune'

[dou]

'dew'

'to last'

The voiced/voiceless distinction is the weakest for the velar fricative, which

is

nearly always realized as voiceless in the western part of the Netherlands. Since the

language variant spoken

in this region will be the subject of the present

investigations ($5.2.4.2), this study

will not recognize the voiced velar fricative

phoneme (cf. Gussenhoven 1992: 45).

It will

as a

assume that velar fricatives which

were underlyingly voiced in Middle Dutch are nowadays underlyingly voiceless.

The realization of the regular past-tense suffix poses a problem for the
assumption that Western Dutch has no underlying lyl. The phonological shape of
this suffix depends on the underlying [voice]-specification of the preceding
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obstruent, and is different after segments which are realized as [x] and [y] in some
variants of Dutch ($3.4.6). We assume that the past-tense forms which are irregular

under the assumption that all velar fricatives are underlyingly voiceless, such as
zaagde [zayde] 'sew' and droogde [droyda] 'dried', are a relict of earlier variants of
Dutch, and that it is indicated in the lexicon that they are realized with [de].

Dutch consonants are not always realized faithfully to their underlying
representations. In certain contexts they are systematically realized unfaithfully to
their underlying [voice]-specifications, or their lexical lengths. This is the topic of
the next two sections.

3.4 Voiced and voiceless obstruents
3.4.1 Introduction

Obstruents are not always realized faithfully to their underlying [voice]specifications. The realizations of some are determined by the qualities of the
adjacent segments, instead of their underlying specifications. That is,

.

coda and word-final obstruents are realized as voiced or voiceless
depending on the quality of, at least, the following segment;

.

fricatives and the initial ldls of some function words are, obligatorily or

.

optionally, realized as voiceless after obstruents;
the initial stop of the regular past-tense suffix is realized as voiceless after

underlyingly voiceless obstruents, and as voiced in all other contexts.
Sections 3.4.2 to 3.4.6 will discuss the realizations of these obstruents, and present
previous analyses. The sections form a basis especially for Chapter 7, which will
propose a new analysis for the voiced/voiceless realization of obstruents.

3.4.2 Obstruents in coda positions

All obstruents in coda positions generally

surface as voiced before voiced stops, and

all other contexts. This is illustrated in (5). Example (5a) shows that
the infinitive forms verwijden [verueidan] and verwijten [verueitan], with the
infinitive marker -en (-[en]), differ in their meanings. The feature [voice] is
as voiceless in

therefore distinctive for stem-final obstruents, and the stem of verwijden must be
underlyingly /verueid/, and the stem of verwijten lvtrveit/. Example (5b) shows that
when the underlying ldl and ltl of /verueid/ and /verutitl are in coda position and
followed by a voiced stop, they both correspond to [d] in the phonetic form. When
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they are in coda position and not followed by a voiced stop, they correspond to [t]
(see examples 5cd).

(s)

verwijden
verwijten

/verueid-en/

[(ver)"(ue i).(den)"]

'widen-inf.'

/verueil-an/

[(ver)"(uei)"(1en)"]

'reproach-inf

b.

verwijdbaar
verwijtbaar

/verueid-bar/
/verueil-bar/

[(ver),(ue id).(ba r)"]

'widen-able',
'reproach-able'

L.

ik verwijd
ik verwijt

/rk verueid/
/rk verueil/

[(rk).(ver)"(uei1).]

'l widen',
'l reproach'

d.

verwijd niets /verueid niV
verwijt niets /verueit nit/

[(ver)"(uei$.(nit).]

'widen not',

a.

:

'reproach not'

Coda obstruents surface as voiced before voiced stops also if their voiced variants
do not constitute phonemes in Dutch. This appears from examples as (6). Example
(6a) shows that the verb stem of maken ends in a lkl. Example (6b) shows that this
lW is realized as [g] when it is in codaposition before avoiced stop, even though the
lgl is not a phoneme of Dutch.

(6) a.
b.

maken
maak dit

lmak-enl
lmak dfil

[(ma:).ftan),]
[(ma:g)"(drt).]

'make-inf.'
'make this'

Many analyses have been proposed for the realization of word-final obstruents in
coda positions as voiced or voiceless. The analyses formulated within SPE-rules
assume that all word-final obstruents (Trommelen & Zonneveld 1979: 60 ff.;
Berendsen 1983, 1986: 46;Zonneveld 1983: 298 ff.) or all obstruents which are in

42,79) are devoiced by a
rule called Final Devoicing. Those obstruents which are followed by voiced stops
are subsequently voiced by a rule of Regressive Voice Assimilation. Final
Devoicing and Regressive Voice Assimilation were formulated by Booij (1981: 42,
79) as in (7) and (8). The symbol "$" indicates a syllable-boundary.
coda position at the end of the lexical level (BooU 1981

(7)

Final Devoicing

[-son] --+ [-voice] I

_
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Regressive Voice Assimilation

[-son]

-

[*voice]

t

-$

113il,
I
L +vorce l

Analyses formulated within Optimality Theory were proposed by Lombardi ( 1995b,
1999), Crijzenhout & Krtimer (1999), and Mascaro &. Wetzels (1999). Lombardi's
(1995b, 1999) analysis has been the most influential. It stans from the assumption,

in Lombardi (1995a), that [voice] is a privative feature, i.e. that only
voiced obstruents are specified for [voice] in phonology. lt adopts the constraints

defended

formulated in (9).

(9)

IoeNrONser(LnnntGEAL) (abbreviated IoONsLan):
Consonants before sonorants should be faithful to underlying laryngeal
specification.
IoeNr(r-nnyNcEAL) (abbrev iated lolnn)

:

Consonants should be faithful to underlying laryngeal specification.

*LAR:
Consonants should not have laryngeal features.
ACRTE:

Obstruent clusters should agree in voicing.

Constraint ranking (10) ensures that coda obstruents are realized as voiced before
voiced stops, and as voiceless in all other contexts.

(10) IoOrlsLAR, AcREe >> *LAR >> IoLRR
This is illustrated in Tableaux 3.1 and 3.2.
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Tableau 3.1 Obstruent in utterance-final position.
bed lbedl 'bed'

InOusLan

AcnEr

Iolen

x+l

(bed)"

t

os (bst)
(pet)"

*LRR

+

**

*l

The output candidate [pet] in Tableau 3.1 is non-optimal for the input htdl because
being [p]-initial, it violates the undominated constraint loOruslnn, whereas the [b]-

initial candidates [bed] and [bet] do not. These latter candidates violate *Lar or
Iolen. The form [bed] violates *LRR twice, as it contains two voiced obstruents.
The candidate [bat] violates *LRR only once. Since *LeR dominates InLRR, [bet] is
optimal.

Tableau 3.2 Obstruent before a voiced stop.

kijkdag /keik-dox/
'view day'

Ioouslan I

*l

(keik)"(dox).

r€

*LRR

*l

IoLan

*

**

(keig)"(dox)"

(keik)"(tox)"

Acooo

*
*

The input /keik-dox/ in Tableau 3.2 has as optimal output candidate [keigdox]. This
candidate violates *LRR twice, because the coda obstruent of the first syllable and

the onset obstruent of the second syllable are both linked to the laryngeal feature
Invoice]. The violations are felicitous, since they avoid violations of AcREp and
IoOrusLeR. AGREE is satisfied because the obstruents are identically specified for
[voice]. The constraint InONSLAR is satisfied because the onset obstruent is realized
in accordance with its underlying [voice]- specification.
The analyses mentioned so far
the ones formulated within SPE-rules as well
as the ones formulated within Optimality Theory
assume that all obstruents
which are realized as voiced are specified as [+ysi..] in the phonological form, and
that all obstruents which are realized as voiceless are either specified as [-voice] or
unspecified for [voice], depending on whether they adopt underspecification theory.
In addition, these analyses assume that final obstruents are always voiced before
voiced stops, and voiceless in all other contexts.
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A different fype of analysis is proposed by Slis (1985). Following the classical
generative analyses, Slis assumes that coda obstruents undergo Final Devoicing, and
are phonologically specified as [-voice]. Unlike the classical generative analyses, his

analysis does not assume a phonological process of regressive voice assimilation.

Slis claims that coda obstruents are not always realized as voiced before voiced
stops, and if they are, this is the result of phonetic coarticulation.

Neither Slis' analysis nor the analyses formulated within Optimality Theory
deal with the voiced realization of some word-final obstruents before certain vowelinitial function words. These voiced realizations are the topic of section 3.4.3.

3.4.3 Word-final obstruents before vowels
The final obstruents of at least some words can be realized as voiced and voiceless

lbl of heb htbl 'have', for
can be realized as [b] and [p] before ik ltkl 'l' ([heprk], [hebrk]). The

before certain vowel-initial function words. The final
instance,

analyses discussed in section 3.4.2, with the possible exception of the one proposed

by Slis, do not predict the voiced realizations. They are designed to have voiced
word-final obstruents in their outputs only before voiced obstruents.
Berendsen (1986), Booij (1985, 1987, 1995), and Gussenhoven (1986) have
proposed additional analyses for the realization of word-final obstruents as voiced

voiceless before vowels. These analyses are all formulated in terms of
phonological rules, and assume Final Devoicing. They differ in their outputs, as is

or

illustrated in Table 3.4. This table shows the realization of post-vocalic word-final
/d/s and /t/s according to the three analyses. The table is restricted to stops which
precede the function words ik ltV 'l', het latl 'it', er lerl 'there', and ie hl 'he', and do

not occur in word-combinations stored in the lexicon.
Standard Dutch.

It

holds exclusively for
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Table 3.4 The realization of word-finol coronal stops, according to Berendsen,
Booij, and Gussenhoven. The stops are divided into categories characterized by
their underlying [voiceJ-specification and the type o/'followingfunction word.
Realization according to
Category

Example

l...YytW

weet

Berendsen Boory Gussenhoven
'know I'

/...V{ rk/

ik
had ik

l...Y1atl

weet

'know(s)

l...Yd arl

het
had hat
weet er
had er

l...v1il

weet

ie
had ie

'knows he'

1...v!et/
l...Y7erl

l...Ydt/

'had

'had

I'
it'

'know(s) there
'had there'

'had he'

[t]
[t] and [d] ttl
It]

[d]
[t] and [d]
[t] and

ttl
_ _ _ttl_ _ __

[t] and [d]

ttl

It]

[t]

It]

ltl

It]

_ _ H _ _ _ __ _ _til

It]

[t] and

[t] and [d]

[d]

It]

ltl

ttl

ttl

__ _ _ _

Berendsen (1986) claims that word-final obstruents which are underlyingly voiced

can surface as voiced and voiceless before every vowel-initial clitic except er lerl

'there'. Underlyingly voiceless obstruents, on the other hand, normally surface

as

voiceless before such clitics. They can surface as voiced only if they are ltls and the

clitic is schwa-initial.
Berendsen accounts for his data as follows. He assumes that clitics have to be

incorporated into the preceding prosodic word, or directly adjoined to the preceding

or following phonological phrase. When clitics are incorporated into the preceding
prosodic word, they belong to the same syllabification domain as the preceding
word-final obstruents. Vowel-initial clitics then form syllables with these preceding
word-final obstruents, which means that these obstruents end up in onset position,
and cannot be devoiced by Final Devoicing. They surface as voiced if they are
underlyingly voiced, and as voiceless if they are underlyingly voiceless. When
clitics are directly adjoined to the preceding or following phonological phrase, they
do not form syllables with the preceding obstruents. These obstruents consequently
remain in coda position, and are devoiced by Final Devoicing. They surface as
voiceless, independently of their underlying [voice]-specifications. In other words,
underlyingly voiced obstruents before vowel-initial clitics surface as voiced or

on the type of prosodic incorporation, but underlyingly
always surface as voiceless. There is one exception to this

voiceless, depending
voiceless obstruents
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generalization: when schwa-initial clitics are directly adjoined to the preceding or

following phonological phrase, preceding ltls can be voiced by

a

special

phonological rule called "clitic /t/-voicing".

Booij (1985, 1987,1995) claims that all word-final obstruents are normally
realized as voiceless in Standard Dutch, although there are a few host+clitic
combinations in which underlyingly voiced word-final obstruents can be realized

as

voiced.

Booij's account rests on two assumptions: first, that Final Devoicing applies at
the end of the lexical level, and second, that lexical phonology generally deals with

in isolation. These assumptions imply that the final obstruents of
nearly all grammatical words are in coda position at the lexical leveI, and are
devoiced by Final Devoicing. They surface as voiceless, independently of their
underlying [voice]-specifications, and independently of the prosodic status of the
following grammatical word. However, some special host+clitic combinations are
present as units at the lexical level (Booij l98i:222). If the host of such a
combination ends in an obstruent, and the clitic starts with a vowel, the host-final
obstruent forms a syllable with the clitic at the lexical level. This obstruent is
consequently in onset position at the lexical level, and is not devoiced by Final
Devoicing. It is realized faithfully to its underlying [voice]-specifications.
hosts and clitics

Host+clitic combinations which behave as units at the lexical level are those stored
in the lexicon.
One such host+clitic combination is the sequence heb

ik lhtb rk/'have I'. It

is

probably stored as it is highly frequent, and is sometimes realized as [hsk]. The
contraction [hek] cannot result from productive synchronic phonological processes

of Dutch, since this type of reduction can only apply to a restricted number of
host+clitic combinations (see also $9.5.2). This means that [hek], and therefore
possibly also heb ik as a unit, is stored in the lexicon.
Finally, Gussenhoven (1986: 186, 187) claims that in Standard Dutch all postvocalic obstruents can be voiced before ik

ltU'I',

and that post-vocalic fricatives can

also be voiced before other vowel-initial function words. His explanation for these

all word-final obstruents undergo Final
Devoicing, and that the post-vocalic ones can subsequently be voiced by

realizations rests on the assumption that

Intervocalic Voice Assimilation when they precede a prosodic word boundary and

certain vowel-initial function words. Which Upes of obstruents can undergo
Intervocalic Voice Assimilation before which function words is dialect-specific.
There are, however, no dialects in which Intervocalic Voice Assimilation can voice
obstruents preceding the form ie

lil 'he'. This form is obligatory

enclitic, and

is
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therefore always incorporated into the preceding prosodic word, which means that it
is never separated from the preceding obstruent by a prosodic word-boundary. This

preceding obstruent consequently never satisfies the conditions

for

Intervocalic

Voice Assimilation.

Evaluating Berendsen's, Booij's, and Gussenhoven's analyses is impossible
without valid data on the realization of word-final obstruents before vowel-initial
function words. Such data will be provided in Chapter 9, and they will appear to be
in accordance with none of the analyses. An alternative analysis will be presented in
Chapter 7.

3.4.4 Fricatives in onset positions

Fricatives in onset positions form another type of obstruent which is not always
realized faithfully to its underlying Ivoice]-specification, as both underlyingly
voiced and voiceless fricatives are realized as voiceless after obstruents. This is
illustrated in (ll). The indefinite article een can be followed by voiced as well as
voiceless fricatives. Since the words zee and var both surface with voiced fricatives
aft.er een, they apparently have voiced fricatives in their underlying representations.
These underlyingly voiced fricatives are realized as voiceless in diepzee and

handvat, in which they follow obstruents.

(l l)

/an zel
zee
lan *el
C
diepzee ldiyel
len vat/
b. een vot
eenfat
lenfotl
handvat Arondvot/

a.

een
een

[an4e:]
[enqe:]
[dipqe:]
[envot]
[anfot]
[honqfot]

'a sea'
'an C'
'deep sea'
'a grip'
'a dandy'
'hand grip

& Zonneveld 1979:60 ff.; Booij
l98l : 42, 79; Berendsen 1983, 1986: 46; Zonneveld I 983 298 ff.) account for the
voiceless realizations of fricatives after obstruents with a rule of Progressive Voice

Classical generative analyses (see e.g. Trommelen

Assimilation. This rule makes fricatives conform to the [voice]-specifications of the
preceding obstruents, which are voiceless as a result of the rule of Final Devoicing

(cf.$3.4.2). Booij's (1981) formulation of the rule of Progressive

Voice

Assimilation can be found in (12). The symbol "$" indicates a syllable-boundary.
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Progressive Voice Assimilation

[ -son
-son I __,
iL+contl
L-votceJ/ L-roi..]
1

s

Within Optimality Theory, two types of analyses have been proposed for the onset
fricatives. Lombardi (1995b, 1999) ascribes the voiceless realizations of these
fricatives after obstruents to the high ranking of a constraint requiring fricatives to
be voiceless after obstruents. Grijzenhout & Kriimer (1999) and Mascar6 & Wetzels
(1999) ascribe the voiceless realizations to the high rankings of a constraint
requiring obstruents in a cluster to agree in [voice], and a constraint requiring coda
obstruents to be voiceless. Grijzenhout & Ifttimer (1999) and Mascaro & Wetzels
(

1999) assign different names to these constraints, and We

"CoNFoRtr,t" and "FINDEV". The high ranking

will refer to them as

of CoNronrra has the effect that

an

obstruent and a following fricative are both realized as either voiced or voiceless.
Because of FtuDrv, they are realized as voiceless (see Tableau 3.3).

Tableau 3.3 Onsetfricative after an obstruent.
handvat /hond-vot/ 'hand grip

CoNpoRna

{(l

(hond).(vot)"
(hont)"(vot)"

rs

FINDev

*l

(hont)"(fot).

Since all these analyses can explain the data, choosing between them seems to be a
matter of personal preference.

3.4.5 Word-in itial /d/s

In contrast with initial fricatives, initial stops are generally realized faithfully to their

underlying representations, also after obstruents. There is one exception: the initial
a number of function words.

ldl of

ldl of these words is, more or less, optionally
(13).
This
in
is
illustrated
The lexical word dien and the function
[t].
words daar and dat are obligatorily realized with [d] in utterance-initial position
( 1 3a). When they follow obstruents, the lexical word dien is always realized with [d]
( l3b), whereas the function words daar and dat are sometimes realized with [d] and
When following obstruents, the

realized as
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with [t] (13c). The preceding obstruents are realized as voiceless when
ldl is realized as voiceless. and as voiced when the ldl is realized as voiced.

sometimes
the
(

l3)

a.
b.
c.

Dien op

llin

Daar

lQarl

Dat

llotl

[{incp]
[{a:r]
ldotl

opdienen
heh daar
maak dat

/cp dinen/

[cbdinen]

'That'
'to dish up'

ft'tb darl

[heEa:r], [hebda:r]
[ma:ktot], [ma:g!ot]

'have there'
'fix that'

cpl

/mak dot/

'Dish up'
'There'

Zonneveld (1982, 1983) is the only linguist who has proposed analyses for the
realization of word-initial ldl. His first analysis (Zonneveld 1982) assumes that ldlinitial words which always surface with tdl only have lexical forms with /d/,
whereas words which can surface with [t] after obstruents have one lexical form
with /d/, and one with /6/. The forms with /d/ always surface with [d], and preceding

of Regressive Voice Assimilation (which
was described in $3.4.2). The forms with /6/ surface with a voiceless alveolar after
obstruents because of Final Devoicing (described in $3 .4.2) and Progressive Voice
Assimilation (described in $3.4.4), and with a voiced alveolar in all other contexts.
This alveolar ldl surfaces as a stop, as the result of a strengthening rule. This is
obstruents surface as voiced as the result

illustrated in (14).

(14)

Underlying form:

lpdl lpdl

Final Devoicing:
Regressive Voice Assim ilation:

bd

tbdl

lb6l

pd

p0

lndl

bd

Progressive Voice Assimilation:

p0

p0

Strengthening:

pt

pt

nd

lptl

lndl

Phonological and phonetic form:

tbdl [pt]

[bd]

Zonneveld's second analysis (Zonneveld 1983) is very different. This analysis
claims that a /d/-initial word which can be realized with [t] after obstruents is
optionally incorporated into the preceding prosodic word. When it is incorporated,
and follows an obstruent, the initial /d/ is part of a word-medial obstruent cluster.

Word-medial obstruent clusters are voiceless by default, and therefore the /d/ is
[t]. In contrast, when words are not incorporated into the preceding
prosodic word, their initial /d/ is realized as [d].
realized as
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Zonneveld (1983) represents an improvement on Zonneveld (1982) in that it
does not assume that segments which always surface as [d]s or [t]s are underlyingly

fricatives.

It is a step back in that it

implies that the realizations of underlyingly

voiced fricatives and function word-initial /d/s are due to different processes,
although the two types of obstruents are both realized as voiceless after obstruents
and as voiced in all other contexts. The only difference between the two types is that

fricatives are obligatorily realized as voiceless, whereas the voiceless realization

word-initial ldls seems to be more or

of

less optional.

3.4.6 The initial stop of the regular past-tense suffix

The final type of obstruent which is realized as voiced in some contexts and as
voiceless in others is the initial stop of the regular past-tense suffix, which consists
of a coronal stop and a schwa. The stop is realized as voiceless after obstruents
which are underlyingly voiceless, and as voiced after all other phonemes. This is
illustrated in (l5a-e), which show the underlying forms of certain verb stems, and
the realizations of the corresponding past-tense forms. Only after

lxl the realization

of the suffix is unpredictable (see 5fg).

(15)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

open

nuaai
krab
raap
bak
lach
zaag

lopanl
lzva/
krobl
lrapl
lbokl
lloxl
lzaxl

'open'

opende Iopenda]

'wave'

zwaaide [zua:jde]

'scratch'

krabde

'pick up' 'laugh'

raapte [ra:pte]
bakte [bokte]
lachte fioxte]

'saw'

zaagde [za:yde]

'bake'

[krobde]

'opened'
'waved'
'scratched'
'picked up'
'baked'
'laughed'
'sgw'

The realization of the suffix has been accounted for by three different analyses. The

first analysis was proposed by Trommelen & Zonneveld (1979) and Zonneveld
(1982). It assumes that the stop of the suffix is underlyingly i6l. When this fricative
follows a voiceless obstruent, it is devoiced by Progressive Voice Assimilation, like
any other fricative. When it follows another type of phoneme, it remains voiced. The

fricative is tumed into a stop before phonetic implementation. This analysis
produces correct outputs only

if Final Devoicing does not devoice the underlyingly

voiced obstruents which precede the past-tense morpheme. According to Trommelen

&

Zonneveld (1979) and Zonneveld (1982), this condition is met, since Final
Devoicing only affects word-final obstruents ($3.4.2).
The second type of analysis has been proposed by Wetzels (1982:125), Booij
(1995: 62,) and Grijzenhout (1999).

It assumes that the coronal stop of the past-
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tense suffix is underlyingly unspecified for [voice]. Wetzels (1982) assumes that the

stop always borrows, and Booij (1995) that it is always linked to the [voice]specification of the preceding segment. Grijzenhout (1999) assumes that it is linked
to the [voice]-specification of the preceding segment only if this segment is an
obstruent.

If the preceding

segment is a sonorant, the stop is assigned the default

[voice]-specification, which is [+vs1..] in this context.
The most recent analysis is the one proposed

by Borowski (forthcoming).

Borowski assumes that the initial stop of the regular past-tense morpheme is /d/.
This /d/ is realized as tt] after underlyingly voiceless obstruents, because the
obstruents in a cluster have to agree for [voice], and it is worse for segments of a
base than for segments of an affix to be unfaithful to their underlying [voice]specifications.

All three

analyses explain the fact that some velar fricatives are followed by

[da], and some

by [te], with the assumption that those followed by [de] are

underlyingly voiced, and that those followed by [tel are underlyingly voiceless. As
mentioned in 3.3, we will not consider the voiced velar fricative to be a phoneme of
Dutch. Instead, the past-tense forms ending in the velar fricative followed by [de]
will be assumed to be stored in the lexicon. Hence, we will assume that it is
indicated in the lexicon that the past-tense fonns of verbs such as zagen lzax-anl
'saw-inf.' and drogen ldrox-en/ 'dry-inf.' are realized with [de] instead of [te].

3.5 Geminates
Obstruents are frequently realized unfaithfully to their underlying representations

not only with respect to their [voice]-specifications, but also with respect to their
durations. That is, most consonants with a lexical length of two segments
("geminates") are generally realized with a duration that is shorter than the acoustic

duration of two separate segments (cf. Martens & Quend 1994; Booij 1995: 68).
Geminates of which the parts belong to the same prosodic word are obligatorily
realized with the acoustic length of a single segment (see l6a), and geminates of

which the parts are separated only by

a

prosodic word boundary, as in
morphological compounds, are often realized with an acoustic length that is nearly
as short as the length of a single consonant (see l6b). Only geminates of which the
parts are separated by a prosodic word as well as a phonological phrase boundary, as

for instance in ( l6c), are frequently relatively long.
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a.
b.

lasster

/los + ster/

Ioqtar]

'weld*er (fem.)'

kerkklok

4<erkrklck/

[ker\lck], [ker!lck],
([kerklck])

'church bell'

c.

at tonijn

/ot tonein/

[ot:onein], [ot'onein],
([olonein])

'ate tuna'

The relative acoustic length of geminates of which the parts are separated by at least
a prosodic word boundary is influenced by speech rate. The geminates are relatively

shorter when speech rate is higher.

These generalizations on length do not only hold for genuine geminates, but

clusters of obstruents which differ only in their underlying [voice]specifications (see e.g. l7). Such clusters generally sound as completely voiced

also

for

when they end in an underlyingly voiced stop, and as voiceless in all other cases.

(17)

a.

klapband

/klop+bsn67

b.

waszak

/uoqlzok/

[uoqok], [uos'ok],
([uos:ok])

'laundry bag'

c.

had toch

/hod tcxl

[hot:cx], [hot'cx],

'had yet'

[klobont], [klob'ont],

'flat tyre'

([klob:ont])

([ho1cx])
Classical generative analyses explain the relative acoustic lengths of consonants by
means of a phonological rule called "degemination". This rule deletes one of two

identical consonants in a sequence. It applies obligatorily within prosodic words,
and optionally across word-boundaries (Booij 1995: 68). Degemination is ordered at
least after Final Devoicing (which is described in $3.4.2), Regressive Voice
Assimilation (described in $3.4.2), and Progressive Voice Assimilation (described
in $3.a.a). The interaction of these four rules produces the correct output forms for
genuine geminates, and for clusters of obstruents differing in their underlying
[voice]-specification (see I 8).

(18) Underlying form:
Final

lbpl

Devoicing:

lszl

pp

Regressive Voice Assimilation:
Progressive Voice Assim ilation

bb
SS

:

Degemination:
Phonological and phonetic

lpbl

p

form:

tpl

bss
[s]
tbl

[s]
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Since these classical generative analyses explain the realizations of geminates by a

phonological, and therefore categorical ($2.4.1), rule which deletes one consonant,

i.e. one time-slot, they assume that underlying geminates always have acoustic
lengths of either one or two single segments. This is contrary to fact for geminates

of which the parts do not belong to the same prosodic word (see above). The
classical generative analyses do therefore not adequately account for the data.

3.6 Prosodic structure
Prosodic constituency ($2.3.a) is nowadays considered an important characteristic
of phonological representations. This study will refer to some characteristics of the
syllable, the foot, and the prosodic word.

The relevant assumptions with respect to the prosodic syllable are that it
consists of an onset, a nucleus, and a coda, and that in Dutch these constituents have
the characteristics listed in (19).

(19) Relevant characteristics of the Dutch syllable (see e.g. van der Hulst 1984;

Booij 1995)

.

The onset contains as many consonants as possible (The Maximal Onset

.
.

The nucleus contains a vowel.

Principle). The maximum is 3.
The coda contains maximally
a tense

I

consonant if the nucleus is a diphthong or

vowel. It contains I or 2 consonants if the nucleus is a lax vowel.

Because lax vowels have to be followed by at least one consonant, and onsets

should contain as many consonants as possible, pre-vocalic obstruents following lax

vowels are ambisyllabic: they belong to the preceding syllable as well as to the
foflowing one (van der Hulst 1985). For instance, the [k] in the word akker [oker]

'field' forms, simultaneously, a coda for the syllable headed by [q] and an onset for
the syllable headed by [a].

Most syllables are part of feet. The most important assumption for this study
with respect to feet is that they generally consist of one or rwo syllables, and of three

in only a small

number of monomorphemic words, or when several
unstressed syllables which are part of different morphemes happen to be adjacent
within the same prosodic word. When feet consist of more than one syllable, the
syllables

left-most syllable is the head, and is the only one which bears stress (Gussenhoven
1993, and references cited there).
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A prosodic word in Dutch may contain footed and non-footed syllables, and an
It minimally consists of one foot, which forms its head. All coronal
obstruents at the end of a prosodic word are directly incorporated into the prosodic
appendix.

word, and are parl of neither syllables nor feet. They are said to form the "appendix"

(Booij 1995 26 ft).r The appendix explains why the number of consonants that can
follow the last vowel of a prosodic word exceeds the number of coda consonants
allowed in non-final syllables. Figure 3.1 illustrates the structure of prosodic words
in Dutch with the word herfst [herfst] 'autumn'. Since prosodic words start with a
syllable, or a foot, which in turn starts with a syllable, its left-hand boundary is
obligatorily aligned with a syllable-boundary, and, vice versa, the left-hand side of
the first syllable is obligatorily aligned with the left-hand boundary of the prosodic
word.

PrWd

Figure 3.1

The

prosodic structure o/[herfst].

Prosodic words may be smaller than grammatical words. First, the constituents

of

morphological compounds generally form prosodic words of their own (Booij 1995:

47 ff.). The

compound brand-oefening ibrond-ufenrg/ (['bront,ufanr9]) 'fire
practice', for instance, consists of the prosodic words brand and oefening, as is
evident from the realization of the ld/ as [t], which indicates that the ldl is in coda
position, and is therefore followed by a syllable-boundary. The syllable-boundary is
expected

if

the two constituents of the compound beiong to different prosodic

words. The /d/ is then followed by a prosodic word boundary, and consequently by
syllable-boundary.

a

If the constituents of the compound belong to the same prosodic

word, the syllable-boundary would be unexpected. The two constituents then belong
to the same syllabification domain, and the ldl would be expected to form the onset

I

This type of appendix shoutd not be confused with appendices which contain unfooted syllables, and
were proposed by Gussenhoven (1993).
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of the syllable headed by the lul,because of the Maximal Onset Principle.

In addition, the prosodic structure of brandoefening follows from the syllables
which bear stress. These syllables also bear stress when the fwo constituents of the
compound are realized in isolation (['(bront)o], ['(u).(fe).(nrrJ).]). This suggests that
the constituents form prosodic domains of their own.

Finally, the prosodic structure of brandoefening follows from the position of
the primary stress. This stress falls on (bront)o, and is therefore at a distance of three

syllables from the right edge of the word. This is highly exceptional for words which
are not morphological compounds (see e.g. van der Hulst 1984: 235).

The second Upe of constituent which does not form a prosodic word with the
remainder of the grammatical word is instantiated by some exceptional suffixes
such as -achtig '-ish' and -baar '-able' (Booij 1995: 30). The words containing these

affixes behave like prosodic compounds with respect to e.g. syllabification. This is
clear from an example like groenachtig /xrun-oxtrx/'green-ish', which is realized as
[(xrun)"(?ox).(tx)"]. The inserted glottal stop indicates that the lol is not preceded
by an onset, as glottal stops are never inserted in the middle of syllables in Dutch.
Hence, the

[o] is preceded by a syllable-boundary in the phonological form. This

boundary prevents the syllabification from satisfying the Maximal Onset Principle,
and therefore must be due to the presence of a prosodic word boundary.

Finally, prefixes do not form prosodic words with their bases. They form
of their own (Booij 1995: 30). This is evident from an
example ltke ontaard lcnt-ard/ 'degenerate', consisting of the prefix lcnt-l 'de-' and
the stem /ard/ 'nature'. This word is realized with a glottal stop before aard
syllabification domains

([(cnt)"(?aft)"]), which implies that the [tJ of ort does not belong to the same syllable
as the [a] of aard. The syllable-boundary separating the two phonemes violates the
Maximal Onset Principle, and therefore must be due to the presence of a prosodic
word boundary. Hence, the prefix ont and the stem aard do not belong to the same
prosodic word.
Prosodic words cannot only be smaller, but also larger than grammatical words.
They can contain a content word plus one or more unstressed function words (Booij

1995 170 f.f.). Examples areweet ie lvet-il 'knows he', and koop het Rop etl'by it',
which form single syllabification domains. The incorporated unstressed words are
called clitics ($2.3.4).

For other characteristics of prosodic constituency in Dutch, which are not
relevant to this study, see Booij (1995) and Marsi et al. (1997), and references cited
there.

Part

III

Type of data

4

Intuitions and speech as linguistic evidence

4.1 Introduction
Given the background information presented in Part II, we can now proceed with the
actual study of this book. First, we

will determine which type of data

is most valuable

given the research questions formulated in section 1.2. Then, in Parts IV and V, we

will

actually try to answer these questions on the basis of the data.

Data fbr phonological and phonetic investigations are typically provided by
poetry, word games, production mistakes, sound changes, speakers' intuitions, and
actual speech (cf. Ohala 1986). The first four data types can only be of secondary

importance to the studies on the relevance

of the

speaker's tendency

to

reduce

articulatory effort on casual speech, and therefore the present study.
The problem with poetry and word games is that one never knows what

it

is

exactly that is responsible for the observed patterns: whether it is the underlying forms
of the words, theirphonetic forms, ortheir orthographies. They therefore rarelyprovide

information on which properties of realizations are phonological, and which ones are
phonetic in nature.

Production mistakes are realizations which do not result from the regular
phonological and phonetic processes. They are unsuitable as the main data for the
present study because they are difficult to recognize: they are seldom corrected in
casual speech, and cannot be recognized by their characteristics, as it is unknown which

characteristics are ungrarnmatical.

Finally, sound changes probably do provide valuable data, but there are too few

of them to form a sufficient base to study casual speech. Sound changes, therefore,
cannot form the main data of the present study, either.

It seems, then, that

the main data for this study must be provided by speakers'

intuitions or samples of actual speech. As speakers' intuitions form the basis of many

linguistic studies of all types, they may also be of use when studying realizations in
casual speech. Actual speech

will certainly provide valuable

data, since it can show the
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regular realizations of segments and words, and indirectly provide information on
which realizations are due to phonology or phonetics (see e.g. Ohala I 981 ).
This chapter will discuss speakers' intuitions ($4.2) and actual speech ($4.3 and
$4.4) as possible data types in more detail. We

investigations

will

conclude that the data for the

of the present study should come from a corpus of

conversations ($4.5). Chapter 5

spontaneous

will introduce the corpus that was developed for this

study.

4.2 Linguistic intuitions
4.2.1 General aspects

Many linguistic analyses are based on speakers' intuitions. One of the reasons is that
intuitions are generally easily available: they can be obtained without having to leave
one's arm-chair. Theoretical studies are particularly likely to be based on intuitions also
because most theoretical linguists consider competence rather than perforrnance to be

the focus of their research (see e.g. de Saussure 1916 31; Chomsky 1964.26), and
assume that intuitions reflect the competence

of speakers better than any other

data

type.

Intuitions
grammars

of

linguistic evidence have enorrnously increased our knowledge of the
languages (Newmeyer 1983: 49). The main reason for this is that
as

intuitions, in contrast to all other types of data, can provide positive and negative
evidence: speakers generally know which realizations are grammatical and which ones
are not.

Linguistic intuitions

are not accepted as

valuable data by all linguists. Some critics

wonder whether intuitions indeed reveal characteristics of the linguistic competence,
or only provide data for a theory of linguistic intuitions (Levelt 1972 22). Other critics
argue that intuitions may well be influenced by the way they are elicited, and by the
speakers' expectations (Labov 197 5: 26).

Finally, there is the idea that, whereas speakers may have ulear intuitions about the
lexical forms of words, they are rather ignorant of actual realizations (Mohanan 1986:

194). This idea implies that studies of realizations in casual speech, to name an
example, should not be based mainly on intuitions.
Clear evidence that speakers do not har,'e valid, i.e. correct, intuitions on the non-

lexical characteristics of words is provided by the realization of word-final obstruents
before vowel-initial function words in Dutch. This will be shown in section 4.2.2.
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4.2.2. Intuitions on word-final obstruents
The realization of word-final obstruents as voiced or voiceless depends on the quality

of the initial segment of the following word ($3.4.1 to $3.4.3)), and is therefore a nonlexical property. It could therefore provide an excellent testing ground for the idea that
speakers' intuitions about non-iexical properties are not valid.

We saw in section 3.4.3 that various models have been proposed to deal with the
realization of word-final obstruents

as

voiced or voiceless before vowel-initial function

words. These analyses differ from each other particularly in their outputs. Table 3.4,
here repeated as Table 4. l, shows the various generalizations that these outputs allow
to be made about the

ik ltV 'I',

realization ofpost-vocalic coronal stops before the function words

het latl 'tt', er lerl 'there',

and ie

h/ 'he' in Standard Dutch.

Table 4.1 The realization of word-final coronal stops, according to Berendsen, Booij,

and Gussenhoven. The stops are divided into categories characterized by their
underlying [voiceJ -specification and the type offollowing function word.
Realization according to
Category

l...Y1rW

/...V{ rk/
l...Yyetl
L..Yd etl

l...Y7arl
l...Yd arl
1...V!t/
t...Yd it

Example

ik
had ik
weet het
had het
weet er
had er
weet ie
had ie
weet

Berendsen

Booij

Gussenhoven

ttl

ttl

[t] and [d]

I'

[t] and

[d] ttl

[t] and [d]

'know(s) it'

[t] and

'know I
'had

'had it'

[d]
[t] and [d]

ttl

ltl

[t]

ttl

'know(s) there

ttl

It]

ltl

'had there'

ttl

ttl

tll

ttl

ttl

It]

ttl

ttl

'knows he'
'had he'

[t] and

[d]

It is clear from Table 4.1 that Berendsen, Booij and Gussenhoven have conflicting
views about the possible realizations of these stops. As their data have been gathered
mostly from their own intuitions, supplemented with incidental observations, it seems
that their intuitions differ significantly, which supports the idea that speakers' intuitions

about the realization of these obsffuents may not be valid.

There are, however, several additional possible reasons why linguists' intuitions

may differ. The three linguists might be speaking, and hence describing, different
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geographical varieties. Boo4 comes from the eastern part of the Netherlands, whereas
Gussenhoven comes from the western part. Moreover, the researchers may be
subconsciously influenced to some extent by the predictions of their own linguistic
models.

To test the hypothesis that speakers' intuitions on the realization of word-final
obstruents before vowels , and therefore on the non-lexical properties of realizations,
are invalid, we conducted two small experiments in which we elicited the intuitions
a

of

number of linguistically "naive" speakers of the same variety of Dutch who had few

or no theoretical expectations.
First, we asked ten first-year students of linguistics about their intuitions on the
stops indicated in Table 4.1. These students were all born and raised in the western part

of the Netherlands, and were unaware of any analysis of the realization of word-final
obstruents before vowel-initial function words. They were female with ages ranging

from 19 to 47 . We asked them orally, and all at the same time. On the basis of their
answers, it was possible to distinguish two separate groups. One group claimed that all

word-final stops indicated in Table 4.1 are sometimes realized
as voiceless. The other group

as

voiced and sometimes

thought that these stops are always realized as voiceless.

These groups, then, appeared to have different intuitions, but it is not easy to see why,

as group membership did not correlate with factors such as age or geographical
background, and the students had no preconceived ideas about linguistic analyses of

word-final obstruents before vowels. The students' answers suggest that

speakers'

intuitions on the realization of word-final obstruents are invalid.
Interestingly, one student expressed doubts about the assumption that word-final
obstruents can be realized as voiced before vowel-initial function words by saying 1ft

geloof niet dat ik dat doe'I don't believe I do that', while realizing dat ik /dot rk/ 'that

I'

as [dodrk], as was in fact noticed and remarked on by all the other students. This

clearly shows that at least some speakers do not have access to explicit knowledge
about their own linguistic behaviour. In conclusion, this small experiment provides
evidence for the hypothesis that intuitions on word-final obstruents, i.e. on non-lexical

properties of realizations, are not valid.

We then tested the hypothesis that speakers' intuitions on the non-lexical
properties are invalid in a more formal way by interviewing sixteen male subjects with
academic degrees who had lived all their lives in the western part of the Netherlands
(Subjects A to P). These subjects' dates of birth, past and present places of residence,
and professions can be found in Appendix A. They were selected particularly because

they spoke approximately the same variety of Dutch ($5.4.3). Moreover, they were
unaware of any analysis of the realizations of stops in intervocalic positions, and could
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therefore not be expected to be strongly influenced by any preconceived ideas. We
asked these sixteen subjects to

fiIl in questionnaires

about their intuitions on the

realizations of the word-final and word-medial stops

of

some words and word-

combinations. Appendix B lists their answers.
Since the realizations of the word-medial stops are independent of the preceding

or following word, they can be, and probably are, determined at the lexical level.
if speakers have valid and consistent intuitions on the realizations of lexical

Hence,

properties, and invalid and inconsistent intuitions on non-lexical properties, they will
have identical intuitions on the realizations of the word-medial stops, and different

intuitions on the realizations of the word-final stops.
With respect to the word-medial obstruents, the sixteen subjects appeared to have
nearly identical intuitions: they generally assumed that these obstruents are realized in
accordance with their underlying [voice]-specifications. Apparently, then, speakers
have consistent intuitions on the lexical properties of words.

There was less agreement among the subjects with respect to the word-final
obstruents. According to the intuitions of seven subjects, these obstruents are generally

realized as voiceless (Subjects D, E, G, J,

L, and N), or sometimes as voiced

and

sometimes as voiceless (Subject C). The intuitions of five other subjects (Subjects B,

H, I, M, and O) implied that the realization of word-final stops is mainly determined
by the type of the following function word. These subjects generally intuited that stops
before ik can be realized as voiced, whereas those before ie are always voiceless (see
Table 4.2 overleaf). Finally, the intuitions of the remaining subjects implied that the
realization of word-final stops is influenced by the underlying [voice]-specifications
(see Table 4.3 overleaf). Particularly Subjects A, K, and P intuited that underlying /d/s
are more often realized as voiced than /Us.
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Table 4.2. The intuitions of Subjects B, H, I, M, and O on the realizations of word-final
coronai stops. The stops are divided into categor[es according to their underlying
fvoiceJ -specifications, and the type offollowing function word.
Possible realization according to
Category

I

Subjects M, O

Subject B

Subject H

l...Yyrk/

tdl

[t] or [d]

[t] and [d]

[t] and [d]

/...V{ rk/

tdl

[t] or [d]

[t] and [d]

[t] and [d]

l...Ytratl

[t] and [d]

tdl

It]

ltl

l...Y7erl

[t] and [d]

[t] and [d]

[t] and [d]

ltl

l...Yd arl

[t] and [d]

[t] and [d]

[t] and [d]

ltl

1...v!il

[t] and [d]

ttl

ttl

ttl

t...Yd it

ttl

ttl

ttl

ttl

Subject

t...Yd att

Table 4.3. The intuitions of Subjects A, F, K, and P on the realizations of word-final
coronal stops. The stops are divided into categories according to their underlying
[v o i c eJ - s p e c ifi c a t io n s, an d t h e t.vp e offo I I ow in g func tio n w o r d.
Possible realization according to

Category

l...Y1rW

Subject A

Subject

F

Subject

K

Subject P

[t] or [d]

tdl

ttl

[t] or [d]

l...Yyetl

[t] or [d]

tdl

[t] and [d]

ltl

1...v!etl

tdl

[t] and [d]

tdl

[t] or [d]

l...Y7erl

It]

ttl

It]

ltl

l...Yd arl

[t] or [d]

[t] and [d]

[t] and [d]

tdl

1...v1il

ltl

It]

ltl

ltl

t...vd it

[t] or [d]

[t] and [d]

[t] and [d]

tdl

I

...Yd rk/
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The sixteen subjects, then, displayed nearly identical intuitions on the realization of
word-medial stops, whereas they did not with respect to the realization of word-final
stops. As these differences

in opinion cannot solely be due to different

language

varieties, or different theoretical expectations, they constitute additional support for the

hypothesis that intuitions are not valid with respect

to those characteristics of

a

realization that are not encoded in the lexicon.

In

summary, the results

of both

experiments suggest that intuitions do not

constitute valid data for studies on post-lexical or phonetic properties of realizations.
This does not imply that intuitions on these properties do not provide any interesting

information at all, but simply that this information is of

a

different type. For instance,

since the intuitions displayed by the subjects of the two experiments are conflicting,
they support the assumption that the reahzation of word-final obstruents as voiced or
voiceless is neither determined in the lexicon nor at the lexical level of phonology.
Moreover, these intuitions suggest that the word-final obstruents are not voiced at the

lexical level, since they show that many speakers believe that they are never voiced.
The obstruents must therefore be voiceless at this level, or, since [-voice] is the
unmarked value (see e.g. Mester & ItO 1989; Cho 1990; Lombardi 1995a), be
unspecified for [voice].

4.3 Speech
4.3.1 Introduction
Section 4.2 argued that speakers' intuitions do not constitute valuable data for studies
on post-lexical and phonetic processes, and therefore for studies on casual Dutch. Since

collections of poetry, the results of word games, speech errors, and sound changes
cannot constitute the main body of data either ($4.1), such studies can only be based
on actual speech.

Analysing speech is not simple. Each analysis implies that the relevant stretches
of speech have to be interpreted in several ways. First, they have to be interpreted
sffings of symbols representing their perceptual characteristics. Then,

it

as

has to be

determined which stretches of speech can count as actual rndependent data, i.e. are not
the result of production mistakes, or dependent on other realizations. Finally, their
characteristics have to be classified as phonological or phonetic

if this distinction

is

important to the proposed model. Sections 4.3.2 to 4.3.5 will discuss these four types

of interpretation.
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4.3.2 Transcription
Stretches

of

speech constitute valuable data

for linguistic analyses only

if their

perceptual characteristics are transcribed as strings of symbols, such as phonological
features or characters from the International Phonetic Alphabet (lnternational Phonetic

Association 1999). The phonetic transcription of some characteristics can at least be

partly based on acoustic measurements. This is, for instance, the case with tone or
intonation, of which the transcription can be partly based on measurements of
fundamental frequency (Fo), although Fo does not have a one-to-one relation with
perceived pitch. Nafurally, transcription can be based on acoustic measurements only

if it is known

exactly to which acoustic properties of the sound signal the relevant

perceptual characteristics are related in which context, and which are the relative
shengths of these acoustic properties under different conditions. This is the case with

only a few characteristics, and does not include the feature [voice] for intervocalic
obstruents ($7.3.a). The upshot is that acoustic measurements have only a small part
to play in the transcription of casual speech, and are of only limited use in a study like
the present one.

Transcribing utterances by ear is not an easy task. The transcriber must take note

of all phonetic details produced by the speaker, and decide which symbol should be
It is therefore easy to make mistakes, and the task

used to represent which sound.

requires great concentration. Moreover, transcribing by ear is difficult because listeners

normally determine which word is realized not only on the basis of what they perceive
(analytic listening), but also on the basis of what they expect (semantic listening).
While making phonetic transcriptions, transcribers should disregard all the expectations
that automatically follow from their knowledge of the phonotactics ofthe language, the

spelling ofthe word (Cucchiarini 1993: 55), its lexical representation, itspronunciation

in formal speech, and so on. Ignoring one's expectations is difficult. Vieregge (1987:

9) argues that it is even impossible. According to him, phonetic transcriptions

are

always influenced by the transcriber's expectations, and are never objective reflections

of reality.
Since transcribing by ear is so difficult, auditory transcriptions can only be held
to have some validity if they have been arrived at by several independent judges. Note,

however, that even if many transcribers agree on a certain transcription, this does not

imply that it is valid (e.g. Cucchiarini 1993: l0). Transcribers can all be influenced by
the same expectations, and therefore agree in their transcription, even though this
transcription is incorrect.
One may wonder what to do with stretches of speech on which judges disagree.
One possibility is to replay these stretches and see whether the judges are willing to
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agree on one transcription. This method probably does not yield a priori a more valid

transcription, as the judges, when listening for the second time, know each other's
ffanscriptions, and carr be influenced by them, so that the ffanscription which is
eventually accepted may not the best one, but the one obtained form the most confident
transcriber.

Another possibility is to discard the problematic stretches from the data set. This

method is unproblematic

if

the number of stretches that have to be discarded is

relatively low. If the transcribers disagree about many utterances,

as

will often be the

case for utterances realized in rapid and fluent speech (Keating 1998: 40), the method

may be less adequate. The number of transcriptions that remain can be too small to
warrant firm conclusions, and it is possible that discarding problematic stretches results

in the removal of a more or less complete category, and consequently the loss of
interesting types of data.

In summary, percepfual characteristics of stretches of speech can be transcribed
on the basis of acoustic measurements if it is known exactly to which acoustic
properties they are related under which conditions. Otherwise, the transcriptions have

to be made by ear. Since transcribing by ear is difficult, auditory transcriptions are
preferably made by several transcribers. Stretches of speech on which the transcribers
do not agree should be left out of the data base

if they do not constitute an important

part of the data.

4.3.3 Classification as regular or irregular
Grammatical analyses should have the correct realizations

as

their direct outputs, which

implies that for the construction and evaluation of such models, relevant stretches of
speech not only have to be transcribed, but also have to be classified as to whether they

result from the regular processes of the language or from production mistakes.
This classification is not a simple matter if the realizations originate from casual
speech. In careful speech, both regular realizations and production mistakes can be

more or less identified by their characteristics, while mistakes can also be identified by
the comments of the speaker. In casual speech, this is not possible, since we do not
know what the regular characteristics of realizations are in the first place, and speakers
seldom correct their mistakes in this speech style. This means that the classification

of

realizations from casual speech can be based for the most part only on their frequency

of occurrence, with the majority of cases probably constituting the regular forms, and
the minority (i.e. the outliers) the mistakes. This classification method is somewhat
problematic, since not all realizations with low frequencies are mistakes. Moreover, it
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is unknown what is the threshold frequency between realizations that are possibly
mistakes and those that are probably not.

4.3.4 Classification as dependent or independent

Analyses

of

speech should predict the relevance

of

certain processes. For the

construction and evaluation of such analyses, realizations therefore have to be classified
as

to whether they are dependent or independent. Dependent realizations of units are

not computed on the basis of their separate lexical or underlying forms or those of the
morphemes that they contain, but directly retrieved from the lexicon, which means that

they may possess a certain characteristic not because it is the result of a phonological
or phonetic process, but because it is stored in the lexicon. Hence,
a

if the relevance of

certain process has to be determined, only independent realizations should be taken

into consideration.

The classification of realizations as dependent or independent may also be
problematic at times. If the assumption that realizations are temporarily stored after
they have been uttered is correct, realizations in repetitions may be dependent:

a

speaker may retrieve the second realization of a unit in a repetition from memory,
instead of computing it anew. Other examples of dependent realizations are those which
are part of the same lexically stored string of words, such as tokens of the word hand

in the expression I am an old hand at that. These realizations may be computed from
the lexical forms of the strings in which morphemes may be stored with deviant
characteristics, instead of from the underlying forms of the containing morphemes. To

ensure that an investigation focuses on realizations which are computed from the
underlying or lexical representations of their parts, then, any realizations in repetitions,

in set phrases or phrases that are highly frequent or have unpredictable properties
should be discarded. This method cannot guarantee that there are no dependent
realizations in the data set, since realizations may be temporarily stored for some time
and it has not been established yet that only high frequency strings may have lexical
representations.

4.3.5 Classification as phonological or phonetic
For some analyses it is necessary to make a distinction between the phonological and
the phonetic characteristics of a realization. Classifying characteristics as phonological
or phonetic requires detailed and statistical research, instead of incidental observations.

In

some cases, the classification calls

for

accrustic measurements. The
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classification of the voiceless realization of vowels is a case in point. Vowels are
sometimes realized as voiceless between voiceless obstruents in several languages (see

e.g. Ohala 1983; Rodgers 1998). For instance, the first vowel of the string pick all

people

is

sometimes realized as voiceless

in British

English. These voiceless

realizations may have phonetic grounds. The vocal folds generally do not vibrate during
the realization of voiceless obstruents, whereas they must vibrate during the realization

of vowels. This means that for the realization of a string consisting of a voiceless
obstruent, a voiced vowel, and a voiceless obstruent, the vocal folds have to start and
end vibrating during the realization of the vowel and the begiruring of the following
obstruent. This is relatively difficult ifthe relevantvowel is acoustically very short, and

acoustically short vowels can therefore sound

as

voiceless between voiceless obsffuents

on phonetic grounds. Hence, if one wants to know the nature of the voiceless
realizations of vowels between obstruents, one should determine whether only
acoustically short vowels are voiceless. If this is the case, the realization may be purely
phonetic. An actual classification which was based on acoustic measurements can be
found in Ohala (1981).

The classifications of some other characteristics as phonological or phonetic
requires articulatory data (see e.g. Cohn 1993;Zsiga 1995). The perceptual absence

of

[t] before [m] is a case in point. Browman & Goldstein ( 1989: 216) showed on the basis
of articulatory data that when the [t] is inaudible in the pfuase perfect memory, this may
be due in at least some cases to the fact that it is realized during the closure of the [m]

(cf. $ 1.1). The [t] is then articulatory present although its acoustical consequences are
absent, and its absence is phonetic in nature.

4.4 Two types of speech
4.4.1 Introduction

It may be obvious that for speech data to be valid and verifiable, they have to be
recorded on tape. Relevant stretches of speech can then be replayed several times,
which increases the probability that they are interpreted correctly. Moreover, they can
then be listened to by several linguists at different moments, which is important when
they have to be transcribed by ear.

There are roughly two types

of

recorded speech: unscripted, as realized in

spontaneous conversations, and scripted, such as sentences read aloud. We

will refer

to recordings of unscripted speech as "speech corpora" and to recordings of scripted
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speech as "recordings

4

fiom experiments".

Both rypes of recordings have their advantages, of which the most important ones

will

be described in sections 4.4.2 and4.4.3. Which type of recording is most adequate

depends on the type of study.

4.4.2 Advantages of speech corpora
Speech corpora have several advantages over recordings from experiments. One
advantage is that they offer the best chances of containing casual speech. Speakers who
are recorded for a corpus perform a natural task: they convey a message in their own

words. As a result, they generally do not take long to get used to the fact that their
speech is being taped, and mostly speak as they would do under normal conditions. In

contrast, speakers in experiments perform less natural tasks, since they have to read
aloud sentences, often in some pre-agreed format. Because of these tasks, they are more

or less constantly reminded that their speech is being tape recorded, and, as a
consequence, tend to tailor their speech more in conformity with some standard, or in

conformity with what they think the researcher requires. They speak casually less often.

A second advantage of corpora

is that they can

form an excellent basis for

a

survey

of the possible realizations of phonemes and words, including those realizations of
which little is known. Corpora generally contain a diversity of types of words and
combinations of words, and therefore illustrate nearly all phenomena of connected
speech. Recordings from experiments, on the other hand, generally illustrate only the

process which is the subject of study. This process can never be completely unknown,
since the sentences that the subjects have to read aloud have to be designed so as to

contain the contexts that are maximally relevant to the process. The designer of an
experiment therefore has to know at least the application domain of the process under
investigation.

Finally, consulting an existing corpus is less time-consuming than designing and
executing new experiments. Corpora illustrate many processes, and can therefore form
the basis of surveys of very different types of realizations.

A corpus compiled for a

survey of the realization of lt/, for instance, can also be consulted for research on the
realization of lnJ, the realization of full vowels as schwas, and so on. If a good corpus
is available, linguists may save themselves a lot of time and effort by consulting it,
whether they intend to use it for a full-scale quantitative investigation or only for an
exploratory or preliminary pilot study.
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4.4.3 Advantages of recordings of experiments

Recordings

of

experiments have two important advantages over corpora. One

advantage is that it is relatively easy to retrieve the reahzations of relevant items from

of experiments. These recordings consist of
constructed so as to contain the relevant items, which

recordings

sentences which are all

means that

it is known

beforehand which sentences contain which items. This is of course not true for corpora.

As a consequence, collecting relevant realizations from recordings of experiments is
less time consuming.

The most important advantage of recordings of experiments is that they can be
made to contain exactly the data which are relevant to the study. The speakers are
instructed precisely what to say and how to speak, and consequently generally provide
exactly the required data. Speakers in corpora, on the other hand, are fairly free in their

talk, and even

if they

have received insffuctions as to how to talk and what to talk

about, they may in fact not realize the required words or not speak in the required way.

This has two implications. First, recordings of experiments are better suited to
studies

of

realizations

or types of realization, since such words and
are by de{inition underrepresented in normal conversations. Kennedy

low-frequency words

(1998: 34) states that it takes a corpus of at least 500 million words realized during
conversations with widely differing topics, that is, a much larger corpus than any
currently available orplanned, to achieve a reasonable number of low frequency words.
In contrast, recordings from experiments with many fewer words can contain as many
tokens of low frequency words and realizations as the researcher thinks are necessary.

of experiments are better suited to analyses which require
variables to remain constant. Analyses of the influence of : certain factor on the

Second, recordings
several

acoustic durations and intensities of units are a case in point. Acoustic characteristics

are influenced by variables such as speech rate, intonation, and the mood of the
speaker, which generally do not have the same values for all units in normal
conversations. When comparing units from corpora, one therefore has to take the
influence of these variables into account. This is difficult, if not impossible, because no
analysis for the influence

of all the variables is available. In contrast, if the acoustic

characteristics of units from experiments are compared, these variables do not have to
be taken into account, since they can be made to remain constant for the relevant units

in the experiment.
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4.4.4 Summary
The principal advantages of speech colpora and recordings from linguistic experiments
are listed in Table 4.4. Speech corpora are especially useful in studies of casual speech,

and in studies surveying various processes, including processes of which little is
known, whereas experiments provide valuable data particularly for studies of lowfrequency words and realizations and for studies which require several variables to
remain constant.

Table 4.4 The principal advantages of speech corpora and recordings of experiments.
Speech corpora

Recordings of experiments

They offer the best chances of

Retrieval of relevant realizations is
relatively easy;

containing casual speech;
They are suitable for surveys

of

several processes, including
processes of which little is
known;
The same corpus is suitable for
very different types of studies.

They provide exactly the

data

required for a particular study and
are therefore valuable in particular
for studies
. of low-frequency words;

.

which require variables to
remain constant.

4.5 Summary and consequences for the present study
This chapter started with a short discussion of various types of data for linguistic
research. It concluded that the only types which can possibly form the main data for
studies of casual speech are speakers'intuitions and actual speech. The remainder

of

this chapter focussed on these two types.
The discussion of linguistic intuitions concluded that intuitions can form the
main body of data only for studies on the lexical properties of words. As casual speech
is influenced by post-lexical and phonetic processes, this implies that the present study

should not be based on intuitions. It

will accordingly

be based on recordings of actual

speech.

of

for linguistic studies when their
perceptual characteristics are transcribed as strings of syrnbols. Most perceptible
Stretches

speech can function as data

characteristics, including the voiced/voiceless realizations of obstruents, can only be
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will therefore
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be based on such auditory transcriptions,

and in order to minimize mistakes, most transcriptions

will be made by

several

ffanscribers.

There are roughly two types of recordings of speech: corpora with unscripted
speech, and recordings from linguistic experiments with scripted speech. As corpora

are especially suitable for research on casual speech, and for general surveys, the
present study

will be based on a corpus, in the hope that this corpus will provide

enough data ofthe right type for statistical analyses. The corpus will be described in the

next chapter.

5

A corpus of casual Standard Dutch

5.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 concluded that the evidence for this study has to come from a corpus. For

the purposes of the present investigation, such a corpus should meet the following
requirements.

l.

The corpus should contain casual speech.

2.

The corpus should represent Standard Dutch, and therefore contain all
varieties that are considered as standard ($ 1.1).

3.

The subjects should speak the same variety of Standard Dutch. Statistical
analyses produce more reliable results when they are based on more data.

if the realizations of the
only be done if the speakers

The results of the study are therefore more valid

different subjects can be pooled, which can

do not differ with respect to their use of the realizations at issue. The risk

that they do

will be minimized if they

speak exactly the same language

variety.
4.

The recordings that make up the corpus should be readily available to
ensure that the realizations of its utterances can be studied in detail.

5. The corpus should be free of

background noise

to facilitate the

transcription.

6.

The corpus should be easy to work with, and therefore should not be too
large.
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The corpus should not be too small, as

it

has

to

contain enough

realizations for the purposes of the present investigation. Unfortunately,
the size minimally required could not be calculated in advance on the basis

of the frequencies of occurrence of the relevant segments in the relevant
contexts, since it was not known exactly which were the relevant contexts.
The percentage of the realizations that would not be transcribed
unanimously by the phoneticians consulted, and that therefore would have
to be excluded for the analyses, was also an unknown property.
8.

Every speaker should be represented by enough realizations to ensure that
the corpus is suitable for studies of inter-speaker variability. Such studies
are needed in order to assess what should be regarded as a characteristic

of

Standard Dutch, and what as a characteristic of the idiosyncratic language

variety of a certain speaker.

The requirement that the corpus should contain only one language variety
(Requirement 3) conflicts with the requirement that it should represent Standard Dutch
(Requirement 2), as a corpus cannot simultaneously contain a single and several
language varieties. One way out of this dilemma is to give up the requirement that
the corpus should represent Standard Dutch, and to focus on just a single variety that

is regarded as standard by most speakers of Dutch. This solution was not adopted
here, because only people who are born in the same geographical area and are
seldom in touch with people from other areas can be assumed to be speakers of the
same single variety. There are only few,

if any, such speakers

in the Netherlands,

and the corpus consequently would contain a variety spoken by only a very limited

of speakers. This would mean that the data from the corpus could not be
compared to and supplemented by data on Standard Dutch from the literature, as

number

such data represent slightly different varieties, to say the least. This would diminish
the value of the investigations based on the corpus.

Another possible solution for the conflict between Requirements (2) and (3),
and the one that will be chosen here, is to compromise between the fwo
requirements, and build a corpus that contains several similar varieties of Standard
Dutch. Snrdies of inter-speaker variability will then have to determine whether data
from the different speakers can be pooled for the analysis of a certain realization. If
they can, the results of analyses run on these data can be assumed to hold for a large
number of speakers, and may be compared with data from the general literature on
Standard Dutch.

Since compiling corpora is very time-consuming, we investigated whether
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there were any corpora available which met the requirements. This did not appear to
be the case. The existing corpora of conversations we know of contain various, and

very different, variants of Dutch (e.g. van der Wryst's 1996 corpus), contain dialects
(e.g. Elias' 197'7 corpus), or cannot be consulted because their tapes are no longer
available (e.g. Uit den Boogaart's 1975 Eindhoven corpus).

This is why we decided to compile

a

new corpus for the purposes of this study.

The choice for its structure and the type of speakers

will be motivated in section

5.2.

The recording process and the speakers on each recording will be described in
section 5.3. Finally, the corpus will be evaluated in section 5.4, and section 5.5 will
describe its present form.

5.2 Design
5.2.1 Introduction

A corpus is charactertzed at least by
f.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

its overall structure.
the place where the recordings are made.
the elicitation methods used.
the structure of the recordings.
the conversation topics.
the type of speakers.

The characteristics of our corpus will be described in section s 5 .2.2 to 5 .2.4 . Section

will discuss the decisions that were taken with respect to characteristics (l-3),
while section 5.2.3 will discuss the decisions with respect to the structure of the
recordings and the conversation topics (characteristics 4 and 5). Section 5.2.4,
finally, will deal with the selection of the speakers (characteristic 6).
5.2.2

5.2.2 General characteristics of the corpus

The general characteristics of the corpus were primarily determined on the basis
Requirements

of

(l), (2), and (5-8). First, a solution had to be found for the conflict

between Requirements (1) and (4). Requirement (4) states that the corpus should be

free of background noise, and therefore more or less dictates that the corpus should
be recorded in a soundproof room. The requirement that the corpus should contain
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casual speech (Requirement 1), on the other hand, more or less dictates that the
corpus should not be recorded in such a room, since people in soundproof rooms are

very much aware of the fact that their speech is being observed, and therefore tend
to speak more formally than usual (Labov 1912:209).
Labov (1972 209) mentions three methods to elicit casual speech from people

who know that their speech is under observation. One method entails that the
speakers are encouraged to talk before and after they fulfil certain tasks. People
unconsciously assume that their speech is not being observed at these moments, and
consequently tend to talk more naturally. This method of eliciting casual speech is

especially effective
utterances.

if

the co{pus is designed to contain only a small number of
is designed to contain a large number of utterances, like the

If the corpus

corpus needed for this study (Requirement 7), the method is less effective, since it

implies recording many hours of speech over and above the actual recordings that
are made for the corpus itself. Labov's first method of eliciting casual speech must

therefore be supplemented by other methods

if it is to be used for

the compilation

of

the corpus for the present study.

A

second method mentioned

by Labov is involving the speakers in topics

which recreate strong emotions they have felt in the past. This method elicits casual
speech since people do not pay much attention to the way they speak when they are

in an emotional state. Which question elicits emotions depends on the speakers'
cultural backgrounds and their characters. A question which makes Americans
emotional is, for instance, "Have you ever been in a sifuation where you were in
serious danger of being killed" (Labov 1972 92).lt is very difficult to come up with
enough good questions to keep speakers emotional for a long time. Since the corpus
needed for this study has to contain many utterances of every speaker (Requirement
8), this implies that it cannot solely consist of utterances that were realized while the
speakers were in an emotional state.

Finally, a speaker is encouraged to speak casually when he talks to people he
knows, instead of to an interviewer: the presence of an acquaintance will make him
forget more easily that his speech is under observation, and may restrain him from
showing that he is rntimidated by the circumstances. Recordings of group
conversations, however, are of little use to sfudies which require narrow phonetic

transcriptions, because they generally contain much background noise and
simultaneous and overlapping talk, which make them difficult to transcribe.

We decided to record the corpus in a soundproof room, and to use a
combination of all of Labov's three methods for eliciting casual speech in order to
overcome the problems associated with each of them. Casual speech was elicited by
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having a speaker talk to a friend, or a close colleague, on topics which were
intended to take their minds off their speech. In addition, casual speech was elicited
by encouraging the speakers to talk freely before and after the "official"
conversations.

Some of the "official" conversations took place in our presence, which we do
not think inhibited the subjects in any way or prevented them from speaking
casually, since we all had similar social backgrounds ($5.2.4.2), and can therefore
be considered to be peers. It would have been ideal if we could have found subjects
with the required characteristics ($5.2.4) in our own circle of acquaintances, but this

proved impossible. The strictest requirement that we could, and therefore did, meet
was that at least one speaker of each pair was either an acquaintance of ours, or an
acquaintance's acquaintance.

If

he was the acquaintance of an acquaintance, our

mutual acquaintance was present at the recording, if possible.
Each pair of speakers was recorded for 90 minutes. The requirement that the
corpus contains casual speech (Requirement I ) calls for lengthy recordings, because
people tend to speak more naturally after they have been in a certain situation for a

while. Lengthy recordings also meet the requirement that the corpus should contain
a relatively large number of realizations by every speaker (Requirement 8). In
contrast, the requirement that the corpus contains the speech

of

several people

(Requirement 2) calls for short recordings, since the number of speakers in a corpus

is inversely proportional to the durations of the recordings: if the recordings are
shorter, the corpus can contain the speech of more people. Finally, the recordings
should not be too long, as it is difficult to make people speak continually for a long
time. A time-span of 90 minutes is probably a good compromise between these
various requirements.

Similarly, the number of recordings represents a compromise between various
requirements, namely Requirement (6), which requires the corpus to be easy to
handle, and therefore to be small, Requirement (7), which requires the corpus to be

it

for the intended investigations, and
Requirement (2), which requires the corpus to represent Standard Dutch, and
therefore to consist of the speech of several subjects. A number of recordings was
expected to prove unsuitable for inclusion in the corpus because it was likely that
some subjects would turn out not to meet the requirements formulated in section
5.2.4, or not to speak casual Standard Dutch. We estimated that if eight to ten
large, so that

contains enough realizations

recordings turned out to be usable, the corpus would meet all requirements as well
as

possible. For this reason, we decided to record 10 pairs of speakers.
Summing up, then, the corpus we compiled consists of conversations between
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two friends or close colleagues in a soundproof room. We made ten recordings of 90
minutes in all. Casual speech was elicited from the speakers mainly by having them
discuss the topics described in section 5.2.3.

5.2.3 Structure of the recordings and conversation topics
Each recording session consisted of three parts. The first two parts were meant to

elicit casual speech from the subjects, while the third was meant to elicit realizations
which can be used in possible future acoustic research on vowel reduction. Casual
speech was elicited in two parts, that is with two different tasks, since

it seemed

unlikely that a single task could make people speak continuously for almost 90
minutes. There is a further advantage to be gained from having two tasks: they give
the subjects the opportunity to speak between the "official" tasks, at which moments
their talk tends to be particularly casual ($5.2.2).

The first part of each recording session consisted of completely

free

conversations between the subjects, in the presence of the author and in the presence

of our mutual acquaintance. The speakers chose their own topics, and the author, or
our mutual acquaintancel sometimes asked questions or made some remarks in order

to keep the

conversations going. This part

of the recording session lasted

approximately 40 minutes.

Then the speakers were left alone for the second part of the recording session,
in which they had to play a role-play. This role-play contained a part in which the
speakers had to negotiate about the purchase of camping goods. One speaker played

the salesman of camping equipment, while the other one played a camping store
owner. The salesman had to sell tents, sleeping-bags, and back-packs for prices as
high as possible. He was told that the goods come in packages of one hundred only,
and that he could not sell the products separately. The store owner was instructed to
purchase a maximum of 75 sleeping-bags and 75 back-packs for prices as low

as

possible, and not to buy tents. The salesman only knew the production costs of his
products, while the store owner only knew the prices of the products in his shop.
This negotiation task was inspired by van der Wijst ( 1996: I 18).

Before the negotiation task was incorporated into the role-play, we tested it a
number of times in a pilot experiment to see whether it elicits natural and casual
speech. The speakers received their instructions on paper, just before the recording

sessions, and these instructions were improved

on after each

session. The

negotiations turned out to elicit speech that sounds natural and casual to us, provided

the speakers are instructed that the salesman and the store owner are friends, and
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therefore use the more intimate forms. The negotiation task appeared to be adequate

for the compilation of corpora of casual speech.

In the pilot experiment, the negotiation task took on average only 20 minutes.
Since the first two parts of the recording sessions together had to fill nearly 90
minutes, the role-play had to last longer. This is why the negotiations were
incorporated into a social visit. In the resulting role-play, the two speakers discussed
several topics before and after the negotiations.

The speakers were free to choose their own topics of conversation during these
parts of the role-play, except that they had to start with a discussion of a parry which

they both visited, and where the guests discussed issues such as euthanasia, the
education policy, religion, and so on. If they had not attended such a parry together,
they had to pretend that they had. The party plot suggests many possible topics of
conversations, which is why it was expected to help the speakers getting started. It
also offered a range of topics which are more or less controversial, and therefore
increased the probability that

the speakers would become emotional, and

be

monitoring their speech less.

If the speakers happened to dry up, the following topics were suggested in their
instructionst amusement parks, holidays, visits to family/friends, TV-prograrnmes,
pets, cinema, and the performance of their sports clubs. The salesman was
encouraged to talk at length about dentists, whereas the shop owner was encouraged

to talk about driving tests. Conversations about dentists and driving tests tend to
arouse strong emotions, which is why the speakers were encouraged to discuss both

if one topic
to the other

topics. The probability that they would do so was assumed to be larger

was suggested to one speaker, while the other one was suggested
speaker. Hence, the instructions for the salesman and the store owner slightly
differed with respect to the suggested conversation topics.
People can talk freely and naturally only

if they

do not have to hide anything.

The speakers were therefore allowed to talk about their own occupations. They were

told that they could imagine being just part-time salesmen or store owners, and
exercise their own profession for most of the time.

This version of the role-play was tried in a second pilot experiment. None of
the speakers in this experiment had participated in the first one. The speakers
received wriffen instructions, again

just before the recording

sessions. These

instructions resembled the ones given in Appendrx C, and were improved on after
every performance of the role-play. The performances showed that it is particularly

the conversations that take place before the negotietioris that make this version of
the role-play even more acceptable for inclusion in our corpus than the first one.
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of the role-play by at least 15 minutes, and

cause the subjects to realize speech which sounds even more natural and casual to

us. Since this version of the role-play appeared to yield good results, it was adopted

for the actual recording sessions for the corpus.

After the free conversations and the role-play, the speakers were asked to
realize the (non-) words hit lhrt-1, het fhttl, hot fhctl, hut lhvt), hat fhot), hiet lhit),
huut fhytl, hoet [hut], heet fhet), heut lhotl, hoot [hot], and haat [hat] as carefully as
possible (part 3 of the recording sessions). These words represent all phonological
monophthongs

of Dutch ($3.2), and the careful realizations of these vowels

are

necessary for possible future acoustic research on vowel reduction.

To sum up, each recording consists of three parts: free conversations in the
author's presence, a role-play, and the realization of all Dutch vowels in
monosyllabic words by every speaker. The remarks made by the speakers after each
part were recorded as well. The recordings therefore have the structure indicated in
Table 5.1.
Table 5. I The structure of the recordings.

Average
duration

Speakers' activity

.

Free conversations

(including final remarks)

.

Role-play consisting
- free conversations
- negotiations

Author
present

40

minutes

yes

40

minutes

no

minutes
5 minutes
2 minutes

yes

of

- free conversations

. Spontaneous conversations
. Realization of monosyllabic
o Spontaneous conversations

3

words

no
yes
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5.2.4 The speakers
5.2.4.1 Introduction
The validity of a corpus naturally depends on the type of speaker. In order to ensure
that the corpus meets Requirements (2) and (3) as well as possible, it was decided to

of Standard Dutch ($5.1). This was done
by ensuring that their geographical and social backgrounds as well as their personal
characteristics were similar (55.2.4.2 and $5.2.4.3), and by incorporating their
speech into the corpus only if it could be classified as Standard Dutch ($5.2.4.4).
select subjects who speak similar varieties

5.2.4.2 Geographical and social backgrounds
The speakers for the corpus were selected from people who had lived all their lives

in the western provinces of North-Holland, South-Holland, and Utrecht. We decided
that the speakers should come from these regions because the dialects spoken in
these provinces do not differ greatly (Nerbonne 1999), and therefore the varieties

of

Standard Dutch spoken there are probably similar as well. Moreover, people from

the western provinces were obvious subjects since the corpus was compiled in
Amsterdam, which is in the west of the Netherlands. Finally, speakers from NorthHolland, South-Holland, and Utrecht were chosen because these provinces are the
most densely populated ones in the Netherlands, and people from these provinces
consequently represent a large group ofspeakers.
The selected speakers have academic degrees, and jobs in accordance with their

education. Although people from all social classes can be expected to speak
Standard Dutch, the probabiliry of a person speaking Standard Dutch is greater if he
is well educated. As a consequence, it is easier to find speakers of Standard Dutch
among the highly educated.

A

second reason for selecting people with academic

degrees was that they would be our peers, which should positively influence the
naturalness of their free conversations in our presence ($5.2.2).

5.2.4.3 Personal characteristics

The language variety spoken by a person is influenced by his sex and age. The
corpus can therefore only represent similar varieties of Standard Dutch if the
speakers are of the same sex, and belong to the same age group.

The choice between male and female speakers is not based on the requirements

for the corpus formulated in section 5.1. Requirements (1) and (3-8) probably do not
involve the speakers' sex, and it is unclear whether Requirement (2), which states
that the corpus must represent Standard Dutch, is better met by male or female
speakers. Sex does influence the chances

of any subject speaking Standard Dutch,
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but studies provide contradictory observations on the nature of this influence.
Brouwer (1990: 4l) reports that women tend to speak more in conformity with
Standard Dutch than men, whereas Stroop (l998ab) argues that it is especially
wonren who embrace realizations which deviate from Standard Dutch.

For this reason, the choice between men's and women's speech was based on
possible requirements of future research. One of these requirements may be that the
corpus can be used for acoustic research. In general, men's speech is better suited to

acoustic research than women's speech because men produce relatively low
fundamental frequencies, which make estimates

of formant values more

accurate.

This is why the people who were chosen as speakers for the corpus were male.

In contrast to the choice of the speakers' sex, the choice of the speakers' age
could be based on the requirements of the corpus. Studies of the influence of age on
language (e.g. Trudgill 1974: 104,1 I l; Labov 1994: 47,48) show that adults' speech
can be very different from adolescents' speech, and that there is also a difference
between adults under or over 60. Adults between

2l

and 60 years old speak more or

less similarly. Since the speakers who are recorded for the corpus must speak similar

varieties of Standard Dutch, it made sense to select speakers from the age group of

2l-60 years old. We tried to naffow down this age group somewhat more in order to
better meet Requirement (4), but this proved to be almost impossible. The restriction

that one of the speakers of a pair was an acquaintance of mine, or an acquaintance's
acquaintance more

or less dictated an age group of 2l-55, because any further

restriction would have made it difficult to find enough subjects.

Finally, in order to make the corpus as representative of spoken Dutch

as

possible, people were chosen who had no obvious speech or hearing imnediments,
and spoke Dutch as their native language.
5.2.4.4 Judgements of the recorded speech

The requirement that the selected speakers should have academic degrees may
increase the probability that they speak Standard Dutch, but does not guarantee it.

After the recordings, a further selection process took place to ensure that only
samples of Standard Dutch were included in the corpus. The classification could not
be based on objective criteria, since there are no principled criteria for distinguishing
Standard Dutch from dialects. That is why the recorded speech of every subject was

classified on subjective grounds as Standard and non Standard by six independent
judges and ourselves.

The six judges were male, had academic degrees, and sounded as speakers of
Standard Dutch to us. Three judges came from the western part of the Netherlands,
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and were probably well qualified to distinguish western dialects from the western

variety of Standard Dutch. The three other judges came from the South-East, the
North-East, and the South-West of the Netherlands and were we think qualified to
determine the extent to which a subject's speech is typical for the west. Appendix
E.1 lists the judges' ages.
The judges listened to parts of the conversations taken from the beginning, the

middle, and the end of each recording session. The exact parts were determined by

the judges themselves. Their opinions

of

every speaker were elicited by

questionnaires.

5.2.4.5 Summary
The speakers in the corpus have the characteristics listed in (1).

(l)

Characteristics of the speakers.
a.

They have lived in the western provinces North-Holland, South-Holland
and Utrecht all their lives.

b.

They have academic degrees, and jobs in accordance with their education.

c.

They are male.

d.

They are between

e.

They speak Dutch as their native language.

f.

They have no known speech or hearing impediments.
They were judged to speak Standard Dutch.

o
b'
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and 55 years old.

5.3 The actual recordings
Section 5.2 described the general decisions taken with respect to the design of the

will describe the way these decisions were implemented. It will
describe the actual recordings, the recorded speakers, and the classification of the

corpus. This section

recorded speech as Standard Dutch or non-Standard Dutch.

The recordings for the corpus were made between 1 November 1995 and I
March 1996 in the soundproof room at the Instinrte of Phonetics of the University of
Amsterdam. Several speakers with the characteristics

(la-f) ($5.2.4.5) were invited

to participate in the recordings. They were told that the recordings were intended for
the compilation of a corpus of Standard Dutch, the language variety that appeared to

match their spontaneous speech. The ten speakers who agreed to participate were

CuaprER
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asked to brin-e a friend or close colleague along who, like themselves, had lived in

the western part of the Netherlands all his life, and had an academic degree. The
speakers were not paid

for their participation, but did receive a bottle of wine

afterwards.

As soon as the speakers entered the soundproof room, the recordings were
invisibly started from another room. The speakers were seated at a table, at a
distance of 1.5 metres from each other. Microphones of the type Sennheiser MD521
with supercardioidic direction characteristics were positioned on the table. Th*y
were placed right in front of the speakers, at a distance of 25 cm. Next to each
microphone there was a potted plant, whose function was to take the speakers'
minds off the microphones, and to make the room somewhat less austere, which was
necessary, as the poor lighting, the foam rubber on the walls, and the grid on the
floor gave the room a gloomy atmosphere. The fourth participant in the
conversations,

if

present ($5.2.2), and the author were seated at approximately 1.5

metres from both speakers. The recordings were only stopped after the speakers had

left the soundproof room.
The sounds picked up by the microphones were recorded by a DAT-recorder
(Denon DTR 2000) on different tracks of a tape (Sony 90 min). Because of the
distance between the speakers, a speaker sounds approximately 30 dB louder on his

own track than on the other speaker's track. This makes

it

possible to tell the

speakers apart when listening to the recordings, even when they talk simultaneously.

The volume of the recording was adjusted manually and continually, with every
adjustment being noted, and each recording ended with a sound of 81 dB. This
means that there is a record

of the intensities of all realizations, which could

be

useful for future research.
The speakers received oral instructions for the first free conversations, and on
the careful realizations of the monosyllabic words. With respect to the part of the
free conversations, the subjects were told that the three, or four, of us, would talk for

approximately 35 minutes, and that the conversations had to be real conversations,

and not interviews. The instructions for the second part, i.e. the role-play, were
partly in written form and partly oral. The written instructions were sent to the
speakers' homes at least three days before the recording session. They are the final

versions of the instructions arrived at in the pilot experiments, and can be found in

Appendix C. The speaker who appeared to be the most self-confident of a pair was
assigned the part of the salesman, since this is the most demanding role. The other

of the store owner. Just before the speakers started
playing the role-play, they received the oral insffuctions. They were told that they
speaker was assigned the part
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should try to be themselves as best they could, and were allowed to talk about the
soundproof room, and their own occupations. They were also urged to take their
roles seriously, a request which was emphasized with the promise that the winner of
the negotiations would receive a bottle of wine. Finally, the speakers were insffucted

not to finish the role-play before being told to do so.

Table 5.2 shows the relations between the members of each pair of speakers,
and whether an extra speaker was present during the first free conversations. The
subjects whose speech was recorded with a view to including it in our corpus are
labelled Subjects

A to Q. They all posses the characteristics (la-0.Speaker X,'s

speech is not included in the corpus because this subject had a nasty cold at the day

of the recording session, and consequently was often unintelligible. The speech of
X, and X, is not included either because these subjects have not lived in the western
part of the Netherlands all their lives. Subjects A to P all filled in the questionnaires
for the sfudy on the validity of linguistic intuitions described in section 4.2.2. Their
dates of birth, places of residence, and professions can be found in Appendix A.

Table 5.2 The speakers on the recordings.

Recording Speakers

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
All pairs

Relation speakers Extra speaker

A,B

Friends

C,D

Friends

E, X,

Friends

F,G

Colleagues

H,X,

Friends

I, X.

Colleagues

J, Q

Friends

K, L

Friends

M,N

Colleagues

O,P

Friends

Subject Xr's sister

Subject O's wife

are made up of friends or direct colleagues who have approximately the

to each other. The only exception is the pair of
supervisor, and 19 years older. This
hierarchical relationship might have created problems for the elicitation of casual
speech, which is why Subject A was requested to choose another parfner. However,
same age, and are socially equal

recording

I, since Subject B is Subject A's
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he insisted on Subject B, and countered our objections by insisting that he spoke
freely with Subject B. It is assumed here that Subject A does not feel the relationship
between himself and Subject

B to be hierarchical, and talks with Subject B

as he

does with friends.

The speech of Subjects A to Q was judged by seven other speakers of Dutch,
including ourselves ($5.2.4.4). We agreed that subjects A to P can be considered
speakers

of Standard Dutch (see Appendix E.2 for a summary of the judgements).

Since the corpus has to contain Standard Dutch (Requirement 1), the speech realized

by these subjects can, and will, be used to compile it,

5.4 Evaluation
5.4.1 Introduction

Evaluating the compilation of the corpus involves answering two questions. The
first one concerns the adequacy of the implementation of the design decisions (Did
the recordings work out as expected?). The second question concerrrs the adequacy

of the design itself (Did the design give rise to a corpus that meets the requirements
formulated in $5.1?). Sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 will deal with these two questions.

5.4.2 The recordings

The recordings did not present any problems. The speakers managed to come up
with enough topics to fill 90 minutes of conversation, and there are no long silences,
and no long periods

of laughter on the recordings. Since the speakers generally sat

facing each other while they were talking, they talked well into the microphones.
The free conversations at the beginning of the recordings generally started with
remarks on the gloomy atmosphere of the room, and subsequently developed very

naturally. The subjects discussed widely differing topics including TV-shows,
writing dissertations, sport, publishing articles, money, libraries, archaeology,
children books, trams, and parking and living in Amsterdam. Two small fragments
of such conversations can be found in Appendix D.
During the first part of the role-play, all pairs of subjects discussed a parfy, and
their visits to the dentist or driving tests. In addition, they discussed some of the
other conversation topics suggested in the written instructions. Additional topics
which they came up with include listening to literature on tape, football matches,

l0l
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being locked in somewhere, types of coffee, and babysitting. Appendix D contains
two small fragments of such conversations.
Several speakers spent some time gossiping. This entails that, for reasons

of

privacy protection, the corpus cannot be free to the public, and examples from the
corpus have to be chosen with care. One speaker remarked afterwards that he and

his partner gossiped so much because they thought that

it

was easier

to

speak

naturally in the circumstances when gossiping.

The negotiations were generally more lively and took more tirrre than in the
pilot experiment. This was probably the case because the speakers who were
recorded for the actual corpus had had more time to prepare themselves, as they had
received the instructions several days before the recording session. Some pairs of
speakers took so much time

for the negotiations that they did not finish them on

time. They were still negotiating when the 90 minutes DAT-tape was nearly full,
and we had to stop the role-play. Two fragments of negotiations can be found in
Appendix D.

5.4.3 The design

Section 5.1 formulated eight requirements which have to be met by the corpus.
These requirements are summarized in (2) for convenience.

(2)

Requirements for the corpus

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The corpus should contain casual speech.
The corpus should represent Standard Dutch.

The subjects should speak the same variety of Standard Dutch.
The recordings that make up the corpus should be available.

The recordings that make up the corpus should be free of background
noise.

6. The corpus should not be very large.
7. The corpus should be sufficiently large for the purposes of

the

investigations.

8.

Every speaker should be represented by a relatively large number of
realizations.

The corpus contains approximately 122,500 tokens of words, which corresponds to
an average of 7,650 word tokens per speaker. This implies that the corpus certainly

meets Requirement

(6). Actual

research must show whether

it

also

meets
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requirements (7) and (8).

The 12 hours of recordings that make up the corpus are available, and the
of Standard Dutch ($5 3).

subjects on these recordings were classified as speakers

The corpus therefore also certainly meets Requirements (2) and (4).

The corpus does not completely meet Requirement (5), since the speakers made

background noises

with their papers and plastic cups, and often

spoke

simultaneously. A certain percentage of tokens consequently cannot be used as data
for phonological and phonetic research (cf. $8.2.4).
In order to find out whether the corpus meets Requirement (1), the six judges

who evaluated each subject's language variety ($5.2.4.4) were asked for their
opinion on the casualness of the recorded speech. The judges agreed with us that the

subjects spoke naturally and casually, and that the corpus therefore meets
Requirement (1). Some subjects realized very natural and casual speech particularly
during the first free conversations, whereas others sounded more natural during the
role-play, and especially during the negotiations. The original reason for the division

of each recording into a part of the free conversations and a role-play was that
neither part can fill 90 minutes on its own. Now it appears that the division has yet
another important function: it solves a potential problem in that it ensures that both
people who cannot handle role-plays very well and people who have some
difficulties speaking spontaneously in more or less forced conversations in the
presence of a researcher produce natural speech in some part of the recording.

For the evaluation of the corpus with respect to the compromise between
Requirements (2) and (3) ($5.1), the judges and ourselves classified the subjects'
varieties of Standard Dutch (see Appendix 8.2). We agreed that some subjects speak

plain Standard Dutch, whereas others speak a western variety of Standard Dutch, or

with a flavour of the dialect of Amsterdam. The judges remarked
that they distinguished these varieties mainly, if not only, on the basis of the
realizations of fricatives. Subjects who realized all, or nearly all, fricatives as
voiceless were classified as being influenced by the dialect of Amsterdam, or as
speakers of a western variety of Standard Dutch. The other subjects were classified
as speakers of plain Standard Dutch. The judges did not note additional important
differences between the speakers. Subject A to P therefore probably speak similar
varieties of Standard Dutch, and the corpus meets both Requirements (2) and (3) as
Standard Dutch

well

as possible.

In conclusion, the corpus meets Requirements (l-4), and (6), whereas it does
not completely meet Requirement (5). The investigations of the present study will
show whether it meets Requirements (7) and (8).

A
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5.5 The present form of the corpus
The corpus was completely transcribed orthographically. The transcription includes
hesitations, repetitions, contrastive accents, and false starts. People's names are
indicated with their initials in order to avoid (immediate) identification (see the parts

of the transcription incorporated in Appendix D). The utterances realized by the
rejected speakers (speakers X,, Xr, X,, and a) are partly included in the
transcriptions, because these speakers formed pairs with subjects whose speech is
incorporated into the corpus, which implies that including their utterances in the
hanscriptions makes it easier to locate the utterances of the accepted speakers on the
tapes.

The speech in the corpus is transcribed neither phonemically nor phonetically,

nor does it contain much prosodic information. Providing this information is very
time-consuming, and as it was not needed for all utterances, it was decided to
transcribe phonetically and partly prosodically only those utterances that

are

relevant to the present study (see Chapters 6 and 8).

5.6 Summary
This chapter discussed the compilation of the corpus of casual Standard Dutch that
forms the basis for the investigations in the following chapters. The corpus consists

of approximately 122,500 tokens of words realized by 16 male

sub.jects

in roughly

of dialogues. A schematic overview of the recordings that make up the
corpus is Table 5.1 in section 5.2.3. The speakers have the characteristics listed in
12 hours

(1) in section 5.2.4.5).

Part IV

A rough survey of
phoneme realizations

6

Absent segments and reduced vowels

6.1 Introduction
The preceding two chapters dealt with the type of data that are needed for the
investigations which will be carried out in this study. This chapter will present the
first of these investigations, viz. the rough survey of phonem e realizations in casual

Dutch. The in-depth study of the realization

of

obstruents as either voiced or

voiceless can be found in the following chapters (Part V).

As announced in section 1.2, the survey will focus on the absence of segments
which are present in highly careful speech, and on the realization of underlyingly

full vowels

as schwas. We

will

consider whether these non-realizations are characteristic of casual Dutch
by consulting the literature on careful Dutch;
determine the contexts in which the non-realizations are possible;
speculate on which

of the non-realizations can be completely due to the

speaker's natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort;
speculate on which other factors are relevant.

For the purposes of this survey, a data set was created consisting of transcriptions

of

approximately 2,500 stretches of speech representing the language of five randomly
chosen subjects from the corpus described in the previous chapter, i.e. Subjects F, G,

I, M and N (for more information on these subjects, see $5.2.4 and Appendix A).
The transcriptions use the symbols of the International Phonetic Alphabet
(International Phonetic Association 1999) including the diacritics. Vowel length is
not indicated as it is considered to be irrelevant to this study, and it is often difficult
to determine whether a vowel is short. Examples from the data set are given in

( I ).
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Some transcribed stretches of speech

a. vind ik dan
find I then
/vrnd rk don

wel

moot

indeed

Imodal particle]

pretty

,rnder'dad

uel

moj/

inderdaad

Ifqktoh'datuemoj]
'then I find pretty indeed'

b. Maar
but
lmar

hem

nooit (...)

have

him

never (...)

heb

om

nojt/

ik

heb

I

rk

Imakebmnojt]

'but I never have him (...)'

c.

probeer je

try

you

/pro'ber je

een

bibliotheekassistent

a

library assistant

en

,bibl io'tek,osi,stsnt/

Ipro' bej em, b ij e'teko s,te nt]
'one tries a library assistant'

d. blif
ik
stay I
/bleif rk
Ib le

'l

ongeveer

approximately

,ojxa'ver

op
on
cp

hetzelfde (...)
the same (...)

hat'zalfde/

ifkcx' fecpt'se lde]

stay approximately at the same (...)'

In order to obtain the transcriptions, the author listened to the recordings containing
the speech of the five subjects, and fed utterances which seemed relevant into the
speech analysis software package Praat (Boersma 1996), with a sampling frequency

of 48 kHz. Praar facilitates playing the utterances back, and is therefore a valuable
listening tool. Although it can provide acoustic information, such as waveforms and
intensity curves, the transcriptions were completely made by ear, since interpreting
acoustic information is often difficult ($4.3.2).
On the basis of the transcriptions generalizations are formulated on the context

of a certain type of realization. Every generalization finds support in at least 100
transcriptions.
Some

of the stretches of speech on which these generalizations were

made

were not only transcribed by the author, but also by two other trained phoneticians.
Each generalization was considered to be valid if all three judges arrived at identical

transcriptions independently for at least one of the relevant stretches of speech. In
practice, this number was often as high as five. All examples given in this chapter
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have been triple-checked in this way and represent unanimous judgements. The
percentage of stretches on which the three phoneticians disagreed varied with the
type of (non)-realization. For instance, it was low (0o/o) for the absence of [t], and
high (over 50%) for the absence of schwa.
The contexts in which segments are absent or realized as schwa are assumed to
include prosodic constituency. That is, the syllabic positions of the segments will be
taken into account as well as the question whether the segments belong to stressed
or unstressed syllables. Monosyllabic unaccented function words are considered to
be unstressed, since they tend to incorporate into preceding feet, i.e. to be clitics
($2.3.4 and $3.6). No distinction will be made between syllables with main stress

and secondary stress, and neither between syllables with different types of
secondary stress, since the corpus comprises too few words with secondary stress,
and can therefore provide little information on the influence of the type of stress on

the (non)-realization of segments. Finally, the prosodic domains that are higher in
the prosodic hierarchy than the prosodic word

will be left out of consideration.

The

main reason for this is that spotting phrase boundaries in speech is a difficult task,
and it was estimated that its costs probably outweigh the benefits for the purposes

of

the present study.

The data set is expected to contain mainly items of high frequency of
occurence. This expectation is based on three facts. First, high frequency items by
definition occur more often in conversations. Consequently, they are more likely to
be incorporated into data sets of non-systematic observations. Second, highly
frequent items are more easily recognized by the listener, and therefore a speaker

can hypo-articulate them

to

some extent without running the risk

of

being

misunderstood ($2.3.3), which is why they surface relatively often in reduced forms.

Finally, highly frequent items are expected to be overrepresented in data sets of
reduced forms, because the reduced forms of highly frequent items are probably
highly frequent themselves, and stored in the lexicon. Reduced realizations which
are represented in the lexicon surface when they are retrieved from the lexicon, or

when they result from phonological and phonetic processes. They are therefore
realized more often than forms which can only result from phonological and
phonetic processes.

Following the discussion in Chapter 1, we assume that reduction in articulatory
effort affects the sizes of the articulatory gestures, and the overlap of the gestures in
time. We hypothesize that the following types of information provide cues to what
extent the speaker's natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort can result in the
absence of a certain segment.
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The artlculatory properties of the segment

The consequences of reduction in the sizes of the articulatory gestures depend

on the regular articulatory properties of the segment at issue. Since these
properties depend on the syllabic position of the segment, this position has to
be taken into account (e.g. $6.2.3 .2 and $6.2.9).
2.

The context of the segment

The consequences

of

reduction

in articulatory effort on a certain

segment

depend on the articulatory and acoustic properties of the adjacent segments. For

instance, whereas the complete coarticulation

different segment, i.e. [m], the coarticulation

of [p] and [n] results in a
of [p] and [t] results in the

acoustic absence of one segment, i.e. [t]. This means that the influence of the
speaker's natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort on the realization of a

if the articulatory and acoustic characteristics
of the adjacent segments are known (e.g. $6.2.2.3, and 56.2.7).
segment can be determined only

t

The acoustic salience of the segment

A speaker only gives in to his natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort if
the reduction does not seriously increase the probability that the message of his

will be misunderstood by the listener ($2.2.3). Reduction therefore
typically affects segments which are not acoustically salient, i.e. short
segments, segments which are relatively soft, and segments with acoustic
utterance

properties very similar to those of the adjacent segments. As a consequence, the

acoustic salience that a segment would have had

if it had been acoustically

present provides information on the probability that

it has been reduced only

for phonetic reasons ($6.2.2.2).
4.

The relevance of the segment

for word recognition

Word-medial segrnents belonging to unstressed syllables are less relevant for
recognition than initial and final segments, and segments belonging to stressed
syllables ($2.2.2). Since speakers only reduce segments if reduction does not
hinder communication, reduction particularly tends to affect word-medial
segments of unstressed syllables. This is why these segments are more likely to

fall victim to the speaker's natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort.
Hence, if particularly these segments are reduced, the reduction may result
from the speaker's tendency to reduce articulatory effort (e.g. $6.2.3.2, and
$6.2.8)
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frequency of occurrence of the item

Highly frequent items are more easily identified by listeners than items of low

if reduction does not
it is particularly items of high frequency that are

frequ-ency (52.2.2). Since speakers only reduce items

obstruct communication,

to be affected by reduction. The frequency of an item therefore
indicates the probability that some of its segments are absent on phonetic
grounds (e.g. $6.2.4.4, and $6.2.6). Frequency data will be obtained from our
expected

corpus and the pilot study of the Eindhoven corpus of spoken Dutch (Uit den

Boogaart 1975), which together contain approximately 244,000 tokens of
words (121,569 tokens in the relevant part of the Eindhoven corpus and
approxirnately 122$00 tokens in my corpus).
6.

Relevance of the word to the propositional content

Since speakers only reduce words if the reduction does not hinder
communication, words which are not highly relevant to the propositional
content of the utterance or are highly probable given the context are more likely
to be reduced by phonetic processes than more relevant or less probable words
(e.g $6.2.6). We will consider a word highly relevant if it provides new

provides information which is indispensable to the
interpretation of the utterance. A word is highly probable given the preceding
word, for instance, if it follows that word relatively often.
information,

7.

or

Influence of morphological and phonological factors
Reduction in articulatory effort is a phonetic process. This study assumes that
phonetic processes only have access to the phonological form, and therefore do
not have direct access to morphological information or phonological principles
($2.4.1). This means that if the (non-) realization of a segment is influenced by

morphological

or phonological principles, it cannot be

completely due to

factors influencing phonetic implementation (e.g. $6.2.4.2 and $ 6.2.5).
These Upes of information can at most serve to provide suggestions as to what
causes the absence of a segment, not hard and fast answers. The conclusive answer

to the question whether a segment is absent as a result of the speaker's natural
tendency to reduce articulatory effort must come, at least partly, from articulatory
data. This type of data is not available in the present study. We can therefore only
speculate why segments are absent.

The chapter will first formulate generalizations on the absence of single
consonants in section6.2, and then on the absence of vowels, and the realization of
vowels as schwas in section 6.3. Section 6.4 will discuss extremely reduced forms of

tt2
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words and combinations of words. The generalizations are illustrated with
transcriptions of stretches of speech which are glossed literally.
Note that since the data set contains only a proportion of all relevant utterances,

with only a minority of all transcriptions double-checked by other phoneticians, the
present study cannot provide information

on the frequencies of the

various

realizations, and generalizations that emerge from the data set, however suggestive,
need to be confirmed by other, more systematic studies.

6.2 Absence of consonants
6.2.1 Introduction
When words are realized in casual speech, their acoustic forms often contain fewer

in highly careful

speech. Our data set
contains hundreds of stretches of speech in which [t, r, n] are perceptually absent,
and dozens of stretches in which [h, x, k, d, l, fl are absent. Their absence will be
consonants than when they are realized

discussed

in

sections 6.2.2

to 6.2.10.

These sections

will confirm

observations

described in previous literature, and provide new data.

6.2.2 Absence of

Itl

6.2.2.1 Introduction

of [t] is one of the best documented instances of reduction in the
languages. It has been thoroughly studied in, for instance, English (see

The absence
Germanic

e.g. Guy 1980; Neu 1980), and several Dutch dialects (see e.g. de Vries 1974;
Ottow-Kolman 1989; Hinkens 1992; Goeman 1999).ln casual Standard Dutch it has
been studied on the basis of incidental observations and intuitions (see e.g.
Zwaardemaker
r

& Eijkman 1928:232,233; van Haeringen l97l; Booij 1995:

152-

s4).

The data from the corpus show that in casur:l Dutch, as in careful Dutch, [t]
tends to be absent particularly in the middle of consonant clusters. [n this context it
seems to be absent in casual Dutch especially after [s] (56.2.2.2), and before bilabial

stops ($6.2.2.3). When

[t] is not part of a consonant cluster, it

casual Dutch in niet 'not'

can be absent in

($6.2 .2.4), and at the end of certain verb-stems ($6.2.2.5).
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[tl after [s]

[t] is part of a consonant cluster, it tends not to appear in the acoustic
form particularly also when it is in word-final position after [s] (see examples 2).
The absence of [t] in this context does not seem to be influenced by the type of the
When segment

following segment or by the presence of stress.

(2)

Absence of [t] after [s]

a. winstmarge /'urns1-,morga/ ['urns,mor3e]
b. dienstweigeroar /'dins!-,ueixa,rarl ['dins,ueixe,rar]
I'vos!,zttl
zit
gehoord /jcrys! xa'hord/
daarnaast is
daarl'nasfrsl

C.

vast

['fo,sft]

d.

juist

[jcysxe'horr]

e.

'profit margin'
'conscientious
objector'
'sits stuck'

just heard'
'besides it is'

daarf'nastsf

[t] after [s] can be due to the speakers' wish to reduce articulatory
effort, as reduction in the size of the articulatory gestures can give rise to the
The absence of

perceptual absence

of [t] after [s]. When

speakers reduce the closing gestures

stop, the stop can be realized with the characteristics of a fricative

of

a

($l.l). When /t/

is realized as a fricative, it sounds as [s], which is almost indistinguishable from a
preceding [s]. The absence of [t] after [s] may therefore result from a decrease in the
size of the closing gesture.

The assumption that the absence of [t] after [s] can be due to the speaker's
natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort is supported by the fact that [s] and the
noise burst

of [t] have the

same spectral properties. Hence,

a [t] following [s]

is

acoustically not very salient, and tends to be realized with little articulatory effort.

[tl before bilabial stops
[t] is regularly absent in consonant

6.2.2.3 Absence of

Segment

clusters also before bilabial stops,

particularly when it functions as a verbal affix (see examples 3).

(3)

Absence of [t] before bilabial stops
a. denkt men
/'degk-1men/

b.
c.
d.

['degkmen] 'think-s one'
'seem-s to me'
me
/leik-1me/
['leikma]
'fit-s well'
past best
/'pos-!'best/ ['posbsst]
heeft besloten lheftbelsloten lhefbelsloten 'has decided'
lijkt

Verbal suffixes represent a case of contextual inflection, and are therefore not
highly relevant for the interpretation of Dutch sentences, which is why they could be
expected to be more likely to be affected by the speaker's natural tendency to reduce
articulatory effort than segments belonging to stems. The fact that it is particularly
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functioning as a verbal suffix that is absent before bilabial stops suggests
of [t] in this context is due to the speaker's natural

therefore that the absence

tendency to reduce articulatory effort.

This sug-eestion is supported by the fact that the absence of [t] before bilabial
stops may be a consequence of coarticulation. Bilabial stops are realized with a
constriction at the lips, which is why they can mask all sounds that are realized
within the vocai tract (Browman & Goldstein 1990a: 360). When they are realized
simultaneously with [t], they can mask the release of the [t], which is the most
important cue to its recognition. In such cases, the [t] is acoustically absent,
although its articulatory gestures are present.
6.2.2.4 Absence of

[tl in niet

The [t] of the word niet'not', which has an underlying form /nit/, is absent in many
stretches of speech in the data set. Unlike other words which end in lt), niet
apparently tends to be realized without [t] before all types of segments, even before
vowels (see examples 4).

(4)

Absence of [t] in niet before vowels
a. niet aangedacht /ni! an/gedacht
b. niet echt
lni!'txtl

c.

niet eens

/ni1 'ens/

lnianfgedacht

[ni?'ext]
[ni'ens]

'not thought

of

'not really'
'not even'

The absence of

[t] in niet cannot solely be due to the speaker's natural tendency to
reduce articulation effort, since neither reduction in the size of the articulatory
gestures nor coafticulation can account for the complete absence of [t] of niet in all
segmental contexts. The highly frequent realization [ni] suggests that niet has the
lexical variant lnil.
6.2.2.5 Absence of

Itl in certain verb-forms

In addition lo niet, certain present tense singular verb forms, such as weet 'know',
vind'find' , ntoet'must', and word'is' ('passive auxiliary'), appear without their final
alveolar stop in many stretches in the data set. Their stops can apparently be absent
in the acoustic forms of the second person singular when these forms are followed
by the corresponding subject pronoun je ljal or ji ljtil 'you', and in the acoustic
forms of the first person singular before all types of segments (see examples 5). The
stops are underlyingly voiced or voiceless, but, when realized, they are generally
voiceless, as they are in coda position ($3 .4.2).

I t5
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(5)

Absence of stem-final alveolar stops

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

rI</
ik l'vnd etl
vind je
/'vmd jal
je
moet
/mu1je/
ik weet niet ik I'velnitl
vind ik
ik vind het

['frnrk]
i/c ['finet]
['frje]
['muje]
ik ['ueni]

/'vrnd

'am of the opinion I'

'l think it'
'are of the opinion you'

'must you'
'l know not'

The regular present-tense verb forms in Dutch have the forms indicated in (6).

(6)

Regular present-tense verb forms

first person

singular:

verb stem

second person singular

- when followed by the subject
- else:

third person

pronoun:

singular:

When the suffix /t/ follows a ldl or

verb stem
verb stem -l t
verb stem * t

ltl, the resulting sequence of two alveolar stops is

realized as [t]. The present-tense forms of wvo verbs are given in (7).

(7)

Present tense forms of two verbs

a.

verb stem llopl'walk'

singular.
singular:
or
third person singular:
plural:
first person

second person

b.

loop
loop
loopt
loopt
lopen

llopl
llopl
llop-tl
llop-tl
l'lop-enl

[op]
[op]
[opt]
[opt]
['lopen]

verb stem lvmdl'be of the opinion'

singular:
singular:
or
third person singular:
plural:
first person

second person

vind
vind
vindt
vindt

lvndl
lvlndl
lvmd-tl
/vrnd-t/
vinden /'vrnd-an/

[vrnt]
[vmt]
[vrnt]
[vrnt]
['vrnden]

Since the alveolar stop is absent in the forms of the first person singular, and in tire
forms of the second person singular which are followed by the corresponding
subject pronoun, it is typically absent when the verb stem is not followed by a
suffix. That is, it is absent when it corresponds to the final segment of the verb stem.
Stem-final /t/ is part of the lexical representation of a word, unlike suffixal /t/,

which is a case of contextual inflection. Therefore, stem-final /t/ is more important
for the recognition of a word, and hence for communication, than suffixal ltl.lf
reduction in effort is responsible for the absence of [t] in the forms of the relevant
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[t] would be expected to be absent more often than stem-final [t]

($6.2.2.3). This is contrary to fact, and therefore the absence of the alveolar stop in

the cases at issue is probably not solely due to the speaker's natural tendency to
reduce articulatory effort.

A more likely explanation is the one proposed by Van Haeringen (1971), who
assumes that stem-final [t] is often absent because it is erroneously interpreted as a
verbal suffix, and therefore deletes, as the relevant suffix should be o.

Van Haeringen (1911) also assumes that highly frequent stems are realized
more often without their final alveolar stops than stems of low frequency. This
assumption cannot be tested on the basis of the data set, as this set consists of nonsystematic observations, and therefore does not contain all tokens of all verb forms
ending in an alveolar stop in the corpus.

If

van Haeringen's assumption is correct, a possible explanation is that the
individual forms of highly frequent verbs are generally retrieved as wholes from the
lexicon, whereas the forms of other verbs are usually computed from their parts
(52.2.1). Segments in the verb forms which are retrieved as units are probably not
explicitly marked as either parl of the verb stem or a suffix, since these forms are
more or less regarded as single units. In contrast, the segments which represent
suffixes in the other verb forms, i.e. the ones that are computed from their parts, are
probably marked as suffixes. Hence, it is easier to erroneously interpret a stem-final

it is part of a verb form that is retrieved as a single
unit from the lexicon than u'hen it is part of a computed verb form. The alveolar
stops in the former verb forms then are more likely to be absent, and the resulting
forms without alveolar stops are probably stored as variants in the lexicon. These

alveolar stop as a suffix when

forms, which are the shorter ones, are retrieved especially in casual speech.
6.2.2.6 Summary
To recapitulate, the data suggest that all types of words which are realized with [t] in
careful speech have acoustic forms without [t] in casual speech. The [t] is absent

mainly when it follows [s], or precedes bilabial stops. The absence of [t] in these
contexts could be completely due to the speaker's natural tendency to reduce
articulatory effort. In addition, the [t] is absent particularly in the word niet, and in
the highly frequent verbal forms which consist only of a verb stem ending in an
alveolar stop. The absence of [t] in these forms probably has to be ascribed to the
fact that the lexicon contains reduced variants of words and highly frequent complex
words.
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6.2.3 Absence of

Irl

6.2.3.1 Introduction
The phoneme

lrl

has many variants in Dutch. Which one is realized depends e.g. on

the syllabic position of the segment, and the geographical background of the speaker

(see e.g. Gussenhoven

Vieregge

& Broeders 1976. 127; Collins & Mees l98l:

& Broeders 1993; van Reenen 1994; Voortman

1994:

168-17l;

ll6-12l;Van

de

Velde 1996; Van de Velde & van Hout 1999). The data set based on the corpus
contains hundreds of transcriptions in which an underlyingly present /r/ is missing.
These transcriptions show that coda

[r] is absent especially after schwa, and between
low vowels and consonants, while onset [r] is absent primarily in the word precies
'precise'/'precisely'. Missing [r] has not been reported yet for careful Dutch.

6.2.3.2 Absence of coda

Irl after schwa

The absence of coda [r] after schwa (see examples 8) could be due to the speaker's
natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort for two reasons. First, the [r] is in the

of an unstressed

syllable, and therefore tends to be realized with little
articulatory effort. Second, if it is realized after schwa at all, it is acoustically not
salient, as it tends to be realized as [e] itself: its presence is signalled at best by the
length of the vowel resulting from the sum of the two schwas. The result is that the
coda

speaker may be tempted not to realize [r] after schwa at all.

(8)

Absence of coda [r] after schwa
a. anders
/'ondels/
b. ouders
/'oudels/

c.
d.
e.

/'ovel de/
/'betel kon/
l'zcndar'olel

over de
beter kan
zonder alle

['ondas]
['oudes]
['ofeda]

'different'
'parents'

['betakonJ

'over the'
'better can'

['zcnda'ola]

'without all'

Irl after low vowels
The absence of coda [r] between a low vowel and a consonant (see examples 9)
could similarly be due to the speaker's natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort.

6.2.3.3 Absence of coda

When [r] is realized after low vowels, it generally sounds like a short [] type of
glide (Collins & Mees l98l: 170). Forthe realization of this sound, the mouth has
to be slightly closed. This closing gesture may coincide with the gesture needed for
the articulation of the following consonant, in which case the [r] is not perceptible,
even if phonologically present. Consequently, the absence of [r] after low vowels
and before consonants may be due completely to coarticulation.

It is particularly

the function words daar and waor that were found without

I
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[r].The reason for this might be that they are highly frequent ($6.1). The word daar
has approximately 1678 tokens in our corpus and the pilot study of the Eindhoven
corpus of spoken Dutch, and the morpheme waar 485.

(e) Absence of coda [r] after low vowels
a. daarna
lda|nal

b.
c.

waar

je

luay jal

waarschijnlijk

/uar'sxeinlek/

Ida'na]

[uaje]
Iua'sxeinlek]

'after that'
'where you'

'probably'

The data do not show that the absence of [r] after low vowels is influenced by stress.

6.2.3.4 Absence of onset

Irl

in precies

When /r/s is not realized in onset position,

it is generally part of the word precies

/pre'sis/'precise'/'precisely'. The first syllable of this word is variously realized

as

[pre], [par], [pe], or [p].
The absence of [r] in precies is possibly due to coarticulation of [p] and [r].
The [p] is realized at the lips, and can therefore hide [r], which is generally realized

within the vocal tract. The stop [p] is particularly likely to hide the sonorant [r],
since stops tend to be much longer than sonorants (Waals 1999:22).

Another possibiliry may be that the absence of

[r] in precies results from the

high ranking of a phonological constraint which requires onset consonant clusters to
be as simple as possible. This possibility is supported by the realization [persis],

which obeys this constraint, but nevertheless contains the [r].
Onset [r] was probably found to be absent in the word precies because this
word seldom bears accent and is not a low frequency word, as it has 192
occurrences in the two corpora. It can be hypo-articulated somewhat, and may have
a reduced lexical variant.

6.2.3.5 Summary

In conclusion, coda [r] is principally absent after schwas and low vowels, while
[r] is primarily absent when it is part of the word precies. The absence of coda
[r] may be due to the speaker's natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort. The
absence of [r] in precies could also be due to the high ranking of a phonological
onset

wel lformedness constraint.
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6.2.4 Absence of Inl
6.2.4.1 Introduction

The [n] is another consonant of Dutch that can be absent in the acoustic forms of
words realized in casual speech. Its absence is more general and better perceptible
than, for instance, the absence of [r], and was noticed by many linguists (e.g.
Blanquaert 1924, 1934; Booij 1995). The data set contains hundreds of utterances in

which [n] is imperceptible. They indicate that [n] tends to be absent particularly after
schwa, before obstruents within words, and in word-final position.
6.2.4.2 Absence of Inl after schwa
In careful as well as casual Dutch [n] may be absent after schwa. It may be absent
for instanc e, in regen lrexenl [rexa] 'rain', Nijmegen [neimexe] 'Nijmegen' , and eten
I

et-anl [eta]'eat-inf.'.

According to Koefoed (1979) and Booij (1995: 139), [n] can be phonetically
absent after schwa only if it does not precede unstressed vowel-initial suffixes, and

is not part of the morpheme een lanl 'a', or a verbal stem. This implies that the
absence of [n] is directly conditioned by morphological factors, and cannot be
completely due to factors which influence phonetic implementation. The absence of

[n] after schwa must result from phonological constraint interaction.
Many studies, including several quantitative ones have been devoted to the
absence of [n] after schwa in careful and more or less casual Dutch (e.g. Koefoed
1979; van Oss & Gussenhoven 1984; Van de Velde 1996). A rough survey of the
non-realization of [n] in this context that is based on non-systematic observations
from the corpus is therefore unlikely to expand our knowledge, which is why we
will restrict ourselves to the observation that in the corpus [n] is often absent after
schwa too.
6.2.4-3 Absence of word-medial

Inl after full vowels

Blanquaerl (1924 75,76), Gussenhoven

&

Broeders (1976 140) and others claim

that word-medial [n] after all types of vowels can be absent before consonants in
careful Dutch, and that its absence generally cooccurs with a nasalized realization of
the preceding vowel. The non-systematic observations from the data set show that

this is possible in casual Dutch as well (see examples l0), but that the following
consonant is nearly always a fricative (cf. van Reenen

& Coetzee 1996 76).
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(10) Absence
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of word-medial [n] before

consonants. The preceding vowels are

nasalized (not indicated in the transcriptions).

a.
b.
c.
d.

tenminste
ongeveer

i'mensen/
/ten'mrnste/
/,cnxa'ver/

informeren

/,rnfcr'meren/

mensen

['mese]

'people'

fte'mrste]
[,cxa ver]

'at least'

[,rfc'mera]

'to inform'

'approximately'

The absence of word-medial [n] before fricatives can be explained by the speaker's
natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort. Word-medial [n]s are realized with the
same place of articulation as the immediately following fricative

(Booij 1995

64).

Hence, a word-medial [n]-fricative sequence is realized rvith a constriction at only a
single position in the vocal tract. This constriction has to be complete during the

realization of the [n], and released somewhat forthe realization of the fricative. If a
speaker does not take the trouble to form the complete constriction first, the [n]
sounds like the following fricative, and the two phones are almost indistinguishable,

with the [n] appearing to be absent. The perceptual absence of word-medial [n]
before fricatives can therefore result from a reduction in articulatory effort.

If it is true that even when [n] is acoustically

absent its gestures are still present

(in a reduced form), the rrasalized realization of the preceding vowel couid similarly
be due to the speaker's tendency to reduce articulatory effort. Instead of opening his
velum at a high speed for the realization of the nasal consonant just at the beginning
of this consonant, the speaker could choose to do this slowly during the realization
of the preceding vowel. The vowel is then nasal as a result of coarticulation with the
nasal consonant.

The assumption that the vowel is nasal as a result of coarticulation is not
adopted by van Reenen

&

Coetzee (1996: 78). They state that a vowel preceding a

nasal consonant is generally realized with a greater velic opening than the nasal
consonant, and is nasal in its own right: its nasality is not the result of articulatory

coarticulation, but of perceptual assimilation. Because no gestural data on casual
Dutch are available, it cannot be determined whether .;an Reenen & Coetzee are
right.
6.2.4.4 Absence of word-final Inl after full vowels
The absence of [n] in word-final position after full vowels seems to be restricted to

a

limited number of word types (see examples ll). These words are realized without
[n] mainly before word-initial fricatives and sonorants, and sometimes before word-

initial stops (lla-e). Before word-initial vowels, [n] can apparently be absent only
when it belongs to the word dan ldonl 'then'(110, which suggests that this word has
a lexical variant without /n/. The absence of [n] generally cooccurs with a nasal
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realization of the preceding vowel.
(

I I ) Absence of the word-final [n] of function words. The preceding vowels are
nasalized (not indicated in the transcriptions).
'and of
a. envan
Itgl van
[t]van
'go they'
lxaal ze
b. gaan ze
fxa)ze
'can much'
c. kanveel
lkonl veel
fko)veel

d.
e.
f.
g.

goan

regelen

toen ben
en loen
dan ook

lxagl regelen
Itual ben

fxalregelen
Itu)ben

Itgl toen

Itltoen

/don ok/

Ido?ok]

'go and arrange'
'then am'
'and then'
'then also'

The absence of word-final [n] after full vowels may well have the same source as
the absence of word-medial [n] after full vowels, i.e. reduction in the size of the
articulatory gestures (see above). If this is the case, it has to be explained why [n] is
more likely to be absent before non-fricatives when it is word-final than when it is

A

of frequency of occurrence,
since the word-medial [n]s in the corpus are all part of low frequency words,

word-medial.

possible explanation is the influence

whereas the word-final [n]s are part of high frequency words. As mentioned above,
the influence of frequency can be ascribed to the fact that listeners recognize words

of high frequency more easily, and that more high frequency words have reduced
lexical variants.
6.2.4.5 Summary

In conclusion, lnl may have no correspondent in the acoustic form when it closes a
syllable headed by schwa, or follows a (nasalized) full vowel while preceding a
consonant, especially a fricative. The absence of [n] after schwa is generally
phonological in nature. Its absence after full vowels possibly results from the
speaker's natural tenCency to reduce articulatory effort.

6.2.5 Absence of Ihl
The absence of [h] has not yet been reported for careful Dutch. In casual Dutch it is
not as general as the absence of [t, r, n]. The data show that [h] is especially absent

in forms of the verb hebben llttb-an/ 'have-inf.' which follow a consonant and do
not bear accent (see example l2a).

When [h] is absent in a form of hebben which follows one of the schwa-final
subject pronouns, viz. we /uo/ 'we', zij lzal 'she' or 'they', or je /jel 'you', the
preceding schwa is generally absent as well (see examples l2bc), so that the absence
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of [h] does not result in an onsetless syllable.
(

l2) Absence of [h]

a.
b.
c.

ik heb
ze hadden
we hehhen

/rk heb/
lze'hod-enl
/ue'heb-en/

Irkep]
['soden]
I uebe]

'l

have'

'they had'
'we have'

Segment [h] was also absent in the data set in an acoustic form of the compound
achterhoofd /oxtar-hofd/ 'back (of the) head', which has the careful realization
[oxtorhoft]. Subject M realized this word as ['oxtroft], i.e. without [h] and without
[e]. This phonetic form appears to contain the syllables (ox) and (trol;.r If the [h]
had been present, the segments [tr], which form a syllable with the schwa in careful
realizations, could not have been part of the same syllable as [ofl, since [h] does not

allow other segments in the onset: [(trhof).] is not a phonologically wellformed
syllable. Hence, the absence of [h] allows for a wellformed prosodic structure
without [a].
The syllabification [(ox)"(trof).t] suggests that the morphologicai constituents
achter and hoofd do not form prosodic words of their own. If they did, a syllable
boundary would have separated the

[r]

and the [o], as these two segments would

then belong to different prosodic words. Apparently, the part hoofd is incorporated
into the prosodic word of achter, while maintaining its foot structure.

In conclusion, the absence of [h] appears to be restricted to a limited number of
words, and often coincides with adjustments to prosodic constituency. Since the
prosodic structure of a string is determined in phonology, the interaction between
the presence of [h] and prosodic constituency indicates that the absence of [h]
results from phonological constraint interaction.

6.2.6 Absence of Ixl

[x] can be absent in the acoustic forms of
'still'
the function words nog lncxl
and toch ltcxl 'yet', especially when these forms
precede labial consonants or [n] (see examples l3). The absence of [x] in this
The data set shows that in casual speech

context has not as yet been reported for careful Dutch.

[n]

The fricative [x] is realized by a constriction near the velum, while labials and
are realized by a constriction at the lips, or near the alveolar ridge. Hence,

coarticulation of a [x] with a labial or a [n] may make the [x] nearly inaudible. This

The [t] fbrms an appendix and is directly adjoined to the prosodic word (S3.6)
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implies that the acoustic absence of [x] before labials and [n] may well result from
the retiming of gestures, i.e. the speaker's natural tendency to reduce articulatory
effort.
(13) Absence of [x]
a. nog wat

b.
c.
d.

nog nil<s
toch best
toch niet

/ncI uot/
/ncx nrks/
/tcx'bast/
Itcx nit/

Incuot]
Incnrks]
[tc'best]

Itcnit]

'still something
'still nothing'
'yet okay'
'yet not'

The assumption that the absence of [x] results from reduction in articulatory effort is
confirmed by the observation that it is mainly restricted to nog and toch. These

words are highly frequent, as they are represented by 1400 and 1008 tokens in the
two corpora, and are not highly relevant for communication. Speakers can hypoarticulate them to a certain extent without running the risk of being misunderstood.

If the

of [x] before [n] and labials is indeed due to coarticulation, [x]
may be expected to be frequently absent before other alveolars as well, such as [t]
and [d]. The data set does not support this hypothesis. A possible explanation is that
tokens of nog and toch almost invariably precede negative words, which are always
[n]-initial. This means that data sets of non-systematic observations are far more
likely to contain tokens of these words without [x] before [n] than before other
consonants. Moreover, it means that word-combinations of nog and /ocft plus a
following negation are possibly stored in the lexicon, and that they have a lexical
representation with lxl and one without lxl. As a consequence, [x] is absent in
absence

particular before negation words, and therefore before [n].
6.2.7 Absence of Ikl
Whereas

[k]

seems never to be absent in careful Dutch,

it can be absent in careful

speech. Several stretches of speech in the data set show that in casual Dutch

be absent

[k] can

if it is the final segment of denk /degk/ 'think'. For the realization of an

[gk] cluster, a constriction has to be formed at the soft palate, and the velum must
first be open for the realization of the [A] and then be closed for the [k]. If the velum
is not yet closed when the constriction at the soft palate is released, the /r3k/
sequence sounds as [U].Hence, the absence of [k] after [j] can be the result of the
retiming of gestures, and be completely due to the speaker's natural tendency to
reduce articulatory effort. Tokens of denk are particularly likely to be realized
without [k], possibly because this word is highly frequent.
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6.2.8 Absence of ldl

In contrary to careful Dutch, in casual Dutch [d] can be absent between [n] and [e]
(see examples l4). Like an [4k]-cluster, an [nd]-cluster can be reduced to its nasal
by retiming of the relevant gestures: the oral stop is perceptually absent when the
alveolar constriction which is needed for both consonants is released before, instead
of after, the velum is closed. The absence of the [d] of an [nd]-sequence can
therefore be due to the speaker's natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort.
Hypo-articulation is encouraged since the ldl is part of an unstressed syllable.
(

14) Absence of [d]
a. anders

b.
c.

/'onders/

['oners]

'different'

inderdaad

/,rnder'dad/

[,rner'dat]

inderttjd

llnderltijd

lTnerltijd

'indeed'
'at the time

6.2.9 Absence of

Il

In casual Dutch, [] tends to be absent particularly in unaccented tokens of the
function word als lolsl 'like' l'if .lf realized, the [] is in coda position in this word,
and is therefore generally realized as vocalic (see Collins & Mees l98l: 166; van
Reenen 1986), i.e. as a colouring of the preceding vowel. The perceptibility of the

colouring depends on the length of the vowel. If the vowel is acoustically short, the
articulators have almost no time to change positions, and the colouring is hardly
perceptible. The vowel is short in most tokens of als for two reasons. First, ais is

it has 1528 occurrences in the two corpora and highly
frequent words tend to be shorter than words of low frequency with the same
number of phonemes. Second, als is generally unstressed, and unstressed vowels
tend to be shorter than stressed ones (Nooteboom 1972 75). Hence, the lll of a/s is
highly frequent

often almost imperceptible and appears to be absent. This implies that the perceptual
absence of

[] in als does not necessarily

result from the absence

of [] in the

phonological form. It further implies that speakers may choose not to realize the [J
of als at all, since listeners are aware of the fact that it is often acoustically absent.

In other words, the realization [os] could be due to the speaker's natural tendency to
reduce articulatory effort.
Since the realization [os] is highly frequent, it is probably stored in the lexicon.
The absence of [] can therefore probably also be lexical in nature.
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6.2.10 Absence of If]

The last consonant which is absent in dozens of tokens in the data set is [f]. It is
absent particularly in tokens of the words zelfde l'ztlfdel 'same' and zelfs lztlfsl
'even'. lts absence has not as yet been reported for careful Dutch
The absence of [fJ in zelfde and zelfs can result from a decrease in the size of
[f] in both words are alveolar, and are

the labial gesture. The segments surrounding

therefore probably coarticulated, i.e. realized with a single alveolar constriction. The

bilabial gesture needed for the realization of [fl should be realized at the top of this
alveolar constriction, and only serves the realization of the [fl. This may explain the
reduction in the size of this gesture. The words zelfde and zelfs allow hypoarticulation, as they seldom bear stress.

6.2.11 Conclusions
Words are sometimes realized with fewer consonants in casual speech than in highly

careful speech. The absence of most consonants can be due to coarticulation, or
reduction in the sizes of the articulatory gestures, i.e. to the speaker's natural
tendency to reduce articulatory effort. The absence of consonants in some words is
probably encoded in the lexicon.

of a particular consonant results from the speaker's
natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort, from phonological constraint
Whether the absence

interaction, or is lexical in nature cannot be conclusively determined on the basis of
the audible properties of speech, but requires psycholinguistic data as well as data
on the gestures involved in the reduced realizations, neither of which are available.
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6.3 The realization of vowels
6.3.1 Introduction

It is not only the realizations of consonants, but also those of vowels

that

are

affected in casual speech. In casual speech,

.
.
.

all fypes of vowels are often absent (e.g. Dalby 1984; Kohler 1990);

full vowels are often realized as schwas (e.g. Kager 1989);
voiced vowels are sometimes realized as voiceless (Ohala 1983: 203;
Rodgers 1998);

o

tense vowels sometimes sound as their lax counterparts (Nooteboom 1979:
7 5R\
-* " t'

When the phoneticians transcribed utterances from the corpus, it appeared that they
disagreed

in many

cases

on the [voice]-characteristics of vowels, and on

the

difference between [a] and [o], and [o] and [c]. This is why the present study does
not deal with the realization of voiced vowels as voiceless, and tense vowels as lax,

but focuses instead on the realization of full vowels as schwas ($6.3.2), and the
absence of vowels ($6.3.3). The realization of full vowels as schwas provides
information on the prosodic structure of compounds and word-combinations in
casual speech ($6.3.4).

6.3.2 The realization of

full vowels

as schwas

The frequency with which an underlyingly firll vowel in a word is realized as schwa
in Dutch is claimed to be influenced by the factors in ( 15).

(15) Factors influencing the realization of vowels

a.
b.

as schwas

Presence of stress
Stressed vowels tend not to be realized as schwas (Rietveld
van Beinum 1987; van Bergem 1993, 1995).

& Koopmans-

Presence ofon onset

Vowels in onsetless syllables are seldom realized as schwas (Martin 1968:
167; Booij 1981: 148).
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Quality of the vowel

The lower the position of a vowel in the following hierarchy, the more

often

it is realized as schwa: ly, u, al > hl ) lo, cl > la, ol > le, rl.

Diphthongs are hardly ever realized as schwas (Shoop

l9l4:320;

Kager

1989: 300; Boorj 1995: 131, 134).
d.

Presence

ofa coda

Vowels in open syllables are more often realized as schwas than vowels in
closed syllables (Booij 1995: 131).
e.

Position in the word

Vowels tend not to be rcalized as schwas if they belong to word-final
syllables (Kager 1989: 304; Bootj 1995: 131).
Freq uency of occurrence

Vowels are more often realized as schwas if they are part of high
frequency words than of low frequency ones (Booij 1995: 130; van
Bergem 1995).

As all studies of vowel reduction to schwa are only based on linguistic intuitions,
which we claimed to be invalid for non-lexical processes ($4.2), or on sentences
read aloud, it would be interesting to see whether there is any support for the factors
listed in (15) in our data set of rcahzations in spontaneous conversations.

The factors in (15) were investigated on the basis of hundreds of nonsystematic observations from our corpus. Vowels are considered to be schwas if
they sound as being located in the centre of the vowel space, or as having inherited
the place specifications of the surrounding segments ($3.2). Vowels that are
underlyingly specified as lvl are left out of consideration, as their full forms are
almost impossible to distinguish from the reduced ones.

The data appear to support the generalizations that the presence of stress and
onsets influence the realizations of vowels as schwa, since no reduced vowel in the
data set is contained in a stressed or onsetless syllable. Generalizations ( 15ab) are
apparently in line with data from casual speech.

With respect to the influences of factors (l5c-Q, the data are less conclusive.
As to (15c), the data show that diphthongs can be reahzed as schwas in casual Dutch
(see examples 16). The diphthong /ei/ turned out to be reduced especially

highly frequent word altiid /olteid/

'always' realized

in

the

with stress on the first syllable

(see l6bcd), and in bU ft:,gi/'with'followed by a pronoun (16e). This implies that

(l5c) is not obviously correct for

casual f)utch, and that only systematic research
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can confirm or falsify the claim that diphthongs are reahzed as schwas less often
than monophthongs in this speech style.

(16)

ltil realized as schwa

a. oardrijkskunde
b. altijd prima
c. altiid op
d. bij mij

/'ardreiks,kvnde/

['args,kvnde]

/'olteid'prima/
/'oltgld cp/

['oltet'prima]
['oltet cp]

/bei'mei/

[ba'mei]

'geography'
'always excellent'

'always on'
'with me'

No conclusions can be drawn with respect to the influence of the presence of coda
consonants (15d) and the position of the vowel in the word (l5e), since the data
comprise several closed and word-final syllables with reduced vowels (see examples

l7), which shows that reduced vowels are possible in these types of syllables in
casual speech. Generalizations (15de) are therefore not obviously correct for casual
speech, and should be tested in systematic quantitative research.

(

l7)

Closed and word-final syllables with reduced vowels

a. bijvoorbeeld bijvoorlbgltl
b. allemaal
I'ole,maV
c. altud
/'olteit/

bijvoorlbaltl

'for instance

['omel]
['oltet]

'all'
'always'

This conclusion also holds although vowels are reduced particularly in syllables that
are realized without their final consonants (see examples

l8), that is, vowels which

are in closed syllables at the lexical level of phonology are more likely to be reduced

when their syllables are realized as open. This latter observation does not necessarily
support ( l5d) as it could simply be due to the fact that both the realization of vowels
as schwas and the absence

of some consonants are favoured in unstressed syllables.

(18) Reduced vowels in syllables realized without their coda consonants
'probably'
a. waarschijnlijk /uar'sxeinlekJ
Iue'sxeinlak]

b.
c.
d.

verleden

/ver'leden/

IQ'leda]

dat weet ik
dan word

ldg!

ld?) weet ik
[dg] word

weet ik

ldonl word

'past'
'that know I'
'then become

Finally, the data do not provide conclusive evidence for the hypothesis that the
realization of vowels as schwas is favoured in highly frequent words (150, in spite
of the fact that most words in the data set are highly frequent. High frequency words
are more

likely to be incorporated into the data

tokens with reduced vowels

in

set, and the fact that they have more

absolute terms

in the data set is

therefore
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relation between the number of occurrences of the words in the corpus and in
meaningless.
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data set can determine whether there is a difference between high frequency words
and rare words.

In conclusion, the non-systematic observations from the corpus suggest that all
types of vowels which are unstressed and follow onsets can be realized as schwas in
casual speech. They present no evidence that the frequency with which a vowel is
realized as schwa is influenced by the underlying quality of the vowel, the presence
of a coda, the position of the vowel in the word, or the frequency of occurrence of
the word. The influences of these factors can only be evaluated in systematic
quantitative research.

The realization of full vowels as schwa implies a reduction in articulatory
effort, since schwas are generally realized with a shape of the vocal tract that
requires the least articulatory effort under the circumstances (cf. $3.2). Nevertheless,
vowel reduction is apparently a phonological process, since it is sensitive to

the

presence of onsets.

6.3.3 Absence of vowels
6.3.3.1 Introduction

The absence of unstressed vowels is an important characteristic of the casual speech
styles of Germanic languages (see e.g. Dalby 1984; Kohler 1990). The data from the
corpus indicate that unstressed vowels which are present in formal Dutch are absent

in casual Dutch particularly in three types of contexts: in vowel hiatus position,
between obstruents and liquids, and adjacent to continuants. The absence of vowels
often coincides with the absence of adjacent consonants.
6.3.3.2 Absence of vowels in hiatus position

in careful Dutch unsffessed word-initial and word-final [t] and [e] are
generally perceptible, they are regularly imperceptible in casual Dutch if they are

Whereas

separated from another vowel by a grammatical word boundary only (see examples

l9). If [a] and [r] happen to be adjacent, it is schwa which is optionally absent (see
examples l9de). The absence of [a] and [r] in this context avoids vowel-hiatus
within the prosodic word, and is apparently phonological in nature.
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19) Absence of
a. bij het

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

[t] or [e] adjacent to another vowel within the same prosodic wprd
'at the'
lbti etl
['beit]

sta ik

hij

6

/'stagkJ
/'hei rs/

is

['st4k]
['heis]

/'samenln/

samen in
dogen in
rugzakken en

/'dax-an

['sam1n]

rr/

['daxp]

'stand

I'

'he is'
'together in'
'day-s in'

rug[,soken] 'backpack-s and'

rugl,zok-en tn/

Examples such as (19) show that function words as well as content words can be
realized without their final [a]. In the majority of cases, the vowels of function words
are absent, because there are no content words starting with schwa, and only few
starting with [t]. Moreover, there are no words ending in [r], and most content words
ending in schwas are plural or infinitive forms, which are seldom followed by vowel-

initial words within the same prosodic word.
6.3.3.3 Absence of schwa between obstruents and liquids

A schwa

can be absent

precedes

a liquid and a

examples 20).

in

casual speech also when

it

follows an obstruent and

unstressed vowel within the same prosodic word (see
It can be absent in this context also in careful speech (see Booij 1995:

128- 130), and the

relevant process is therefore probably phonological in nature.

(20) Absence of schwa between an obstruent and a liquid followed
vowel within the same prosodic word
a. makkelijk
/'mokglak/
['moklak]
b. vreselijk
/'vreselek/
['freslek]
c. later het
l'latgr etl
['latrat]

d.

beter een

/'beter an/

['betran]

by a unsffessed
'easy'

'terrible'
'later it'
'better a'

6.3.3.4 Absence of vowels adjacent to continuants

All

types of unstressed vowels can be absent in casual Dutch when they would

follow or precede continuants, especially voiceless fricatives. This is exemplified in
(21). Note that the schwa of kijken in(Zlf) would be next to the continuant [u],
because the [n] is not realized.
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(21) Absence of unstressed vowels adjacent to continuants

I'vcryxal

a. vorige
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

verschillende
btjvoorbeeld

lvgr'sxrllende
/bei'voribeeld
verl'velandel
/'helemali
/'keik-qn ue/

verttelende

helemaal
kijken we

Ihelmal]

'previous'
'several'
'example'
'annoying'
'completely'

['keikue]

'look-pl. we'

['vcrxe]

lf

'sxflfende

['bvor]beeld
ver['felnde]

The absence of vowels in this type of context is impossible in careful Dutch.
Probably, it is phonetic in nature, as it sometimes leads to phonologically ill-formed
syllables in the acoustic forms. The sequences [fsx] and [bv] in (2lbc), for instance,
are not possible onsets in Dutch, and the [n] in (21d) can neither form a well-formed

[ll, nor a well-formed syllable on its own, nor a well-formed
with the following [d] (Boorj 1995: 24, 39,40). Under the assumption that

coda with the preceding
onset

segments must be part of well-formed syllables in the phonology of a language, the

of the vowels must consequently be due to phonetic processes. Further
it is often impossible to classify the
vowels as absent or very short. The vowels may apparently be fully absent, fully
absence

support for this can be found in the fact that

present, or something in befween, which implies that their presence is gradual rather
than categorical, and that their absence is due to phonetic processes.

If the

absence of

full vowels

adjacent to continuants is phonetic in nature, the

absence of these vowels is possibly not exclusively the result of extreme reduction

in their duration, but aiso of

coarticulation rvith

the adjacent continuant.

Coarticulation can explain why vowels are absent particularly when adjacent to
voiceless fricatives: since such fricatives are generally realized without glottal
vibration, vowels partly coarticulated with these fricatives also ;end to be realized
without glottal vibration, in which case they are voiceless, and cannot be perceived.
6.3.3.5 Absence of vowels plus adjacent consonants
The absence of vowels in the contexts described in sections 6.3.3.3 and 6.3.3.4 tends

to coincide with the absence of adjacent consonants. This is at least partly the

case

because vowels and some consonants can be absent under the same conditions, i.e.

when part of unstressed syllables. In addition, consonants and vowels are sometimes
simultaneously absent because several types of consonants are almost impossible to
be realized or perceived when not preceded or followed by vowels. Coda lrls are a
case in point. Coda

/r/ is often realized

as a mere colouring of the preceding vowel.

If this vowel is absent, the lrl is consequently absent

as

well (see 22ab). Two other

examples are the prefixes be- lbel, which is completely absent especially before /d/

or a bilabial stop, and ge- lxal,which is absent especially before /x/ (see e.g.22cde).
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The absence of the vowels of these prefixes before [d, p, b] and [x] results in [bd],
[bp], [b:], and [x:]. These sequences are almost indistinguishable from [d], [p], [b]

and [x], which are the second members of these clusters. Therefore, when the
vowels of these prefixes are absent before [d, p, b] and [x], the preceding obstruents
generally appear to be absent as well.
(22) Absence of unstressed vowels and adjacent consonants

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

uiterlijk

l'ayterlliik

over te verb

/'ovor te /

bepaalde
bedoel
gegevens

['palda]

'again to verb'
'certain'

@'duli

['dul]

'mean (verb)'

/xe'xevans/

['xeves]

'data'

verb
/ba'palda/

l'aytllijk
['ofte] verb

'at the very least'

6.3.3.6 Summary

To recapitulate, there are three Vpes of context in which vowels are optionally
absent in casual Dutch. First, unstressed hl and lel at the beginnings and endings of
grammatical words can be absent when they are in hiatus position within prosodic
words. Second, schwas can be absent when they are preceded by an obstruent and
followed by a liquid and a unstressed vowel. Third, unstressed vowels adjacent to
continuants are optionally absent. The absence of vowels in the first and third
context appears to be restricted to casual speech.

of vowels in the first two

types of context is probably
phonological in nature, whereas the absence of vowels next to continuants is
probably due to purely phonetic causes. Since schwas before liquids come under
both the second and third context, they can be absent both for phonological and
T'he absence

phonetic reasons.

6.3.4 The prosodic structure of strings of words

We saw in section 6.3.2 that reduced vowels occur in unstressed syllables with
onsets. If it is assumed that reduceci vowels must occur in such syllables, certain
realizations in the data set confirm the assumption that prosodic words may
correspond to several constituents of a morphological compound, or several
grammatical words ($3.6) We

will

discuss three examples. The discussion adopts

the assumptions on prosodic constituency in Dutch discussed in section 3.6. These
assumptions are, however, not crucial for the point that is made.

The first example shows that a prosodic word may correspond to several
constituents of a morphological compound. It concerns the compound
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of the
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constituents

aardrijk'earth', the linking sound s, and kunde'knowledge'. The part aardrijk is e
compound itself, and consists of the lexical morphemes aard(e) 'earth', and rijk
'domain'. The whole compound aardrijkskunde is probably stored as a unit in the
lexicon, since it typically refers to a subject of secondary school, a fact which cannot

of its parts. Because aardrijkskunde contains three lexical
morphemes, i.e. three morphological parts, it may be expected to consist of three
be predicted on the basis

prosodic words. The realization [araskvnda], which has some tokens in the data set,
suggests that this is not always the case. Under the assumption that reduced vowels
occur only in unstressed syllables, the realization of ryfts with a schwa indicates that

ry,ts must be unstressed, and therefore does not form a foot or prosodic word on its
own in [areskvnde], but with the preceding or following part of the compound.
Probably, it forms a foot and prosodic word wtth aard, since aardijks was realized
as [ares], which forms a trochee, the perfect foot in Dutch.2 Figure 6.1 shows this
prosodic sffucture of [araskvnda]. Apparently, the form [areskvnda] contains fewer
prosodic words than lexical morphemes.

fl
/ \o

/'

Figure

/l r,

/\
6.

I

PrWd

/\
oo

o

a

d

The

l\

prosodic structure o/[areskvnda].

The second example shows that a single prosodic word may correspond to several
grammatical words. It concerns the expressions oud en nieuw /oud en niw/ and af en

toe lof sn tu/. These expressions must be stored in the lexicon, as their meanings
cannot be derived from their parts: oud en nieuw'old and new' is a name for the turn

:

This conclusion is further supported by the fact that aordrijk also forms a single prosodic word in the
frequent realization [ardreikskvnde] for oordrijkskunde. Here, the /d/ of aard is realized as [d], instead of
It], and therefore must be in onset position, i.e. form a syllable, and a prosodic word, with rijk.
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of the year, and af en toe'off and to' means actually 'now and then'. The corpus
contains several tokens of the two expressions in which the word en was realized
with a schwa. Under the assumption that reduced vowels must be part of syllables
with onsets and without stress, these tokens show that the vowel of en is not always
part of a stressed syllable without onset in these expressions. It sometimes forms an
unstressed syllable with the preceding consonant, i.e. [d] or Ul. Being unstressed,
this syllable cannot be the head of a prosodic word. Apparently, the realizations of
oud en nieuw and af en toe with schwa, i.e. [outeniw] and [ofantu], have the
prosodic structures given in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. These structures support Booij's
claim that unstressed function words can be incorporated in the prosodic word
headed by the preceding content word ($3.6).

F

\

\o

o

l\

/\
ou

te

Figure 6.2

The

/

\

prosodic structure o/[outeniw].

F

/\
oo

/vt\
Figure 6.3

The

o

/\
tu

prosodic structure o/[ofanru].
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The final example also shows that a prosodic word may correspond to several
grammatical words. It concerns the highly frequent, and therefore probably lexically
stored, phrases niet alleen lntt o'len/ 'not only' and een keer per /en ker perl 'one
time a'. These expressions are generally realized with accent on alleen and een.lf all
grammatical words form prosodic words on their own, none of the vowels of these
phrases can be realized as schwas, since they are all stressed or belong to syllables
without onsets. The realizations [,nita'len] and ['ekape], which are represented by
several tokens in the data set, show that the lol of alleen,the lel of keer, and the /u/
of per can be realized as schwas. This means that they can be unstressed, i.e.
contained in the dependent syllables of feet, and be preceded by onsets. When the
lol of alleen is realized as schwa - and therefore unstressed and preceded by an
onset
- it forms an unstressed syllable with the preceding [t] of niet and the
following [] ((tol).). This syllable forms a foot with the preceding stressed syllable
(ni)", since Dutch feet consist of a stressed syllable followed by unstressed ones.
Hence, niet and alleen form one single prosodic word (see Figure 6.4).

F

I'

l\

o

Figure 6.4

The

prosodic structure o/[,nite'len].

When keer per is realized as [kape], the string probably forms a foot, and a single
prosodic word, with the preceding stressed syllable een (see Figure 6.5).
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PrWd

o

/\

o

I'
Figure 6.5

/\
The

/\
pa

prosodic structure o/['ekape].

Both prosodic structures are unexpected. The word alleen is incorporated into the
preceding prosodic word while retaining its stress pattern, an incorporation which
has been observed so far only for morphological compounds (cf. $2.2.3), and keer is
part of a prosodic word that is not headed by the stressed syllable of the only content

word, but by the syllable of the function word which normally bears accent.

In conclusion, the examples confirm the assumptions that the constituents of
compounds do not always form prosodic words of their own, and that an unaccented

grammatical word can be incorporated into the prosodic word of the preceding
word. In addition, they suggest that the head of a prosodic word corresponding to
several grammatical words is the syllable which normally bears accent.

The relevant examples are probably all retrieved as units from the lexicon.
They therefore suggest that storage in the lexicon influences the prosodic structure,
and consequently the realization, of morphological compounds and wordcombinations.
6.3.5 Conclusions

Vowels can be realized as schwas and be completely absent in casual Dutch. As in
careful Dutch, the realization of full vowels as schwas is disfavoured in stressed and

of vowels seems to be restricted to three types of
contexts: in hiatus position within prosodic words, between obstruents and liquids,
and next to continuants. The absence of vowels in the first and third type of context
onsetless syllables. The absence

is characteristic for casual speech. The absence in the first and second type probably

results from phonological processes, whereas the absence

in the third type is

probably due to the speaker's natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort. The
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realization of full vowels as schwas in Dutch confirms the assumption that prosodic

words can correspond to several lexical morphemes in Dutch, and suggests that
storage infl uences realization.

6.4

Extremely reduced forms

6.4.1. General aspects
The previous sections mainly dealt with the absence of single segments. In casual

Dutch, unlike careful Dutch, most words and word-combinations, however, appear
with several of their segments missing. Some relevant examples are listed in (23).
(23) Items realized without several of their segments

a

op een gegeven /cp en
moment

b.
c.
d.
e.

volgend
volgens mij
allemaal
helemaal

xa'xevan

[,cpa'xement]

mo'menV

/'vclxend/
['fclnt]
/'vclxans'mei/ ['fcls'mei]
/'ola,maV
['omal]
/'hela,maV ['hemal]

'at a certain

point'
'next'
'according t0 me'

'all'
'completely'

The maximally reduced forms which were attested for some other items are listed in
(24).

(24) Maximally reduced forms

a.
b.

daarom
mogelijk

c. waarschijnlijk
d. allemaal
e. ongeveer
f. in ieder geval

l'darcm/

/'moxalak/
/uar'sxeinlek/

['dam]
['mok]
Iu'sxeik]

'therefore'
'possible'

'probably'

/'ole,maV
/,cnxo'ver/

['omol]

'all'

Ic'fer]

/rn'ider xe'vol/

['ifol]

'approximately'
'in any case'

Examples (24a-e) indicate that the acoustic form of an item can consist merely of its

initial and final segments, and the segments in the onsets and nuclei of the stressed
syllables. The form (24f) is at variance with this generalization, since it does not
contain the initial segment of the underlying form.
The observation that the initial and final segments of the underlying forms and
the onsets and nuclei of the stressed syllables are present in nearly all maximally
reduced forms fits in with the assumption that initial, final, and stressed segments
are highly important for the recognition of items (92.2.2). They probably have to be
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present in extremely reduced forms since otherwise recognition of the relevant items

is extremely hard,

if not impossible.

These segments can only be absent when there

are many cues to aid recognition.

This assumption implies that the codas of stressed syllables should also

be

present in maximally reduced forms, since they are important for recognition as well

$2.2.2). This is contrary to fact

of stressed syllables
are not always present because they cannot be identified as well as onsets: they are
nct followed by vowels and therefore cannot be identified by the following formant
(see 24ce). Probably, the codas

transitions, as can onsets. As a consequence, they are probably not as relevant to the

recognition of items as the initial and final segments, and the onsets and nuclei of
the stressed syllables, and can be left out.

If the only constraint

that has to be satisfied by all reduced forms is that the

items can be recognized, there is no reason to assume that the absence of non-highly
relevant segments is determined in phonology, as their absence may well be due to
the speaker's natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort.

Exception (24f) can then be explained as follows. The form does not contain
the first segment, which is an ltl, and the stressed syllable, which rs hl, because this

would result in the sequence [ri]. This sequence is almost impossible to pronounce
or perceive in fast speech, and is therefore reduced to one of its parts. The reason

why

it is realized

is a stressed vowel, and ensures that the
reduced form is not interpreted as in gevttl /In xovol/ (Vincent van Heuven, personal
as

[i]

may be that

[i]

communication).

An alternative account of the data is that maximally reduced forms result from
the ranking of certain phonological wellformedness constraints above faithfulness
constraints. Pater (1997) claims that this assumption explains child truncations. He
argues that child truncations result frorn the high ranking of three constraints: (i) a
constraint requiring that a u'ord should consist of maximally one foot, (ii) a
constraint stating that stressed and final elements are always realized, and

(iii)

a

constraint requiring that onsets should have the smallest possible degree of sonority.

The high ranking of the third constraint has the effect that the great majority of
word-initial obstruents replace the more sonorous onsets of the stressed syllables,
and are retained in the truncations.

Under the assumption that the shapes of the maximally reduced forms in casual

by approximately the same phonological constraints as the
child truncations, form (24f) is no exception. The first segment of the underlying
form is then absent in the acoustic form because it is an unstressed vowel. The form
Qac) [usxeik] for /uarsxeinlek/ is then an exception, as it contains the initial
speech are determined
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segment of the underlying form, although this segment does not form a well-formed
onset.

This latter account of the maximally reduced forms faces a problem. It implies
that maximally reduced forms are phonological in nature, and therefore contrast

with the intermediate forms which must be analysed as partly resulting from
phonetic processes ($6 2 and $6.3). This is unexpected, since the intermediate

in this chapter, and the intermediate forms in (23) in
that the acoustic forms of an item form a kind of continuum

reduced forms discussed

particular, suggest

between the full form and the maximally reduced form. One would not expect the
forms on a continuum to have completely different sources.

Section 6.4.2

will provide additional

evidence

for the

assumption that the

acoustic forms of an item form a continuum, and that these forms partly result from
phonetic processes. This section focusses on the words natuurlijk'of course' and

eigenlijk 'in fact', which are highly frequent, and were realized with various
numbers of segments in the corpus.

6.4.2

Natuurlijk and eigenlijk

The words natuurlijk lnatyrlekl'of course'and eigenlijk /eixenlek/'in fact'have 748
and 431 tokens in our corpus and the pilot study of the Eindhoven corpus of spoken

Dutch.

The word natuurlijk consists of the lexical morpheme natuur lnatyrl 'nature'
and the adjective/adverb-forming suffix

mean

'of course' (see examples

-luk llekl. Nevertheless, most of its tokens

25ab), or function as discourse markers with

a

meaning such as 'as you know' (see example 25c).

(25)

Examples of natuurlijk meaning
marker, with free translations.

a.

Subject

L

'of course' or functioning

as a discourse

Ja want daar wordt gespeeld,
Yes, they play music there,
en dat is natuurliik alttjd ontzettend leuk.

and of course that's always immensely amusing.

b.

Subject

G

B. in Leiden rekent ook uit hoeveel bibliotheken (...)
B. in Leiden also calculates how many libraries (...)
een boek aanschaffen en dan maken ze hun calculaties

will purchase a book and then they make their calculations
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zodanig dat ze quitte spelen met
in such a way that they break even with
bibliotheekprijzen over de wereld
the prices of the libraries all over the world
en (...) daar draaien ze nog steeds op,
and (...) they are still running on that,
hoewel B. was natuurliik toch de laatste jaren
although the last years B was ldiscourse markerl
w at m o

eilij ker fin

an cie el.

somewhat more difficult financially.

The word eigenlijk means 'in fact' (see e.g. Geerts

&

Heesterrnans 1992), but is

often used as a discourse marker meaning something like 'now

I am thinking about

it'(see examples 26).

(26)

Examples of eigenlijft functioning as a discourse marker. The sentences are
translated freely.

a.

Subject

D

Ik heb er een vreselijke hekel aan, ean al dat Engels
I detest that, all that English
dat er ingebakken zit en ik haat het eisenliik
that is ingrained in it and I hate the fact ldiscourse makerl
dat ik daar de Nederlandse alternatieven niet voor ken.
that I don't know the Dutch alternatives for it.

b.

Subject

F

(...) dan krijg je van die losse draadjes en die
(...) this results in those loose little threads and they
komen tussen je rits en daar heb ik eiqenliik
get stuck in your zip and I received ldiscourse markerl

paar keer klachten gehad.
some complaints about it several times.
een

In order to investigate the types of realizations of natuurlijk and eigenlijk, all the
tokens of these words in the corpus were transcribed by the author and two ffained
phoneticians. We incorporated a token into the data set if we arrived at the same
transcription independently. The only differences we accepted in the transcriptions
of a token were the difference between [a] and [n] for the first vowel of natuurlijk,
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differences in the exact quality of the first vowelof eigenlijk,and differences in the
exact place of articulation and the [voice]-characteristics of the fricative in eigenlijk.

The tokens appeared to represent 14 types of realization for natuurlijk, and 6 for
eigenlijk, which are listed in (21).
(27) The types of realization of natuurlijk and eigenlijk
a.

natuurlijk lnalyilaU
[na'fyrlak], [na'tyrlek], [na'tylek], [n"tylek], [n'tylek], [n'tylskl, [na'tyrk],
[na'tyk], [rr''tyk], [n'tyk], [n'dyk],

['tylek], ['tylak], ['ryk].
b. eigenlijk lejxenlakl
['?eixalek], ['?eixlak], ['?eixlk], ['?eixek], ['?eixk], ['?eik]
The forms of natuurlijk which show no trace of [na] probably are phonetic forms of
ItyrleU, instead of /natyrlek/. There are two types of evidence suggesting this lexical

form. First, the realization [tyrlak] sometimes surfaces in careful speech, and in
utterances consisting only of natuurlijk This is unexpected

if

ltyrlaU is not a lexical

form, since the non-realization of lnal is an extreme reduction, and extremely
reduced forms seldom appear rn careful speech, or in accented positions. Second,
there are only a small number of tokens that were transcribed with an initial [n] by
one transcriber and without [n] by the two others, or vice versa: we disagreecl on the
presence of [n] in only 20 out of 361 cases. This small percentage of disagreement

(i.e. 5.5%) suggests that lnal is either realized or not, and there is no continuum
between its presence and absence in the phonetic form. Its absence therefore does
not result from phonetic processes, but is a matter of phonology or the lexicon.
Since there are no other words which can surface without their initial syllable [na],
assuming a phonological process that results in the non-realization of [na] would
make the grammar too powerful. We therefore assume that the absence of [na] is not
phonological, but a matter of the lexicon, and that natuurlijk has the lexical variant

ItyrleU. Booij (1999: 67) argues that the variant [tyrlak] is more well-formed in
it consists of a ffochee, the perfect Dutch foot. This
wellformedness of [tyrlak] possibly explains why it is highly frequent, and stored in
Dutch than [nafyrlak], since
the lexicon,

Under the assumption that the [t]-initial tokens of ncituurlijk have the
underlying form ltyrleU, all forms in (21) contain at least the initial and final
segments, and the onsets and nuclei of the stressed syllables of the underlying forms.

They seem to form a continuum between the full form and the maximally reduced
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form, since it is possible to distinguish at least the subhierarchies in (28). Each form
in (28) differs from the adjacent forms in the realization of only one segment, and
the forms higher in a hierarchy are more reduced than those lower in that hierarchy.

(28) Subhierarchies of realizations of natuurlijk and eigenlijk
a. natuurlijk

fna'tylek] > [n'tylek] > [n'tylak];
[ne'tyrk] > [ne'tyk] > [n'tyk];
['tylek] > ['tyl"k].
b. eigenlijk
['?eixelek] > ['?eixlek] > ['?sixlk] > ['?eixk] > ['?eik].

The overall continuum must have more than one dimension, since the realizations
do not allow a neat ranking from less reduced to more reduced. For instance, the
ranking of [netyk] with respect to fntylek] is impossible. The different dimensions
result from the fact that the segments do not all depend on each other for their
realizations. The realization of lnal of natuurlijk, for instance, does not seem to be
strongly related to the realization of /lek/.

Some intermediate realizations are partly due to phonetic processes. The
forms which were realized with a short vowel or no vowel at all corresponding to
the

lal of lnal of natuurltjk

are cases

in point. There were 214 tokens of natuurlijk

that were realized with [n], and thereforc 214 tokens that could have been realized
with a vowel after the [n]. Our transcriptions agreed only in 116 (i.e. in 42o/o of)

cases

on whether a vowel was present or absent. This high percentage of

disagreements indicates that the difference between the presence of the vowel and its
absence was almost impossible to perceive. Its absence seems, therefore, to result

from a gradual phonetic process of vowel shortening or coarticulation, and not from
a phonological constraint interaction, which has by definition categorical results.
This is also indicated by the many transcriptions in which the vowel is transcribed

as

very short.

In conclusion, the realizations of natuurlijk and eigenlijk constitute another
piece of evidence for the assumption that there is a continuum between the full form
of an item and its maximally reduced form. The forms which are intermediate partly
result fiom phonetic processes.
Since all forms on a continuum would be expected to result from the same
type of process, the maximally reduced forms are not expected to be due completely

to phonological constraint interaction. This implies that the first account offered in
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section 6.4.1 of the rnaximally reduced forms is more plausible than the second one.

The maximally reduced forms probably result from phonological and phonetic
processes which affect all segments which are not highly relevant for recognition.
The continuum of reduced forms reflects the compromises between ease of
articulation and ease of perception.

In addition to phonological and phonetic segmental processes, prosody and
storage probably play a role in the realizations of natuurlijk and eigenlijk. The
influence of prosody appears from the fact that the subjects generally realize the
suffix llekl as [k] only in the middle of Intonational Phrases. The influence of the
lexicon is suggested by Subject O's realizations. This subject is the only one who
realized natuurlijk as [tyk] in any position of an Intonational Phrase. He realized
ttyk] even when there were no other words in the utterance. His exceptional
behaviour can be explained by assuming that he has the form /tyk/ stored in his
lexicon, and is therefore freer in the use of this variant. This sub;ect may possess the
lexical variant ltyW, in contrast to all other subjects, because he utters natuurlijk
more often: he realized

it

109 times, whereas each of the other subjects realizedthe

word maximally 24 times while their speech was being taped.

6.5 Conclusions
This chapter discussed the absence of consonants and vowels and the realization of

full vowels as schwas in casual Dutch. The discussion was based on a large number
of transcribed stretches of speech from the corpus. Since its nurpose was to give a
short overview of the contexts in which these (non-)realizations are possible, it was
not based on systematic research.

It

appeared that segments are absent especially

in contexts in which their

absence can be due to reduction in the size of the relevant articulatory gestures and

gestural overlap, and does not prevent the listener from interpreting the sentence.
Segments tend to be absent particularly when they are part of highly frequent words,
which suggests that these words have reduced lexical variants.
The study of realized vowels confirms the assumptions that vowels can be
realized as schwas when they are part of unaccented syllables with onsets, and that

prosodic words can correspond to several lexical morphemes. The lexical
morphemes which together form single prosodic words suggest that prosodic
structure is influenced by storage.

Finally, the study of maximally reduced forms of items suggests that these
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forms consist of the segments which are highly relevant to recognition. Probably,
the maximally reduced forms and the intermediate reduced forms form a continuum
which reflects the compromise between ease of articulation and ease of perception.
Future studies should involve articulatory data, as only these data can provide

conclusive evidence

for the assumption that the absence of

several types of

segments results from the speaker's nafural tendency to reduce articulatory effon.
These studies should also be more systematic, so that they can provide data on the
frequencies of occurrence of the reduced realizations.

Part V
The realization of obstruents
as voiced

or voiceless

A new analysis

7.1 Introduction
Section 3.3 showed that the difference between voiced and voiceless obstruents is

this difference is regularly neutralized, since the realization of
any fype of obstruent in word-final position or syllable-final position and the
realization of some types of obstruent in morpheme-initial position is not

phonemic in Dutch.

determined by the underlying [voice]-specification of the obstruent, but by the type
of adjacent segments ($3.a).

This chapter will propose a new analysis of [voice] in Dutch. This analysis
assigns an important role to the speaker's tendency to reduce articulatory effort, and,

in contrast to previous analyses, can explain all available data. The validity of the
analysis will be tested on the basis of our corpus in the following chapters. The
investigation will provide new data on Dutch, suggesting that the speaker's natural
tendency to reduce articulatory effort and the exact content of the lexicon influence

realizations

in

casual speech. These data also suggest that the analysis

is

an

improvement over earlier analyses.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 7.2 will discuss the problems of
previous analyses of [voice] in Dutch.' These problems show that we need a new
analysis which assigns an important role to phonetics. Section 7.3 will extensively
discuss the acoustic characteristics

of voiced and voiceless obstruents.

This

discussion forms a necessary background for the remainder of the chapter, and for
chapters 8 to 10. Finally, sections 7.4 and 7.5 will propose the new analysis.

In this and the following chapters, the following terms have the following
meanings:

I
We will focus on the problems which beset both the classical generative analyses as the analyses
liamed within Optimality Theory. For an extensive discussion of the problems of the classical generative
analyses, see Emestus (forthcoming).
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obstruents which are only in coda position as well

coda obstruents.

as obstruents

which are in appendices.

faithful obstruenfi:

obstruents which are realized in accordance with

o neutral obstruents:

their underlying Ivoice]-specifications.
coda obstruents and word-final obstruents. These

o

obstruents are called neutral since the realization

of

these obstruents

is not related to

their

underlying [voice]-specifications. The distinction

between underlying voiced and voiceless
obstruents is neutralized for these obstruents.

.

obstruents which are completely in onset

onset obstruents-.

position, or are ambisyllabic.

.
.
.
.

unspectfied obstruents:

obstruents which are unspecified for [voice].

release:

release of an articulatory constriction.

voiced obstruents'.

obstruents which are perceived as voiced.

voiceless obstruents'.

obstruents which are perceived as voiceless.

7.2 Problems of previous analyses
Section 3.4 discussed several analyses

of [voice] in Dutch. Nearly all of

them

assume that neutral obstruents are always realized as voiced before voiced stops, and

in all other contexts ($3.4.2). In addition, they nearly all assume that the
realization of all obstruents is determined in phonology, i.e. that obstruents which
as voiceless

are realized as voiced are phonologically specified as

[+y6i..], and that those which
are realized as voiceless are phonologically specified as [-voice]. Finally, some
analyses account for certain realizations by assuming specific prosodic structures.

The assumption that word-final obstruents (e.g. Trommelen & Zonneveld 1979;

Booij 1981, 1995; Berendsen 1983, 1986; Zonneveld 1983: Lombardi 1995b, 1999)
are always realized as voiced before voiced stops, and as voiceless before all other
types of consonants is not in line with the available data. Several descriptive studies

have shown that word-final obstruents are sometimes realized as voiced before
sonorants (Zwaardemaker & Eijkman 1928: 226; van Rijnbach & Kramer 1939;
Gussenhoven

& Bremmer

1983), and as voiceless before voiced stops (e.g. Kaiser

1958; Demeulemeester 1962; Slis 1982, 1983).
The assumption that the realization of all obstruents is determined in phonology
is problematic as well, as its adoption does not provide an adequate account for the
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of the factors in (1) on the realization of word-final obstruents before

influences

voiced stops.

(1)

Factors influencing the realizations of word-final stops before voiced stops

a.

Tltpe of preceding segment

Word-final obstruents before voiced stops are realized as voiced less often
when they follow voiceless segments than when they follow voiced ones
(Demeulemeester 1962). For instance, the

ltl in the word-combination

leest bovendien /les! bovandin/ 'reads moreover' would be less often
realized as voiced than the ltl in the word-combination eet bovendien let
bovendin/'eat(s) moreover'.

b.

Presence ofstress

Word-final obstruents are more likely to be realized as voiced when the
following underlyingly voiced stops are part of stressed syllables (Slis
1983). For instance, the obstruent cluster tn staotsbeheer /stats+baher/
'state management' without stress on the second syllable would be less

often realized as completely voiced than the cluster

in

staatsblad

/stats+blod/'Statute-Book' with stress on the second syllable.

c.

Speech rate

When speech rate is high,

- clusters consisting of a word-final stop and an underlyingly voiced
stop are more often realized as completely voiced;

-

clusters consisting

of a word-final fricative and an underlyingly

voiced stop are more often realized as either completely voiced or
voiceless;
than when speech rate is low (Kaiser 1958; Slis 1982; Menert 1994).

d.

Speaker 's sex

Men are more likely to realize word-final obstruents before voiced stops
as voiced than women (Kaiser 1958; Slis 1982, 1983).

e.

Speaker's mood

When speakers are emotional, they are less likely to realize word-final
obstruents before voiced stops as voiced (van Ginneken 1935; Meinsma
I

958; Demeulemeester 1962).
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Under the assumption that phonology completely determines the realizations of
neutral obstruents, the influences of factors (1cde) imply that phonological rules, or

the rankings of phonological constraints, differ with speech rate, speaker gender,
and speaker mood. The influences of the type of preceding segment and stress on
the realization of the obstruent (1ab), in addition to the influence of the following
type of segment, imply complex rules or constraint interactions. These implications
are undesirable.

Finally, the assumption that the realization

of

obstruents

is influenced

by

prosodic structure above the foot-level can be problematic, as Gussenhoven's (1986)

analysis illustrates. Gussenhoven explains the voiced rcalization of post-vocalic
obstruents before some vowel-initial words by means of assumptions about the
presence of prosodic word (PrWd) boundaries: he assumes that these obstruents can
be realized as voiced when they are directly followed by PrWd boundaries ($3.a.3).

In

addition, Gussenhoven explains the observation that the initial

ld/ of

many

function words, unlike the initial ld/ of content words, can be realized as voiceless
after obstruents by means of assumptions about the presence of PrWd boundaries.
He assumes that content words are always preceded by PrWd boundaries, and that
their initial /d/s are therefore always realized as voiced. In contrast, function words
are not always preceded by PrWd boundaries.

If

they are not, but are directly

preceded by obstruents, their initial ld/s arc realized as voiceless ($3.4.5). There are

two reasons why Gussenhoven's analysis is problematic. First, the majority of the
PrWd boundaries he assumes are not supported by independent evidence. Second,

his analysis cannot well account for the observation that intervocalic obstruents
before ik hW 'I' are often realized as voiced, while the initial /d/s of function words
are often realized as voiceless. According to Gussenhoven's analysis, this
observation implies that ik is rarely completely incorporated into the preceding
PrWd, unlike /d/-initial function words. This is an undesirable result, since there is
no reason to assume that the pronoun ift is less clitic-like than /d/-initial function
words such as daar and, clat.
In summary, phonological analyses of the realization of obstruents as voiced or
voiceless are not adequate. An alternative analysis is needed which does not assume
that the realization of final obstruents is completely determined in phonology, and
makes no unsupported claims with respect to the presence of PrWd boundaries.

We will propose such an analysis in sections 7.4 and 7.5. First, we will discuss
the acoustic properties of voiced and voiceless obstruents in section 7.3.
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7.3 The phonetics of voiced and voiceless obstruents
7.3.1 Introduction

We saw above that an adequate analysis of the realization of obstruents as voiced or
voiceless in Dutch cannot be purely phonological in nature. Since phonology and
phonetics are the components which determine the realization

of

segments, this

implies that such an analysis must take phonetics into account. The formulation of
an adequate analysis, then, should be based on our knowledge of the phonatory,
articulatory, and acoustic properties of voiced and voiceless obstruents. Sections

will discuss general phonetic properties of stops and fricatives, while
section 1.3.4 will deal with the difference between strings containing voiced and
7

.3.2 and 7.3.3

voiceless obstruents.

7.3.2 Stops

A

speaker produces a stop by forming a complete constriction somewhere in the

vocal tract, and then releasing this constriction rapidly. During the constriction
phase, no sound is emitted from the vocal tract, or at most a weak sound produced

by the vibration of the vocal folds (e.g. Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996). The release
of the constriction normally produces a noise burst, the spectral properties of which
are important cues for the place of articulation of the stop (e.g. Cooper et al. 1952;

Halle et al. 1957). The movements of the articulators to and from the constriction of

an intervocalic stop result in rapid changes in the formant frequencies. These
changes are called transitions, and are also cues to the place of articulation of the
stop (Cooper et al. 1952; Halle et al. 1957).

1.3.3 Fricatives

A fricative is a friction noise, i.e. an air turbulence caused by friction. Speakers
reahze fricatives by forming a very precisely shaped channel between two
articulators, and pushing air into this channel (see e.g. Ladefoged & Maddieson
1996). The sound results from the turbulence generated by friction at the
constriction ("tunnel furbulence"), or, in the case of sibilants, from the furbulence
generated when the

jet of air formed at the constriction strikes the edge of some

obstruction, such as the teeth ("wake turbulence").
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7.3.4 Acoustic cues to the voiced/voiceless distinction
Languages vary in the acoustic cues for the voiced/voiceless distinction. In Dutch,
the difference can be signalled by the following cues.

l.

Presence of vocal

fold vibration

Voiced obstruents tend to be realized with vocal fold vibration during the last
part of the constriction, whereas voiceless obstruents do not. During the
realization of a voiced stop in intervocalic position the vocal folds often vibrate
continuously (Lisker & Abramson 1964, among others).

For the realization of vocal fold vibration (see e.g. Clark & Yallop 1995:
187; Rietueld & van Heuven 1991 60), the gloffis has to be closed, and the
lungs have to press air on the vocal folds. As long as the air pressure below the

glottis is approximately 2-4 cm HrO higher than the air pressure above the
glottis, there is a net pressure from below and the glottis is opened, and a small
amount of air is pushed into the vocal tract. Since this air is pushed through a
narrow opening, it accelerates. The acceleration of the airflow leads to a drop in
the air pressure between the vocal folds (the Bernoulli effect), and a closure of
the glottis. The glottis is opened again by the net pressure from below

if

the

difference in air pressure above and below the glottis is approximately 2-4 cm

Hro.
The realization of a fricative with vocal fold vibration is difficult. The air
pressure above the glottis has to be lower than the pressure beneath

it for

the

realization of vocal fold vibration, and at the same time, it has to be higher than
the pressure beyond the constriction for the realization of friction. These two
requirements can be met simultaneously with undue effort only for a short time
(Ohala 1983).
The realization of a long oral stop with vocal fold vibration is difficult too.

During the constriction of an oral stop, no air can escape from the vocal tract.

This implies that during glottal vibration the air pressure above the glottis
increases every time some air passes the glottis. At a certain moment, the
pressure above the glottis is so high that the difference between the pressure
above and below the glottis drops below 2-4 cm HrO, and glottal vibration
stops. Speakers may delay this moment somewhat by expanding their vocal
tract, i.e. by decreasing the supraglottal air pressure. They move the glottis
downward, and move the tongue root forward (Westbury 1983).

The sounds produced by glottal vibration during acoustically

short

intervocalic obstruents are drowned out by the sounds of the preceding vowels.
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As a consequence, the presence/absence of vocal fold vibration during these
obsffuents is difficult to perceive, and cannot be an important cue for the
voiced/voiceless distinction (Slis & van Nierop 1970).
2.

Acoustic duration of the obstruent
Voiceless fricatives are generally longer than voiced fricatives, and voiceless
stops have longer constrictions than voiced stops (Slis

1

-1-

& Cohen 1969).

Acoustic duration of the noise burst of the stop
Voiceless stops generally have longer noise bursts than voiced stops (Slis &
Cohen 1969).

4.

Sound pressure of the noise burst and the friction noise

The frequency components of a fricative and the burst of a stop have various
origins. The components resulting from the rapid air flow through the vocal
tract to the outside generally have higher intensities
than

if it is voiced.

if

the obstruent is voiceless

The difference results from the fact that the glottis tends to

be open during the realization of voiceless obstruents, whereas
during voiced obstruents. When

it is open,

it is closed

more air escapes simultaneously

from the vocal ffact with a higher velocity, which produces a louder sound
when the air passes through the channel of the fricative, or the channel formed
during the release of the consffiction of the stop (Slis & Cohen 1969).
5,

Acoustic duration of the preceding vowel
Voiceless obstruents are generally preceded by acoustically shorter vowels than

voiced obstruents. According to Slis

&

Cohen (1969), this cue

is not as

important for the voiced/voiceless distinction in Dutch as it is in English.
6.

Sound pressure of the vowels adjoining the consonant

Vowels adjacent to voiced obstruents have slightly higher amplitudes than
vowels adjacent to voiceless obstruents (Lehiste & Peterson 1959). In Dutch,
there is particular a relation between the voiced/voiceless distinction of an
obstruent and the amplitude of the preceding v.rwel (Slis
7.

& Cohen 1969).

Duration and spectral extensiveness of the vowel forntant transitions
The formant transitions from a vowel to a following stop, and from a stop to

following vowel tend to be longer and larger if the stop is voiced than
voiceless (Delattre 1962; Cooper et al. 1952; Slis

&

a

if it is

Cohen 1969). This cue is

of minor importance for the voiced/voiceless distinction in Dutch.
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8.

peak value of

7

fundamental fr equency in the following vowel
The fundamental frequency decreases after obstruents The fall starts from
The

the

a

higher frequency and ends lower after a voiceless obstruent than after a voiced
one (see for example Ohde 1984).
9.

Decoy and rise time of the surrounding vowels

The intensity of a vowel declines more slowly before a voiced obstruent than
before a voiceless one, and rises more slowly after a voiced one (Debrock
r977).
These acoustic cues are not equally important. In some contexts, some cues are more

important than others. Van den Berg (1988) showed that the presence or absence of

vocal fold vibration is the most important cue for obstruents in clusters. The initial
obstruent of a cluster is perceived as voiced when glottal vibration is present during
its last part, or during the first part of the following obstruent. The final obstruent is
perceived as voiced when glottal vibration is present during its last part.

It is not

exactly known which cues are the most important for obstruents in other contexts.
There are trading relationships between the different cues (Slis

Rietveld

&

van Heuven 1997:64). That is,

& Cohen 1969;

if one (important) cue provides

hardly

any information on the voiced/voiceless distinction, listeners make the distinction on
the basis of other cues. Speakers sometimes realize these other cues more clearly in

order to compensate for the uselessness of the first one.

7.4 Coda and word-final obstruents
7.4.1 lntroduction

Section J.2 concluded that analyses of the realization of obstruents in Dutch as
voiced or voiceless in Dutch should assume that the realization of final obstruents is
not completely determined in phonoiogy. In the remainder of this chapter, we will
propose such an analysis.

Following Booij, we assume that all neutral obstruents behave alike, and should
consequently be accounted for by the same process. The fact is that not only the

word-final, but also the word-medial obstruents in coda positions tend to be voiced
before voiced stops, and voiceless in most other contexts, and that all word-final
obstruents

-

those in coda positions as well as those in onset positions

-

can be
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realized unfaithfully to their underlying [voice]-specifications ($3.4.2, 83.4.3, and
$4.4.2).

The discussion of the analysis
obstruents. First, we

will

start with the part that is relevant to neutral

will give an informal formulation of the hypothesis which

forms the basis of this part ($7.4.2), and show that it can account for all known facts
($7.4.3 and $7.4.4). We will then give a precise formulation of the hypothesis within
the phonological theory adopted in this study ($7.4.5). Finally, we will mention

of
will be discussed in section

some hypotheses which are implied by this part of the analysis ($7.a.6). The part

the analysis which is relevant to non-neutral obstruents
1

.5.

7.4.2 Two types of analysis

7.4.2.1 Introduction
Two types of analyses of the realization of obstruents in Dutch are possible which
assign roles to both phonology and phonetics. The first one assumes that all
obstruents are specified for [voice] in the phonological form, and that the realization
of neutral obstruents is determined by these [voiceJ-specifications in combination
with factors influencing phonetic implementation. This type of analysis will be
discussed in section 7.4.2.2. The second type of analysis assumes that obstruents are

specified neither as [+v61.e] nor as [-voice] in the output of phonology, and that
their realization is completely determined by factors influencing phonetic
implementation ($2.4.2). This type will be discussed in section 7.4.2.3.
7.4.2.2 Neutral obstruents have phonological specifications
Adherents of the assumption that neuffal obsffuents are specified for [voice] in the
output of phonology have to decide on the phonological [voice]-specifications of
these obstruents. The most obvious candidates are listed in (2).
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(2) Candidates for the phonological fvoice]-specifications of neutral obstruents

a. Theunderlying [voice]-specifications;
b. The [voice]-specification with which the obstruents

surface in most

contexts, i.e. [ -voice];

c. The [voice]

-specification which

is

universally less marked in most

contexts, i.e. [-voice];

d.

The [voice]-specification which is less marked in the relevant contexts.
This specification is [+vsigs] in some contexts, including in between
vowels, and [-voice] in others (as argued by Wetzels 1994. 1997 for
Limburg Dutch and Bakairi respectively).

Choosing among these candidates is difficult, since they are all problematic in some
respect. Analyses adopting candidates (2a) and (2d) cannot be correct for Standard

Dutch since they are unable to explain why many speakers claim that both
underlyingly voiced and underlyingly voiceless word-final obstruents are realized as
voiceless when they follow vowels and precede vowel-initial words ($a.2.2). The
assumption

is that speakers' intuitions concern the lexical level ($4.2.1).

If the

candidate specification (2a) or (2d) is correct, neutral obstruents can be specified as

[*voice] at this level, which predicts that speakers rvill assume that all neutral
obstruents which are underlyingly voiced (in case of 2a), or all neutral obstruents in

intervocalic positions (in case of 2d) can be realized as voiced.

Phonological specifications (2b-d) are problematic since analyses adopting

them must assume that neutral obstruents are distinguished from the faithful
obstruents first in phonology and then anew in phonetics. They first have to be
distinguished in phonology, since only the neutral ones should be specified in
accordance r,vith (2b-d). Being specified as such, the neutral obstruents cannot be

in the output of phonology, since if
specified as [-voice], they have the same [voice]-specification as all underlyingly
voiceless faithful obstruents, and, if specified as [*voice], they have the same
distinguished from the faithful obstruents

specifications as the underlyingly voiced faithful obstruenfs. The neutral obstruents
have to be distinguished from the faithful obstruents in phonetics, since it is only the

neutral ones that need not be realized in accordance with their phonological
specifications.

Finally, analyses adopting phonological [voice]-specifications (2b) and (2c)
assume that underlyingly voiced obstruents preceding voiced stops in compounds
which are stored in the lexicon, such as zandbank lzond*bo0k/ 'sandbank', are
specified as [-voice] in the output of phonology, despite the fact that they are
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voiced in the underlying form, and nearly always voiced in the acoustic form. One
may wonder whether this is unproblematic for language acquisition, and whether we
can accept the implication that phonology first causes all neutral obstruents to be
[-voice], whereas some of the underlyingly voiced ones are always realized as
voiced.

conclusion, the obvious phonological [voice]-specifications for neutral
obstruents are all problematic. This implies that analyses assuming phonological
specifications for these obstruents are problematic too. Apparently, we need a

In

analysis which assumes that these obstruents have

no phonological [voice]-

specification at all.
7.4.2.3 The Complete Neutralization Hypothesis

The assumption that neutral obstruents do not have [voice]-specifications in the
output of phonology and that their realization is determined by phonetics will be
referred to as the Complete Neuffalization Hypothesis (see 3).?

(3)

Complete Neutralization Hypothesis (CNH)

Neutral obstruents do not have [voice]-specifications

in the output of

phonology, and their realization is completely determined by phonetics.

The CNH implies that neutral obstruents are voiced when the voiced realization
requires no additional articulatory effort, and as voiceless when the voiceless
realization requires no additional articulatory effort. The CNH, therefore, assumes
that the realization of neutral obstruents is completely determined by the speaker's
natural tendency to expend as little articulatory effort as possible.
Under the CNH, obstruents that are categorically realized as voiceless must be

phonologically specified as [-voice]. They cannot be unspecified for [voice]
because they would then be expected to be sometimes voiced and sometimes
voiceless. This implies that the hypothesis is incompatible with the assumption that
[voice] is a privative feature and the specification [-voice] does not exist, as is
claimed by Mester & Itd (1989), Cho (1990), and Lombardi (1995a), among many
others. Support for the assumption that [-voice] can be present in phonology has
been provided by Lombardi (1996) and Wetzels (1994, 1997). They show that
various processes in a number of languages cannot be described without reference to

[-voice].

In Ernestus (forthcoming) this hypothesis is referred to

as the Permanent

Neutralization Hypothesis.
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Analyses of the realization of obstruents as voiced or voiceless in Dutch which
adopt the CNH do not face the problems beset by analyses which assume that

for [voice] in the output of phonology. First, they
can explain the intuitions of many speakers that all word-final obstruents are

neutral obstruents are specified

generally realized as voiceless. Neutral obstruents are probably unspecified as early
as at the

lexical level of phonology ($7.4.5), and when speakers are forced to classify

unspecified obstruents, they probably classify them with the default specification
[ -voice].
Second, within analyses assuming the CNH, the distinction made in phonology

between neutral and faithful obstruents

is

accessible

to phonetics. The

former

obstruents have no [voice]-specifications in the output of phonology, whereas the
latter ones are specified as [+y6i..] or [-voice]. The fwo Upes are therefore clearlv
distinct in the input of phonetics, and the phonetic component does not need to mark
obstruents as neutral or non*neutral all over again.

Finally, analyses adopting the CNH do not have to assume that obstruents in
the output of phonology have a [voice]-specification which is the exact reverse

of

both the underlying one and the one with which the obstruent nearly always surfaces

in the acoustic output.

In

conclusion, analyses

of [voice] in Dutch which assume the CNH

are

theoretically more adequate than other analyses. This implies that they should be
adopted if they can account for at least the same data as other analyses. This will be

in section J.4.3, which argues that analyses adopting the CNH
predict that neutral obstruents are generally realized as voiced before voiced stops,
seen to be the case

and as voiceless

in all other contexts. Section 7.4.4 will show that these

analyses

also account for the influences of the factors mentioned in (1) in section 7.2 on the
realization of word-final obstruents before voiced stops.

7.4.3 General realization of unspecified obstruents
7.4.3.1 Introduction

Adequate analyses of [voice] in Dutch must predict that neutral obstruents are
generally realized as voiced before voiced stops, and as voiceless in all other

contexts. This implies that analyses assuming the Complete Neutralization
Hypothesis are adequate only

if they predict that

the phonetic component generally

realizes unspecified obstruents as voiced before voiced stops, and as voiceless in all

other contexts. Sections 7.4.3.2 to 7.4.3.5

will show that the phonetic component

indeed realizes unspecified obstruents as voiced before voiced stops and as voiceless
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before voiceless obsffuents, vowel-initial content words, and major phonological
boundaries. The realization

of

unspecified obstruents before sonorants

will be

discussed in section 7.4.3.6.

Note that it is unknown what prediction analyses should make with respect to
the realization of neutral obstruents before vowel-initial function words, since

it

is

not known whether these obstruents are generally realized as voiced or voiceless
($3.4.3 and $4.2.2). Analyses do not have to make predictions with respect to the
realization of neutral obstruents before voiced fricatives, since neutral obstruents
never precede them in Dutch ($3.4.4).

7.4,3.2 Obstruents before voiced stops

articulatory effort means (partial) gestural overlap ($1.1).As a
consequence, unspecified obstruents are expected to be (partly) coarticulated with
adjacent segments with respect to glottal vibration. Phonologically voiced stops
must be realized as voiced, and when following unspecified obstruents, i.e. when
being at the end of obsffuent clusters, they are therefore realized with glottal
vibration at least during their last parts ($7.3.4). This implies that when an
Reduction

in

unspecified obstruent precedes a phonologically voiced stop, it is coarticulated with
a stop which is partly realized with glottal vibration. In the resulting realization, the

vocal folds tend to vibrate well before the release of the voiced stop. The first phase

of the voiced stop, or even the last phase of the preceding unspecified obstruent, is
realized with glottal vibration, and the unspecified obstruent is perceived as voiced
($7.3.4). In other words, the phonetic component generally realizes unspecified
obstruents as voiced before voiced stops, and analyses adopting the CNH predict the
observed fact that neutral obstruents tend to be voiced before voiced stops.

7.4.3.3 Obstruents before voiceless obstruents

Phonologically voiceless obstruents at the end of obstruent clusters are realized
without glottal vibration at least during their last parts ($7.3.4). Since unspecified
obstruents are partly coarticulated with adjacent segments with respect

vibration, a cluster

of an unspecified

to glottal

obstruent and a phonologically voiceless

obstruent tends to be realized without vocal fold vibration well before the last part

of

the phonologically voiceless obstruent. The largest part of the phonologically
voiceless obstruent, or even the last phase of the preceding unspecified obstruent, is

realized without glottal vibration, and the unspecified obstruent is perceived
voiceless ($7.3.4).

In

as

other words, the phonetic component generally realizes
unspecified obstruents as voiceless before voiceless obstruents, and analyses
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adopting the CNH predict the observation that neutral obstruents before voiceless
obstruents tend to be voiceless.

7.4.3.4 Obstruents before vowel-initial content words

Vowel-initial content words are generally preceded by glottal stops in the phonetic
form (Jongenburger & van Heuven 1991). Therefore, obstruents preceding vowelinitial content words are part of obstruent clusters and the presence/absence of
glottal vibration probably determines whether they are perceived as voiced or
voiceless. For the realization of a glottal stop, the vocal folds have to be firmly
pressed onto each other, which impedes glottal vibration. This means that
unspecified obstruents, which are coarticulated with adjacent glottal stops with
respect to glottal vibration, are at least partly realized with a more or less firmly
closed glottis, that is, without glottal vibration, and are perceived as voiceless. In
other words, the phonetic component realizes unspecified obstruents as voiceless
before vowel-initial content words, and analyses adopting the CNH make the correct
prediction with respect to the realization of such obstruents in these contexts.

If vowel-initial words are not realized with a glottal stop, analyses adopting the
CNH still predict that preceding obstruents may be realized as voiceless. Possible
causes then include the presence of preceding obstruents (cf. 51.4.4.2), and the
length of the unspecified obstruent (see Hypothesis 5 in $7.4.6).
1.4.3.5 Obstruents before major phonological boundaries
Obstruents preceding major phonological boundaries, such as Intonational Phrases,
are acoustically relatively long (Wightman et al. 1992; Cambier-Langeveld 1991,

2000), and long obstruents tend to be perceived as voiceless ($7.3.4). Obstruents
preceding important phonological boundaries are therefore generally perceived

as

voiceless, unless special action is taken in order to make them sound as voiced. No
such action is taken in the case of unspecified obstruents. The phonetic component
consequently realizes unspecified obstruents before major phonological boundaries

as voiceless.

In other words,

analyses adopting the CNH also make the conect

prediction with respect to the realization

of

neutral obstruents preceding such

boundaries.

7

.4.3.6 Obstruents before sonorants

For analyses adopting the CNH to be valid, they should predict that the phonetic
component realizes unspecified obstruents as voiceless before sonorants, since
neutral obstruents tend to be voiceless before this type of consonant. So far, little is
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known of the acoustic cues to the voiced/voiceless distinction of obstruents in
presonorantal positions in Dutch. It is therefore unknown whether the phonetic
component realizes unspecified obstruents as voiced or as voiceless in these
positions, and whether the analyses make the correct prediction.
7.4.3.7 Conclusions

conclusion, there is no evidence that neutral obstruents in Dutch must be
phonologically specified as [-voice] or [+v611..] in order to be realized as voiced or

In

voiceless

in the contexts in which they are generally perceived as such. For all

contexts for which the principal acoustic cues to the voiced/voiceless distinction are

known, the realizations of these obstruents is also predicted

for [voice]. It

if they are unspecified

seems, then, that analyses adopting the CNH can account

for the

realizations of neutral obstruents in Dutch.

7.4.4 Factors influencing the realization of unspecified obstruents

7,4.4.1Introduction
Section 7.2 mentioned several factors that influence the realization

of word-final

of preceding segment, presence of stress,
A valid analysis should be able to
account for the influence of all of them. We will argue in sections 7 .4.4.2 to 7.4.4.5
that such an analysis may be constructed if the Complete Neutralization Hypothesis
obstruents before voiced stops: type

speech rate, speaker's sex, and speaker's mood.

is adopted.

7.4.4.2 Type of preceding segment

We saw in section 7.4.3.2 that analyses adopting the CNH predict that neutral
obstruents before phonologically voiced stops are generally perceived as voiced.
They are partly coarticulated with the following voiced stop, which is realized with

glottal vibration at least during its last part. As a consequence of the coarticulation,
the first part of the voiced stop may be realized with glottal vibration as well, in
which case the unspecified obstruent is perceived

as

vuiced.

The first part of the stop is most likely realized with glottal vibration if the
entire obstruent cluster is realized with glottal vibration. If glottal vibration is absent

for any length of time, it has to be started before the last part of the phonologically
voiced stop, and it occasionally happens not to start well before the release of this
stop.
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Unspecified obstruents in coda positions are always preceded by a sonorant or

are part

of a

cluster

of

unspecified obstruents preceded

by a sonorant.

Since

sonorants are realized with a closed glottis, as are phonologically voiced stops in
obstruent clusters, (clusters of) unspecified obstruents between such segments are
realized with a closed glottis as well. This implies that all clusters consisting of an
unspecified obstruent (cluster) in coda position and a voiced stop can be realized

with continuous glottal vibration. The lengths of the unspecified obstruent, the
phonologically voiced stop and the number of unspecified obstruents in the cluster
determine the probability with which the cluster is realized with continuous glottal
vibration, and therefore with which it is realized as completely voiced.

If

the cluster consists of a single unspecified obstruent and a phonologically

voiced stop which are both acoustically short, the cluster tends to be realized with
ongoing vibration. If the unspecified obstruent happens to be a stop, the cluster is
realized as a short constriction followed by the release of the phonologically voiced
stop. The air pressure built up in the vocal tract during this constriction is too low to
impede the opening of the vocal folds, and the stop cluster is realized with ongoing

glottal vibration.

If the obstruent

happens io be an acoustically short fricative, the

acoustic requirements for friction are met during such a short period that they do not

prevent the vocal folds from vibrating. Since the short constriction of the
phonologically voiced stop does not prevent glottal vibration either, obstruent
clusters only consisting of a short unspecified fricative and a short phonologically
voiced stop are realized with ongoing glottal vibration as well.

In contrast,

of an acoustically long

obstruent and a
phonologically voiced stop are not realized with continuous glottal vibration. If the

clusters consisting

unspecified obstruent is a long stop, the cluster is not realized with ongoing glottal

vibration since the air pressure built up in the vocal tract during the long constriction
of the stop impedes glottal vibration. If the unspecified obstruent is a long fricative,

glottal vibration is stopped because it is difficult to meet simultaneously the
aerodynamic requirements for fiction and vibration for any extended period
($7.3.4).

In

of several unspecified

obstruents and a
phonolo-eically voiced stop tend not to be realized with continuous glottal vibration.

addition, clusters consisting

If the unspecified

obstruent before the phonologically voiced stop is a stop and is

it is part of an stop cluster. Such a cluster is
realized with a long constriction, which impedes glottal vibration. If the unspecified
obstruent before the voiced stop is a fricative preceded by another unspecified
fricative, it is part of a fricative cluster. Such clusters are realized with a long period

preceded by another unspecified stop,
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of friction, which cannot easily be realized with glottal vibration. Finally, if

the

unspecified obstruent before the voiced stop is a stop which follows an unspecified
fricative, or a fricative which follows an unspecified stop, it is part of a cluster that is
realized with a period of friction and a long constriction, or with trvo constrictions
and a period of friction, respectively. Since both friction and constriction impede

glottal vibration, such combinations probably constitute a serious obstruction for
glottal vibration.

In summary, unspecified obstruents that are not acoustically long followed by
phonologically voiced stops are generally realized with continuous glottal vibration.
In contrast, long unspecified obstruents and clusters of unspecified obstments in
combination with a following voiced stop tend to be rcalized with a period without
glottal vibration. If glottal vibration is absent, it may occasionally not start well
before the release of the phonologically voiced stop and the unspecified obstruents
may be perceived as voiceless. This is why the phonetic component realizes nonlong unspecified obstruents invariably as voiced before voiced stops, whereas long
unspecified obstruents and clusters of unspecified obstruents are realized as voiced
in these positions most of the time, but not invariably.

In conclusion, analyses adopting the CNH predict that neutral obstruents which
are not acoustically long and precede voiced stops are nearly always voiced if they

follow voiced segments. If they follow other, neutral, obstruents, they are sometimes
realized as voiceless. This is in conformity with the data ($7.2).
7.4.4.3 Presence of stress
Faithfulness of the phonological output to the input is generally more important for
stressed syllables than

for unstressed ones (cf. Beckman 1997). It is probable that

faithfulness not only plays a role in phonology, but also in phonetics. In that case,

segments of stressed syllables are more often realized faithfully to their
phonological specifications than segments of unstressed syllables, which implies
that a phonologically voiced stop in an obstruent cluster is more often realized with
glottal vibration at full strength, and glottal vibration is more often present during

a

large part of the realization of a cluster consisting of an unspecified obstruent and a

voiced stop, if the stop is part of a stressed syllable. This in turn would mean that the

phonetic component is more likely to realize obstruent clusters consisting

of

an

unspecified obstruent and a voiced stop as voiced when the stop is part of a stressed
syllable than when it is part of an unstressed one. Hence, analyses adopting the CNH
make the correct prediction with respect to the influence of stress ($7 2).
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There is an additional reason why the phonetic component probably tends to
realize obstruent clusters ending

in

stressed onset obstruents as voiced. Stress

involves a higher subglottal pressure in about the first half of the syllable, at least in
English (Patricia Keating, personal communication). This high pressure favours the
presence of vocal fold vibration, and therefore the perception of obstruent clusters as

voiced. This means that analyses adopting the CNH predict the influence of stress
also on purely phonetic grounds.

7.4.4.4 Speech rate
When the speech rate increases, segments become shorter. When a stop is shorter, its

constriction is shorter, and the air pressure built up in the vocal tract during its
constriction is less likely to impede glottal vibration. When a fricative is shorter, the

for friction are less likely to prevent the vocals folds
from vibrating ($7.3.4). Therefore, the phonetic component realizes unspecified
obstruents before voiced stops more often with continuous glottal vibration, that is
as voiced, when the speech rate is high than when the speech rate is low.
Consequently, analyses adopting the CNH correctly predict that unspecified
aerodynamic requirements

obstruents before voiced stops are more likely to be voiced in fast speech.

If an unspecified obstruent nevertheless happens to be realized without glottal
vibration, less time is available for the vocal folds to start vibrating again before the
of the following voiced stop in fast speech than in slow speech. When the
vocal folds do not vibrate in time, and start to vibrate only after the release of the

release

stop, the entire obstruent cluster is perceived as voiceless. For this reason, the
phonetic component realizes obstruent clusters consisting of an unspecified
obstruent and a voiced stop as completely voiceless more olten in fast speech than in

slow speech.

This is particularly true in the case of clusters starting with fricatives. Friction
generally prevents the vocal folds from vibrating, whereas the complete constrictions

of the stops only do so when they are long ($7.3.4). As a consequence, particularly in
clusters starting with fricatives, the vocal folds occasionally do not vibrate during
the release of the phonologically voiced stop, which is why
clusters that are occasionally realized

it is particularly

these

by the phonetic component as completely

voiceless. We find that analyses adopting the CNH predict that particularly clusters

of

unspecified fricatives and voiced stops are more

likely to be realized as

completely voiceless in fast speech than in slow speech, which is again in line with
the data ($7 2).
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7,4.4.5 Speaker's sex
Men have longer and heavier vocal folds than women. According to Slis (1987), this

implies that

it is easier for men

than for women to realize obstruent clusters with

ongoing vocal fold vibration. In addition, men generally differ from women in that

their vocal tract is larger, which means that more air can flow from their lungs into
the vocal tract before the difference between the subglottal and supraglottal pressure

is too low for the subglottal pressure to open the glottis, and glottal vibration stops
I n other w ord s, th e phone ti c
is more likely to realize clusters of unspecified
with continuous glottal vibration than the phonetic

(Vincent van Heuven, personal communication).

component

of a male

speaker

obstruents and voiced stops

component of a female speaker. This means that analyses incorporating the CNH
make the correct prediction that men more often realize neutral obsffuents before
voiced stops as voiced ($7.2).
7.4.4.6 Speaker's mood
When speakers are in an emotional state, more especially when they are angry, they
tend to speak with force (Meinsma 1958; Demeulemeester 1962), i.e. with a strong

air stream from the lungs into the vocal tract. This shong air stream prevents the
glottis from closing. Emotional speakers therefore tend to realize unspecified
obstruents without glottal vibration. As a consequence, their unspecified obstruents

in obstruent clusters tend to sound as voiceless. This implies that analyses adopting
the CNH predict an influence of the speaker's mood which is in line with the data
($7 2).

7.4.5 The analysis

The above sections discussed the Complete Neuhalization Hypothesis, and showed

it can account for all observed Dutch data. The hypothesis was informally
formulated in 7.4.2.3. We will now explicitly propose an analysis for the neutral

that

obstruents in Dutch which adopts the hypothesis.

Analyses adopting the CNH must explicitly state which obstruents are
It was argued in section 7.4.1 that all syllable-final and
word-final obstruents, i.e. all neutral obstruents, behave alike. These obstruents

unspecified for [voice].

differ from other obstruents in that they are in coda position at the lexical level. The
facts can therefore be captured by an analysis which states that all obstruents which

for [voice] in the output of
the lexical and post-lexical level of phonology and in the input of phonetics. All
are in coda position at the lexical level are unspecified
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other obstruents, with the exception of those which will be discussed in section 7.5,

enter phonetics

with their underlying

fvoice]-specifications. This analysis

is

illustrated in (4), in which "T" stands for an "alveolar stop unspecified for [voicel".

(4)

Illustration

o.f

the analysis

Input lexical level of phonology:

t).

d)"

.(t

.(d

Output lexical level of phonology:

T

T

t

d

Output post-lexical level of phonology:

T

T

t

d

[t] or [d]

[t] or [d]

ltl

tdl

Output phonetics:

This analysis can be incorporated into Optimality Theory as follows.

Coda

obstruents are assumed to be unspecified at the lexical level as the result of the high

ranking of a constraint which forbids coda obstruents to be specified for fvoice].
This constraint will be referred to as *Cooa(votce) (see 5). Constraints holding
only for coda obstruents have been proposed before by e.g. It6 (1989), and Mascaro
& Wetzels (1999). We do not adopt a constraint which requires all obstruents,
instead

of only coda

obstruents,

to be unspecified for [voice] (contra

Ernestus

forthcoming), because this sronger constraint would not allow for the account of the
regular past-tense morpheme which will be proposed in section 7.5.4.

(5)

i'Cooe(vorcr):

No coda obstruent has a [voice]-feature.

Not all obstruents are unspecified for [voice] in the output of phonology. Therefore,
+Cooa(vorce) should directly dominate a constraint that requires all
[voice]features in the input to have a correspondent in the output, or all obstruents to be
specified for [voice]. Possible candidates are the three constraints defined in (6).

(6)

Constraint candidates

Every fvoice]-feature

a. MexFEATURE(vorcE):

in the input has a

correspondent in the output.

b. IoaNTTTTYFEATURE(vorce)
c. SpEcFEATURE(vorcE):

:

Corresponding segments are identical in
[voice].
Every obstruent is specified for [voice].

The first constraint candidate is MnxFEATURE(volcE), which states that [voice]features in the input must be present in the output, but do not necessarily have the
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in the input and the output. Tableau 7.1 shows that the interaction of
tCoon(votce) with MF(votce), i.e. constraint ranking (7), ensures that coda

same value

obstruents are unspecified

for [voice] in the output of phonology, whereas onset

obstruents are faithful to their underlying [voice]-specifications. In the tableau, "T"
stands for an alveolar, and "P" for a bilabial stop which is unspecified for [voice].

(7)

Constraint ranking at the lexical level:
*Cooe(vorcE) >> MF(vorca)

Tableau

7.

I Evaluation of output candidates of phonolog,t:
obstruents in onset and coda positions.

bod ll,oil'bath'

*Cooe(vorcE)

(bod)"

,tI

(bot)"

{<f

MF(vorcr)

*

os (boT)"

**!

(PoT)"

Apparently,

the constraint ranking in (7)

represents

well the CNH,

and

MnxFEnruRE(votcE) can be adopted for the analysis.
The second candidate is the constraint IoeNTtTyFEATURE(votcE), which was
defined by McCarthy & Prince (1995: 264). It states that corresponding segments
are identical in the feature [voice] (6b). Because there is a difference between a
[*voice] or [-voice]-specification and no specification, the constraint can be
interpreted as preventing segments which are specified

in the input from

being

unspecified in the output. Under this interpretation, it has at least the same effects

as

MnxFenruRE(votcE), and in combination with *Coon(votce) is a good expression

of the CNH. The interpretation is, however, not desirable. It implies that the inputoutput correspondence between a [+voice] and a [-voice] specification is always

as

bad as the input-output correspondence between a [+voice] or [-voice]-specification

and no specification: both

correspondences imply one violation of
IoerurlrvFrerunn(votcE). This implication is probably incorrect, since there are
many languages in which some segments which are [+vslce] in the input can be
[-voice] in the output, or vice versa, but cannot be unspecified. Apparently, the
segments in these languages must satisfy a constraint which states that segments
which are specified in the input are also specified in the ouput, whereas they are
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allowed to violate a constraint which states that corresponding [voice]-specifications
in the input and output have the same value. That is, the constraint on the absence of
features appears to differ from the constraint on the identity of corresponding feature

specifications. Consequently, the constraint INoENTtTyFEATURE(votcE) is
preferably not interpreted as also banning unspecified obstruents from the output

which are specified

in the input, and should not express the CNH with

*Coo,+(vorcr).
The final constraint candidate for expressing the CNH with tCoon(vorce) is

SppcFcaruRE(volcr), which states that obstruents must be specified for fvoice]
(6c). It has exactly the same effects as MnxFEarune(votcE) for obstruents which
are specified for [voice] in the input. Consequently, it expresses the CNH as well as

MexFrerunr(votce) in combination with *Cooa(volcr). Since we do not know of
any data or theoretical grounds which favour SpEcFEnruRE(votcE) above
MexFEnruRE(votcs), or vice versa, we arbitrarily opt for one of them, viz.
MnxFenrunr(vorcr).
In conclusion, we propose an analysis for the realization of neutral obstruents
in Dutch which assumes that obstruents which are in coda positions at the lexical
level are unspecified for [voice] in the outputs of the lexical and post-lexical level of
phonology. They are unspecified as a result of constraint ranking(7).
7.4.6 Hypotheses

The analysis for [voice] in Dutch proposed so far implies the following hypotheses
which can be verified on the basis of speech data.

t.

No influence of underlying [voiceJ -specifications

The acoustic properties of neutral obstruents are not influenced by their
underlying [voice]-specifications. Jongman et al. (1992) and Baumann (1995)
have shown this to be true for utterance-final obstruents. and for word-final
obstruents preceding nasals or the word en len/ 'and'. It should also be true for
neutral obstruents in other contexts.
2.

Ilo influence of phonological features
The phonological features of a neutral obstruent, or those of the segments
adjacent to a neutral obstruent, can influence the realization of the neutral

if they correspond to articulatory gestures
which happen to influence acoustic characteristics related to the perception of
voicing. The phonological features cannot influence the realization of the
obstruent as voiced or voiceless, only
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neutral obstruent as voiced or voiceless by phonological processes,

since

neutral obstruents have no phonological [voice]-specifications to begin with.
3.

No gestures

No articulatory gestures are made in order to realize a neutral obstruent as
voiced or voiceless. The only gestures being made are those necessary for the
realization of the obstruent according to its phonologically specified manner
and place of articulation, and those necessary for the realization of the
following segment, if present.
4.

Dffirences in realization between neutral and non-neutral obstruents
Neutral obstruents are realized as voiced more often than phonologically
voiceless obstruents, and less often than phonologically voiced obstruents.
Neutral obstruents are unspecified for [voice], and therefore can be realized as
voiced and voiceless. In contrast, obstruents with phonological [voice]specifications must be realized in accordance with these specifications.

5.

Word-final intervocalic

ob struents

Word-final obstruents which are post-vocalic and directly followed by a vowel

in the phonetic form tend to be realized as voiced in fast speech, and as
voiceless in slow speech. Segments realized in fast speech tend to be short, and

those realized

in

slow speech long.

In

English,

all the

relatively short

intervocalic obstruents are perceived as voiced, whereas the long ones tend to

If

the perception of intervocalic
obstruents as voiced or voiceless is determined by length also in Dutch, which

be perceived as voiceless (Lisker 1957).

is a reasonable

assumption, this means that intervocalic obstruents

in

fast

speech tend to be perceived as voiced, with the exception of those which must
be voiceless on phonological grounds. In contrast, most intervocalic obstruents

in slow speech are perceived as voiceless, with the exception of those which
must be voiced on phonological grounds.
6.

InJluence of the lexicon

There is a systematic difference in realization between word-final obstruents
which precede vowel-initial clitics in word-combinations which may be
retrieved as single units from the lexicon, and in word-combinations which are
always computed from their parts.

Clitics are function words, such as er /erl 'there', which do not form
prosodic words of their own but are incorporated into the preceding prosodic

word ($2.3.4 and $3.6). When they are vowel-initial and are preceded by
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consonants, they form syllables with these consonants, and the consonants are

in onset position.

If

a vowel-initial clitic forms a syllable with a preceding obstruent at the

lexical level, this obstruent is in onset position at the lexical level, and specified

for [voice] in the output of phonology. The obstruent is realized faithfully to its
underlying [voice]-specification. A vowel-initial clitic forms a syllable with the
preceding obstruents at the lexical level only if it is part of a word-combination
that is retrieved as a single unit from the lexicon. If, on the other hand, it is part
of a combination that is computed from its parts, it cannot form a syllable with
the preceding obstruents at the lexical level, as the lexical level then deals with

every grammatical word in isolation. In that case, the preceding obstruents are

in coda position in the output of the lexical level, and unspecified for [voice].
Their realization as voiced or voiceless is determined by which realization
requires no additional articulatory effort. Hence, there is a systematic difference

in phonological [voice]-specification, and therefore also in realization, between

word-final obstruents before vowel-initial clitics which are part of wordcombinations that are stored in the lexicon, and word-combinations which are
always computed from their parts.
The prediction about the nature of the systematic difference in realization
depends on which view is adopted on the lexical form of strings ($2.2.2). One

view holds that the lexical form of a string contains the same segments

as the

lexical forms of its parts (Boor1 1985). This view (referred to as View I in what
follows) predicts that a word-final obstruent which is voiced in the underlying

form of the separate word is also voiced in the lexical forms of strings
containing this word. If this obstruent precedes a vowel-initial clitic in a string,
it is therefore systematically realized as voiced when this string is retrieved as a
single unit from the lexicon. Hence, the obstruent is realized as voiced before
vowel-initial clitics more often in word-combiirations which are often retrieved
as single units from the lexicon than in other word-combinations. In contrast,

word-final obstruents which are voiceless

in the underlying forms of the

separate words are less often realized as voiced before vowel-initial clitics in

word-combinations which are often retrieved as single units from the lexicon.
These predictions are sununarized in Table 7.1.

Another view, to which we will refer as View II, holds that wordcombinations have lexical forms representing the acoustic form with the
highest frequency of occurrence (Bybee 1995, 1996; Bybee & Scheibman
1999). We saw above that obstruents unspecified for [voice] are often realized
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in fast, i.e. normal, speech if they are intervocalic (see Hypothesis 5).
View II predicts, then, that post-vocalic word-final obstruents which precede
vowels are [+vsise] in the lexical form of word-combinations, and are realized
as voiced. In addition, we saw above that obstruents unspecified for [voice] are
at least partly realized without glottal vibration, i.e. as voiceless, if they follow
other unspecified obstruents ($7.4.4.2). View II implies that word-final
obstruents between obstruents and vowel-initial clitics are predicted to be
specified as [-voice] in the lexical form of word-combinations, and to be
as voiced

realized as voiceless. These predictions are different from the predictions made

by View I. They are also summarized in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1. Predictions of View

I and

View

II with

respect to the realization of
in stored and non-stored

word-final obstruents before vowel-initial clitics
word-combinations.

Realization of a word-final obstruent before a vowel-initial clitic in
stored

View

I

combination

if the obstruent is
voiced in the underlying
.voiced,

form of the separate word;
.voiceless, if the obstruent is
voiceless in the underlying
form of the separate word.
View II

.

voiced, if

the obstruent

a

non-stored combination

voiced or voiceless, depending
on which realization requires

no additional

articulatory

effort.

same as unCer View I.

follows a sonorant;

.voiceless,

if

the obstruent

follows another obstruent.

7.4.7 Conclusions
Adequate analyses of the realization of syllable- and word-final obstruents as voiced

or voiceless in Dutch must assign an important role to phonetics. We propose the
Complete Neutralization Hypothesis, which assigns a major part to the speaker's
natural tendency to expend as little articulatory effort as possible. It states that all
coda obstruents and word-f,rnal obstruents are phonologically unspecified for
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[voice], and that they are realized as voiced when a voiced realization requires no
articulatory effort, and as voiceless when the voiceless realization requires no
articulatory effort. In combination with the phonetic component, the CNH is able to
account for at least the available data. We formulated an explicit analysis for the
neutral obstruents by incorporating the hypothesis within Optimality Theory.

7.5 Syllahle-initial obstruents
7.5.1 Introduction

An analysis for the realization of neutral obstruents should only be adopted if it
allows for an adequate account of the realization of all obstruents as voiced or
voiceless, including the morpheme-initial ones. The realization of the underlyingly
voiced fricatives in onset positions, word-initial ldls, and the initial stop of the
regular past-tense morpheme may seem problematic for the analysis proposed in
section 7.4. These obstruents are generally assumed to be realized as voiceless
because the preceding coda obstruents are specified as voiceless. Under the CNH,

these preceding coda obstruents are unspecified

for [voice], and the voiceless

realization of the following initial obstnrents must have a different source.
Sections

7

.5.2 to 7 .5.4 present a new description of these cases, which

is

compatible with the CNH. Unless indicated otherwise, the term "obstruents" in these
sections refers to word-initial or word-medial obstruents that are in onset positions.

7.5.2 An analysis
7

for fricatives in onset positions

.5.2.1 Single fricatives

Both underlyingly voiced and voiceless fricatives are realized as voiceless after
obstruents, and according to their underlying [voice]-specifications in all other
segmental contexts (cf. $3.4.4). Developing an analysis for their realizations
requires, in the first place, determining whether these realizations are phonological
or phonetic in nature.

One might argue that the realization of fricatives is completely determined in
phonetics. The fact is that all fricatives are realized as voiceless after obstruents, and

it is easier to realize them

as voiceless than as

voiced in these positions. Clusters of

a

fricative following another fricative are generally realized with a relatively long
period of friction, and it is difficult to meet the nearly opposite aerodynamic
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requirements for friction and glottal vibration for a long time. Stop-fricative clusters
contain a period of constriction and a period of friction, both of which do not favour

glottal vibration. Hence; glottal vibration is often absent in obstruent clusters ending
in an unspecified fricative, and the fricative tends to be perceived as voiceless.

Nevertheless, the realization

of

onset fricatives cannot be due

to lack of

phonological specification, since they are systematically reahzed as either voiced or
voiceless. That is, there is little free variation in their realization in a certain context,

which is not what would be expected if their realization was completely determined
by phonetics. Moreover, underlyingly voiced fricatives are generally realized as
voiced in utterance-initial positions, although it is not actually easier to realize them

as voiced than as voiceless
cannot be voiced

in

these positions. Utterance-initial fricatives, then,

for phonetic reasons only. They are voiced in order to satisfy

phonological constraints, and onset fricatives are phonologically specified for
[voice].

The fact that underlyingly voiced fricatives are realized as voiceless after
obstruents, u,hereas underlyingly voiced stops are not, may be regarded as another

result of the difference between stops and fricatives with respect to the strength of

their voiced/voiceless opposition (cf. $3.3) This view is adopted here, since it
explains why exactly fricatives are realized unfaithfully to their underlying [voice]specifications after obstruents: fricatives have the weakest voiced/voiceless
opposition. This view suggests the following analysis within Optimality Theory.

The difference in strength of the voiced/voiceless opposition implies that the
faithfulness constraint on the [voice]-specifications of fricatives is ranked lower than
the faithfulness constraint on the [voice]-specifications of stops. We assume the two
constraints in (8), and ranking (9).

(8)

Relevant InEur(votcE) constraints:
a.

IoeNrFruc(vorcr):

If

a fricative has a specification for [voice] in the

output, this specification is identical to the one in
the input. Abbreviated as IF(volce).
b.

IoEurSron(vorcr):

If a stop has a specification for [voice] in the
output, this specification is identical to the one in
the input. Abbreviated as IS(volce).

(9)

Constraint ranking:

IorNrSror(vorcr) >> IoENrFruc(vorcr)
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It may be assumed that Ioeur(volcr) is a family of constraints, and that each

class

of segments has to satisfy a different member. The ranking of a member is generally
determined

by the effort

needed

to

realize and perceive the voicedivoiceless

distinction on the relevant type of segment. If it takes little effort to express and
perceive the distinction, the member ranks high; if keeping up the distinction
requires a lot of effort, the relevant member of the Ioerur(votce) family ranks low.
Since the cues for the voiced/voiceless distinction on a type of segment are language

specific, the effort needed to keep up the distinction on the different segment types

is different for each language, and the ranking of the members of Inrur(volce) is
language specific. In Dutch, InpNrSroe(vorce) dominates IoENrFruc(votce)
probably because glottal vibration

is an important cue for voicing, and glottal

vibration is more easily realized in stops than in fricatives ($7.3.4).
Since in Dutch underlyingly voiced stops are realized as voiced, i.e. faithfully

to their underlying

specifications, whereas underlyingly voiced fricatives are

unfaithfully realized as voiceless after obstruents, the constraints IoEnrSron(votce)
and IncNtFruc(votcE) are probably separated by a constraint in this language which
requires obstruents to be voiceless when following other obstruents. We assume
constraint (10).
(10) No VolcEo OesrnuExrs IN CI-usrERs (NVOC): an obstruent in a cluster is not
voiced.

This constraint is plausible, as

it is phonetically

grounded:

it is generally more

difficult to realize obstruents in clusters as voiced than as voiceless, since these
clusters are realized with long closures, long periods of friction, or with both a
conskiction and a friction, which impede glottal vibration (see also above, and
*7.4.4.2). Moreover, the constraint is plausible because it is satisfied by nearly all
obstruents in word-medial clusters in Dutch (Zonneveld 1983).

Since the onset fricatives are phonologically specified for [voice], they satisfy
MnxFearunr(votcr) (see 5b). This implies that violations of NVOC are not
avoided by means of violations of MexFperuRE(votce), and MnxFEeruRE(votcE)
must dominate NVOC.
The following constraint ranking appears to be in force.
(

I I ) Constraint ranking at the post-lexical level:

MF(vorcr), InrurSrop(vorcE) >> NVOC >> IopNrFruc(vorcn)
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This ranking holds at least for the post-lexical level, since the information which

word-initial fricatives are preceded by obstruents, and consequently which voiced
fricatives violate NVOC, is only available at that level. There is no reason why we
should not assume that the ranking also holds for the lexical level.

Under the CNH, neutral obstruents are unspecified for [voice] in the input of
the post-lexical level of phonology, and should remain unspecified ,rp to the
phonetic component. A constraint is therefore needed at the post-lexical level which

requires obstruents which are unspecified

in the input to be unspecified in

the

output. This constraint can be DEnIO(votcE), which is defined in (12). It is based on
the constraint DEpIO defined by McCarthy and Prince (1995).

(12)

DerlO(votce):

Every [voice]-feature in the output has a correspondent in
the input.

The constraint is probably ranked as high as MF(votcE) and IorrurSroe(votce),

as

it is never violated.
The adopted constraint hierarchy at the post-lexical level is therefore:

(13) Constraint ranking at the post-lexical level:
InENrFrttc(vorce)
Tableaux 7.2 to 7.4 illustrate evaluations at the post-lexical level. They show that
constraint ranking (13) provides the correct r.ruputs for stops and fricatives in onset

and coda positions. The letterS "S", "F", and "P" represent different types of
obstruents unspecified for [voice]. Tableau 7.2 shows that fricatives in utteranceinitial positions have the same [voice]-specifications in the optimal output candidate
as

in the input.
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Tableau 7.2 Evaluation of output candidates of post-lexical phonologt:
An underlyingly voiced fricative in utterance-initial position.
zee l(ze)J
tsea'

MF(vorce)
IS(vorce)

DEeIO(vorce)

NVOC

IF(vorce)

oa (ze)"
,cl

(se)"

tl

(se).

Tableau 7.3 shows that underlyingly voiced fricatives preceded by obstruents are
voiceless in the optimal output candidate of the post-lexical level of phonology. The

coda obstruent of the input is unspecified
ranking (7), which holds at the lexical level.

for [voice], because of the

constraint

Tableau 7.3 Evaluation of output candidates of post-lexical phonology:
An underlyingly voicedfricative after an obstruent.
s

to epz o ut

/(stuP).(zcuT)J

'pavement salt'

DrnIO(vorcE)

MF(vorce)
IS(vorce)

(stuP).(scuT).
(stup)"(scuT)"
(stuP),(ScuT).

IF(vorce)

*l

(stuP).(zcuT).

ls

NVOC

,k

*

{cl

rtl

Finally, Tableau 7.4 shows that constraint ranking (13) ensures that stops in onset
positions have the same [voice]-specifications in the input and the output. The coda
obstruent in the input is unspecified for [voice], because of ranking (7).

n1
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Tableau 7.4 Evaluation of output candidates of post-lexical phonologlt;
An underlyingly voiced stop after an obstruent.
aJb

eeI

d e n /( o F).(be

I

)"( den )nr

'to depict'

r€

DeeIO(vorce)

IS(vorcr)

NVOC

IF(vorce)

*

(oF).(bel).(den)"
{<l

(oF).(pel)"(dan)"
*l

(of).(pe1)"(dan).

*
*l

(oF)"(Pel)"(den).

7

MF(vorca)

.5.2.2 Fricative geminates

The overall analysis proposed above can account for the realization of fricatives in
all contexts, except before or after a fricative with the same place of articulation.
Clusters

of fricatives of the same place of

fricative is followed by
a

a

articulation arise when a word-final

word-initial one. These clusters

are generally realized with

duration that is shorter than the duration of two segments ($3.5). If the analysis has

to account for the duration of these clusters, it needs to be extended. In what
follows, clusters consisting of two segments with the same manner and place of
articulation will be referred to as geminates.
The realization of fricative geminates as single obstruents cannot be adequately

explained with a phonological constraint NoGEM, which forbids geminates. The
problem is that fricative geminates are always realized as voiceless, independently
of their context, exact duration, etc. They therefore must be specified as [-voice] in

If NoGura is a phonological constraint, they are not always
phonologically voiceless. Phonological NoGEM must be in force at the post-lexical
level, since word-final segments are not followed by word-initial ones before this
the ouput of phonology.

level. Whatever the position of NoGEM in the constraint hierarchy at the post-lexical
level of phonology, an input containing an underlyingly voiced or voiceless fricative

followed by a voiced one has, incorrectly, a voiced fircative as its output. This is
shown in Tableaux 7.5 and 7.6. The left-pointing finger in these tableaux indicates

the optimal output of the relevant constraint ranking, whereas the right-pointing
finger indicates the actual output. The letter rrsrr denotes an alveolar fricative
unspecified for [voice]. The first fricative is in coda position, and is therefore
unspecified for fvoice] in the input of the post-lexical level. As a consequence, the
fricative cluster has only the [voice]-specification of the second fricative in the
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input, and IF(voice) ensures that the corresponding segment in the output has this
same Ivoice]-specification.

Tableau 7.5 Evaluation of output cantlidates of post-lexical phonologt.
A fi'icative geminate. NOGEU is high in the constraint hierarchy.
los zijn /rcS
'loose are'

ztinl

NoGEtvl

DenlO(vorce)

MF(vorca)
IS(vorce)

*

lczein
lcSein

og

IF(vorce)

*t

lcSsein

?t

NVOC

'*l
,Fl

lcssin

Tableau 7.6 Evaluation of output candidates of post-lexical phonologl,:
A fricative geminate. NoGEvt is low in the constraint hierarchy.
Ios zijn /lcS zeinl
De

'loose are'

eIO(vorcE)

MF(voice)
IS(vorcE)

NVOC

lcSsein

a

NoGev

*

*

lczein
i<l

lcSein
E

IF(vorce)

*

lcsein

Apparently, under the assumption that NoGEM ensures the correct length of fricative
geminates in phonology, an ad hoc constraint is necessary in order to account for the

phonological

[

-voice]-specification of these geminates.

In contrast, the realization of fricative geminates

as single (long) segments can

be adequately accounted for, without ad hoc assumptions, in phonetics. The fact is

if

the degernination process is phonetic, it has as its input the output of postlexical phonology, i.e. the output of constraint ranking (13). In the output of'postlexical phonology, the fricative in coda position is unspecified for [voice] ($7.4.5),

that

while the following fricative in onset position is [-voice] ($7.5.2.1). This is also the
case if the input of this level consists of a word-final fricative and an initial
underlyingly voiced one, as is illustrated in Tableau 7 .7, in which "F" denotes an

unspecified labiodental fricative. Since the input

to the phonetic process of
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is always a cluster consisting of an

unspecified fricative and

a

voiceless one, the output is always a single voiceless fricative. The fricative is
voiceless, as degemination does not influence the realization of the feature
specifications of the fricative cluster. These feature specifications are realized

faithfully.

Tableau 7.7 Evaluation of output candidates of post-lexical phonolog:
A fricative geminate. NoGttvt is absent.
afu egen /(oF).(ve)"(xen)r/

'to wipe'

DeeIO(vorcr)

MF(vorcr)

NVOC

IS(vorcE)

IF(vorce)

*<l

(oF).(ve)"(xan).

*

os (oF).(fe),(xen)"
(of)"(fe)"(xen)o

*

'kl

(oF).(Fe).(xan).

*l

The assumption that degemination is phonetic is not ad hoc itself, since Martens &
Quend (1994) have demonstrated that degemination is gradual, i.e. assigns durations

to obstruent clusters between the length of one and two single obstruents, and so
exhibits an important characteristic of phonetic processes.

In conclusion, the assumption that the degemination

process

is phonetic in

nature can adequately account for the realization of fricative geminates.

7.5.2.3 Conclusions
We propose an analysis of the realization of onset fricatives which is founded on the
claims that

o

the realization of onset fricatives as voiced or voiceless is determined in
phonology;

.

fricatives can be realized unfaithfully

to their

underlyingly [voice]-

specifications because their voiced/voiceless opposition is weak;

.
o

obstruents in clusters are preferably not voiced;

degemination is phonetic in nature.

The second claim explains why only fricatives are realized unfaithfully to their
underlying fvoice]-specifications, a fact unaccounted for by previous analyses. The
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proposed analysis does not refer to the [voice]-specifications of coda obstruents, and
is therefore compatible with the CNH.

7.5.3 An analysis for

word-initial ldl

The initial ld/ of several function words is the second type of initial obstruent of
which the realization has been claimed to depend on the [voice]-specification of the
preceding coda obstruent This ld/ rs sometimes realized as voiceless after obstruents
($3.4.s).
The realization of ldl is not determined by phonetics, as is evident from the fact

that this segment is systematically reahzed as voiced in utterance-initial positions,
whereas utterance-initial obstruents are not more easily realized as voiced than as
voiceless.

Nevertheless, the realization

of initial ld/ as [t]

seems to be a case

of hypo-

articulation. This is suggested by the fact that it is only the /d/ of function words that

may be realized as voiceless after obstruents. Function words are rarely crucial to
the propositional content of the utterance, and are generally highly frequent. The
speaker may therefore hypo-articulate them to a greater extent than content words

without running the risk of being misunderstood.
The view adopted here, then. is that the voiceless realization of /d/ is a case of
hypo-articulation. This view is compatible with the conclusion that the realization of

lN is not determined by phonetics, if

the hypo-articulation is assumed to be
phonologized. This assumption implies that the voiceless realization of ldl after
obstruents is due to a phonological wellformedness constraint which results

in

a

decrease in articulatory effort.

We assume that the relevant ld/ is phonologically voiceless after obstruents
because it has to satisfy a member of the constraint family loeNr(volce) which is
ranked lower in the hierarchy than NVOC. Recall from section 7.5.2.1 that NVOC
forbids voiced obstruents in obsffuent clusters (see l0). NVOC has as its effect a
decrease in articulatory effort, since it is more difficult to realize obstruents as
voiced than as voiceiess in obstruent clusters (57.4.4.2). The member of
IneNr(votCE) on the relevant /d/s will be referred to as IorrurHypoSroe(volce)
(see l4).
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a stop of a word that can be hypo-articulated to

for [voice] in the
output as well as in the input, these two
specifications are identical. Abbreviated as
some extent has a specification

IHS(voice).
Since segments which can be hypo-articulated to some extent are less likely to be
realized faithfully than other segments, the

InpNr(votcr) on these segments must

be

ranked lower than the IonNr(votcE) on segments which cannot be hypo-articulated.

Hence, IdentHypoStop(voice)

is

universally dominated

by

IoENrSroP(volcE),

which was defined in (8b).
(I

5) Universal ranking: IorNrSron(volcE) >> IoENrHvpoSror(votce)

The words of which the stops must satisfy IonNrHvposroP(votcE), instead of
IoeNrSroe(votcr), are marked in the input of post-lexical phonology. Their marks
are probably the result of two facts: they contribute little to the propositional content

of the utterance, so that the listener can do without them, and secondly, they
highly frequent, which ensures easy recognition. These two facts allow the

to

hypo-articulate them

are

speaker

to some extent without running the risk of

being

misunderstood.

The constraint NVOC dominates IoENtHvpoSron(votce) at least at the postlexical level, since at this level words are not dealt with in isolation, so that it can be
determined whether a word-initial /d/ violates NVOC. Given the constraint ranking
arrived at in section7.5.2.l, the resulting constraint ranking for this level is (16).
(16) Constraint ranking at the post-lexical level:

IoENrFnrc(vorcE), IneNrHypoSroe(vorce)
Tableau 7.8 shows that this constraint ranking can account for the phonological
[-voice]-specification of a post-obstruental initial ldl which is part of a word that
can be hypo-articulated to some extent. Such a word is printed in italics here.
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Tableau 7.8 Evaluation of output candidates of post-lexical phonology:
A word-initial /d/ realized as [tJ afier an obstruent.
heb daar lheP darl

DEpIO(vorce)

'have there'

MF(vorcE)
IS(vorce)

NVOC

IHS(voice)
*l

hePdar

e

IF (voice),

hePtar

,<

hePTar

>lk

I

*

ikl

heptar

In conclusion, we propose an analysis based on the assumption that the voiceless
realization of some initial /d/s after obstruents is an instance of phonolqgized hypoarticulation. It is assumed that the relevant lNs are phonologically voiceless after
obstruents so that they satisfy the phonological constraint NVOC. The relevant /d/s
can satisfy NVOC, whereas other initial stops cannot, because they belong to words

that can be hypo-articulated to some extent. The members of the constraint family
Ioeur(volcE) on the segments of these words are ranked low in the constraint
hierarchy.
Section 7.5.2.1 argued that initial fricatives are also phonologically voiceless
after obstruents so as to satisfy NVOC. The overall analysis therefore assumes that

of underlyingly voiced fricatives

well as the voiceless
realization of some word-initial /d/s after obstruents result from the high ranking of
the same constraint, i.e. from the same process. It therefore generalizes over onset
fricatives and initial ld/s. Previous analyses do not make this generalization, or
express it with the counter-intuitive assumption that some word-initial ld/s are
the voiceless realization

as

actually fricatives ($3.4.5).
The analysis proposed here incorporates the following two hypotheses:
Independence of fvoiceJ-specification of preceding coda obstruent

The realization of word-initial /d/s is independent of the phonological
[voice]-specification of the preceding coda obstruent. This implies that the
analysis is compatible with the CNH.
Type of /d/-initial words which can be realized wilh [tJ
Words which can be realized with devoiced initial ldls should comprise
those which are highly frequent and generally contribute little to the
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propositional content of the utterance, as a speaker can fypically reduce
these words without running the

risk of being misunderstood by

the

listener.

ln combination with the CNH, the analysis incorporates the following hypothesis.
The realization of a coda obstruent before a word-initial [dJ

The realization

of a word-final

a /d/-initial word is
/d/-initial word. If the /d/-initial

obstruent before

determined by the characteristics of the

word is prone to hypo-articulation, its /d/ tends to be realized as voiceless,
and the preceding obstruent is consequently voiceless as well. Otherwise,
the initial ldl is voiced, and the preceding obstruent is also voiced in the

majority of

7.5.4 An analysis

cases.

for the regular past-tense morpheme

The aiveolar stop of the regular past-tense morpheme is the final obstruent of which

the realization has been claimed to depend on the specifications of the preceding
coda obstruent. This stop is voiceless after underlyingly voiceless obstruents, and
voiced after all other types of phonemes, including underlyingly voiced obstruents
($3.4.6). Its realization must be determined in phonology, as it is related to the

underlying fvoice]-specification of the preceding obstruent.
In order to account for the realization of the stop after obstruents, we adopt
Booij's (1995) claim that the stop is underlyingly unspecified for [voice]. We

it is linked to the underlying [voice]-specification of the preceding
if this segment is an obstruent (cf. Grijzenhout 1999). Preceding obstruents
are unspecified for [voice] in the output of lexical phonology, since they are in coda
position. Hence, their underlying [voice]-specifications are only accessible at the
lexical level, and the stop of the past-tense morpheme must be linked to the
underlying [voice]-specification of the preceding obstruent as early as at the lexical
assume that
segment,

level.

In section 7.4.5, we adopted the constraint ranking for the lexical level which is
repeated in (17) for convenience.

(17) Constraint ranking at the lexical level:
*Conn(vorcE) >> MF(vorcr)
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In the absence of additional assumptions, this ranking ensures that the unspecified
stop of the past-tense morpheme is linked to the underlying [voice]-specification

the preceding coda obstruent. It is linked so that

it

avoids

of

a violation of

MaxFEnruRE(votce). This is illushated in Tableau'/.9, rn which "T" indicates an
alveolar stop unspecified for [voice].

Tableau 7.9 The evaluation of output candidates of lexical-phonology:
initial stop of thc past-tense morpheme after an underlltingly voiceless

The

obstruent.
waste /uos *Te/'washed'

tCoon(vorce)

1-ufi..1
(uog)"(Ta)"

MF(vorcr)

*l

1-vf icel
(uoS)"(Te)"

rs

,(f

(uoS)"(1a)"

[-Joice]

Constraint hierarchy (17) does not have the effect of linking the stop to the [voice]specification of the preceding segment if this segment is a non-obstruent, i.e. a
sonorant. The [voice]-specifications of non-obstruents, if assumed to be present in
the input, are also present in the output. The initial stop of the past-tense morpheme
therefore does not need to be linked to their [voice]-specification in order to avoid
violation of MnxFEATURE(vorcE).

a

It may be assumed that if the initial stop of the past-tense morpheme does not
follow an obstruent, it receives the default specification for [voice], as it must be
specified for [voice] at the lexical level. The default [voice]-specification is contextspecific, and [*voice] for obstruents following sonorants and preceding vowels.
This assumption can be formalized with a constraint which requires segments to be
specified for [voice], in combination with a constraint which bans voiceless
obstruents between sonorants. *Coon(votcE) must dominate the former constraint
so that coda obstruents can be unspecified in the output

of the lexical level of
phonology. IoENrSroe(volcr) must dominate the latter constraint, so that
underlyingly voiceless obstruents in intervocalic positions can be voiceless in the
output of the lexical level.
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the initial stop of the regular past-tense
for [voice]. It is linked to the underlying [voice]specification of the preceding obstruent, if present, as a result of the constraint

In

conclusion,

morpheme

is

we

assume that

unspecified

ranking which expresses the CNH. After non-obstruents, the stop receives

the

default [voice]-specification of the relevant context.
7.5.5 Conclusions

Sections 7 .5.2 to 7 .5.4 presented a new analysis for the realizations

of fricatives,

word-initial ldls, and the initial stop of the regular past-tense morpheme. This
analysis is based on a functional explanation of why initial fricatives behave
differently from most initial stops, and why only the initial ld/ of function words can
be realized as ttl It explains why initial /d/s and initial underlyingly voiced
tiicatives are realized as voiceless in the same context. This analysis is not based on
unfounded or counter-intuitive assumptions about,

for

instance, the presence of

word-boundaries, and is compatible rvith the CNH.

7.6 Conclusions
This chapter presented a new analysis of the realization of obstruents as voiced or
voiceless in Dutch. It was argued that a new analysis was necessary, since previous

analyses, which assume that the realization

of all

obstruents

is

completely

determined in phonology, cannot explain all data.

The analysis presented in this chapter assigns an important role to phonetics. It
adopts the Complete Neutralization Hypothesis, which states that coda and word-

final obstruents are unspecified for [voice] in the phonological and phonetic
component, and that they are reahzed as voiced or voiceless depending on which

realization requires no additional articulatory effbrt, i.e. best meets the speaker's
natural tendency to expend as little articulatory effort as possible. The Complete
Neutralization Hypothesis can explain

all available data on the realizations of

neutral obstruents in Dutch.

Under the Complete Neutralization Hypothesis, the realization

of

onset

from [voice]-assimilation. The
a new description for the realization of the initial

obstruents after coda obstruents cannot result
analysis therefore incorporates

obstruents that are realized as voiced in some contexts and as voiceless in others. It
assumes that

the realizations of these obstruents are completely determined in
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phonology, and

it accurately

7

accounts for the voiceless realizations of obstruents in

lt is based on a function explanation for the
question why fricatives differ from stops in their realizations, and why only the
segments of function words can be realized unfaithfully to thsir underlyingly

the same context with the same process.

specifications in some cases.

The overall analysis incorporates several hypotheses. Among them are

the

following:
Hypothesis

I

Obstruents which are lexically

in

coda positions are realized as voiced or

voiceless independently of their underlying [voice]-specifications (Hypothesis
I in $7.4.6). In addition, they are realized as voiced or voiceless independently

of the phonological feature specifications of the adjacent segments, provided
that the realization of these specifications does not happen to influence acoustic
characteristics which are related to the perception of voicing (see Hypotheses

2

in $7.4.6.)
Hypothesis

II

Obstruents which are lexically in coda position are more likely to be realized as

voiced than onset obstruents which are phonologically voiceless, and less likely
to be realized as voiced than onset obstruents which are phonologically voiced
(Hypothesis 4 in $7.4.6).
Hypothesis

III

There is a systematic difference in realization between word-final obstruents
before vowel-initial clitics in word-combinations which are likely to be
retrieved as single units from the lexicon and in word-combinations which are
usually computed from their parts (Hypothesis 6 in $7.4.6).
Hypothesis IV
The realization of a word-final obstruent before a /d/-initial word is determined

by the tendency of the /di-initial word to be hypo-articulated, i.e. by

its

frequency of occurrence, and its contribution to the propositional content of the

If the /d/-initial word is prone to hypo-articulation, its /d/ tends to be
realized as voiceless after obstruents, and the preceding obstruent is
consequently voiceless as well. Otherwise, the initial ldl is voiced, and the
utterance.

preceding obstruent is also voiced in the majority of cases ($7.5.3).
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The following chapters will evaluate these hypotheses on the basis of our corpus.
Chapter

I will describe the research method, while chapters

9 and 10 will descrjbe

the acnral evaluation of the hypotheses on the basis of single intervocalic stops and
intervocalic geminates.

I General research method

8.1 Introduction
Chapter 7 presented a new model of [voice] in Dutch, and a list of hypotheses
implied by this model. The following fwo chapters will test Hypotheses I to IV,
which are repeated below for convenience.
Hypothesis

I

Obstruents which are lexically

voiceless independently

in coda positions are realized as voiced

of their

underlying [voice]-specifications, and

or

the

phonological feature specifications of the adjacent segments, provided that the
realization of the latter specifications does not interfere with the perception of
voicing.
Hypothesis

II

Obstruents which are lexically in coda position are more likely to be realized as

voiced than onset obstruents which are phonologically voiceless, and less likely
to be realized as voiced than onset obstruents which are phonologically voiced.

Hypothesis

111

in realization between word-final obstruents
before vowel-initial clitics in word-combinations which are likely to be
There is a systematic difference

retrieved as single units tiom the lexicon and in word-combinations which are
usually computed from their parts.
Hypotltesis

IV

The realization of a word-final obstruent before a /d/-initial word is determined

by the tendency of the /d/-initial word to be hypo-articulated, i.e. by

its

frequency of occurrence, and its contribution to the propositional content of the
utterance.
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This chapter will discuss the obstruents which will form the basis for the testing
($8.2), and the classification of these obstruents as voiced or voiceless ($8.3). In
addition, it will describe the relevant statistical tests ($8 4).

8.2 The data
8.2.1 Introduction

The hypotheses to be tested concern all types of obstruents in several types of
contexts. The testing will be restricted to intervocalic alveolar and bilabial stops in
some types of words and word-combinations, and to intervocalic alveolar geminates.
The choice of these obstruents will be motivated in section 8.2.2. The testing is
further restricted in that it will not be based on all tokens of these obstruents. The

of the data set will be discussed in section 8.2.3. The
numbers of rejected tokens and the numbers of remaining tokens, which form the

tokens which are left out

initial data set, will be listed, and discussed briefly, in section 8.2.4.

8.2.2 Type of data

8.2.2.1 General type of data
Hypotheses

I to IV concern the obstruents listed in Table

8.1

.

Table 8.1 . Obstruents relevant to each hypothesis.
Hypothesis

Obstruents

A.
B.

Underlyingly voiced and voiceless neutral obstruents.
Neutral obstruents adjacent to segments with various
specifications.

II

Iil

Obstruents which are lexically in coda position and
obstruents which are lexically in onset position.
Word-final obstruents before vowel-initial clitics in wordcombinations that may be retrieved from the lexicon, and
in combinations that are not retrieved from the lexicon.

IV

Word-final obstruents before all types of /d/-initial words.

l9l

GpNEReI RESEARCH METHOD
These hypotheses

will not

be tested on the basis

of all relevant obstruents,

as this is

impossible both for reasons of time and limitations of the corpus. They
evaluated only on the basis

will

of the obstruents listed in Table 8.2. Table 8.2

be
is

therefore the instantiation of Table 8.1 for the present study.

Table 8.2. Obstruents forming the basis

for the testing of the hypotheses

Hypothesis

Obstruents

A

.

. Post-vocalic word-final obstruents before unaccented
vowel-initial function words
(e.g. had

ik lhod il</ 'had l', zet ik lzelrk/ 'put I').

. Post-vocalic word-frnal ld/ and ltlbefore words
starting with a ldl and an unaccented vowel
(e.g. goed denk lxud de4k/'good think', dat doen ldo!
dun/'that do').

B

Post-vocalic word-final obstruents before unaccented

vowel-initial function words (see 1A).

II

Post-vocalic word-final obstruents before unaccented

vowel-initial function words (see 1A).
Post-vocalic word-medial obstruents before unstressed
vowels (e.g meter lmelerl 'meter').

Iil

Post-vocalic word-final obstruents before unaccented

vowel-initial function words (see 1A).

IV

Post-vocalic word-final

ltl

and ldlbefore all types of words

starting with a ldl and an unaccented vowel (see 1B).

Hypothesis
since

// will be evaluated on the

it is principally in

basis of obstruents

in intervocalic positions,

these positions that neutral and non-neutral obstruents are

expected to be realized differently. Neutral obstruents in truly intervocalic positions
are predicted to be realized as voiced in fast speech and as voiceless in slow speech

in $7.4.6). Hence, in normal conversations they are predicted to
be sometimes voiced and sometimes voiceless. In contrast, non-neutral obstruents
are expected to be realized invariably in accordance with their [voice](see Hypothesis 5

specifications.
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The testing will be restricted to word-final obstruents followed by unaccented
vowel-initial function words and word-medial obstruents followed by unstressed

vowels so that the neutral and non-neutral obstruents that will be compared differ
minimally as to syllabic and prosodic position. Unaccented function words often
behave as enclitics in Dutch, and incorporate into the preceding prosodic word.

They form unstressed syllables with the preceding neutral obstruents, which

are

consequently in the onset position of an unstressed syllable at the surface, like (nonneutral) word-medial obstruents preceding unstressed rowels.
Since Hypothesis ,11 is tested on the basis of obstruents before vowel-initial
clitics which are post-vocalic, the obstruents before vowel-initial clitics which will
be considered for the testing of Hypothesis III are post-vocalic as well. Basing
several tests on the same obstruents entails that no more data have to be collected

than is strictly necessary. Moreover,

if several tests are based on the same data set,

the results of operations needed for one test may provide information that simplifies

lll, for instance, will show which
word-combinations are most likely to be retrieved as units from the lexicon. These

the other tests. The test procedure of Hypothesis

combinations rlay then be omitted when testing Hypothesis 1L As a consequence,
the word-final obstruents which

will

be considered for the evaluation of Hypothesis

11will all be lexically in coda position,

as

they should.

Hypothesis IV will be tested on the basis of obstruent clusters consisting of a
post-vocalic alveolar stop and a word-initial ldl (i.e. geminates). This type of cluster

it is represented by a sufficiently large number of tokens in the
corpus. Moreover, the two alveolar stops are usually realized as one (long) stop

was chosen because

($3.5), which means that the cluster can be classified as voiced or voiceless by the
same method as single intervocalic stops, which form the basis for the testing of the
other hypotheses. This study

will

be restricted to geminates followed by unaccented

voweis, because this type of alveolar geminates is best represented in the corpus.

Finally, Hypothesis 1 will be tested on the basis of all word-final obstruents
which form the basis for the testing of the other hypotheses: intervocalic word-final
obstruents and post-vocalic alveolar stops before pre-vocalic, word-initial ldl. These
obstruents form an adequate data set for the testing of Hypothesis I and their
selection allows several hypotheses

to be tested on the same data set, which

is

economical, and simplifies the testing procedure (see above).
We will not consider all intervocalic single obstruents. First, the testing
restricted to bilabial
stop

will

(lbl, lpl)

and alveolar

will be
(lt/, ldl) stops. Fricatives and the velar

be disregarded because the voiced fricatives are phonemes for only few

speakers recorded for the corpus ($5.4.3), and the voiced velar stop (/g/) for none

them ($3

3) The fricatives and the velar stop therefore

of

cannot falsify Hypothesis

I
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which states that underlying [voice]-specifications do not influence the realization of
neutral obstruents. Moreover, Hypothesis ll does not hold for these obstruents, since
they cannot be misinterpreted as voiced phonemes, and are therefore probably more

or less equally likely to be realized as voiced if a voiced realization requires less
articulatory effort than a voiceless realization when they are lexically in coda
position as in onset position.
Second, the testing

of Hypotheses I to

lll will be restricted to stops in certain

types of words and word-combinations. This is the subject of sections 8.2.2.2 and
8.2.2.3.
8.2.2.2 Types of word-combinations with intervocalic stops

I to III will not be based on post-vocalic word-final stops
preceding all types of unaccented vowel-initial function words. Obstruents
preceding rare function words will not be considered, since these obstruents can
only contribute to the evaluation of a hypothesis if they are taken together as one
group (i.e. pooled) with obstruents preceding other function words. Pooling is not
always possible since obstruents preceding different function words often differ in
The testing of Hypotheses

many respects, such as in their position in the prosodic structure of the utterance and
in segmental context. These differences can influence their realizations.

The word-combinations that will be considered are the following highly
frequent ones.

(l)

The word-combinations to be tested

. verb form + ik ltkl

'l'.

ik lvelrk/ 'know l', heb ik lhtb rk/ 'have I'.
. dat ik /do1rk/'that I'.
. verb form * het letl 'it', with het having direct object function.
Examples had het lhod et/'had it', hoop het lhopat/'hope (lsg.) it'.
. verb form * er lerl 'there'.
Examples: zet er lztt(-t) erl'put(-s) there', liep er lliperl 'walked (sg.)
Examples'. weet

there'.

. dat er /do1er/ 'that there'.
. met een lmetan/'with a'.
Several remarks have to be made with regard to this list. First, verb form + ik, dat ik,

verb form + het, verb form + €rt dat er, and met een will be referred to as
combination categories. Each combination category verb form * ik, verb form + het,
and verb form + er represents combination Upes in which the variable "verb form"
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is filled irr. Examples of combination types are the examples mentioned in (l).
Realizations of combination types are tokens. For instance, the realization [wettk]
uttered in the fourth minute of the conversation between Subjects A and B is a token
of /uet rk/, which is a tvpe of the combination category verb form

(l)

*

ik.

will be based on the categories dat ik,
and dat er, in addition to the categories verb form * ik, and verb form + er. The
category dat het will not be considered in addition to the category verb form + het,
because it is represented by only a very small number of tokens in the corpus.
Third, the alveolar stop preceding het and er may represent a stem-final
alveolar stop plus the verbal suffix /t/ (second or third person singular present
tense). The parts of this alveolar geminate are not separated by a word-boundary,
and the geminate therefore coffesponds to a single segment in the output of
phonology ($3.5). Under the Complete Neutralization Hypothesis ($7.a.2.3), this
geminate is unspecified for [voice] in the output of phonology, since both its parts
are in coda position at the lexical level and therefore unspecified for [voice]. Hence,
the underlying alveolar stop geminates have the same duration and [voice]specification as the word-final single alveolar stops in the output of phonology, and
they will therefore be pooled in this study.
Fourth, the function word er has a lexical variant starting with /d/ (/dar/). This
means that not all alveolar stops preceding [ar] in combinations of dat er and verb
form + er are single and completely unspecified for [voice]. Some of them are
geminates of which the second part is phonologically specified for fvoice]. This part
is sometimes specified as [+voice] and sometimes as [-voice], since the ldl of /dar/
can be realized as voiceless after obstruents, like the initial ldl of most function
Second, list

shows thatthe evaluation

words ($7.5,3 and $10.2.1). The partly specified geminates are preferably not pooled

with the single, completely unspecified stops for the testing of the hypotheses.
Nevertheless, the two types of stops will be pooled in the present study because
geminates tend to be realized as single stops, which means that the two types of
stops are almost impossible to distinguish on the basis of the phonetic form. Since
they are pooled, the realizations of verb form + er with alveolar stops, and dat er
have to be interpreted with care. These combination categories are incorporated into
this study in spite of this disadvantage because their stops are in segmental contexts
similar to those of word-medial stops and therefore allow comparison with them
($9.4.3), and because few quantitative studies have been devoted to them.

Finally, er is translated with 'there', although not all tokens of er that will be
examined here can actually be translated as such. See also Model (1991:299), who

of er in Dutch. This study will not make a
distinction between the various types, however, because none of them have such
argues that there are at least five types
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high frequencies in our corpus that they can be considered separately, and slight
differences in function are not expected to influence realization (cf. $10.2.2).
8.2.2.3 Types of words

with intervocalic stops
11 will not be based on all tokens of word-medial, post-

The testingof Hypothesis

vocalic obstruents before unstressed vowels in the corpus? since the corpus contains
several thousands

of them. The investigation will be restricted to tokens of post-

vocalic stops before tautomorphemic schwas, as in the words open lopen/'open' and

ladder llolarl 'ladder', and to tokens of post-vocalic stops before the infinitive
marker -lanl, as in the verb forms hebben /heb-en/ 'have-inf.' and weten /ue1-en/
'know-inf.'. These tokens may form a data set which is sufficiently large for the
evaluation of Hypothesis II.

Moreover, in order to avoid investigating more tokens of stops than strictly
necessary, the investigations will be restricted to maximally nine tokens of bilabial
and nine tokens of alveolar stops realized by each subject in each of the two
contexts. These numbers were realized by nearly

all subjects. We selected stop

tokens in word types which maximally differ in phonological make-up, in frequency

of occurrence, and in meaning. Moreover, we selected maximally two tokens of a
word type realized.by the same subject, and word tokens from different periods in
the recording sessions. The resulting data set can be considered to be representative

of the population of intervocalic stops followed by tautomorphemic schwas and the
infinitive l-anl in the corpus.

8.2.3 Disregarded tokens

Not all tokens in our corpus can be used as data for the present study. The following
categories of tokens will be left out of the data set, since they do not form reliable
data for the testing of hypotheses on the realization of segments in casual speech.

l.

Tokens realized simultaneously with background noise. The transcription

2.

of such tokens is difficult, if not impossible.
Tokens repeated several times in succession. Repeated stretches of speech
are less likely to be produced in the same way as single realizations
($4.3.4).

3

Tokens in quoted speech. When quoting, a speaker sometimes imitates
someone else's grammatical system. Quoted speech is therefore not
representative of the speaker's own system, and quoted speech in the
corpus could be unrepresentative for the general language system of the
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group ofspeakers ofthe corpus.

4.

Tokens that are realized while the speaker

is

laughing, as laughter

influences speaking.
The following tokens

will be disregarded

as

well. They may form reliable data for

the evaluation of other hypotheses, but are inadequate for the testing of Hypotheses

I

to lV.
5.

Tokens in which the intervocalic stops are separated from the following
vowels by glottal stops or hesitations, or in which the vowel is absent. The
stops in these tokens are not realized as truly intervocalic.

6.

Tokens of word-combinations in which both the word-initial

ldl and the

preceding stop were realized with release bursts. The stop sequences in
these tokens were realized as obstruent clusters, instead

of single stops.

Since obstruent clusters and single (long) stops have different cues to the
voiced/voiceless distinction, the classifications of obstruent clusters and
single stops as either voiced or voiceless are not comparable, and should
not be pooled for the testing of a model which assigns an important part to
phonetics.

8.2.4 Numbers of rejected and accepted tokens

Table 8.3 lists the number of tokens in the corpus for each word combination
category that will be considered in the investigations, the number of tokens that
cannot be incorporated into the initial data set for reasons mentioned in section
8.2.3, and the number of tokens which were left, and form the initial data set. The
category of intervocalic word-medial stops is not incorporated into the table, since
we did not investigate all its tokens in the corpus ($8.2.2.3).
The table shows that all combination categories are represented by at least 35
tokens in the initial data set. The category' with the word-initial ldJ and the category
verb form + ik are particularly well represented, and probably form a solid basis for
the evaluation of the hypotheses for that reason.

On average, 34o/o of the tokens could not be incorporated into the data set for

in section 8.2.3.If the corpus had not been tape-recorded in a
soundproof room, this percentage would have been even higher. Apparently, the
common use to tape speech for phonological and phonetic research in a soundproof
room is worthwhile.
reasons discussed
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Table 8.3. l''lumbers of relevant stops in the corpus, the absolute and relative (%)
numbers of stops that had to be excluded form the initial data set, and the absolute

and relative (%) numbers of stops that were included. The nttmbers ere broken
down by combination category-

Numbers of stops
Combination category
in the

word + /d/-initial word

corpus excluded

1234 (100%)

verb form + lft

588

(100%)

dat ik

ts7

(r00%)

130
102

(100%)

verb form

+

het

verb form + er
dat er
met een

56
86

(100%)
(r

00%)

(l0o%)

363
234

included

(2e%)

871

(71%)

(40%)

3s4

(60%)

7t (4s%)
52 (40%)
30 (2e%)
2t (38%)
34 (40%)

86
78
72
3s
s2

(ss%)
(60%)
(71%)
(62%)
(60%)

Most tokens that had to be discarded because of background noise were realized
when the subjects shuffled their papers, played with their plastic cups, touched their
microphones, or spoke simultaneously. Perhaps this implies that the subjects should
have been more urgently requested to make as f,ew noises as possible and to avoid

intemrpting each other. Such a request, however, would have decreased their
spontaneity, and therefore the naturalness of their speech, and other, partial,
solutions are possible: instructions written on cardboard, paper cups, etc.
The tokens in the initial data set were included in the final data set if they could
be classified as either voiced or voiceless. This is the subject of section 8.3.

8.3 The classification of the stops
8.3.1 Introduction

of obstruents as voiced or voiceless,
they cannot be tested before the obstruents in the data set are classified as such.
Section 8.3.2 will describe the method of classification enrployed in this study,
while section 8.3.3 will present an overview of its results. The consistency of the
method is the subject of 8.3.4. Its validity is discussed in section 8.3.5, which
Since the hypotheses concern the realizations

compares its results to those of other methods.
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8.3.2 The chosen method

There are roughly two methods for the classification of obstruents as voiced or
voiceless: the obstruents can be classified on the basis of measurements of their
acoustic properties and those of their surrounding vowels, and they can be classified

by ear. The former

method has two clear advantages:

it is clear

what the

classifications are based oD, and the classifications are listener-independent.
Nevertheless. the obstruents will not be classified on the basis of acoustic

in this study, as this is impossible on the basis of our present
knowledge of the acoustic cues to the voiced/voiceless distinction of intervocaiic
stops. It is unknown which values of the relevant acoustic properties relate to voiced
stops, as opposed to voiceless stops, which is the relative significance of the
different acoustic cues to the perception of voicing, and how the cues interact, i.e.
rneasurements

which are the cue tradings, under which conditions ($7 3.4). For this reason, the
classifications in the present study will be made by ear.

Auditory classifications have two serious problems: they are listenerdependent, and as mentioned in section 4.3.2, they are not always valid. These two

problems are partly solved

if

auditory classifications are accepted only

if they

are

arrived at by several independent trained phoneticians, as this minimizes the risk of
classifications being listener-dependent, and increases the probability that they are

valid. This is especially true

if

the judges are trained phoneticians, since their

classifications are less likely to be influenced by their expectations, and, above all, if
the segments are presented in such a way that the judges are unable to guess which
are their lexical representations.

The classifications in this study are all based on the auditory judgements of the
author, and on those of two other trained phoneticians who are native speakers of
Dutch. In total, four phoneticians were involved in the classifications: the author and
Phonetician A classified all stops in the initial data set, Phonetician B judged the
word-medial ltls and the stops followed by ik, het, and er that were realized by
Subjects A to J, and Phonetician C classified all stops that were not judged by
Phonetician B. We classified the stops independentll' from each other. Only stops
that were unanimously classified as either voiced or voiceless were incorporated into

the final data set.

All

others, i.e. those that were classified differently by the three

of

us and those that could not be classified at all, were left out.

The classifications were based on sound fragments containing the relevant
stops and the adjacent vowels. The vowels were included in the fragments presented

to the judges because they contain cues to the voiced/voicelessness distinction of the
obstruents ($7.3.4). The judges did not hear the stops in larger contexts since they
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would then have known the lexical representations of the stops, and this might have
influenced their voiced/voiceless classifications (S4.3.2, and see Ganong 1980 for
data supporting the hypothesis that a judge's knowledge

of lexical

representations

influences his auditory voiced/voiceless classifications).
Since the stops were played only with their adjacent vowels, the judges had

little time to accustom themselves to the speech rate at which the stops were
realized, and were unable to determine the positions of the stops in the prosodic
structure of the utterances. There is a potential problem here as this could be argued
to effect the validity of the judges' classifications. Speech rate and prosodic position

influence the durations of stops and vowels (see e.g. Nooteboom & Slis 1969;
Beckman & Edwards 1990; Cambier-Langeveld 1997), and listeners normally
compensate, completely or partially, for these influences (e.g. Nooteboom 1979;
Nooteboom & Doodeman 1980; Miller 1981). For instance, listeners base their
classification of a vowel as tense or lax on its acoustic duration, in combination with

its position in the prosodic structure of the utterance, and the rate of speech
(Nooteboom 1979 and Nooteboom & Doodeman 1980). If listeners do not know the
prosodic position of a segment and cannot determine the rate of speech, they cannot
compensate for the effects of these factors on duration. Since duration is a cue to the

voiced/voicelessness distinction ($7.3.4), this implies that these listeners classifu
certain stops differently from listeners who can compensate for these factors.

However, we do not expect that the short length

of the sound fragments

seriously affected the validity of the classifications. The judges were probably well
able to compensate for the influences of all types of factors on duration, including

prosodic structure, since they were presented with fragments which included the
vowels adjacent to the relevant stop, and listeners interpret the duration of a segment
on the basis of the duration of the adjacent segments, as is suggested by findings by

Miller (1981), among others.
The fragments were played back by means of the speech analysis package
Praat (Boersma 1996). They were fed into the computer with a sampling frequency
of 48 kHz, and were cut from the surrounding speech at zero-crossings, so that they
did not start or end with disturbing clicks. The judges heard all fragments through
closed-ear headphones at approximately the same, comfortable volume. If a stop
could not be immediately classified as voiced or voiceless, the relevant fragment
was repeated several times. The repetitions were separated by pauses of several
seconds, since continuous repetitions of a fragment may influence perception (e.g.
Warren 1976).

To sum up, the classifications were based on the auditory judgements of three
If all three phoneticians judged a stop as voiced, it was considered to

phoneticians.
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if all three phoneticians classified it

as voiceless, it was considered to

be voiceless. In all other cases, the stop was not incorporated into the final data set.
The judges heard the stops in short fragments, which were probably long enough to

allow the judges to compensate for the influences of speech rate and prosodic
position on duration, and short enough to prevent the judges from guessing the
underlying or phonological representations of the stops form lexical preconceptions.

8.3.3 Overview of the results

Table 8.4 shows the numbers of stop tokens in the initial data set, the number of
stop tokens for which we did not reach unanimous classification, and the number of
tokens for which we did.

Table 8.4. Number of stops we attempted to classifu and the absolute and relative
for which we did and did not reach agreement. The numbers of the
word-final stops are broken down by combination category.
(o/o) numbers

Numbers of stops in the initial data set that were
Category

unanimously
examlnecl not classified

word-medial

588 (100%)

word + idl-initial word

871 (100%)

verb form

*

r,t

dat ik
verb form + het
verb form + er
dat er
met een

3s4

(r00%)

86
78
72
3s
s2

(r00%)
(

100%)

( r 00%)

(r00%)
( r 00%)

unanimously
classified

| (12%) st7 (88%)
r 14 (14%)
757 (860/o)
62 (r8%)
2e2 (82%)
23 (27%)
63 (73%)
23 (2e%)
55 (71%)
16 (22%)
s4 (78%)
3 (e%)
32 (et%)
l0 (te%)
42 (8r%)
7

The stop tokens which were not unanimously classified as either voiced or voiceless

form I 5Yo of the total, and maxim ally 29% of the tokens of a combination category.
They therefore can probably be left out of the final data set without seriously
depleting this set (cf. $a.3.2).

There were a few cases of segments being unanimously characterized as to
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[voice], but not unanimously classified as to manner, or place of articulation. We
decided to regard all realizations of underlyingly bilabial stops as bilabial stops, and

all realizations of underlyingly alveolar stops as alveolar stops.

8.3.4 The consistency of the chosen method

In orderto estimate the consistency (i.e. reliability) of the judgements, we asked the
judges to classi$r 100 stops anew which they had unanimously classified as either
voiced or voiceless before. These 100 stops were representative of the stops in the

different combination categories and the different speakers in the corpus. Nine of
Phonetician A's classifications did not agree with his original classifications, three
of Phonetician B, and six of Phonetician C. The phoneticians therefore arrived at
different classifications in on average 6Yo of cases, which means that they were
reasonably consistent. We could not test the consistency of our own judgements,
since the testing took place after we had thoroughly processed the data, and our new

classifications would have been very likely to be affected by the patterns which we
had by that stage discovered in the data.

Since the phoneticians were reasonably consistent in their judgements, the
probability is negligible that a certain stop which was unanimously classified as
voiced will be classified as voiceless, or vice versa, a second time around. This
probability is the multiplication of the probabilities (p) that every phonetician
judging a ceftain stop arrives at a deviant classification (see for instance Ross 1976).
The most plausible assumption with respect to po is that it is different for each judge,

and approximately 0.09 for Phonetician A, 0.03 for Phonetician B, and 0.06 for
Phonetician C. Under this assumption, it is impossible to compute the actual
probability that a stop which was unanimously classified as voiced by ourselves and
two other judges will be classified as voiceless, or vice versa, the second time
around, since the probability with which we classifo a stop differently ourselves is

unknown. We therefore assume that each judge arrives at deviant classifications in
on average 6Vo of cases, and that po:0.06 for alljudges. Under this assumption, the

probability with which a stop will be unanimously classified differently the second
time around is 0.06 + 0.06 t 0.06, which is smaller than 0.1 7o, and therefore
approximately zero.

The probability that a stop which

is incorporated into data set should

be

disregarded on the basis of reclassifications is much greater. It is the probability that
only one or two judges arrive at a different classification when we classifo the stop

the second time around. Under the assumption that po : 0.06 for every judge, this
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probabilityequals3 *
0.94 * 0.94)

po

po) * (l - po) + 3 t pa * pa * (l - pa):(3 * 0.06 *
0.06 + 0.94):0.16 + 0.01 :0.17, i.e. l7%. This suggests

* (1 -

* (3 * 0.06 "

that when a stop which was classified unanimously as either voiced or voiceless is
judged a second time, it will be judged differently by one judge in on average 160/o

of cases, and by fwo judges in on average loh of

cases.

ln conclusion, the method of classification employed in this study is consistent
in that stops which were classified as voiced will hardly ever be reclassified as
voiceless, or vice versa. The method is less consistent in that the probability is 17%o
that a stop which was classified as either voiced or voiceless will turn out to be
unclassifiable the second time around.

8.3.5 Differences from other methods
8.3.5.1 Introduction
The validity of a classification method can be investigated by comparing its results

to those of other classification methods. If there are great differences, the method is
perhaps not particularly valid. We compared the classifications obtained in this
study to those which may result from a method based on acoustic measurements,
and to those which result when the stops are presented to the judges in fragments
containing several syllables.
8.3.5.2 Methods based on acoustic measurements

It was mentioned in section 8.3.2 that the classifications to be used in this study
would not be based on acoustic measurements because it is not exactly known what
the different acoustic properties contribute to the voiced/voiceless opposition in the
case

of intervocalic obstruents in casual speech. It might be possible to develop

a

classification method based on acoustic measurements given the characteristics of

the stops that were unanimously classified as voiced or voiceless in the present
study. If this is possible, the classifications obtained will relate to a number of
acoustic characteristics, and can certainly be considered to be valid.

Section 7.3.4 discussed all cues to the voiced/voicelessness distinction that
have been discovered so far. Some of them are not highly relevant to intervocalic
stops, e.g. the characteristics of the formant transitions. Others can only be measured

with difficulty, such as the intensity of the noise burst, and are therefore not
sufficiently reliable as a basis for classifications. Cues which are probably highly
relevant and can be more or less accurately measured are the drrrations of the closure

and the noise burst
classification method.

of the stops, they might

perhaps serve as the basis

for

a
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In order to investigate this possibility, we investigated the durations of the
closures and bursts of the single alveolar stops in word-medial and word-final
intervocalic positions in the final data set. These durations were measured by means

of the speech analysis software Praat (Boersma

1996). First, the approximate

positions of the vowels, and the closure and the burst of the stop were determined in

the waveform. This was done by ear, and by visual inspection of spectrograms,
intensity trace curves, and the form of the signal in the wavetbrms (i.e. amplitude
signals). Next, the positions of the boundaries were determined in the waveforms on
the basis of the form of the signal. A decrease in the height of the regularwaveforrn

indicate that the closure is made, while the start of inegular
waveforms with very shor-t periods indicates that the closure is released, and the

was assumed

to

burst has begun. A decrease in the height of these irregular waveforms indicates the
end of the burst.

All

boundaries found on the basis of the waveforms were checked

by ear. As an example, Figure 8.1 (page 204) shows the waveform and

the

spectrogram of part of the [ei], the [t], and part of the [a] of infeite lnfeite/'actual',
realized by Subject L. Vertical lines indicate the boundaries between the vowel and

the closure, between the closure and the burst, and the end of the burst. Finally, the
intervals between the boundaries were measured.

We measured the closure and burst durations

of

649 stops, and found that

several stops have bursts which are longer than 54 ms. Since such long bursts are
believed to be uncommon in careful speech, this suggests that bursts may be longer

in casual than in careful speech. In addition, it was found that several stops were not
realized with complete closures. We assumed that these stops have closures which
correspond

to the interval in which the intensity of the sound is lower. These
in the signal as complete closures, and the

intervals are not marked as clearly

durations assigned to these stops are therefore not as valid as the durations assigned

to stops with complete closures. Figure 8.2 (page 205) shows the waveform and
intensity trace of a stop realized with an incomplete closure, and parts of the
adjacent vowels. The boundaries of the closure of the stop are indicated again with
vertical lines. The stop comes from a token of had ik lhod rk/ 'had I"realized by
Subject M as [hod rk].
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Figure 8.1 Closure and burst boundaries in the waveform and spectrogram
(analysis width : l ms; time step : lms) of ftitel.

In order to estimate the consistency of the measurements, the durations of

100

randomly chosen closures and 100 randomly chosen bursts were determined twice.
The average difference between two measurements of one and the same duration

to be 2.8 ms in the case of the closures, and 2.7 ms in the case of the
bursts. ln 620/o of cases, the measurements of the same duration differed 2 ms or
less. When interpreting the durations, these differences should be taken into
appeared

account.
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Figure 8.2 Closure boundaries in the waveform and intensity trace
(time step

: I ms) o/[odtk].

Figures 8.3 shows the closure durations of the stops that were classified as voiced,

while Figure 8.4 shows the closure durations of the stops that were classified as
voiceless. Figures 8.5 and 8.6 show the burst durations of these stops. All four
histograms indicate that stops with short durations tend to be classified as voiced,
whereas stops

with long durations are generally perceived as voiceless.

This

suggests that closure and burst durations are valuable predictors of the realization

intervocalic stops as voiced or voiceless in casual speech.

of
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l0-14 15-19 20-74 25-?9 30.34 35-39 40-44 45_49 _s0_54 55_59
closure duration (ms)

>_s9

Figure 8.3 The closure durations of thevoiced alveolar stops.

<10

10-14 l5-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35_39 40_44 45_49 50-54 55_,s9 >59

closure duration (ms)
Figure 8.4 The closure durations of the voiceless alveolar stops
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burst duration (ms)
Figure 8.5 The burst durations of thevoiced alveolar stops.
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burst duration (ms)
Figure 8.6 The burst durations of the voiceless alveolar stops.
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Figure 8.7 is a plot of the closure durations of the stops against their burst durations.
Voiced stops are indicated as d-s, and voiceless ones as t-s. The indicated line
separates the t-s from the d-s as well as possible. It was calculated with the method
described in Appendix F, and accounts for 93.5% of the classifications. Its slope
indicates that the classification of a stop is somewhat more strongly related to its
burst duration than to its closure duration.
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Figure 8.7 The closure and burst durations of the voiced (d) and voiceless (t)
alveolar stops.
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Since there is an overlap of 93.5% betrveen the results of the auditory classifications

if the classifications were based on
the line in Figure 8.5, the acoustic measurements largely confirm the judges'
classifications of the stops as voiced or voiceless. They support the validity of the
and the results which would have been obtained

auditory c lassifi cations.

Given these results, it could be argued that the classification method based on
the auditory judgements of human listeners can now be replaced by a method based
on the closure and burst durations of the stops, but this is not quite true, since the
classifications made by ear are based on more cues than closure and burst duration.

As will be shown in section 9.2, these additional cues cause the exact relation
between the classification of a stop and its durations to be different for different
contexts. The relation cannot be calculated for every context on the basis of the
present data, since they are too few in number. This means that the stops can at
present only be classified on the basis of the relation which holds forthe whole data
set, which certainly produces inaccurate classifications for stops in certain types of
contexts. Theref<rre, classifications based on the closure and burst durations of the
stops cannot be highly valid as yet, and classifications made by ear are preferable.

8.3.5.3 Auditory methods based on long fragments

The auditory classifications to be used in this study were based on fragments
consisting of the relevant stop and the adjacent vowels. In which follows, we will
refer to these fragments as "short fragments". In order to judge the validity of these
classifications, we compared them also to auditory classifications based on
fragments consisting of four syllables before, and four syllables after, if possible,
the relevant stop. The latter fragments will be referred to as "long fragments".
The most obvious way to compare the results of classifications based on short
and long fragments is by classifying a certain number of stops in both types of

If some stops are unanimously classified as
voiced on the basis of the short fragments and as voiceless on the basis of the long
fragments, and comparing the results.

fragments, or vice versa, the two classification methods produce different results.
These differences cannot be interpreted as resulting solely from the

fallibility of the

classification method based on the short fragments, since we have established in
section 8.3.4 that this method is consistent.
Comparing the two methods in this way was impossible in the present study,
since it meant that not only the three phoneticians but also we ourselves would have

to classify a number of stops a second time. This would have run into the same
problems that we explained in section 8.3.4 above: our own reclassifications would
have been all too likely to be affected by our familiarity with the data, and therefore
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to be incomparable to our original classifications.
The two rnethods were compared as follows. We asked the three phoneticians

to reclassifl, 100 stops on the basis of the same short fragments ($8 3.4), and 100
stops on the basis of the long fragments. These 200 stops had been unanimously
classified as either voiced or voiceless in the original classifications. Then we
compared the number and rypes of stops presented in the short and in the long
fragments for which each phonetician arrived at deviant classifications.

Table 8.5 shows the numbers of stops that were judged differently by each
phonetician. The figures in this table show that the phoneticians' judgements were
inconsistent

in about the same number of stops regardless of the length of

the

fragments.

Table 8.5 Nunbers of stops which were reclassfied dffirently by the phoneticians,
broken down by the length of thefragments presented.
Length of the

Phonetician

fragments

B

shorl
long

Independently of the lengths of the fragments, Phoneticians A and C classified
differently both stops that had been classified as voiced and stops that had been
classified as voiceless in the original classifications. Phonetician B, on the other
hand, classified differently both types of stops only when they were represented in
the short fragments: all stops that she classified differently in the long fragments
were originally classified as voiced. The probability that three stops which were

originally classified as voiced are judged as voiceless if stops which were classified
as either voiced or voiceless are just as likely to be judged differently is (0.5;; :
0.13, i.e. l3o/o, and therefore above chance-level. This suggests that the fact that
Phonetician B's deviant judgements only involved stops which were originally
classified as voiced may be due to chance.

In conclusion, the data suggest that classifications based on short fragments
hardly differ from those based on long fragments. This suggests that the auditory
classifications to be used in the investigations can be considered valid.
The phoneticians disagreed on the ease with which stops are classified on the
basis of the short and long fragments. Phoneticians

A and C thought that classifuing

2tl
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in short fragments is easier. They had difficulties in concentrating on

the

relevant stop in the long fragments, while phonetician C apparently experienced the

additional problem

of being influenced by his own

expectations when he heard

several syllables, and could guess what type of word or word-combination he was
dealing with. Phonetician B, on the other hand, preferred the long fragments to the

short ones. She could probably compensate more easily for the influences of the
speech rate and prosodic structure on duration when hearing several syllables.

8.3.6 Summary

conclusion, three phoneticians classified every stop by eir on the basis of
fragments containing the stop at issue and the adjacent vowels. The fragments
presented were sufficiently short not to reveal the lexical representations of the
stops, and sufficiently long to allow the judges to benefit from all acoustic cues
related to the voiced/voiceless distinction, and to compensate for the influences of
the speech rate and prosodic structure on duration. A stop is assumed to be either

In

voiced or voiceless

if the phoneticians

unanimously classified

it as such. In total,

85% of the stops were classified unanimously. The classification method appeared

to produce consistent results, since the probability that a certain stop is sometimes
unanimously classiiiecl as voiced and sometimes as voiceless was found to be less
tiran 0.1%o. ln addition, the method produces valid results, since the classifications
are scarcely affected by the length of the fragment presented, and are closely related

to the closure and burst durations of the stops.

8.4 Statistical analysis of the data
The preceding sections noted that 34% out of the relevant word and word
combination tokens cannot be taken into account because they do not constitute
useful, reliable data, and that l5yo out of the remaining tokens cannot be
incorporated into the final data set because their stops could not be classified as
either voiced or voiceless. The hypotheses formulated in section 7.6, therefore, can
be tested only on the basis of the remaining 5670 relevant tokens.

These tokens form a sufficiently large data set only if the tokens realized by the

different subjects in the corpus are pooled. If they are not pooled, the sample sizes
will be too small. There are two facts which indicate that pooling is legitimate. The
first one is that the subjects speak similar varieties of Standard Dutch ($5,4.3),
which implies that their grammars are roughly identical. The second one is that the
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data set does not suggest that the speakers differ in the realization of obstruents as

voiced or voiceless, which, unfortunately, cannot be confirmed by studies of interspeaker variability as the data set is, again, too small. For these reasons, the tokens

realized by the different subjects will be pooled in the present study.

will be tested using Kendall's rank-correlation test (see e.g.
Liebetrau 1983), Fisher's exact test (see e.g. Siegel & Castellan 1988: 103), and loglinear analyses (see e.g. Rietveld & van Hout 1993).
The hypotheses

Kendall's rank-correlation test indicates whether there is a relation between two
variables which are (approximately) continuously distributed, such as the frequency

of occurrence of a word, and the proportion of tokens realized with voiced stops.
Fisher's exact test indicates whether two groups of tokens, for instance word-medial
and word-final stops, differ in the proportions with which they are assigned to two
classes, such as realized as voiced or voiceless. Both Kendall's test and Fisher's
exact test do not suppose certain distributions for the dependent variables, and are
therefore non-parametric. A further advantage is that they can be applied to small
numbers, which is important for this study.

A log-linear analysis can detect the relations between frequencies of occurrence
(dependent variable) and one or more categorical, independent variables. It also
detects the interactions among the independent variables. It can, for instance, detect
the relations among the relative number of times a stop is perceived as voiced
(dependent variable), the underlying [voice]-specification of the stop (independent
variable), and the roundness of the preceding vowel (independent variable). Since
log-linear analyses cannot handle cells containing zeros, 0.5 is added by default to
each cell. This addition does not significantly affect the relative differences among
the cells, and therefore the results of the log-linear analyses, if the cells which do not

contain zeros contain relatively high values. In cases in which both a log-linear
analysis and Fisher's exact test can be applied, we will report the results of only one
test. The other test was run as well, and found to provide the same type of results.

will be tested

II to IV are of
the conventional Vpe, stating that the independent variable has an effect. We will
use a significance level of 5o/o forthe tests of these hypotheses. Hypothesis iis of a
different type, since it states that there will be no effect of the independent variable.
A significance level of 5o/o istoo low forthistype of hypothesis, since, if an effect is
The hypotheses that

are of two types . Hypotheses

not found to be significant at the 57o level, and the associated p-level is 8%o, it is still
quite likely that the relevant variable has an effect in the population. We will assume

/ only if p , 0.20.
If it cannot be determined with a certainty of at least 80% that a certain
phonological variable has an effect, this will of course only significantly affect

that the data do not disconfwm Hypothesis

2t3

GTNERAL RESEARCH METHOD
Hypothesis

/ if the data set is very large. If the data set is small, such a finding

cannot be taken as evidence that there is no effect, because it may be the case that

the data set is simply too small to reveal it. The significance of a finding that a
certain sample shows no effect is expressed by the power of the test, which is the
probability of finding a statistically significant effect in the sample if the populations
from which the sample is drawn differ in the variable at issue (see e.g. Rietveld &
van Hout 1993). We will not calculate powers in the present study, since all tests in
this study are based on relatively small samples, which implies that the probability is
always large that no statistically significant etfect is found, even if the variable at
issue actually does have an effect. An additional reason why powers

will not be

calculated is that Hypothesis 1 concerns the effects of phonological variables.
Phonological variables have categorical effects by definition ($2.4.1), and therefore,
if they affect voicing, they generally cause large differences between populations
representing

their different values, provided that these populations

contain

approximately the same type of tokens. This implies that it is not the case that each
effect, i.e each difference between populations, no matter how small, is relevant for
the testing of Hypothesri .I. The significance of the finding that p > 0.2 should not be
expressed by the probabilitv that some difference is nevertheless present between

the populations, as powers do, but by the probability that a large difference

is

present.

In order to determine the significance of a finding that p > 0.2, we will estimate
the maximal difference that may be present between the populations representing the

values

of the phonological variable at

issue. This maximal difference can be

estimated by means of formula (2), provided that the distribution of the dependent
variable can be approximated by a normal distribution. This is the case in the present
study if the sample sizes are larger than 25, as the dependent variable "proportion of
voiced stops" has a binomial distribution. If the difference between two populations

turns out to be small, we
variable is absent.

will

assume that the effect

of the relevant phonological
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< 0.05, two-tailed) of the maximal dffirence (d*,) between the
proportions of tokens representing one value of the dependent variable (e.g.
classified as voiced) in two populations which represent the values of the
independent variable (e.9. underlyingly voiced and voiceless). The symbols n,
and n, represent the size of the two somples, and p,, and p, the proportion in
these samples. The samples should be numbered such that p, is larger than, or

(2) Estimation (p

equal to, pz.

d*u* = Pt

Pz + l'96

p,(l -pt)
*pr(l
fit

-pr)
n2

It is unfortunately unknown which is the minimal difference that may be due to a
phonological factor. This probably depends on the factor itself, and on the
composition of the data sets.

8.5 Conclusions
This chapter described the stops which

will form the

basis for the testing

of

the

hypotheses, the classification of these stops as voiced orvoiceless, and the statistical
0nal1,5ss

that

will

be run on them. The most important findings are that the auditory

classification method used in this study is highly consistent and probably valid, that

auditory classifications of intervocalic stops realized in casual Dutch as voiced or
voiceless are closely related to the closure and burst durations of the stops, and
finally, that many tokens of relevant stops in the corpus cannot be used because they

were realized with too much background noise. The latter finding confirms the
general assumption that recordings for phonological/phonetic research should be
made in a soundproof room.

9 Single intervocalic stops

9.1 Introduction

III (57.6) on the basis of the single stops
9.2 will present the overall data, and show that

This chapter will evaluate Hypotheses / to
in the data set ($8.2.2). First, section

they do not obviously falsifo the Complete Neutralization Hypothesis, which implies
that the detailed testing of the hypotheses is worthwhile. Then, Hypotheses

will

I to III

be tested one after the other in sections 9.3 to 9.5.

The hypotheses are independent of each other, and therefore can be tested in
any order. The testing procedure of Hypothesis

III, however, will determine which

word-combinations behave exceptionally, and therefore which ones should not be

I and II. This implies that Hypothesis
tested before Hypotheses 1 and II, and so this was done. The

considered for the evaluation of Hypotheses

III is preferably

evaluation of Hypotheses

I

and

II will

nevertheless be presented first, because they

are more crucial for the analysis.

9.2 Overall data
Appendix G lists the numbers of voiced and voiceless single stops in the data set.
The word-final stops are ordered by category and type of word-combination, while
the word-medial ones are ordered by word type. Table 9.1 presents a summary for
the word-final stops.
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of occuruence of voiced and
broken down by word-combination category.

Table 9.1 Absolute and relative (%) frequencies
voiceless word-fi,nal

st

ops,

Numbers of stops classified

as

Combination category
voiced
verb form +ik
dat ik
verb form + hel
verb form +er
dat er
met een

2s2

voiceless

(86%)

40

(14%)

27 (43%)
35 (64%)

36

(s7%)

20

(36%)

48

(86%)

8
0
t4

(14%)

a-

(0%)

JJ

( r 00%)

(33%)

28

(67%)

The table shows that nearly all combination categories are represented by tokens
with voiced and by tokens with voiceless intervocalic stops. This observation is in
accordance with the Complete Neutralization Hypothesis.

In addition, the table shows that the combination categories differ in their
proportion of tokens with voiced stops. One might argue that these differences
falsifu the Complete Neutralization Hypothesis, since this hypothesis states that
word-final stops are unspecified for [voice] in all Upes of combination. All wordfinal stops are specified identically, and therefore should be realized identically.
this reasoning is correct, the testing of Hypotheses I to IV is not worthwhile.

If

The reasoning is flawed, however, since the differences among the combination
categories may

be due exclusively to non-phonological factors. They can, for

instance, at least in part be ascribed to the differences in frequency with which the
fypes of the different categories are retrieved as units from the lexicon. The types

of

some combination categories, such as those containing dat ($9.5), are more likely to
be retrieved as units from the lexicon than other categories, and are therefore more

likely to have word-final stops which are in onset position at the lexical level of
phonology. As a consequence, their word-final stops are more likely to be specified

for [voice] in the input of phonetics, and to be systematically realized as either
voiced or voiceless.

The differences may further be due to, for instance, a difference in the
propor-tion of tokens with bilabial stops. Section 8.3.5.2 showed that the
phoneticians' classifications are related to the burst and closure durations

of the

stops. This does not exclude the possibility that their judgments were (also) based
on other cues to voicing. The presence of glottal vibration before the release of the
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stop may have played a role, when the closure of the stop was long or had a medium
length (cf. $7.3.a). The cavity above the glottis is larger for bilabial than for alveolar
stops, and the larger surface area of its walls can more easily expand under high air
pressure (Ohala 1983). Consequently, more air can pass the glottis in bilabial stops

than in alveolar stops before the vocal folds stop vibrating. Hence, if the presence of

glottal vibration plays a role, long bilabial stops are more likely to be perceived

as

voiced than long alveolar stops.

Finally, we would like to suggest that the differences between the combination
categories may well be due to differences in the height of the vowels preceding the

with smaller oral cavities and larger pharyngeal
volumes than low vowels (see for instance the X-ray figures in Fant 1960, and the
MRl-pictures in Rietveld & van Heuven 1997: 77). While the shape of the oral
stops. High vowels are realized

cavity changes during the realization of an alveolar stop, the volume of the pharynx
remains more or less constant. Alveolar stops following high vowels are therefore
realized with the same oral volume as alveolar stops following low vowels, but with

a larger pharyngeal volume. As a consequence, more air can be accommodated in
the vocal tract during the realization of alveolar stops preceded by high than by low
vowels, and the vocal folds can vibrate longer (Ohala 1983). Hence, if the presence

of glottal vibration during the last part of the closure affects the classifications of
long stops, long stops sound as voiced with longer closures when preceded by high
vowels than when preceded by low ones.
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We evaluated this possibility that the height of the preceding vowel determines
the closure duration with which stops are perceived as voiced. Figure

9,I plots

the

burst and closure durations of all alveolar stops following [*high] vowels, while
Figure 9.2 plots those of all alveolar stops following [-high] vowels. The voiced
stops are represented as d-s, the voiceless ones as /-s. Each plot contains a
separation line (printed as a fat dashed line), which optimally separates the voiced
from the voiceless stops. It presents the relation between the classifications of the
stops and their durations. The thin dashed line in Figure 9.1 represents the
separation line of Figure 9.2, while the thin dashed line in Figure 9.2 represents the
separation line of Figure 9.1. The lines in a figure show that the separation line for
stops following [*high] vowels is positioned above the separation line for stops
following [-high] vowels, and that this is particularly the case for medium and long

closure durations. The difference between the separation lines

is

statistically

significant (see Table 9.2 for the characteristics of the lines, and Appendix F for the
method of calculation and comparison of the lines). The data therefore suggest that
stops with the same burst durations are classified as voiced with longer closure
durations when they are preceded by high vowels than when they are preceded by

low ones, and that the difference is especially important for stops with medium and

long closures. The height of the preceding vowel apparently affects the
voiced/voiceless classification, which implies that differences between the
combination types may be due to differences in the percentages of their tokens with
long stops following high vowels.'
Table 9.2 Characteristics of the lines separating voiced and voiceless alveolar stops
preceded by high or low vowels, on the basis of their burst and closure dttrations.
Definitions of the characteristics can be found in Appendix F.
Separation line for
stops following

high vowels
Iow vowels

r

SloDe

'

65.6'
59.9"

Standard error
slope

Posltlon

Standard error
posrtron

2.4"

35.3 ms

1.5 ms

3.6"

32.5 ms

1.4 ms

Remark that Figures 9.1 and 9.2 cannot be explained by the assumption that, when listeners classify
stops as voiced or voiceless on the basis of duration, they compensate for the lact that the bursts of stops
following high vowels tend to be shorter than the bursts of stops following lorv vowels, which is a result of
the difference in the size of the vocal tract. If listeners compensated for this difference, they would consider
stops following high vowels as voiceless with shorter burst durations than stops following low vowels. This
turns out to be contrary to fact.
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Figure 9.1 The closure and burst durations of the voiced (d) andvoiceless (t)
alveolar stops following [ +highJ vowels.
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F'igure 9.2 The closure and burst durations of the voiced (d) and voiceless (t)
alveolar stops following [ -highJ vowels.
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In

conclusion, differences among the types present no argument against the
Complete Neutralization Hypothesis. The testin g of Hypotheses I to IV is therefore
worthwhile.

9.3 The effect of feature-specifications on neutral stops
9.3.1 Introduction
9.3.1.1 Variables to be tested

The first hypothesis that

will be tested is l{ypothesis L It is repeated below for

convenience.

Hypothesis

I

Obstruents which are lexically

in coda positions are realized as voiced or

voiceless independently of their underlying [voice]-specifications, and the
phonological feature specifications of the adjacent segments, provided that the
realization of these latter specifications does not interfere with the perception

of

voicing.
The evaluation of this hypothesis can, and will, consist of a test of the influence
the phonological features

(l)

The features of which the influences
Hypothesis

.
.
.

of

listed in (l).

will be studied for the evaluation of

I

the underlying feature [voice] of the neutral stop ($9.3.2);
the feature [round] of the preceding vowel (99.3.3);

the feature

[ax] of the preceding vowel ($9.3.4).

Therefore, the phonological features of the following vowe! as well as the features
of the stop and the preceding vowel that are not mentioned in (l) will be left out of
consideration. These features are listed in (2).
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The features of which the influences will not be studied for the evaluation of
Hypothesis I.

.
.
.
.

the place of articulation of the stop;
the feature [high] of the preceding vowel;
the feature [back] of the preceding vowel;
the features of the following vowel.

As was argued in section 9.2, the realization of the articulation place of a stop as
well as the realization of the height of the preceding vowel may influence acoustic
characteristics which are related to the perception of voicing. As a consequence, any
difference in classification between bilabial and alveolar stops, and between stops
following high and low vowels may be purely phonetic in nature, and is meaningless
with respect to Hypothesis /. The influence of these features will therefore not be
investigated for the testing of this hypothesis.
The feature [back] is related to the feature [high]: most front vowels are high,
and most back vowels are low in Dutch (see Table 3.1). Since a difference in
classification between stops following high and low vowels may be purely phonetic
in nature, a difference between stops following front and back vowels may be purely
phonetic as well. Therefore, the influence of this feature will also be left out of
consideration.

Finally, this study will not deal with the type of vowel following the stop. This
vowel is always hl or lal ($8.2.2.2), which means that its phonological properties
vary only minimally in the tokens. Another reason is that it is difficult to determine
which stops are not followed by lal, as the only function word with /r/, i.e. ik /rk/ 'I',
is believed to have a lexical variant with /e/ (lek/) (Berendsen 1986: 36; Booij 1995:
167), and the hl and the unspecified vowel lel can be realized alike between an
alveolar or bilabial stop and a velar stop.
9.3.1.2 Data

The evaluation of Hypothesis 1 will be based on the word-final stops in the
combination types of verb form * ik, verb form + het, and verh form * er, except
heb ik /heb rk/ 'have ['. The reason why the combination heh ik and tokens
containing dat arc left out of consideration is that they are very likely to be retrieved

of their
position
first words are very likely to be lexically in onset, instead of coda,
The
combination met een is not considered because all its tokens contain an underlyingly
voiceless stop as well as a non-round lax vowel, and the influence of the features in
as single units from the lexicon ($9.5), which implies that the final stops

(l)

therefore cannot be tested on them.
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For the evaluation of the hypothesis, the different combination categories are
not pooled, since the stops in these combinations are followed by different function
words, and therefore by different segments. This difference may wetl influence the
phonetic implementation of the stops, and therefore the exact frequency with which
they are realized as voiced and voiceless.
9.3.1.3 Method

For the evaluation of the influence of the features listed in ( 1), we will compare
voiced stops to underlyingly voiceless ones, stops following round vowels to stops

following non-round vowels, and stops following lax vowels to those following
tense vowels.
Because long stops tend to be more often classified as voiced when they are

bilabial and follow high vowels ($9.2), the groups of stops which are compared
should preferably comprise similar percentages of long bilabial stops as well as
similar percentages of long stops following high vovrels. We did not test whether
this is the case for all groups of stops that are compared, because the classifications
of the word-final stops in the relevant combination categories do not seem to be so
strongly related to the articulation places of the stops and the heights of the
preceding vowels that they cannot show the effects of phonological factors. Table
9.3 shows that the bilabial stops were not more likely to be classified as voiced than
the alveolar ones in these categories (Fisher's exact test p > 0.05 one-tailed for all
combination categories). These categories probably contain too few stops which are

sufficiently long to show the influence of articulation place. The type heb ik is not
incorporated into this table, since it behaves exceptionally ($9.5.2). Table 9.4 shows

the numbers of voiced and voiceless stops following high and low vowels in the
relevant combination categories. The stops following diphthongs are not included,
since diphthongs are partly [-high] and partly [*high] ($3.2).The figures in this
table do show a difference between the stops following high and lorv vowels, but
this difference is statistically significant only for the tokens of verb form + het
(Fisher's exact test < 0.05 one-tailed), and the difference between the two classes

of

tokens of this combination category seems to be mainly due to the behavrour of had

het lhod het/ 'had it'. We hypothesize that the height of the preceding vowels has
some effect on the classifications of the stops as voiced or voiceless, but that this
effect is generally sufficiently small not to obscure the effects of phonological
factors on the classifications. In conclusion, we will pool all alveolar and bilabial
stops and all stops following high and low vowels in the relevant combination
categories, as this may be assumed to be legitimate in an investigation of the
infl uence of phonological variables.
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Table 9.3 Absolute and relative (%) frequencies of occurrence of voiced and
voiceless word-final stops, broken down by word-combination category, and place

of articulation.
Combination
category

verb form + ift

Place

of

Numbers of stops classified

articulation

voiceless

124

alveolar
bilabial
--

verb form + het

alveolar

bilabial

-

-

(20%)

- -5- -

28 (63%) 16

---

alveolar

(80%) 3l

!- MY:l -

bilabial
verb form + er

as

S lY-r-(37%)

I- 19 :Y:l - - - - a - gY!- 6 (14%) 36
2 (14%) t2

Table 9.4 Absolute and relative (%) frequencies

(86%)
(86%)

of occurrence of voiced and

voiceless word-final stops, broken down by word-combination category, and by the

height of the precedingvowel.
Combination

Vowel

category

height

verb form + i,t

verb form + het

verb form + er

Numbers of stops classified
voiced

[*high]

es

L-!re-!

?_4__91:1,)

[*high]

2s

I-!rqlr

._1_gq{"1

[+high]

[-high]

(8r%)

voiceless

23

(te%)

t?__p:y-r-

8

(16%)

4 (r8%)
4 (13%)

as

(24%)

l?__199',1!_

e

(82%)

28

(87%)

r

If the comparison of the classifications of two groups of stops

does not reveal an

effect of a certain phonological feature, this does not imply that this feature does not

affect the acoustic properties which are cues to the voiced/voiceless distinction at
all, and that Hypothesis / is correct. The classifications are mainly related to the
burst and closure durations of the stops ($8 3.5.2), and the feature at issue may
particularly affect the other cues to voicing. Its influence on the classifications may
therefore only surface under special circumstances, e.g. when the stops are realized

very carefully, or in certain contexts. For the testing of Hypothesis I, one should
therefore not only consider the relations between the features and the classifications,
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but also the relation between the features and all acoustic properties, including or
excluding burst and closure durations, which can be related to the perception of
voicing.

If the data are taken from a corpus of

spontaneous speech, such an

investigation cannot consist of a direct comparison of all acoustic characteristics of

the stops representing the different values of the feature. The characteristics of
segments are influenced by many factors, such as loudness, speech rate, and position

in the prosodic structure, and these factors do not have the same value for
segments realized

all

in spontaneous speech. For instance, some segments are louder

and realized at a lower speech rate than others. This means that

if the data

come

from spontaneous conversations, the relevant acoustic characteristics can only

be

compared after the influence of a number of factors has been compensated for. This

is a difficult task, since there is still no model available that accounts for the
influences of all relevant factors. Another way out is to consider so very many
tokens that the influences of the different factors are cancelled out. The required
number of tokens for this, however, is probably huge, and higher than the number of
stops that are provided by most existing corpora. For this reason, the influence of a

feature on all acoustic properties cannot be determined on the basis of spontaneous
speech by a direct comparison of all acoustic properties of the stops.

It can be determined

on the basis of such speech, however,

between the relevant phonological feature and the classifications

if

the relation

of the stops is

investigated, and the influence of the durations on the classifications is compensated

for. Such an investigation focuses on the influence of the feature on the relation
between the durations and the classifications, instead of on the classifications
themselves. If stops which differ neither in their durations nor in their specification
for the phonological feature turn out to be classified differently, the phonological
feature affects acoustic properties related to the perception of voicing, and
Hypothesis

1

is invalid.

The problem with this investigation method is that the relation between the
classifications of the stops and their durations is influenced by the contexts of the

of a feature
on the acoustic characteristics related to the voiced/voiceless distinction may
therefore be investigated on the basis of the relation between classifrcations and
durations only if stops in different contexts are considered separately, or if the
sample is so large that differences are levelled out. This implies that the data set
should consist of many stops in exactly the same context or of a huge number of
stops, such as the height of the preceding vowel ($9.2). The influence

stops in different contexts, which is not the case in the present study.

In conclusion, the influence of the different features on acoustic

properties
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other than burst and closure durations of the stops cannot be investigated in the
present study. We will therefore test the influences of the underlying [voice]specifications of the stops, and the roundness and the laxness of the vowels on the

realization

of neutral stops only by

examining their influence

on

the

voiced/voiceless classifications.

The influences of the features on the classifications will not be studied
simultaneously, because this would require a log-linear analysis, and the available
amount of data is insufficiently large for such an analysis. The features will be
considered one by one, and the influence of each of them will be tested by a
"simple" log-linear analysis with two independent variables (specification of the
feature and combination category), and an estimation of the maximal difference in
the proportion of voiced stops between the two populations representing the nvo
values of the feature at issue ($8.4).

9.3.2 The effect of underlying [voicel-specifications on neutral stops

The influence of the underlying [voice]-specification of the stops on their
classifications is tested on the basis of combinations ending in ift and het.The tokens
containing er are left out of consideration, because they nearly all have underlyingly
voiceless stops.

Table 9.5 shows the number of underlyingly voiced and the number of
underlyingly voiceless stops in the tokens of the two combination Upes that were
perceived as voiced and voiceless.

It shows that both the underlyingly voiced

and

the underlyingly voiceless stops were often classified as voiced.

Table 9.5 Absolute and relative (%) frequencies of occurrence of voiced and
voiceless stops, broken down by combination category and underlying [voiceJspecification.
Combination

Underlying

category

specification

verb form + ifr

verb form + het

[*voice]

Numbers of stops classified

as

voiceless
3

r

8

(7e%)

(21%)

(7e%) 28 (21%)

[-voice]

104

[*voice]

13

(5e%)

[-voice]

22

(67%)

l

e

(4t%)

l

(33%)
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The data do not falsifo Hypothesis l. They would if they suggested that the
probability is larger than 80% that the underlying [voice]-specifications influence
the classifications ($8.4). A log-linear analysis with "the frequencies of
classification as voiced or voiceless" as the dependent variable and "underlying
[voice]-specification" and "combination category" as independent variables shows
that neither the variable "underlying [voice]-specification" (z: 0.435, p > 0.2) nor

the interaction between "underlying [voice]-specification" and "combination
category" (z:0.465, p > 0.2) is significant, if the critical p:0.2. Hypothesis I can
therefore be maintained. Only the variable "combination category" has a statistically

significant effect (z

:

2.233, p

(

0.05), possibly for reasons mentioned in section

9.2.

Moreover, if there is a difference in the population between the proportions of
underlyingly voiced and voiceless stops before ik that are perceived as voiced, it is

small. With a probability of 0.95, it is maximally 15% (formula 2 in $8.4)
Differences of this size are sufficiently small to be due to accidental differences

of

among the tokens. They can, for instance, be due to a difference in the proportion

tokens with underlyingly voiced and voiceless stops that are retrieved as single units

from the lexicon. On the other hand, they are probably too small to be due to

an

effect of the underlying [voice]-specifications of the stops, as phonological features
typically cause large differences between the groups representing their different

if there is a difference, this difference

is

notthe result of the influence of the underlying [voice]-specification of a stop on

its

values (as argued in $8.4). This means that

realization.

The maximal difference between the proportions of underlyingly voiced and
voiceless stops before het that are perceived as voiced cannot be calculated on the
basis of the available data. There are fewer than 25 tokens of verb form

* het with

underlyingly voiced stops in the data set, and therefore fornrula (2) in section 8.4

is

not applicable.

In conclusion, the classifications suggest that the realization of neutral stops is
not influenced by their underlying [voice]-specifications. This is in accordance with
Hypothesis I.

9.3.3 The effect of the roundness of vowels on following neutral stops

The second feature which is considered for the testing of Hypothesis / is the
roundness of the preceding vowel. Table 9.6 presents the numbers of stops
following round and non-round vowels in the data set which were classified as
voiced and voiceless.
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Table 9.6 Absolute and relative (%) frequencies of occurrence of voiced and
voiceless stops, broken down by combination categoryt and the roundness of the
preceding vov,el.
Combination
category

verb form

Specification
of the vowel

ik

[

*round]

[

*round]

[

-round]

[

*round]

[

-round]

Numbers of stops classified

voiceless

voiced

40

l0

(80%)

verb form + het

verb form

* er

4

(64%)

(36%)

r_1__t911

?:__sy!!_

t
7

(20%)

?!__?tv!_

?:__y2v!_

7

as

(e%)

r0

(et%)

(16%)

38

(84%)

These data show that intervocalic neutral stops following round as well as nonround vowels are sometimes classified as voiced and sometimes as voiceless. This is

in accordance with Hl,pothesis /,

as this hypothesis implies that roundness is

of no

influence.

In order to test HT,pothesis I

precisely, a log-linear analysis with "the
frequencies of classification as voiced or voiceless" as dependent variable. arrd
"roundness" and "combination category" as independent variables was run on the
data in Table 9.6. The results of this analysis shorv that only the variable
"combination category" has a statistically significant effect ott the classifications
(with the following z-values forthe associated parameters of this effect: z,:5.4. p <
0.05, zt:1.8, p < 0.05). Neither"roundnesS" (z: -0.2. p > 0.2). northe interaction
between "roundness" and "combination categor]" (zr :0.2. p > 0.2; Zt:0.1. p >
0.2) are statistically significant (see $8.4 for the choice of the critical p). Hence. the
results of this analysis do not suggest that the roundness of a vowel irrfluerrces the

realization

of the firllowing

neutral stop as voiced

or

voiceless. and are in

accordance with Hvpothcsis l.

The rnaxirnal difference. if there is any. between the proporlion of voiced stops
following round vowels and the proportion of voiced stops follorvin-q non-round
vowels in the population of stops preceding ik does not sug-qest an effect of
roundness either. With a cerlainty of 95o,'o. the dif ference is rnaxirnally l5o,'o
(formula 2 in S8.a). and therefore probably too srrrall to be due to an effect of the
phonological variable Iround] on the classificatiorrs (5\$.4 and c\9.J.2). The maxintal
differences could not be corrrputed tbr the stops irr verb tornr I hat and verb ftrnn +
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er as these combinations are represented by fewer than 25 tokens with round vowels
in the data set (cf. $8.a).
In conclusion, the data from the corpus show that there is no strong relation
between the roundness of a vowel and the classification of the directlv following
word-final stop as voiced or voiceless. This finding is in accordance with
Hypothesis I.

9.3.4 The effect of the laxness of vowels on following neutral stops
The final feature which is considered for the testing of Hypothesis I is the laxness of
the vowel preceding the neutral stop. We investigated its influence on the basis of

the combination categories verb form + ik and verb form + er. The category verb
form + het is left out of consideration, since it is represented in the data set by only
one combination type with a lax vowel, i.e. had het lhod atl 'had it'.

Table 9.7 lists the number of voiced and voiceless stops which follow lax and

in the data set. The stops following

diphthongs are left out of
consideration, since the tense/lax distinction is considered to be irrelevant for them.
The figures in the table shows that voiced stops can follow both lax and tense
vowels, which is in accordance with Hypothesis L

tense vowels

(o/o) frequencies of occurrence of voiced and
by combination cotegory and the laxness of the

Table 9.7 Absolute and relative
voiceless stops, broken down
preceding vowel.
Combination
category

verb form + lft

verb form

* er

Specification
of the vowel
[*

lax]

t--lrl
[*lax]
[-lax]

Numbers of stops classified

voiced

4t (77%)
88 (7e%)
5 (r8%)
3 (tt%)

as

voiceless

t2
23
23
24

(23%)
(21%)
(82%)
(8e%)

Since the null-hypothesis is that there is no effect of laxness on the realization of the

fcllowing stop, the difference between the proporlions of voiced stops following
tense and lax vowels is statistically significant if p < 0.2 ($8 4).A log-linearanalysis
shows that neither the variable "laxness" (z : -0.5, p ) 0.2), nor the interaction
between "laxness" and "combination category"

(z:

0.8, p > 0.2) have such small p-
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to influence the
I.
the variable
Only
which
is
in
line
with
Hypothesis
[voice]-classifications,
:
"combination category" has a statistically significant effect (z 7.1, p < 0.05),
values. Consequently, the variable "laxness" cannot be assumed

possibly for reasons mentioned in section 9.2.

lf there

is a difference between the proportions of voiced stops following tense

it is small. The difference is maximally l6% for the combinations
verb form + ik, and 25o/o for the combinations verb form * er, with an uncertainty of
and lax vowels,

5% (formula 2, $8.4). These differences are probably simply too small to be
ascribed to a phonological process, and can be assumed to be due to differences
among the tokens which are not related to the opposition beNveen tense and lax
vowels.

of the preceding vowel has no effect is
of verb form * it were more often classified

The assumption that the laxness
supported by the fact that the tokens

rvith voiced stops when containing tense than when containing lax vowels, whereas
the opposite is the case for tokens of verb form + er. Opposite effects often indicate
that the variable at issue actually has no effect.

In conclusion, the data do not show a strong relation between the layness of a
vowel and the realization of the following neutral stop as voiced or voiceless. This
finding is in accordance with Hypothesis l.

9.3.5 Conclusions

The classifications of the word-final intervocalic stops in the corpus as voiced or
voiceless are in accordance with Hypothesrs /. As is consistent with this hypothesis,
they show no relations with the underlying [voice]-specifications of the stops, orthe
height or laxness of the preceding vowels.

relations are weak, and probably due
accidentally vary with the features.

If they are related to these features, the
phonetic or lexical factors which

to
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9.4 Word-medial versus word-final stops
9.4.1 Introduction

will be tested on the basis of the single stops is
//, which is repeated below for convenience.

The second hypothesis which
Hypothesis

Hypothesis

II

Obstruents which are lexically in coda position are more likely to be realized as

voiced than onset obstruents that are phonologically voiceless, and less likely to
be realized as voiced than onset obstruents that are phonologically voiced.

The testing of this hypothesis

will consist of a comparison of the word-final

stops,

which are lexically in coda position, to the word-medial intervocalic stops, which
are in onset position. The word-final stops were considered in isolation in sections
9.2 and 9.3. The word-medial intervocalic stops will be discussed in isolation in
section 9.4.2. This section will show that the realization of these obstruents is in line

with the

analysis proposed

in

7, and that

obstruents preceJing
tautomorphemic schwas and obstruents preceding the infinitive marker -en can be
pooled for the purpose of comparing the word-medial stops with the word-final
Chapter

ones. The word-final and word-medial stops

will

be compared in section q.4.3.

9.4.2 Word-med ial stops
Table 9.8 lists the numbers of word-medial stops that were classified as voiced and
voiceless. The numbers are broken down by the underlying [voice]-specification
the stops, and the type of morpheme which contains the following schwa.

of
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of occurrence of voiced

and
voiceless word-meclial stops, broken down by underlying [voiceJ-specification and
the type of morpheme containing the following schwa.
Underlying
specification

Type

of

morpheme
stem

[*voice]

suffix
stem

[-voice]

(%r) frequencies

suffix

Numbers of stops classified
voiced

as

voiceless

r

136 (ee%)
s7 (100%)

(r%)

0 (0%)
e (6%) t4e (e4%)
l0 (6%) 55 (e4%)
r

Nearly all stops were classified in accordance with their underlying [voice]specifications. This suggests that the underlying [voice]-specifications of the stops
influence their realizations as voiced or voiceless. This conclusion is supported by a

log-linear analysis with "ihe frequencies of classification as voiced or voiceless" as
dependent variable, and "underlying [voice]-specification" and "type of morpheme"

as

independent variables. This analysis resulted
..underlying[voice]-specification,,(Z:8'6,p<

in one significant effect:

(z:

-0.2, p > 0.2), and the interaction between "underlying [voice]specification" and "type of morpherle" (z: -0.1, p > 0.2) are not statistically
significant. Since the word-medial stops are classified in accordance with their
underlying [voice]-specifications, they apparently enter phonetics with [voice]specifications that are identical to the underlying specifications, which is in

morpheme"

accordance with the analysis developed in Chapter 7.

The finding that "type of morpheme" has no eff'ect is in line with this analysis
as

well. It also indicates that for the purposes of a comparison of the word-medial

stops with the word-final ones, the word-medial stops preceding tautomorphemic
schwa can be pooled with those preceding -er.
The great majority of word-medial stops that were not classified according to

their underlying Ivoice]-specifications are underlyingly voiceless, and were
transcribed as voiced fricatives or voiced approximants. In order to realize an
intervocalic obstruent as voiceless in fast speech, the speaker must take care that he
realizes the obstruent as relatively long acoustically. For a voiced realization, on the

other hand, he does probably not have to expend additional articulatory effort.
Hence, a possible explanation for why it was particularly the phonologically
voiceless stops that were realized unfaithfully with respect to [voice] is that it is
more difficult to realize phonologically voiceless than phonologically voiced stops
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faithfully in fast speech. The assumption that the relevant stops were realized fast is
supported by the observation that they were realized with incomplete closures.

9.4.3 Word-medial and word-final stops

Hypothesis 11 is evaluated

by means of a comparison of all word-medial

stops

discussed in section 9.4.2 to the word-final stops in met een and in the combination

types of verb forrn

'

er. The word-medial stops are not compared to the word-final
* ik and verb form + het because these word-

stops in the combinations verb form

final stops are all followed by a schwa and an obstruent, whereas the word-medial
stops are nearly all followed by at least two sonorants. This difference may
influence the phonetic implementation of the intervocalic stop, and therefore the
exact frequency with which it is classified as voiced and voiceless. The word-medial
stops are not compared to the wcrd-final stop in dat er, because the final stop of dat
might behave exceptionally ($9.5.4). Civen the conclusions reached in section 9.4.2,
the wprd-medial stops followed by tautomorphemic schwa and those followed by
the infinitive marker will be pooled.
Table 9.9 repeats the classifications of the stops at issue. It shows that both the
word-final stops in tokens of verb form + er and in tokens of met eenwere classified
as voiced more often than the phonologically voiceless word-medial stops. It further
shows that these word-final stops were classified as voiced less often than the word-

All differences are statistically
significant according to Fisher's exact test (p < 0.05 two-tailed). Hence. Hypothesis

medial stops which are phonologically voiced.
11is confirmed by the data.

Table 9.9 Absolute and relative (%) frequencies

of occurrence of voiced and

voiceless stops broken down by class

Numbers of stops classified

as

Class of stop
voiced

[+vsigsl
word-medial [-voice]
in verb form * er
in rnet een
word-medial

193

(ee%)

l9

(6%)

8

(14%)

14

(33%)

voiceless

t
304
48
28

(t%)
(e4%)
(86%)
(67%)

The word-final (neutral) stops show a closer resemblance to the word-medial stops
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which are underlyingly voiceless than to the underlyingly voiced ones. This is the
case for the intervocalic stop in met een at least partly because the preceding vowel
[e] is low and consequently does not favour the presence of glottal vibration in long
stops ($9.2). It is the case for the word-final stops in verb form + er because some of
them were not directly followed by a vowel, but by the /d/-initial variant of er
(lderl). Alveolar stops followed by this variant are part of a geminate of which the
second part belongs

to a function word. Such clusters are often phonologically

specified as [-voice], and realized as voiceless (cf. $7.5.3, and Chapter l0).

9.5 Retrieval of cornplete word-combinations
9.5.1 Introduction

The final hypothesis which
Hypothesis

111,

will be tested on the basis of the single stops is

which is repeated below.

Hypothesis

///

in realization between word-final obstruents
before vowel-initial clitics in word-combinations which are likely to be
There is a systematic difference

retrieved as single units from the lexicon and in word-combinations which are
usually computed from their parts.

For the evaluation of Hypothesis lll, one must know the relative frequencies with
which word-combination types are retrieved as single units from the lexicon. The
word-combination types with unpredictable properties are retrieved in 100% of
cases. The frequency with which the other combination types are retrieved is

to their

of

occurrence, which implies that their
frequencies of occurrence are relevant to the evaluation of Hypothesis IIl.

probably related

frequency

This study assumes that the frequencies of occulrerice of word-combinations
Upes are proportional to their numbers of occurrences in the pilot study of the
Eindhoven corpus of spoken Dutch (Uit den Boogaart 1975), and in our corpus (see
Tables G.1 to G.3 in Appendix G). The two corpora together contain approximately

of words (121,569 tokens in the relevant part of the Eindhoven
corpus, and approximately 122,500 tokens in our corpus). The reason why
frequencies were based on two corpora instead of one is that two corpora contain
more word tokens, and cover trrore types of conversation topics than one corpus,
which means that frequencies based on two corpora are more reliable, and that
244,000 tokens
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differences in frequency among word-combinations are more obvious. The reason
why the Eindhoven corpus has been chosen as the second corpus is that this corpus
contains spontaneous Standard Dutch, is well accessible, and in its orthographic
transcription the reduced and full forms of content words are distinguished.
None of the combination types in the data set are assumed to be temporarily

stored in the lexicon during the recording

of the corpora (cf. $2.2.1). This

all seem to be approximately
and the Eindhoven corpus. lt implies that

assumption is based on the observation that they

equally frequent in all parts of our corpus
none of the word-combination types is expected to be more likely to be retrieved
a single unit from the lexicon than is indicated by its frequency of occurrence.

as

The hypothesis will be tested on the basis of the combinations ending in l,t
($9.5.2) the combinations of verb form + het ($9.5.3), and, finally, the combinations
ending in er or een ($9.5.4).

9.5.2 Obstruents in combinations ending in /<

* ik have no known unpredictable properties. The
frequency with which they are retrieved from the lexicon is therefore probably
Word-combinations of verb form

related to their frequency of occurrence.

Their frequencies of retrieval could be assumed to be proportional to their
frequency of occurrence. Under this assumption, Hypothesis

III

states that there is a

relation between the more or less continuously distributed variables "proportion of
voiced stops" and "frequency of occurrence". This hypothesis can be evaluated by

of
the data in Table G.l (Appendix G), which show the frequencies of occurrence of
all verb form + ik combinations, plus on the datum that dat ik ldot rkl 'that I' has a
means of Kendall's rank-correlation test ($8.4). When this test is run on the basis

frequency of 283 and aproportion of tokens with voiced stops of 0.43, itreveals no
statistically significant relation (S : 17, number of pairs :26, p > 0.05 two-tailed).

It is possible that no relation was found
separately on the combination tvpes

because the test should be run

with underlyingly voiced and underlyingly

voiceless word-final stops. Obstruents which are voiced in the underlying form of a

word are possibly also voiced in the lexical forms of word-combinations containing
this word. Consequently, when these combinations are retrieved as a unit from the
lexicon, and the relevant obstruent is in onset position, they are consistently realized

with a voiced stop. Similarly, combinations with obstruents which are underlyingly
voiceless in the underlying forms of the separate words are perhaps consistently
realized with voiceless obstruents when they are retrieved as single units from the
lexicon. Therefore, when word-combinations are more likely to be retrieved as
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single units from the lexicon, those with an underlyingly voiced word-final obstruent

could be more likely to be realized with a voiced obstruent, whereas those with an
underlyingly voiceless word-final obstruent could be more likely to be realized with
a voiceless obstruent. This implies that combination types with underlyingly voiced
and voiceless stops should be considered separately for the evaluation of Hypothesis
111.

Running Kendall's test on both classes of combination types separately does not

a statistically significant relation between the proportion of tokens with
voiced stops and the frequenc,v of occurrence of the combination type for either
reveal

class (S

:

0, number of pairs

:

6, p > 0.05 one-tailed for the combination types with

underlyingly voiced stops, and S : 9, number of pairs : 20, p > 0.05 one-tailed for
the combination types with underlyingly voiceless stops). This implies that, given

the assumption that frequency of retrieval is proportional to frequency of
occurrence, no evidence for Hypothesis

111

is found.

Hypothesis III can probably also be tested by comparing the classifications of
the stored combinations to those of the combinations which are not stored. The

combination types which have lexical representations are probably frequently
retrieved from the lexicon, since this is the only reason why storing them could be
economical. The combinations which do not have lexical representations are never
retrieved as units from the lexicon.

In order to find out which combinations are stored, we studied their frequency
of occurrence. Table 9.10 shows the numbers of voiced and voiceless stops in
combination types ending in i,t as a function of the frequency of occurrence of the

types. When the table lists just one instance of a combination type of a certain
frequency, this frequency is represented by just this one type in the data set. When

two types are listed, the frequency is represented by several ones. On the basis of
Table 9.10 one may conclude that heb ik is probably present in the lexicon, as it is
highly frequent, and that stap ik is probably absent, as it is of a low frequency. It
cannot be concluded whether, for instance, had ik or zit ift is stored in the lexicon,
since the exact threshold frequency for storage is unknown.
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Table 9.10 Absolute and relative (%) frequencies of occurrence of voiced and
voiceless stops in combination types ending in ik, broken down h), the frequency of
occurrence of the combination ry,pes in the present corpus and the pilot study of the
Eindhoven corpus of spoken Dutch.
Freouencv
--'*-"-'

:
OI OCCUTTENCC
354
283
148

rcz
89
38

24

l9

6-

il

l-5

Instances of the combinations

Numbers of stops classified

as

voiceless

ik
dat ik
weet ik
moet ik
had ik
laat ik
zit ik
begrijp ik
snap ik
deed ik
stap ik
mrjd ik
heb

'have I'

'that I'
'know I'
'must I'
'had I'

'let I'
'sit I'
'understand
'understand

tt7 (e7%)
27 (43%)
3e (8 %)
36 (82%)
27 (7e%)
3 (7 s%)
l0 (83%)
s (r00%)
3 (7 s%)

4

(3%)

36

(s7%)

e
I
7
r
2
0
r

(te%)

t2 (60%) 8

(40%)

r

(r8%)
(2t%)
(2s%)

(t7%)
(0%)
(2s%)

'did I'
'step I'

'avoid I'

In order to find out which of the other word-combination types have lexical
representations, we studied the possibility of contraction. Some verb form + ik
combinations have contracted forms, whereas others have not. For instance, the
combination heb ik lhtb rk/'have I'can be realized as [hek] (e.g. Booij I995: 178),

ik lstop rk/

'step

I' cannot be realized

as [stok]. Since not all contractions
are permissible, the permissible ones must be listed separately in the lexicon. It is
but stap

probably only the word-combinations

of which the full forms are stored in

the

lexicon because of their high frequency of occurrence that have contracted variants.

If this is correct, the full variants of the contracted forms are stored in the lexicon as
well.

It is yet unknown which combinations can be realized in contracted forms
Hence, before lexical storage can be studied on the basis of contractions, the
combinations that have contracted variants must first be identified.
Such an investigation cannot be based on our corpus, as this corpus contains

few contracted forms. We decided to base it on intuition. We asked several staff
members of the Faculry of Letters at the Free University Amsterdam which types of
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combination in the data set they think can be realized in contracted forms. The
results of this small test suggest that most speakers of Dutch think that the strings
heb ik /heb rk/ 'have l', dat ik ldot rk/ 'that l', weet ik lvet rk/ 'know l', moet ik lmut
rk/ 'must I', had ik lhod rk/ 'had l', laat ik llat rk/ 'let I', and deed ik lded rk/ 'did I'
can ceftainly be realized as [hek], [dok], [wek], [muk], [hok], [ak] and [dek].
Speakers hesitate about the wellformedness of [zrk] (< zit ik lztt rk/ 'sit I'), [zok] (<
zat ik lzottkl 'sat I'), [zek] (< zet ik lzet rk/'put I'), and [sxokl (< schati,t /sxot rk/
'estimate I'), or express conflicting opinions.

The contracted forms which are grammatical according to most speakers
full forms, which is in accordance with the hypothesis
(see above) that full forms may have contracted variants only if they are stored in the
lexicon. The full forms corresponding to these contracted forms are therefore
probably stored in the lexicon. The lexical status of the full forms corresponding to
the other contracted forms, on which the speakers disagree, is uncertain. lt is
possible that the relevant contractions are not stored, but result from a productive
process contracting all combinations containing lax vowels, and that the
corresponding full forms are not stored, either. In other words, contraction indicates
that heb ik, dat ik, weet ik, moet ik, had ik, laot ift, and deed ik are probably stored in
correspond to highly frequent

the lexicon, while it provides no infonnation on other word-combination types.

In conclusion, frequency of occurrence and contraction do not give a decisive
answer on exactly which verb form + ift combination types are stored in the lexicon.
Since none of the verb form + i,t combinations have lexical variants apart from the
contracted ones, or any other properties which indicate that they are lexically stored,

this implies that, on the basis of the available data, the category of i,t-combinations
cannot be divided into a group of types that are stored in the lexicon and a group of
types that are not. Consequently, at present Hypothesis III cannot be tested by
comparing these two groups.

Finally, Hypothesis III can be tested under the assumption that wordcombination types with predictable properties are more likely to be retrieved as
single units from the lexicon only if they are of an exceptionally high frequency of

If this assumption is correct, there is some evidence for Hypothesis IIl.
It is a fact that the combination types heb ik /heb rk/'have [' and dat ik /dot rk/'that
I', which are much more frequent than all other combination types, behave

occurrence.

exceptionally (see Table 9. I0). The type heb ik differs from the other types in that it
is more likely to be classified with a voiced stop (Fisher's exact test, p < 0.05 trryo-

tailed). This can be explained under the assumption that heb ik is more likely to be
retrieved as a single unit from the lexicon. The word hebunderlyingly ends in ahl,
and all models of the lexical forms of word-combinations (see Hypothesis 6 in $7.6)
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of heb it is /hebrk/. Tokens of heb ik
which are retrieved as units from the lexicon are therefore predicted to be realized
with a voiced intervocalic stop. Hence, if heb ik is more likely to be retrieved as a
consequently assume that the lexical form

single unit than other word-combination types, it is expected to be more likely to be
realized with a voiced stop.

The combination type dat ift was less likely to be classified with a voiced
intervocalic stop than all other combination types, including or excluding heb ik
(Fisher's exact test, p < 0.05 two-tailed). In addition, the type was often realized as a

9.ll), whereas this was rarely the case with
the other ift-combinations. These data can be explained under the assumption that
dat ik is stored as /dok/ and /dotrk/ in the lexicon. The lexical form /dottk/ explains
the high number of realizations classified with voiceless stops: it ensures that these
monosyllable in our corpus (see Table

realizations not only have a chance to surface when dat and ik are separately
retrieved from the lexicon, but also when dat ik is retrieved as a single unit. The
lexical form /dok/ explains why, although dat ik is stored as idotrk/, i.e. with a
voiceless intervocalic stop, the proportion of tokens r,r'ith voiceless stops for dat ikis
not as high as the proportion of tokens with voiced stops for heb ik, which is stored

with a voiced stop: it ensures that when dat ik is retrieved as a single unit from the
lexicon. it is not always retrieved as /dotrk/, but sometimes as [dok]. The assumption
that dat i,t has the lexical form /dotrk/ implies that the intervocalic stop has the same

[voice]-specification in the lexical form of dat ik as it has in the underlying form of
dat (/dot/). These findings therefore support Booij's (1985) assumption that
segments generally have the same specifications in the lexical form of a wordcombination as in the underlying forms of the parts of the combination ($2.2.2).

Table

9.1

I

Absolute and relative (o/r) frequencies of occurrence of dat

ik in

the

corpus, broken down by three types of realization.
Type of realization

Frequency of occurrence

ldokl

29

(32%)

with a voiced intervocalic stop

27

(2e%)

with

36

(3e%)

a

voiceless intervocalic stop

In conclusion, the combinations with ift provide evidence in favour of Hypothesis
III, since this hypothesis can explain the exceptional behaviour of the highly
frequent combinations heb ik and dat ik. The classifications of the intervocalic stop
of dat i,t suggest that the [voice]-specification of a word-final obstruent is the same
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in the underlying form of a word as in the lexical form of a string containing that
word.
9.5.3 Obstruents in combinations ending in het

In addition to the combinations ending in ik, those ending in het may provide
confirmation for Hypothesis III. Since none of these combinations seem to have
unpredictable properties, and since we do not know the frequency threshold for

it is impossible to determine which of them may have lexical
This means that the validity of Hypothesis III can only be
investigated by examining the relation between the more or less continuously

storage ($9.5.2),
representations.

distributed variables "proportion of voiced stops" and "frequency of retrieval", and

by investigating the realization of exceptionally highly frequent combination types
($e.s.2)
Table C.2 in Appendix C lists the frequency of occurrence of each combination
rype of verb form + het. The number of voiced and voiceless stops in these types as
a

function of the frequency of occurrence of the types can be found in Table 9.12.

Table 9.12 Absolute and relative (%o) frequencies of occurrence of voiced and
voiceless stops in combination types with het, broken down by the frequency of
occurrence of the combination Qpes in the present corpus and the pilot study of the
Eindhoven corplts of spoken Dutch.
Frequency

of

occurrencs

Numbers of stops classified

as

Instances of the combinations
voiceless

70

heb het

'have it'

59

weet het

'know(s) it'

36

had het

'had it'

t0- l5

doet het
deed het

snap het

'understand

ziet het

'sees

it'

6
t2
t
l0

(67%)

3

(33%)

(7s%)

4

(2s%)

(14%)

6

(86%)

(71%)

4

(29o/o)

6

(67%)

(33%)
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Under the assumption that the frequency with which a combination type is retrieved

from the lexicon is proportional to its frequency of occurrence, Hypothesis Ill can
be tested by means of Kendall's test with the more or less continuously distributed
variables "proportion of voiced stops" and "frequency of occurrence". This test
should be run separately on the combinations with underlyingly voiced and voiceless

word-final stops, since the realization of dat ik, discussed in section 9.5.2, suggests
that stops have the same specifications in the underlying forms of words as in the
lexical forms of combinations containing these words. Therefore, word-final stops
that are voiced in the underlying form of a word are expected to be more likely to be
realized as voiced than stops that are underlyingly voiceless in the underlying form

of a word when they are in onset positions in word-combinations with

lexical

representations. Kendall's test does not reveal any relation between the proportion

of tokens with voiced stops and the frequency of a combination type either for the
types with underlyingly voiced (S

:

3, number of pairs

the types with underlyingly voiceless stops

(S:0,

:

4, p > 0.05, one-tailed) or

number of

one-tailed), and therefore provides no evidence for Hypothesis

pairs:
IIl.

10, p > 0.05,

Apparently, if the data present some evidence for Hypothesis 111, this may only
appear from an inspection of the behaviour of the exceptionally highly frequent
combination types. Such an inspection, however, does not provide evidence for the
hypothesis either, as there are no verb

*

het types which are of an exceptionally high

frequency of occurrence, and those with a relatively high frequency do not behave

differently from those with a relatively low frequency (see Table 9.12).
In conclusion, the data with respect to the verb * het combinations do not
provide evidence for Hypothesis IIL This does of course not imply that the
hypothesis is incorrect. It is possible that no evidence has been found because all
combination types are retrieved as single units from the lexicon equally often, or
because the sample size is simply too small to reveal differences between the types.

9.5.4 Obstruents in combinations ending in er and in met een

The combination types containing er and the combination type met een are the last

of Hypothesis IIL These combination
no known unpredictable properties. Therefore, if some, or all, of them

ones that are investigated for the evaluation

types possess

are stored in the lexicon, this must be because they are highly frequent. Since we do

not know the threshold frequency for storage, we cannot determine which types
have lexical representations, and which ones have not. The validity of Hypothesis

III

can again only be investigated by examining the relation between the non-
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categorical variables "proporlion of voiced stops" and "frequency of retrieval", and

by investigating the realization of exceptionally highly frequent combination types
($e.s.2).

Table G.3 shows the numbers of voiced and voiceless intervocalic stops as a
function of the frequencies of occurrence of the relevant combination types. Table
9.13 presents a summary of these data plus data on the combination Upes dat er and
met een.

Table 9.I3 Absolute and reiative ('/o) frequencies of occurrences of voiced and
voiceless stops in combination types with er, and in met een, broken down by the
frequency of occurrence of the combination type in the present corpus and the pilot
study of the Eindhoven corpus of spoken Dutch.
Frequency

of

OCCUITENCC

Numbers of stop classified
voiced

137

dat er

'that there'

109

met een

'with a'

45

heb er

'have there'

27

gaat er

'goes there'

25

zit er

'sit there'

staat er
had er

'stands there',

ziet er
zat er

'sees there',

koop er
zet er

'buy there'

t5-20
6-r0

as

Instances of the combinations

0
t4
2
t
3
1

voiceless

(0%) 33
(33%) 28
(r8%) e
(14%) 6
(33o/o) 6
(20%) 4

(r00%)
(67%)
(82%)
(86%)
(67%)
(80%)

'had there'
(0%)

( r 00%)

(0%)

( r 00%)

'sat there'

'put there'

Running Kendall's rank-correlation test on the data in Table G.3 plus the data on dat

er and met een again provides no support for Hypothesis III: the relation between
the proportion of tokens with voiced stops and the frequency of occurrence of the
combination type is statistically significant either for the combination types with
underlyingly voiced stops (S : l, number of pairs : 2, p > 0.05 one-tailed) or for the
types with underlyingly voiceless stops (S: 30, number of pairs: 13, p > 0.05 onetailed).
Nevertheless, the data present some support for Hypothesis

III, since there is a

in the proportion of voiced

stops between the

statistically significant difference
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combination types dat er and met een (Fisher's exact test, p < 0.05 two-tailed).
Under the Complete Neutralization Hypothesis, the most plausible explanation for

the difference is that, while all word-final stops af met een are unspecified for
[voice], some word-final stops preceding er are specified as [-voice]. Stops
preceding er are specified as such if they happen to precede the lexical form ldarl,
instead of lerl,of er (98.2.2.2). They are then part of an alveolar geminate of which
the second part belongs to a function word, and such geminates are likely to have
the phonological specification [-voice] (cf.$7.5.3 and Chapter 10) Another

plausible explanation for the difference between dat er and mel een is that dat er has

the lexical representation ldotarl, and is often retrieved as a single unit from the
lexicon. There is some support for a lexical form of dat er with a voiceless stop in
that the combination dat ift has a lexical form with a voiceless stop as well ($9.5.2).

Note that the combination met een cannot be assumed

to have a

lexical

representation /meden/. The problem is that it is unclear why met een would have

a

lexical representation with a voiced alveolar stop, whereas met has the underlying
form /met l. and listeners do not perceive [nieden] more often than [meten].

9.5.5 Conclusions

The data provide some evidence for the hypothesis that the classification of
intervocalic word-final stops is influenced by the frequency with which the
combination types are retrieved as units from the lexicon. The fact is that the
combination type heb ik is more likely, and dat ik is less likely to be classified with a
voiced stop than the other combination types. This can be explained under the
assumption that highly frequent word-combination types are often retrieved as single

units from the lexicon, and that they have lexical forms in which the segments have
the same specifications as in the underlying forms of the relevant words.

The data do not provide any stronger evidence for the hypothesis. One of the
reasons for this may be that the data set is too small. Another reason may be that the
data set contains too few combination types that are particularly likely or unlikely to
be retrieved as single units from the lexicon.

9.6 Conclusions
This chapter evaluated the analysis proposed in Chapter 7 by evaluating Hypotheses
I to Ill on the basis of the voiced/voiceless classifications of single intervocalic
stops. The hypotheses that were tested are repeated below for convenience.
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I
in

coda positions are realized as voiced or
underlying
of their
[voice]-specifications, and the
phonological feature specifications of the adjacent segments, provided that the
Obstruents which are lexically

voiceless independently

realization of these latter specifications does not interfere with the perception of
voicing.
Hypothesis

ll

Obstruents which are lexically in coda position are more likely to be realized as

voiced than onset obstruents that are phonologically voiceless, and less likely to
be realized as voiced than onset obstruents that are phonologically voiced.

Hypothesis

lll

There is a systematic difference in realization between word-final obstruents

before vowel-initial enclitics

in

word-combinations which are likely to be

retrieved as single units from the lexicon and in word-combinations which are
usually computed from their parts.
Hypothesis 1 is not falsified by the voiced/voiceless classifications

of the

stops,

since these classifications do not suggest that the realization of a word-final stop as

voiced

or

voiceless

is

related

to its underlying

[voice]-specification,

or

the

roundness or laxness of the preceding vowel. The data set, on the contrary, strongly
suggests that the phonological variables are of no influence.

//

was confrrmed by the classifications of the stops, since there
appears to be a statistically significant difference between the classifications of
word-final stops, and those of word-medial ones. As predicted, the word-medial
stops are nearly always realized in accordance with their underlying [voice]Hypothesis

specifications, whereas the word-final ones are sometimes realized as voiced and
sometimes as voiceless.

Finally, Hypothesis 111could not be irefutably confirmed by the classifications
of the stops. The only supporting finding revealed by this study is that the two most

frequent combinations behave exceptionally, and that their behaviour can be
III.h seems that a word-final intervocalic stop has the
same [voice]-specification in the lexical representation of a word-combination as it

explained under Hypothesis

has in the separate underlying form of the word of which it forms a part-

intervocalic stops are in line with
Hypotheses 1 to 1//. Consequently, they do not falsifu the analysis developed in

In

conclusion, the classifications

chapter 7.

of

10 Geminate alveolar stops

10.1

Introduction

This chapter

will

evaluate Hypotheses 1 and

1/ implied by the analysis proposed

in

Chapter 7 ($7.6) on the basis of obstruent clusters which are intcrvocalic and consist

of a word-final alveolar stop and a word-initial ldl. Such clusters are contained, for
instance, in the word-combinations wat dan /uot don/ 'what then', and had daar
lhod darl 'had there'. They are generally realized as single long stops.

The analysis claims that the first stop in these clusters is unspecified for
[voice], as it is lexically in coda position. This stop therefore does not influence the
realization of the geminate as voiced or voiceless. The realization of the geminate is
completely determined by the phonological [voice]-specification of the second stop:
it is realized as voiceless when this stop is phonologically [-voice], and as voiced
when the stop is phonologically [*voice]. This second stop, which is underlyingly
/d/, is phonologically [-voice] when it belongs to a word token that can be hypoarticulated to some extent, i.e., that is highly frequent and contributes little to the
propositional content of the utterances.

The analysis therefore makes the following two predictions with respect to
clusters consisting of a word-final alveolar stop and a word-initial lN. These
predictions are instances of Hypotheses 1 and 1ll, which were formulated in section
7.6.

Hypothesis

I

The realization of the geminate is not influenced by the underlying [voice]specification of its first part.
Hypothesis

IV

The realization of the geminate is determined by the tendency of the /d/-initial

word to be hypo-articulated, viz. by its frequency of occurrence, and
contribution to the propositional content of the utterance.

its
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As mentioned in Chapter 8, the two hypotheses will be tested on the basis of all
intervocalic ltdl and /d d/ clusters from our corpus which were realized with single
releases, and were unanimously classified as voiced or voiceless by ourselves and
two other trained phoneticians. Appendix H lists the classifications of these clusters
as a function of the type of word-combination in which they are contained.
We will evaluate the hypotheses by relating the classifications of the geminates
as voiced or voiceless to the characteristics of the word-combinations containing the

will not be taken into account,
since these properties were not measured for the investigation of the validity of

geminates. The acoustical properties of the geminates

auditory classifications in section 8.3.5.2, and are therefore not available. Moreover,

the acoustic properties of the geminates will not be considered because an
investigation of acoustic properties contributes little to the evaluation of the
hypotheses if it is based on a relatively small data set of geminates in very different
contexts, as it would be in the present study (cf. $9.3.1.3).

For the evaluation of Hypothesis I, geminates starting with /d/s, i.e. ld dlclusters, have to be compared to those starting with /t/s, i.e. lt d/-clusters. The

ldl of nearly every /d d/-cluster belongs to a different type of word. This
implies that word-combinations ending in different /d/-initial words have to be
pooled for the testing of Hypothesis I. Which /d/-initial words have approximately
the same influence on the realization of geminates, and therefore can be pooled, will
become clear when Hypothesis IV is tested, which means that the testing of
Hypothesri / depends on the testing of Hypothesis IV. This is why Hypothesis IV
($ 10.2) will be evaluated before Hypothesis 1 (g 10.3).
In what follows the phrase "ldl-initial word realized with [t]" refers to a word
in a word-combination that was perceived with a voiceless geminate. Similarly, a
second

"/d/-initial word realized with [d]" refers to

a word in a word-combination perceived

with a voiced geminate.

10.2 The characteristics of the

/d/-initial word

10.2.1 Overview of the data

It has generally been observed that the realization of an obstruent cluster ending in a
word-initial ldl is influenced by the type of word to which this /d/ belongs. If the /d/initial word occurs in the list given in (l), the cluster is sometimes realized as voiced
and sometimes as voiceless. Otherwise, the cluster is always realized as voiced

(Leenen 1954; van Haeringen 1955; Demeulemeester 1962; Zonneveld 1982;
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Gussenhoven 1989).

(I

)

Words of which initial ldl can be realized as voiceless after obstruents

daar
dan

ldarl
ldonl

dat

ldot/

'there'
1. 'then'

2.'than'

l. distal demonstrative determiner for neuter singular nouns
2. distal demonstrative pronoun for neuter singular nouns
3. relative pronoun for neuter singular nouns

4. conjunction

de

/da/

definite article for plural nouns and non-neuter singular
nouns

d7

lderl

l. clitic form of haar'her'
2. clitic form of daar'there'

deze ldezel l. proximal demonstrative determiner

for plural nouns and

non-neuter singular nouns

2. proximal demonstrative pronoun for plural nouns and
non-neuter singular nouns

die

ldil

l.

distal demonstrative determiner for plural nouns

and

non-neuter singular nouns

2. distal demonstrative pronoun for plural nouns and nonneuter singular nouns
3. relative pronoun for plural nouns and non-neuter singular
nouns

4. clitic form of hij'he'

dit

ldrtl

L

proximal demonstrative determiner for neuter singular

nouns

2. proximal demonstrative pronoun for neuter singular
nouns

dus

ldvs/

'thus'

The validity of this list was checked against the classifications of the alveolar stop
geminates

in our data set. The data set was restricted to geminates starting with

word-final /t/, since the geminates starting with ld/ have only few tokens in the data
set. The two types of geminates were not pooled, since the analysis was meant to be
independent of the adopted analysis of word-final obstruents.

If

the two types of

geminates are pooled, the assumption must be that the [voice]-specification of the
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first obstruent does not influence the realization of the geminates.
As indicated in ( I ), the tokens of some /d/-initial words may

fulfill

several

functions. For instance, tokens of dan can function as an adverb ("then"), and
comparative conjunction ("than").

a

In general, tokens fulfilling different functions

will be considered to belong to different types of words. Hence, the tokens of dan
will be assumed to belong to either the adverb dan, or the conjun clion dan.
The present tense and past tense forms of irregular verbs will also be
considered to represent different types of words. The reason is that these forms
represent different lexical entries, and could therefore be realized with [t] with
different frequenc ies.

Most geminates in the data set are acoustically long. We saw in section 7.3.4
that acoustically long stops tend to be perceived as voiceless, which implies that it is
more difficult to realize long stops as voiced than as voiceless, and that a geminate
that is phonologically [*voice] is more often realized unfaithfully to its phonological
[voice]-specification than a geminate which is phonologically [-voice]. The frequency

with which phonologically voiced geminates are realized as voiceless is unknown,
and cannot be determined on the basis of our data set, since it is also unknown
which intervocalic alveolar geminates must be phonologically voiced.
Since we do not know the frequency with which phonologically voiced

it is also unknown how frequently a /d/-initial
be realized with [t] before it can be identified with any certainty as a

geminates are realized as voiceless,

word must

word in which the ldlcan be phonologically voiceless. We assume here as a working
hypothesis that the word must have at least two tokens with [t] in the data set, and
that these tokens should form at least l0% of the total number of tokens of the word

in the set. There are no words which happen to fulfill only the first part of the
condition, and not the second part. Consequently, the words that fulfill both parts of
the condition, and therefore will be assumed to be words that may have
phonologically voiceless ldl, can be defined as words which have at least two tokens
with [t] in the data set.
Table l0.l lists the words (morphemes) that, according to this working
hypothesis, may have phonologically voiceless /d/s. tn addition, it lists for each of
these words the numbers of occurrences with [t] and [d]. The words are ordered by
decreasing proportion of realizations with [t]. See (l) for the underlying forms and
(exact) functions of the words.
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Table 10.1 The absolute and relative (%) frequencies of occurrence of voiced and
voiceless geminates, broken down by the type of /d/-intial word. Only those /d/initial words are included which occur at least twice in combinations with voiceless
geminates.

Numbers of geminates classified

as

Type of /d/-initial word
voiceless

voiced

o
o

dak < dat ik 'that ['
dan conjunction
die relative pronoun

die'he'
dan adverb

d'r'there'
dat determiner
de

die determiner

die demonstrative pronoun
doar
dal conjunction

dat demonstrative pronoun
dit
dus

0
t
2
e
l
lr
t2
t
3
8
lo
2
3
r

2
2
2
s4

(0%)
(0%)
(0%)
(2%)
(3%)
(8%)

(r3%)
(t4%)
(r8%)
(20%)
(20%)

(2r%)
(2s%)
(40%)
(81%)

r

se
06
7
72
s4
4
t2
30
30
3
3

(100%)
(

100%)

(r00%)
(e8%)
(e7%)
(e2%)
(e3%)
(86%)
(82%)
(80%)
(80%)
(7e%)
(7s%)
(60%)

(te%)

Since geminates tend to be realized as single stops ($j.5), /di/ meaning "he" and

ldarl are almost impossible to distinguish from their lexical variants lil and /erl when
they follow alveolar stops. This implies that some tokens of die and d i' in the data
set are probably

vowel-initial instead of /d/-initial. When analysing the data, this fact

should be taken into account.

Table 10.2 shows the morphemes that have at most one token realized with [t],
and therefore perhaps do not occur with phonologically voiceless /d/. Those with
one token with [t] are positioned above the dotted line, while the others can be
found under the line. The morphemes are ordered alphabetically.
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Table 10.2 The absolute and relative (%o) frequencies of occurrence of voiced and
voiceless geminates, broken down by the type of /d/-initial morpheme. Only tkose

/d/-initial morphemes are included which

found at most once in combinations

are

with voiceless geminates.
Numbers of geminates
classified as

Type of /d/-initial morpheme

voiced

0
0
0
s
2
6
r0
44
3

d'r

/darl

'her'

dog

ldox/

'duy'

dat

ldot/

rel. pron. (see

deed

ldedl

'did'

deel

ldell

'pa.t'

deze

ldezel

see

ding

/dq/

'thing'

doen

/dun/

'do'pres. tense

duur

ldyr/

'last'

daarom

ldarcml

2

dacht

ldoxtt

I

denk

/deqV

t2

deug

ldsxl

2

diomant

/dijamont/

I

diner

ldinel

I

doel

/dul/

I

donker

/dcgkar/

I

door

/dor/

J

dons

/dcns/

2

dubbel

/dvbel/

1

duits

/dayts/

J

duur

ldyrl

I

durv

ld,rw/

I

l)

(l)

voiceless

(0%) I
(0%) I
(0%) I
(83%) I
(67%) t
(86%) I
(et%) |
(e8%) t
(7s%) 1
(r00%) 0
( 100%) 0
( 100%) 0
(r 00%) 0
( 100%) 0
(r00%) 0
( 100%) 0
(r00%) 0
(lo0%) 0
(r00%) 0
( 100%) 0
( 100%) 0
(r00%) 0
(r00%) 0

(100%)
(100%)
(100%)
(17%)
(33%)
(t4o/o)

(e%)
(2%)

(2s%)
(0%)
(0%)
(ao/o)

(0%)
(0%)
(0%)
(0%)
(0%)
(0%)
(0%)
(0%)
(0%)
(0%)
(0%)
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All words listed in Table 10.1 occur in (l). This
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implies that previous analyses

identifi all /d/-initial words which occur at least twice with [t] in our data set as
words which can appear with devoiced /d/. These analyses apparently support the
working hypothesis adopted here that a word can have a phonologically voiceless /d/
only if two as well as l0% of its tokens were realized with [t] in our data
Conversely, our analysis shows that list

(l)

set.

is probably complete.

Since previous analyses were mainly based on accidental observations, they
could only distinguish befween the types of /d/-initial words that can and those that
cannot be realized with [t]. The present study is based on quantitative data, and can

therefore investigate the frequencies with which /d/-initial words are realized with

[t]. Table l0.l shows that there are great differences among the words in

this

respect. Those differences that are statistically significant are listed in (2). The initial

ldl of each word on the left side of a ">"-sign in (2) occurs relatively more often in
voiceless geminates than the initial lN of each word on the right side (Fisher's exact
test p < 0.05, two-tailed).

(2)

Hierarchies of words based on the frequency with which their initial /d/ is
realized as [t]

a.
b.
c.
d.

die'he'

)

de, die determiner, dat conjunction/pronoun , dit, dus

dan adverb> die determiner, dat conjunction/pronoun, dzls

d7'there'> dat pronoun, dus
de, die determiner, daar adverb, dat conjunction/pronoun/determiner >
dus

Hypothesis 1Z states that the /d/-initial words which can be realized with ttl
comprise those which can be hypo-articulated to some extent, viz. the words which
are of a high frequency of occurrence or contribute little to the propositional content

of the utterance. We will test this hypothesis in sections 10.2.2 and 10.2.3. Section
10.2.2

will investigate the influence of the frequency of a word on the realization of
will investigate the influence of its contribution to the

its /d/, while section 10.2.3
propositional content.

Alternative explanations for the data could be that the realization of a wordinitial ld/ is influenced by its historical origin, by the prosodic independency of the
word, and by the presence of accent. Section 10.2.3 will discuss these possibilities,
and argue that they are not necessarily relevant for an analysis of word-initial /di .
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10.2.2 Frequency of occurrence

For the evaluation of the hypothesis that the frequency of occurrence of a word
influences the realization of tts ldl, we use the numbers of occurrence in our corpus
and in the pilot study of the Eindhoven corpus to estimate the frequency of a word in
spoken Dutch. We explained the reasons for using two corpora, and for using the
Eindhoven corpus in particular, in section 9.5.1.

Table 10.3 lists the numbers of occurrence in the two corpora of the /d/-initial
morphemes that probably can occur with a phonologically voiceless /d/, while Table
10.4 lists the numbers of occurrences of the other morphemes. The morphemes are

ordered as in the corresponding Tables

l0.l

and 10.2. The tokens of function words

with identical appearance but with different functions (see I ), i.e. homonyms,

are

pooled for two reasons. The first one is that the word tokens in our corpus have not
been tagged, which makes

it

impossible to distinguish homonyms and we do not

have direct access to information on their frequency in this corpus. The second one

is that Hierarchies (2) suggest that

homonyms generally

differ little in their

realization. Only the tokens of die are split up into two groups. The reason is that
tokens of die meaning "he" are more likely to occur with [t] than other tokens of die
(see 2a). This difference is possibly related to the obligatory clitic status of die
meaning "he" (see also $10.2.3).

Table 10.3 The numbers of occurrence of the words in our corpus and the pilot
study of the Eindhoven corpus of spoken Dutch. The table is restricted to words
which hwe at least two lokens in combinations with voiceless geminates.
/d/-initial word

dak

Number of occurrence

minimally 29

die'he'

526

dan

3444

dv

201 8

Ce

4979

die other function

4603

daar

1770

dat

72.58

dit
dus

323
I

804
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Table 10.4 The numbers of occurrence of the morphemes in our corpus and the pilot
study of Eindhoven corpus of spoken Dutch. The table is restricted to morphemes
which have at most one token in combinations with voiceless geminates.

/d/-initial

word

Number of occurrence

dog

t4t

deed

104

deel

82

deze

l3l

ding

304

doen

509

duur

55

daarom

54

dacht

205

denk

466

deug

4

diamant

4

diner

7

doel

t7

donker

8

door

260

dons

l2

dubbel

l3

duits

39

duur

56

durv

2

The two tables show that nearly all words which can have phonologically voiceless

ld/

are represented by more than 1000 tokens in the two corpora.

In contrast, the

other morphemes have frequencies of at most 509 tokens. A difference in frequency

of occurrence of this size is probably sufficiently large to produce differences in
realization. In general, the data appear to support the hypothesis that the possibility

of an initial ldl to be phonologically

voiceless

is related to the frequency of
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occurrence of the word.l

The three possible exceptions are dak, die meaning "he", and dit, which are

by 323 tokens or less in the two corpora, but are nevertheless regularly
realized with [t]. The exact numbers of da fr in the two corpora is unknown, as it
does not occur in the transcriptions of the pilot study of the Eindhoven corpus of
spoken Dutch, which means that the form either does not occur in this corpus, or
that it was transcribed as dat ift, the full form. It is possible that dak and die
meaning "he" were often realized with a [t], in spite of their low frequencies,
because their realizations are influenced by the frequency of dat, wh\ch forms
formally a part of da'k,and by the frequency of die with meanings otherthan "he",
respectively. A further reason for the exceptional behaviour of die meaning "he"
with respect to words of the same frequency could be the fact that this word is
presented

obligatorily enclitic (see also $10.2.3).
Whereas frequency of occurrence generally accounts for which /dAinitial words
can have phonologically voiceless ld/, it does not account for the relative
frequencies with which those that can have phonologically voiceless /d/ actually
surface with [t]. This is evident from the results of Kendall's rank-correlation test
when run only on the data in Tables l0.l and 10.3 (S: 15, number of pairs: 10, p

> 0.05. Homonyms, except those of die, have been pooled, since we do not

have

direct access to information on the frequencies of the different homonyms of aword

in our corpus, see above). It is further supported by an investigation of the pairs of
words which can have voiceless ldl and for which the difference in the frequency
with which they surface with [t] is statistically significant. Section 10.2.1 presented
hierarchies showing which words are most likely to occur in combinations with
voiceless geminates. These hierarchies are repeated

in (3) for convenience, with

homonyms being pooled.

(3)

Hierarchies of words based on the frequency with their initial ldl is realized as [t]

a. die'he' > de, die other functions, dat, dit, dus
b. dan > die other functions, dat, dus
c. d7> dat, dus
d. de, die other functions, daar, dat > dus

I

This is also evident from Kendall's rank-correlation test over all data in Tables
: 31, p < 0.05, homonyms have been pooled).

number of pairs

10.

I to I 0.4 (S :212,
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The words to the left of a ">"-sign are not always more frequent than the words to

the right of that sign. The word dan (see 3b), for instance, is not represented by
more tokens than dat and die in the two corpora (see Table 10.3).
Splitting up the homonyms probably does not make frequency of occurrence a
betterpredictor. This is evident, for instance, for danand dat,as the adverb danand
the demonstrative pronoun dat occur 1961 and 2513 times respectively in the
Eindhoven corpus, although the adverb dan is realized with [t] more often than the
demonstrative pronoun dot (see Hierarchy 2b).

In conclusion, the data show that the morphemes which can have a
phonologically voiceless ldl are generally more frequent than morphemes which
cannot. Frequency of occurrence does not explain the relative frequencies with
which /d/-initial words which may have phonologically voiceless /d/ actually surface
with [t].

10.2.3 Contribution to the propositional content

Hypothesis 1Z states that the word tokens which are realized with

[t] are not only
highly frequent, but also not highly relevant to the propositional contents of the
utterances in which they are contained. There is evidence for this part of the
hypothesis, since the words which can be realized with [t] (see Table l0.l) are all
principally relevant to the grammatical form of the sentence, and do not refer to a
non-linguistic reality. They therefore belong to the group of "function words" as
defined by van WUk & Kempen (1980). The initial ldl of content words is rarely
realized as [t].

It is difficult to determine whether

function words which are more often

realized with [t] are generally less retevant to the propositional content on objective
grounds. The problem is that there are no principled criteria to determine the relative
relevance of function words. This means that the relation between the realization of
a

/dl-initial word and its relevance to the propositional content of the utterance can

only be investigated if arguments are accepted which are partly based on intuitions.
There are four arguments of this kind for the existence of a relation. The first
argument is that the only two tokens of the adverb dan in the data set which were
realized with [d] refer to particular, fixed, points in time (see 4), whereas none of its
tokens realized with [t] do. The latter tokens mean, for instance, "after that" (see
example 5a), "in that situation" (example 5b), or are part of fixed expressions, such

aswqt dan ook /uot don ok/'whatever'. If the tokens that refer to particular, fixed,
points in time are removed from the sentence, the propositional content of these
sentences becomes ambiguous, whereas this is not the case

if the other tokens of dan
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are removed. Tokens

of dan which refer to points in time are apparently more

relevant to the propositional content of an utterance than the other tokens. The fact

that it is precisely these tokens that occur in combinations with voiced geminates,
then, supports the claim that the contribution of a ldl-initial rvord to the proposition
influences the realization of its /d/. The evidence is, however, not strong, since it is
based on only two tokens

(4)

of dan realized with [d].

The word dan (underlined) realized with [d]. Its "antecedents" are printed in
small capitals. The sentences have been translated freely.

a.

Subject

G:

It't

or l9t ttuw

Iru

rur

was het een (..) heel beruchte stad
l9'n CENTURY it was a (...) very notorious city

met veel (...) stokerien, (..) mooie molens langs

with many (...) distilleries, (...) beautiful mills along
de grachten, de vesten zoals dat dan heette.2
the canals, the moats as they were then called.

b.

Subject

M:

Ik moest j Leuueru (...).
I had to (...) on 3 JRrluARY (...).
Dus ik zat ook al met het idee van
So, I had already the idea at the back of my mind

of

lk ben benieuwd of het dan sneeuwt
I am curious whether it will then be snowing
en hagelt om 9 uur 's ochtends.
and hailin g at 9 o'clock in the morning.

(5) The word dan (underlined) realized with ttl. The sentences

have

translated freely.

a.

Subject

H:

Je hebt de kamers en de boezems van een hart
There are the ventricles and the auricles of a heart
en normaal gesproken komt de prikkel uit
and normally the stimulus Ieaves
de boezems en gaat dan naar de kamers
the auricles and then goes to the ventricles

2

The symbol

"( ..)"

indicates hesitations in this example.

been

GETT,I

b.

Subject M:
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Of lever je ze ook los?
Or do you also provide them separately?
En zo ja, wat moet dat dan kosten?
And if so, what would I then have to pay?

The second argument is based on the behaviour of dus. The three tokens of dus
which were realized with [t] convey pragmatic information: they indicate that the
speaker knows that what he says is no news to the listener (see 6). In contrast, most
tokens of dus realized with [d] announce the repetition of relevant information
(example 7a), or introduce logical conclusions of the preceding proposition
(example 7b). Since repetitions

of relevant information generally introduce

new

topics in the conversation, the announcements of repetitions are highly relevant to
the propositional content of an utterance. They are probably more important for
communication than the indication of pragmatic relations. Similarly, the introduction

of a logical conclusion is probably also more important. The data therefore seem to
support the hypothesis that initial /d/ is realized as [t] more often in words that
contribute little to the proposition. Again, the evidence is not strong, particularly
because the data set contains only three tokens of dus realized with [t].

(6)

The word dus (underlined) realized with [t]. The sentences have been translated
freely.

a.

Er zijn nu von die ozonbaden.
Nowadays there are those swimming pools with ozone.

ME:

Subject

B:

Ja, waar?
Yes, where?

Ir{E:

In Amstelveen.
In Amstelveen.

Subject B:

Ja, wont dat Keerpunt, daar ging ik vroeger z\vemmen.
Yes, because that Keerpunt, I used to swim there.
Dat bestaat dus helemaal niet meer.
That [discourse markerl erists no longer.

b.

Subject L:

maor bij supermarkten lag verkeerd vlees
but there was wrong meat at the supermarkets,
over de datum heen. Hd, het is bijna,
beyond the sell-by date. Hey, it is almost,
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ja

nou ja je weet dus dat
yes well yes you know [discourse markerl that

ik behalve een vriend van jou ook nog verkoper ben.
I am not only a friend of yours but also a salesman.

c.

Subject

O:

dat we (...) allerlei dingen hebben georganiseerd
that we have organized all kinds of things (...)
van zeg maar kerstdiner,
from, say, Christmas dinners,

wat dus elk jaar gehoudenwordt, tot en met ...
which ldiscourse markerl is held every year, until...

(7)

The word das (underlined) realized with [d]. The sentences have been translated
freely.

a.

Subject

E:

Ik werk nu nog alleen nog op maandag en
I work only on Mondays these days and
vrijdagavond (...). Nou dan is het zo. Ik begin dan...
Friday evenings (...). Well, it is then like this. I then staft...

Ik doe dat dus maandag en vrijdag. En dan
So that's what I do on Mondays and Fridays. And then
begin ik om 2 uur's middags. Dus in principe tot
I start at 2 o'clock in the afternoon. So in principle until

l0 uur, half I I 's avonds.
10, half past l0 in the evening.
Dus,

ja,

het zijn gewoon dagen van 8 uur.

So, yes, these are regular days of 8 hours.

b.

Subject

B:

100 gulden was ook de prijs
100 guilders was also the pricc

die ikvoor de huidige A heb betaald dit jaar.
that I paid for the present A this year.
Je gaat dus niet omhoog (met je

pris).

So you are not raising (your price).
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The third argument concerns the determiners de, die, dat, dit, and deze. Here, too,
there appears to be a relation between the realization of a

ldl

and the propositional

relevance of the word. The determiners de, die and dat were realized with

[t] in an

dit and deze in only an average of 33o/o
of cases (see Table 10.5). The difference is statistically significant (Fisher's exact
average of 85% of cases and the determiners
test, p < 0.05 two tailed).

Table 10.5 The absolute ond rel(ttive (%r) frequencies of occurrence of voiced and
voiceless geminates in combinations ending in a determiner, broken down by the
type of determiner.
Type of
determiner

Numbers of geminates classified

dat
deze, dit
de, die,

voiced
24

(ts%)

I

(66%)

as

voiceless

133 (8s%)

4

(33%)

The forms de, die, and dat rarely contribute much to the propositional content of an
utterance, since de invanably, and die and dat almost invariably, simply indicate that
the referent of the following noun is assumed to be known, or finds its referent in the

directly preceding discourse, which may be obvious (see examples 8).The forms dir
and deze are more important. They precede and signal nouns which are important
entities in the discourse, but of which the referents may not be obvious, as these
referents may not have been described in the directly preceding discourse but before,

or must be chosen among a number of possible referents. In other words, dit and deze

signal to the listener that it is important to recover the referents of the following
it may take a special effort (Kirsner 1987 et al.; Kirsner & van

nouns, although

Heuven 1988; see example 9 from the corpus). This means that these determiners

fulfil

an important function. Hence, the fact that it is especially these determiners that

are generally realized with [d] supports the claim that the relevance

of a word

influences the realization of its /d/.

(8)

Determiners (underlined) realized with
freely.

a.

[t] . The sentences

have been translated

Subject

C:

Ik moet gewoon goede slaapzakken hebben in de...
I just need good sleeping bags in the ...

Subject

D:

Ja, dat begrrjp ik, dat begrtjp ik
Yes, I understand, I understand.
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Subject C:

Een goede voorraad goede slaapzakken.
A good supply of good sleeping bags.

Ik zit alleen een beetje met die prijs.
I just have a problem with that price.

b.

Subject G:

Je hebt zijn artikelwel eens gelezen over die kat van
Have you ever read his article about that cat of

Schrodinger? (...). Dat ie iets met een experiment
Schrddinger? (...). That he something with an experiment

waarbij dus de tijd achterstevoren ging, geloof ik.
where the time went back, I believe.
Je kent dat niet? Nou hrj leest altijd
You don't know it? Well, he always reads
dat soort boeken die (...) beetje sciencefiction-achtig zUn.
that fype of books which (...) are a bit science fiction-like.

(9)

Determiner (underlined) realized with [d]. The sentences have been translated
freely.

a.

Subject

M:

ja

en een andere fabrikant,
Yes, yes, and another manufacturer,
Ja,

daar heb je dan ook geen zin in?
you then don't feel like that either?
Subject

N:

Nou ik heb, nee, ik heb een goede relatie
Well, I have, no, I have a good relationship
met deze fabrikant.
with this manufacturer.

The final is based on the exceptionally high percentages of tokens of die meaning
"he" and d'r realized with tt].These words are clitics (Booij 1995:167), and
therefore cannot bear stress, anrl do not provide new information. This implies that

the observation that they have high percentages of tokens with [t] supports the
analysis that ldl-initial words are more likely to be realized with [t] if they contribute
little to the propositional content.

In conclusion, the data suggest that /d/-initial words which are often realized
with [t] tend to contribute little to the propositional content of the utterances, which
is in accordance with Hypothesis IV. Hypothesis IV cannot be tested definitively on
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the present data set because this data set is relatively small, and there are no
principled criteria to determine the contributions of function words to the
propositional contents of the utterances.

10.2.4 Three more characteristics of the /d/-initial words

The data in sections 10.2.2 and 10.2.3 suggest that /d/-initial words which may be
realized with [tJ are highly frequent or contribute little to the propositional contents
of the utterances. These data therefore seem to support the hypothesis that /d/-initial
words can be realized with [t] if they can be hypo-articulated to some extent.
It could also be argued, however, that the fact that some /d/-initial words can be
realized with [t.[, whereas others cannot, is partly due to another difference between
the two types of words. Two possibilities are mentioned in the literature.
First, Zonneveld (1983) argues that the difference in possible realization is due
to a difference in prosodic status: it would result from the fact that some /d/-initial
words can be incorporated into the preceding prosodic word, in which they are
realized as [t] if preceded by obstruents, whereas others cannot ($3.4.5).

Zonneveld's proposal fails to account for all the data. Some [t]s in the data set are
acoustically relatively long, and therefore must be geminates in the output of
phonology. Since geminates are banned from occurring within prosodic words

($3.5), these [t]s must span a prosodic word boundary. This implies that the
underlying ldl of the clusters to which these [t]s correspond belong to /d/-initial
words that form prosodic words of their own. It seems, then, that ld/-initial words

[t] even if not incorporated into the preceding prosodic word.
The problem of which words can and which ones cannot be realized with [t] cannot
can be realized with

be accounted for by assuming a difference in prosodic structure.

Second, it has been observed that initial /d/s which can be realized as [t]s were

underlyingly l0l in West-Germanic (van Ginneken 1935: l0l, 102; Leenen 1954,
1955; Gussenhoven & Bremmer 1983: 66,67). Gussenhoven & Bremmer (1983)
suggested the following explanation

for this fact. The /0/-initial words

which

normally bore stress were probably consistently realized with [0] in West-Germanic,
whereas those which were generally unstressed were sometimes realized with [0]
and sometimes with [6]. The unstressed ones consequently constituted a separate
group, and could evolve differently. They evolved into words which are sometimes
realized with [t] and sometimes with [d] in Modern Dutch, whereas the stressed l0linitial words and the /d/-initial ones evolved into words which are always realized

with [dJ. Only the initial ldl of words that are unstressed and were /0/-initial in WestGermanic can therefore be realized as voiceless in Modern Dutch. The reason why
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(l) can be realized with [t], whereas, for instance, the word /dor/
'through'/'by' cannot would then be related to their ciifference in origin.

the words in

The assumption that there is a relation between the modern realization of a ld/
and its historical origin is plausible. There are several other phenomena that can be
accounted for by referring to a previous language stage. The pronunciation of the
second z in zevenenzeventig'seventy-seven' as an [s] in Modern Dutch is a case in
point. This lz/ is often realized as [s] ([zevenaseventex]) probably because it was
preceded by a

ltl in Middle-Dutch,

and consequently underwent Progressive Voice

Assimilation (Brink 1970:175, 176; van Reenen & Wattel 1992).
An appeal to data from previous language stages is, however, unnecessary for a
proper account of the realization of initial ldl as [t] in Modern Dutch. All data can
be explained under the assumption that only those words can be realized with [t] that

can be hypo-articulated to some extent, i.e., that are highly frequent or contribute

little to the propositional content of the utterance. A good example is the word door,
which is rarely realized with [t], This word has a frequency of only 260 tokens in
our corpus and the Eindhoven corpus, and is generally more relevant to the
propositional content of the utterance than definite articles and pronouns, since it is

a preposition and therefore indicates the grammatical function of the following
Noun Phrase. Given its non-high frequency of occurrence and its relevance to the
propositional content of the utterance, the word is not expected to be clearly hypo-

articulated, i.e. realized with [tJ.

If

we accept the assumption that words can

be

realized with [t] only if they can be hypo-articulated to some extent, there is no need
to appeal to historical data.

it offers no
with [t] than

There is also a problem with an account based on historical data:
explanation, for instance, for the fact that dan is more often realized

dat, die, dit, and dus (see 2). Hence, it has to be supplemented by an assumption
which can explain the frequencies with which words are realized with ttl. In
contrast, the assumption that the realization of an initial

ldl as [t] is an

instance

of

phonologized hypo-articulation can explain all the findings on its own.
There is a third difference between the words that can and those that cannot be
realized with

[t], since generally only words without accent are realized with [t].
This difference follows naturally under the assumption that the realization of a
word-initial ldl as [t] is an instance of phonologized hypo-articulation. The reason is
that the accent level of a word is determined by, and therefore derived from, its
relevance to the propositional content of the utterance. Note that the factor "accent"

cannot replace the factor "contribution to the proposition", because "accent" cannot

distinguish between the various functions of function words, and therefore cannot
explain the observations discussed in section 10.2.3. The assumption that accent
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plays an independent role in an analysis of word-initial ldl is unnecessary.

In conclusion, there are no reasons to assume that analyses of word-initial /d/
must refer to the historical origin of the /d/, or the prosodic dependency or
accentedness of the word. Analyses which assume only these factors can explain

fewer facts than an analysis which adopts the idea

of

phonologized hypo-

articulation. This conclusion is in line with Hypothesis IV.

10.3 The [voicel-specification of the
The second hypothesis that

word-final stop

will be tested on the basis of the alveolar geminates is

Hypothesis 1. This hypothesis states that the classification of a geminate as voiced or
voiceless is not related to the underlying [voice]-specification
since this stop is unspecified for [voice].

of its word-final

stop,

For the evaluation of the hypothesis, geminates starting with word-final /tl must

be compared to geminates starting with word-final ldl with respect to their
cla-ssifications as voiced or voiceless. Ideally, the investigation should compare
geminates of which the second part, i.e. the word-initial ldl, belongs to the same
word type. If differences are found between the two types of geminates, these
oifferences then cannot be due to the influence of the word-initial ldl, and must
consequently be due to the influence of the word-final stop.

Unfortunately,

in the present study the evaluation cannot be based on
in the same words,

since the data set contains too few
examples. We pooled the combinations ending in dot and die, with the exception of
combinations ending in tokens of die meaning "he", and tested the hypothesis on the

combinations ending

basis of just these combinations. These combinaiions were chosen because they
seem to form a sufficiently large data set, represent voiced and voiceless geminates,

and their final words probably have approximately the same influence on the
realization of geminates and consequently can be pooled (see hierarchy 2 in
$

10.2. r ).

We assume that words which are written with d have underlying ldl, and that
words written with r have underlying ltl. For instance, we assume that the word goed

'good' ends underlyingly in ldl, and that the word niet 'not' ends underlyingly in ltl.
The assumption is probably only incorrect for words ending in d which are stored in
the lexicon separately from related forms. On the basis of the observation that their

word-final stops are generally realized as voiced, these words could be argued to
end in /t/, although they are realized with [d] when incorporated into other words or
strings of words. The word altijd [olteit] 'always', for instance, could be argued to
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have an underlying word-final /t/, although related to word tijden [teiden] 'times',
which is realized with [d], because it is a fossilized combination (/ol+teid/'all

time'), and is nearly always realized as [olteit]. We did not attempt a classification of
words ending in d as words that probably end in ltl or ldl along these lines, because

it seems unlikely that such a classification could

ever be based on anything but
intuitive grounds, and would therefore be of only limited value for an objective
analysis. We will assume here that the proportion of potentially problematic words
is too small to influence the results of the evaluation of Hypothesis I.

Table 10.6 shows the frequencies of occurrence of voiced and voiceless
geminates in combinations ending in dat or die with die meaning something other
than "he". The numbers are broken down by the underlying [voice]-specification of
the final stop of the first word. Since Hypothesis 1 states that these [voice]-

specifications do not influence the classifications,

it is falsified if

an effect

is

attested with an associated p-value equal or smaller than 0.2 ($8.4). The data in the

table do not present such an effect: they show no statistically significant difference
between the proportions of voiced geminates among combinations with underlyingly
voiced and voiceless stops (Fisher's exact test, p > 0.2 two-tailed).

Table 10.6 The absolute and relative (%o) frequencies of occurrence of voiced and
voiceless geminates in combirtations ending in dat and die, except die meaning
"he". The geminates are broken down by the nnderlying [voiceJ-specification of the

word-final stop.
Underlying
specification
[

*voice]

[-voice]

Numbers of geminates classified
voiced

8
32

as

voiceless

(27%)

22

(73%)

(20%)

128

(80%)

If the proportions of voiced geminates differ, the maximal difference is 0.20 with a
certainty of 95o/o (formula 2 in $8.4). A difference of such a size is probably
sufficiently small to be due to factors which influence the realizations of the
geminates without changing their [voice]-specifications.

If

there is a difference, and the geminates starting with /t/ are more often
realized as voiced than geminates starting with ldl in the population, this can be due
to the exceptional behaviour of word-combinations starting with niet'not'. The word

niel has fwo lexical representations: lnit/ and lnil ($6.2.2.4). Word-initial ldl
following lnil is not preceded by an obstruent, and is therefore phonologically
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voiced, and realized as voiced. Hence, combinations stafting with niet are predicted

to be more often reahzed with voiced stops than other word-combinations. Table
10.7 shows that this prediction is accurate. The combinations niet die, wrth die
meaning something other than "he", and niet dat were more often realized with
voiced stops in our corpus than the other combinations ending in die meaning
something other than "he", or dat (Fisher's exact test, p < 0.05 one-tailed). Recall
that it is difficult to perceive whether a word-combination contains a single stop or

a

a sequence of two obstruents of the same place and manner of
generally
is
not realized as two separate obstruents, but as a single
articulation
geminate, since

(long) one.

Table 10.7 Absolute and relative (%) frequencies of occurrence of voiced and
voiceless stops in combinations ending in die meaning something other than "he"
or dat and starting with niet and in those starting with another type of word.
TYPe of first

word

niet
Other word

Geminate classified as

voiced

6
27

(40%)

(t6%)

voiceless

e
14 r

(60%)
(84%)

In conclusion, the data do not suggest that the realization of geminates spanning
word-boundaries is influenced by the underlying [voice]-specifications of their first,
word-final, stops. This finding is in accordance with Hypothesis L

10.4 Conclusions
This chapterevaluated the analysis presented in ChapterT on the basis of geminates
consisting of a word-final alveolar stop and a word-initial ldl. The hypotheses that
were testeci are the following.
Hypothesis

I

The realization of the geminate is not influenced by the underlying [voice]specification of its first part.

266
Hypothesis
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IV

The realization of the geminate is determined by the tendency of the /d/-initial

word to be hypo-articulated, viz. by its frequency of occurrence, and

its

contribution to the propositional content of the utterance.

It appeared that the data confirm both hypothesis. Hypothesis

1

is supported because

the data do not suggest that the realization of a geminate as voiced or voiceless is

influenced by the underlying [voice]-specification of its first, word-final stop.
Hypothesis 1ll is supported since the data indicate that nearly all voiceless geminates
end in the ldl of a highly frequent word, and that the general contribution of a ld/-

initial word to the propositional content of the utterance is related to the relative
frequency with which its /d/ is part of a voiceless geminate.

The hypotheses could not be conclusively tested, since

it is unknown which

morphemes can be pooled in an analysis of frequency effects, and what are the exact

contributions of words to the propositional content of the utterances. A second
why conclusive evidence could not be provided is that the data set is
relatively small.

reason

In summary, the behaviour of the geminates is in line with Hypotheses

I and IV.

The single stops discussed in Chapter 9 are in line with Hypotheses I to III.
Therefore, all the data discussed in this study are in line with the analysis of the
realization of obstruents as voiced or voiceless in Dutch that was proposed in
Chapter 7. They allow for an analysis which considers coda obstruents as
phonologically unspecified for [voice], and assumes that word-initial /d/s may be
realized as voiceless in obstruent clusters if they belong to words that may be hypoarticulated.

Part VI
Final Remarks

11 Conclusions

11.1 Introduction
The preceding chapters have been dedicated to a study of segment reciuction and
obstruent voicing in casual Modern Standard Dutch which aims to present new data,
and to shed light on the question whether the characteristics of casual Dutch are due

to the speaker's natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort, and which

other

factors are relevant. We presented a rough survey of the contexts in which segments

may be absent and vowels may be realized as schwa, and developed and tested a

new analysis of the realization of obstruents as voiced or voiceless which does
justice to data from fluent speech, and incorporates the assumption that the
realization of coda obstruents and word-final obstruents as voiced or voiceless
depends on which realization requires no additional articulatory effort. An
additional focus of attention was the research method used, which was discussed in
great detail.

This chapter will summarize the most important conclusions that were reached
in each part of the book, and relate the results of the different parts. Parts I and II are
not included in this summary, since they merely presented background information.

ll.2 Part III: Type of data
Part

III of this book motivated

the choice for the type of data which formed the basis

for the investigations. Chapter 4 started with the claim that studies on the realization

of segments in casual speech cannot be based exclusively on linguistic intuitions,
since such intuitions are not valid with respect to the non-lexical properties of
words. This claim was supported by the results of a brief investigation of the
intuitions of Dutch speakers on the realization of word-final intervocalic stops
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G4.2.2), which showed that speakers of the same variant of Dutch may differ widely
in their intuitions.

The speakers whose intuitions were investigated included the 16 subjects who
produced speech for the compilation of the corpus. Their realization of word-final

intervocalic stops was investigated in Chapter 9, and the validity of these speakers'
intuitions can therefore be directly studied in a comparison of their intuitions and
their actual behaviour. Table 1 1.1 presents the intuitions of eleven of these subjects
with respect to post-vocalic ld/s and /t/s before ik and het.Table ll.2 presents the
number of such stops that were realized as voiced and voiceless in the corpus.

Table I l.l The intuitions of I I speakers on their realization of interttocalic wordfinal alveolar stops. The stops are broken down by underlying [voiceJ-specification
and type of fo llowing function word.
Possible realization according to
Stop
Subject B

Subjects

D, E, G, J, L,

N

subject K

Subjects

I,M,O

t...v!rw

tdl

ltl

[t] and [d]

[t] and [d]

/...Vt rk/

tdl

Itl

ltl

[t] and [d]

1...Y!at/

[t] and [d]

It]

tdl

It]

l...Yt atl

[t] and [d]

ttl

[t] and [d]

ltl

Table I 1.2 Absolute and relative (%) frequencies of occurrence of voiced and
voiceless intervocalic stops in the data set, broken down by underlying [voiceJspecificution and type offollowing function word.
Numbers of stops classified as
Stop

/...Vd rk/
/...V1 rk/

l...vdetl
l...Yyet/

voiced

3l
e3
t
2t

(te%)
(80%)
(s4%)
(68%)

voiceless

8
23
6
10

(2t%)
(20%)
(46%)
(32%)
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ltl and ldl can be realized as
ik and het. This is not in line with the intuitions

The data from the corpus show that both underlying
voiced and as voiceless before
summarized

in Table 1 1.1, demonstrating that these intuitions are not a reliable

guide to actual behaviour. There is no support for the assumption that a subject's

intuitions may agree with his own realizations even if they do not with the data from
the corpus as a whole, since the data set does not show that the subjects differ in

their realizations. The comparison therefore provides additional evidence for the
hypothesis that many speakers do not have valid intuitions on the realization of
intervocalic word-final stops.
The second part of Chapter 4 dealt with speech recordings. It was argued that
they constitute the most important type of data for shrdies of casual speech, since all
other types of data, such as linguistic intuitions, speech errors, and sound changes,

cannot provide sufficient and valid evidence. Recorded stretches

of

speech

constitute valuable data when their perceptible characteristics have been transcribed

of symbols. The transcription of some characteristics can partly be based
on acoustic measurements, whereas the transcription of others can only be made by
ear. Transcribing by ear is difficult, which means that auditory transcriptions are,
ideally, only accepted if they have been unanimously arrived at by several
independent transcribers. It was shown in Chapters 6 and 8 that this is actually an
important requirement, since transcribers often disagree on the transcription of
stretches of casual speech. For instance, two independent ffanscribers and myself
disagreed on the presence/absence of the vowel following the [n] in natuurlijk
lnatyrleU in 58% of cases ($6.4.2), and on the classification of intervocalic stops as
voiced or voiceless in 1 5o/o of cases ($8.3.3).
Chapter 4 ended with a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of
recordings of scripted speech, and recordings of unscripted speech, i.e. linguistic
corpora. The most important advantage of recordings of scripted speech is that it is
as strings

easy to ensure that they contain the realizations in which one is interested. Linguistic

corpora have the advantage that offer the best chances of representing casual speech,

and that the same corpus may form a basis lor surveys of many different
of which little is known. This is why corpora

phenomena, including phenomena

constitute a more suitable basis for the intended investigations, and why the present
study was based on a corpus.

Chapter 5 described the corpus used, which was constructed especially for the
purposes of the present study. This corpus consists of approximately 122,500 word

tokens realized

by 16 male

designed so that

speakers

it would meet,

in

12 hours

of conversation. The corpus was

as far as possible, 8 general requirements which

212
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follow from the purposes of this study ($5.1). These requirements are repeated ln
( 1).

(

1)

Requirements for the corpus

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The corpus should contain casual speech.
The corpus should represent Standard Dutch.
The subjects should speak the same variety of Standard Dutch.
The recordings that make up the corpus should be available.

The recordings that make up the corpus have to be free of background
noise.

6. The corpus should not be very large.
7. The corpus should be sufficiently large for the purposes of

the

investigations.

8.

Every speaker should be represented by u relatively large number of
realizations.

The corpus meets Requirements (1-4) and (6) as well as possible. The other
requirements were fulfilled to a lesser extent. First, the corpus does not completely
meet Requirement (5), since it contains some background noise, even though it was
tape-recorded in a soundproof room ($8.2.4). Second, it does not completely meet
Requirement (7), since it proved to be insufficiently large to allow for the conclusive

testing of all hypotheses incorporated by the analysis proposed in Chapter 7 (see

9 and l0). Finally, the corpus does not meet Requirement (8), since it
contains too few realizations of intervocalic obstruents per speaker to allow for
Chapters

studies of interspeaker variability ($8.4).

Although the corpus is not perfect,

it

provides valuable data for linguistic

analysis. This was shown in parts IV and V of the book.

11.3 Part

IV: A rough survey of phoneme realizations

Chapter 6 of this book presented a rough survey of the contexts in which segments
that are present in highly careful speech can be absent and vowels can be realized
schwa in casual Dutch.

as
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The data allow for the following generalizations.

(2)

Generalizations with respect to the absence of consonants.

a.

[t] is primarily absent, when it is expected to
. be in coda position and follow [s];

.
e
.

b.

[r]

.
o
.

c.

precede a bilabial stop;

form the final segment of niet /nit/'not';
form the final segment of

a

highly frequent verb-stem.

is primarily absent, when it is expected to

be in coda position and follow [e];

follow low vowels;
be part of the word precies /prasisi'exactly'.

[n] is primarily absent, when it is expected to
o be in coda position and follow [a];

.

be in coda position and precede an obstruent.

d.

[d] can may absent, when it is expected to follow [n] and precede [a].

e.

Other types of consonants may be absent

in the

acoustic forms

of

a

number of words at least. They are:

o
o
r
o
r
(3)

the [h] in forms of hebben /treban/'to have';
the [x] in nog lncx/'yet' and toch ltcx/'nevertheless';
the [k] in forms of denken /dspken/'to think';
the [l] in als lolsl'tf ;
the

[fl

in zelfs lzelfs/ 'even' and zelfde lztlfdal 'same'.

Generalizations with respect to the realization of underlyingly

full vowels

as

schwa.

a.

Phonological monophthongs (cf. $3.2) as well as the diphthong le,il may
be realized as schwas.

b.

Vowels may be realized as schwas in open and closed syllables, and in
word-medial and word-final syllables.
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(4)

Generalizations with respect to absence of vowels.

a.

The vowels [r] and [e] are generally absent when they are expected to be
adjacent to a vowel that belongs to the same prosodic word.

b.

Schwas are optionally absent when they are expected to follow an
obstruent and precede a liquid and an unstressed vowel within the same
prosodic word.

c. All vowels are optionally absent when they are expected to be adjacent to
continuants, especially fricatives.

It could be

argued that the perceptual absence

of some fypes of segments in

some

contexts, such as coda [t] after [s], and coda [r] after [e], might be exclusively due to
the speaker's natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort. These segments are

to highly frequent items, and do not
occupy positions in the word which are highly relevant for recognition, which
implies ttrat their absence does not block communication. In addition, these
generally acoustically non-salient, belong

segments may be perceptually absent when they are co-articulated with the adjacent

gestures or when the speaker reduces the sizes
absence

of these segments

seems

of the articulatory gestures. The

to support the claim that the speaker's natural

tendency to reduce articulatory effort plays an important role in casual speech.

The observation that particularly highly frequent items surface in reduced
forms is probably not only due to the fact that these words are easily recognized by
the listener. Other possible causes are that reduced forms of high frequency items
may be stored in the lexicon, and have a higher probability to be incorporated into

a

non-systematic data set.
The data show that more than one segment may be absent in the acoustic forms

of items. The attesteC maximally

reduced forms indicate that

all

segments of

unaccented items may be absent in such forms, except the initial anci final ones, and

the ones in the onsets and nuclei of stressed syllables. That is, only segments which
are prominent

in storage (1t2.2.2) must be realized in highly reduced forms.

The

reduced forms of an item make up a multi-dimensional continuum between the full

form of the item and its maximally reduced form.

CONCLUSION

ll.4 Part V: The realization
Previous analyses

of the

S

215

of obstruents as voiced or voiceless

realization

of

obstruents as voiced

or voiceless

are

problematic, because they cannot account for the data which are discussed in studies

by Meinsma (1958), Kaiser (1958), Demeulemeester (1962), Slis (1982, 1983), and
others. Chapter 7 proposed an analysis which is in line with all data, and ties in with
the assumption that the speaker's natural tendency to reduce articulatory effort plays
an important part in casual speech.

The analysis states that obstruents which are in coda position at the lexical level

of phonology are unspecified for [voice] in the output of phonology, and in the input
of phonetics (Complete Neutralization Hypothesis). They are realized as voiced
when a voiced realization is easier than a voiceless one, and as voiceless when

a

voiceless realization is easier, with easier being defined as requiring smaller and less

exactly timed articulatory gestures. In contrast, obstruents which are not in coda
position are specified for [voice] in phonology as well as in the input of phonetics,
and are realized in accordance with their phonological [voice]-specifications.

In addition, the analysis

states that all underlyingly voiced fricatives as

well

as

the initial /d/s of some function words are rcalized as voiceless after obstruents,
because the constraint which bans obstruents

in

clusters from being [*voice]

dominates the members of the constraint family IneurFaerunr(votcE) on fricatives
and the segments of the relevant function words. The low ranking of the constraint

IogNrFenruRE(votcE)

on fricatives expresses the general weakness of the
for fricatives. The low ranking of the constraint

voiced/voiceless distinction

of the relevant function words is in line
with the observation that function words may be hypo-articulated. Th"y may be
IoENTFanTURE(votcE) on the segments

hypo-articulated since they are highly frequent and generally contribute little to the
propositional content of the ufferances.

Finally, the analysis accounts for the realization of the initial stop of the pasttense morpheme as follows.

It states that this stop

is underlyingly unspecified for

[voice]. The stop is linked to the [voice]-specification of the preceding segment if
this latter segment cannot be specified for [voice] in the output of (lexical)
phonology, and otherwise it is specified for the value of [voice] which is the default
one in the relevant context.

The analysis incorporates several hypotheses. In order to evaluate the analysis,
we tested four of them on the basis of our corpus (Chapters 8 to 10). The first two

hypotheses concern the influences of phonological feature specifications and
syllabic position at the lexical level on the realization of obstruents, while the third
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one focusses on the influence
concerned

I

of the lexicon. The last hypothesis is especially

with obstruent clusters ending in word-initial ldls. The precise

formulation of the four hypotheses can be found below.
Hypothesis

I

Obstruents which are lexically

voiceless independently

in

of their

coda positions are realized as voiced or

underlying [voice]-specifications, and the

phonological feature specifications of the adjacent segments, provided that the
realization of these latter specifications does not interfere with the perception of

voicing.
Hypothesis

II

Obstruents which are lexically in coda position are more likely to be realized as

voiced than onset obstruents which are phonologically voiceless, and less likely
to be realized as voiced than onset obstruents which are phonologically voiced.

Hypothesis

lll

There is a systematic difference in realization between word-final obstruents
before vowel-initial enclitics in word-combinations which are likely to be
retrieved as single units from the lexicon and in word-combinations which are
usually computed from their parts.
Hypothesis

IV

The realization of a word-final obstruent before a /d/-initial word is determrned

by the tendency of the /d/-initial word to be hypo-articulated, viz. by

its

frequency of occurrence, and its contribution to the propositional content of the

If the /di-initial word is prone to hypo-articulation,its lN tends to be
realized as voiceless after obstruents, and the preceding obstruent is
consequently voiceless as well. Otherwise, the initial ldl is voiced, and the
utterance.

preceding obstruent is also voiced in the majority of cases.

The hypotheses were tested on the basis of intervocalic single and geminate stops
which had been unanimously classified by ear as either voiced or voiceless by two
trained phoneticians and the author. Chapter 8 explained why these obstruents were
chosen, and extensively discussed the classification method.

It appeared that 85% of the stops were unanimously classified as either voiced
or voiceless, and that the probability is less than 0.1% that a stop which was
unanimously classified as voiced will be classified as voiceless a second time
around, or vice versa. The fact that the sound fragments which were presented to the
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judges were quite short did not turn out to affect the results of the classification.
Finally, an analysis of the closure and burst durations of the stops indicates that the
classifications are strongly related to these durations. Nevertheless, a classification
method based on the closure and burst durations of the stops carmot yet replace the
auditory classification method, since the relation between the classifications and the
durations is different for stops in different contexts, and the relation for each context
cannot be determined on the basis of the relatively small amount of data discussed in

this study ($8.3.5.2).
Chapter 9 discussed the evaluation of Hypotheses

I

to

III

on the basis

of

1013

simple intervocalic stops. The data are in accordance with Hypothesis 1 since they
show that there is no strong relation between the classifications of word-final stops
as voiced or voiceless and the underlying [voice]-specifications

of the stops, or the

of the preceding vowels. Hypothesis // is confirmed by the
data, since they show that intervocalic stops are more likely to be classified as

roundness or laxness

voiced when they are word-medial and underlyingly voiced than when they are

word-final, and least when they are word-medial and underlyingly voiceless.
Finally, the data show that the word-final stops of the word-combinations heb ik
'have I' and dat ik 'that I' are more often realized in accordance with their
underlying [voice]-specifications. Since heb ik and dat ik are highly frequent, they
are probably more often retrieved as units from the lexicon, and these data suggest
that Hypothesis

III

rs also correct.

Chapter 10, finaily, discussed the testing of Hypotheses

I

and

IV on the basis of

843 intervocalic stop clusters consisting of a word-final alveolar stop and a wordinitial /di. The classifications of these clusters as voiced or voiceless do not falsify

I,

of these clusters is
the
word-final
obstruents.
of
influenced by the underlying [voice]-specifications

Hypothesis

since they do not show that the realization

Th.y are in accordance with Hypothesis IV in that they suggest that the realization
of a cluster is related to the frequency of occurrence of the /d/-initial word, and to
the contribution of this rvord to the propositional content of the utterance.

The four hypotheses could not be tested conclusively because the data set is
relatively small, and too little is known about the storage of items in the lexicon and
on the contribution of function words to the propositional content of the utterance.
Since the hypotheses are in conformity with the data, this study nevertheless makes
a reasonable case

for the analysis proposed in Chapter

7.
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Appendices

A

Information on Subjects A to P

The infomation was valid in 1995, 1996.

. Subject A
Year of birth: 1966.
Former and present places of residence: Hoorn, Houten, Haarlem, Utrecht.
Profession: PhD. student of applied linguistics syntax/morphology.

. Subject B
Year of birth: 1947

.

Former and present places of residence: Amsterdam, Weesp, Ouderkerk aan de
Amstel.
Profession: professor of applied linguistics syntax/morphology.

. Subject

C

Year of birth: 1963.
Former and present places of residence: Hoorn, Amsterdam.
Profession: PhD. student of general literature.

. Subject D
Year of birth: 1965.
Former and present places of residence: Haarlem, Amsterdam.
Profession: PhD. student of general literature.

. Subject

E

Year of birth: 1967.
Former and present places of residence: Amstelveen, Amsterdam.
Profession: Sociologist, and bookkeeper.
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. Subject

F

Year of birth: 1941.

Former and present places

of

residence: Voorburg, The Hague, Haarlem,

Amstelveen.
Profession: professor of computational linguistics.

. Subject

G

Year of birth: 1948.
Former and present places of residence: Schiedam, Leiden, Alphen aan de Rijn.
Profession: professor of the history of Dutch linguistics.

. Subject H
Year of birth: 1971.
Place of birth and place of residence: Amsterdam.
Profession: doctor of medicine.

. Subject I
Year of birth: 1952.
Former and present places of residence: Amsterdam, Naarden, Amsterdam.
Profession: specialized librarian general linguistics and general literature.

. Subject

J

Year of birth: 1957.
Former and present places of residence: Hillegom, Amsterdam.
Profession : archaeologist.

. Subject K
Year of birth: 1959.
Former and present places of residence: Amsterdam, Osdorp, Amsterdam.
Profession: post-doctoral researcher in Dutch syntax.

. Subject L
Year of birth: 1961.
Former and present places of residence: Haarlem, Amsterdam.
Profession: PhD. student of historical Dutch syntax.

. Subject M
Year of birth: 1955.

Former and present places

of

residence: Broek

Amsterdam.
Profession: teacher of computer sciences.

op Langedijk,

Haarlem,

INronuerroN or't SUBJECTS A ro

P

. SubjectN
Year of birth: 1967.
Former and present places of residence: Haarlem, Santpoort, Amsterdam.
Profession: PhD. student of historical of English syntax.

. Subject O
Year of birth: 1962.
Former and present places of residence: Haarlem, Amsterdam.
Profession: technical writer.

. Subject

P

Year of birth: I960.
Former and present places of residence: Hilversum, Huizen,

Amsterdam.
Profession: Economist.
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B Intuitions on intervocalic

The intuitions were elicited in May 1997

stops
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Table B.l Subject A's intuitions on the realization of intervocalic coronal stops as
[tJ or [dJ, broken down by item type. The horizontal lines demarcate the items

which are words and the items which are word-combinations and end in the same
function word.
Item type

Possible realization of the stop

'letter'

ttI

meter

l'leyarl
l'melerl

'meter'

ontzettend

/cnt'zetend/

'terrible'

ltl
ltl

water

'water'

mede

tvayerl
/mu!-en/
fpra!-anl
lzfi-anl
l'medal

laat ik

/lattW

moet ik

/mut

weet ik

/'ue! rk/

'know I'

l'zr!rW

'sit I'

/'bid rk/

'offer I'

tdI

tdl

letter

moeten

praten
zetten

zit ik
bied ik

rk/

[t] and [d]

'must-inf.'

ttl

'talk-inf

ltl

'put-inf.'

ttl

'co-'

tdl

'let I'

[t] and [d]

'must

I'

ltl

and [d]

tdl

[t] and [d]

had ik

/'hod

rk/

'had I'

moet het

tmut

etl

'must it'

[t] and [d]

l'ziletl

'sees it'

[t] and [d]

bied het

/bid atl

'offer it'

tdI

ziet er

lziTerl

'sees there'

ttl

had er

/'hod

'had there'

[t] and [d]

weet ie

/we! i/

'knows he'

ziet ie

l'zi1il

'sees he'

ltl
ttl

had ie

/'hod i/

'had he'

[t] and [d]

ziet het

arl
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Table 8.2 Intuitions of Subjects B to F on the realization of intervocalic coronal
stops as [tJ or [dJ, broken down by item type. The horizontal lines demarcate the
items which are words and the items which are word-combinations end end in the
same function word. The meanings and underlying representations of the items can
be

found in Table

B. I

.

Possible realization of the stop according to Subject

Item type

C

DEF

ttl

ttl

It]

[t] and [d]

ltl

ltI

tdl

ttl

ltl

[t]

It1

praten

[t] and [d]

ttI

zetten

[t] and [d]

ltl

ltl
ltl
ltl
ltl
ltl
ltl

ltI

[t]

ltl
ltl
ltl

mede

tdl

tdl

tdl

tdl

tdl

laat ik

tdl

ltl

tdl

tdl

[t]

[t] and [d]

tdl

weet ik

tdl

[d]
ltl and [d]
[t] and [d]
[t] and [d]
[t] and [d]
ltJ and [d]

[t]

moet ik

[t]

tdl

tdl

ttl

ltl
ltI

tdl

[t]

tdl

ltI

[t] and [d]

letter
meter

ttl
[t]

and tdl

ontzettend [t] and

water
moeten

ik
bied ik

tdl

had ik

tdl

zit

tdl

[t] and

tdl

bied het

[d]
[t] and [d]
[t] and [d]

doet er

[t] and

moet het

[t] and

[t] and [d]

Itl
ttl
Itl

[t]

[t] and

ttl

tdl

[t]

and [d]

tdl

[t] and [d]

ltl
ttl
ltl

[t] and [d]

ltl

l-r 1

['r

[t] and [d]

ziet er

[d]
[t] and [d]

[t] and [d]

It]

ltI

ttl

weet ie

[t] and

[d]

[t] and [d]

ttl

ltl
ltl

ltl
ltl

ttl

[t] and [d]

ttl

[tJ and [d]

ziet het

ziet ie
had

ie

ttl

[t] and [d]

[t] and [d]

ltl

ltl and

tdl
[d]

[t]

and [d]

ltl
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Table 8.3 Intuitions of Subjects G to K on the realization of intervocalic coronal
stops as [tJ or [dJ, broken down by item type. The horizontal lines demarcate the
items which are words and the items which are word-combinations and end in the
same function word. The meanings and underlying representations of the items can
be found in Tqble B.I
.

Item

type

Possible realization of the stop according to Subject

HIJK

G

[t] and [d]

ltl
ltl

ttl
ttl

ltI

ttl

ltl and [d]

[t] and [d]

water

ltl

ttl

[t] and [d]

ttl

ttl

ttl

moeten

ttl

ttl

ttI

ltl
ttl
ltl

ttl

letter

meter

ltl
ttl

ontzettend

lt1

ttl
[t]

praten

ltl

ltl

[t] and [d]

zetten

ttl

ttl

mede

tdI

tdl

tt]
tdl

tdl

tdl

laat ik

ttl

It]

[t] and [d]

ttl

ltj

ttl

tdl

ttI

tdl

ltl
ttl
ttl

ltI

[t] and [d]

[t] and [d]

moet

ik

weet ik

zit ik

[t] and

[d]

ttl
[d]

[t] and [d]

ltI

tt]

[t] and [d]

ttI

ttl

tt1

ttl

bied ik

[t] and

had ik

tdI

tdl

[t] and [d]

ttl
ttl

moet het

ttl

[t] and [d]

ttI

ltl

ltI

ziet het

ttl

tdl

ttl

ttI

bied het

ttI

tdl

ttI

tdl

deed het

ttl

tdl

ltl
ltl
ltI

tt1

tdl

er
ziet er

ttl

[t] and

[t] and [d]

[t]

[t] and [d]

[t] and [d]

ttl

ltI

ie
ziet ie
had ie

ttl
ttl
[tl

lt1

doet

weet

ttl

[d]
[t] and [dJ
[tl

tt1

ttl

tt]

ttl

ttl

ttl

ttl

ttl

[t] and [d]

ttl

ltl

and [d]
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Table 8.4 Intuitions af Subjects L to P on the reqlization of intervocalic coronal
stops as [tJ or [dJ, broken down by item Qpe. The horizontal lines demarcate the
items which are words and the items which are word-combinations and end in the
same function word. The meanings and underlying representations of the items can
be

found in Table

Item type

B.

L

Possible realization of the stop according to Subject

LMNO

letter

ttI

Itl

ttI

tt1

ttl

meter

ttl

ttl

trI

ttl

It1

ontzettend

It]

ttl

ltI

It]

ltI

water

ttl

ttl

ttI

ttl

ttl

tt1

tt1

praten

ttI

ttl

ttI

tt1

zetten

ttl

ttl

ltl
ttl
ltl
ltI

tt1

moeten

ttI

tt1

mede

tdI

tdI

tdl

tdl

ltl

laat ik

[t] and [d]

weet ik

ltl

[t] and [d]

ttI

[t] and [d]
[t] and [d]

ttl
ltl
ltj
ltl
ltl
ltl

[t] and [d]

moet ik

ltl
ttl

ltl
ttl

zit ik
bied ik

[t] and

had ik

[t] and

[t] and [d]

[d]
[d]

[t] and [d]

moet het

ltI

ttl

tt1

ziet het

ttI

ttl

tt1

bied het

ttl

ttl

deed het

ltI

doet er

ziet er

[dJ

ltl
ttl

[t] and [d]

tdl

[t] and [d]

ttl

[t] and [d]

ttl

[t] and

[t] and

[d]

tdl

ttl

ttl

[t] and [d]

ltI
ttl

ttl

ltl

ttl

tdl

ltl

ltI

[t]

[t] and [d]

ttI

ttl

ttl
ttl

weet ie

ttl

ltI

ziet ie

ttl

ltI

had ie

ttl

ltl

ltl
ltl
ttl

[t] and

[d]

[t]

ttl

ttl

ttl

ttI

ttl

tdt

C Instructions for the role-play

The instructions were originally in Dutch

C.L lnstructions for the store owner
One of your friends is about to visit you. The last time you saw him was at a parfy
some days ago. You met many old friends at that parry, and heard many fierce
discussions (e.9. about euthanasia, the education policy, religion). You and your

friend will talk some time about that party (the people, the discussions, the food).
Then, you will ask your friend how his driving test went. He told you at the
party that he had to take his driving test very soon, and you want to know the result.
Moreover, you yourself have some stories about driving lessons and driving tests.

Finally, you will talk about what you have been doing since the party
visits to family/friends, TV-programmes, pets,

(amusement parks, holidays,
cinema?).

After you have talked about several topics for minimally a quarter of an hour, your
friend will tell you that he has not come only for pleasure. He wants to sell you
some products.

Your friend is the salesman of Campex. Campex is a firm producing camping
ar-ticles. It is famous for the high quality of its products. The qualiry of its sleepingbags, however, is not very high.

You are the owner of the shop Sports

& Travel. Sports & Travel sells all

kinds of articles in the area of sports and leisure time. Camping articles also belong
to the assortment.

You bought back-packs type A and sleeping-bags type A from your friend
last spring. Your stock has to be replenished urgently with these same products. You

will therefore negotiate with your friend. As it is getting on for the end of

the
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C

camping season, you do not want to buy lots of more than 75 pieces. Moreover,
you only want to buy back-packs and sleeping-bags.

Of course, you will try to pay as little

as possible

for every product, mostly by

bargaining for reductions. When fixing the prices, you will have to keep in mind at

which prices the products are sold in your shop. The purchase price has to be
lower than ttre selling price as much as possible. The following prices are charged
for camping articles in your shop:
back-pack, type A:
sleeping-bag, type A:
tent, type C:
pans, type C:

fl 150,-fl 150,--

a piece

fl 250,-fl 50,--

a piece

a piece
a set

Of course, you do not tell your friend these prices!

After the negotiations, you and your friend will have some beer, and you will talk
about the performances of the sports club of which you are both members.

The role play has to last at least half an hour. Half an hour is a long time. You
should therefore take your time for the amicable part of the role play. You can also
take your time for the negotiations.

The purpose of this research is not to investigate selling techniques, argumentation
structures, or your inventiveness. Therefore, do not pay much attention to what you
say and how you talk: be/play yourself as much as possible, and talk the way you
normally talk to friends.

C.2 Instructions for the salesman
You are going to visit a friend. The last time you saw him was at a party some days
ago. You met many old friends at that party, and heard many fierce discussions (for
instance about euthanasia, the education policy, religion). You and your friend will
talk some time about that party (the people, the discussions, the food).
Then, you will ask your friend after his adventures at the dentist. He told you
at the parfy that his wisdom-tooth had to be extracted. You want to know how that

went. Moreover, you yourself have some stories about dentists, too.
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Finally, you will talk about what you have been doing since the party
(amusement parks, holidays, visits to family/friends, TV-programs, pets, cinema?).

After you have talked about several topics for minimally a quarter of an hour, you

will tell your friend that you have not come only for pleasure. You want to sell him
some products.

You are the salesman of Campex. Campex is a firm producing camping
articles. It is famous for the high quality of its products.
Your friend is the owner of the shop Sports & Travel. Sports & Travel sells
all kinds of articles in the area of sports and leisure time. Camping articles also
belong to the assortment.

You want to sell to Sports & Travel for prices as high as possible:

. 100 back-packs, type A
. 100 sleeping-bags, type A
. 100 tents, Upe C
You want to sell these 300 articles as one unit. You have sold these articles to your
friend before. There will therefore probably be no discussion about the exact types
of the products.

You are allowed to ask different prices for the articles. When fixing the prices,
you have to keep in mind the production prices. The selling prices have to be

higher than these production prices. Back-packs, sleeping-bags, and tents

have

the following production prices:
back-pack, type A:

fl 50,--

a piece

sleeping-bag, type A:

fl75,--

a piece

tent, type C:

fl 100,-- a piece

Of course, )ou do not tell your friend these prices!

After the negotiations, you and your friend will have some beer, and you will talk
about the performances of the sports club of which you are both members.

The role play has to last at least half an hour. Half an hour is a long time. You
should therefore take your time for the amicable part of the role play. You can also
take your time for the negotiations.
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The purpose of this research is not to investigate selling techniques, argumentation
structures, or your inyentiveness. Therefore, do not pay much affention to what you
say and how you talk: be/play yourself as much as possible, and talk the way you

normally talk to friends.

D

Fragments of the corpus

The sentences are translated freely into English.

D.l Free conversation between Suhjects C and D in the author's
presence
Subject

D:

Nou, volgens mij was het idee dat daar een uitbater zou komen
Well, according to me, the idea was that a business would come there
die wat gezelligheid zou brengen. Maar dat is nog niet gelukt.
which would liven things up a bit. But that hasn't happened yet.

Dat vind ik ook, die ...
I also find that, those...
Subject

C:

Dat wist ik helemaal niet. kYat zouden die daar gaan doen?
I didn't know that at all. What were they going to do there?
Patat uitventen?
Hawk chips?

Subject

D:

Ja, iets met parasolletjes enzo en...
Yes, something with little parasols and so on and...

Subject

C:

Iets met parasolletjes?
Something with little parasols?

Subject

D:

Ja, iets met parasolletjes.
Yes, something with little parasols.

Subject

C:

Iets met parasolletjes.
Something with little parasols.
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Zo stond het ook in het voorstelwaarschijnlijk.
That's probably also the way it was formulated in the proposal.

Subject

D:

Ja, ik denk het wel.
Yes, I think so.

Subject

C:

Bestemmingsplan: iets met parasolletjes daar.
Development plan: something with little parasols there.

Subject

D:

Ja, en nu hebben ze van die leuke betonnen tafels neergezet.
Yes, and now they have set up those nice concrete tables.

Is dat niet even...?
Isn't that just...?
Subject

C:

Van die slachttafels?
Those butcher's tables?

Subject

D:

Ja precies.

Yes precisely.
Subject

C:

Van die islamitische slachttafels.
Those Islamic butcher's tables.

Subject

D:

Ja, die kan je goed schoonspuiten ja.
Yes, they are easy to hose down yes.

D.2 Free conversation between Subjects K and L in the author's
presence
Subject

K:

Toen kenden we elkaar al wat beter.
We knew each other a bit better by that stage.

Subject

L:

Want ik zat vaak te werken bij Nederlands.
Because I was often working at [the department of; ME] Dutch.

Ik was bU ATW.
I rvas in [the department of; ME] General Linguistics.
Maar ik vond de bibliotheek bij Nederlands prettiger zitten.
But the Dutch library was more comfortable.
En ik was met lr{ederlands bezig, met Middelnederlands vaak ook.
And I was working on Dutch, also often on Middle-Dutch.
Dus daar zat ik vaak, en eh htj is dan wel zo herderlijk dat ie,..
So I was often there, and erm he is then so pastoral that he...

FnncuENTS oF THE
Subject

K:

Begin

CORPUS

3I3

je weer?

Are you at it again?
Subject

L:

Ja, ik begin weer, ja, ja, ja.
Yes, I am at it again, yes, yes, yes.

Subject

K:

Dat heb ik al weer een paar jaar niet,
I haven't (heard) that for a few years,
heb ik al weer een paar jaar niet gehoord!
I haven't heard for a few years!

Subject

L:

Ja, ik noem hem wel eens een pastoraal werker
Yes, I sometimes call him a pastor
onder de taalkundigen.
among the linguists.

Subject

K:

ME:

Dat bedoelde ik dus, ja.
That's what I meant, yes.
Nou, dat is toch niet slecht.
Well, that's surely not bad.

Subject

L:

Ja, dat vindt hij wel.
Yes, but he thinks so.

Subject

K:

Een dergelijke rol wil ik niet hebben.
I don't want to have such a role.

Subject

L:

Nou

je

doet ook alles om die rol af te stoten.

Well, you're doing everything to fight off that role.
Subject

K:

Dankje, dat was ookweer niet

de bedoeling.

Thank you, I did not want to put it like that either.
Subject

L:

Nee, maar dat heb

je toch minder

dan vroeger, merk ik.

No, but you are less like that than in the past, I notice.
Subject

K:

Nou, dat komt natuurlijk ook voor een deel doordat
Well, that is naturally also partly due to the fact that
ik het drukker heb, want ik heb natuurlijk een heel ander soort baan.
I am busier, because I have naturally a very different type ofjob.

Subject

L:

ja, je hebt het ontzettend druk gekregen de laatste tijd.
Yes, yes, you have become awfully busy lately.

Ja,
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D.3 Free conversation between Subjects A and B during the role-play
Subject A:

Het waren dus schrijvers van reguliere romans en zo,
So they were authors of regular novels and the like,
en daar de wat meer erotische fragmenten uit. Mensen als
and from those the somewhat more erotic fragments. People like

diefranse schrijfster 8.G., yan "Zout op mtjn huid", J.Z, M.D....
that French author 8.G., of "Salt on my skin", J.2,M.D....
Subject B:

In het GROTE muziekcentrum, in de grote zaal?
In the LARGE music centre, in the big hall?

Subject A:

Nee, het was in de kleine zaal. Ben je daar wel eens geweest?
No, it was in the small hall. Have you ever been there?

Subject B:

Oh, ikwou al zeggen. Dat is toch...
Oh, I was going to say. That's surely...

*", om dat soort dingen te gaan...
That's surely no atmosphere ... such things...
Dat is toch geen
Subject A:

Nee dat is gigantisch. Daar wordt wel het, eh hoe heet die ook weer?
No that's gigantic. There the, erm what's that called again?

De nacht van de poezie, en zo,
The poetry night, and the like,
wordt wel altijd in de grote zaal gehouden.
is always organized in the big hall.
Subject B:

Ja, okd, moar dat heeft zijn eigen. Dat was ook wel eens
Yes, all right, but that has its own. That was also once
in Carrd en ook wel in Rotterdam wel eens geweest.
in Carrd and also once in Rotterdam.

Dat heeft zijn eigen sfeer. Ik ben d'r nooit geweest,
That has its own atmosphere. I've never been there,
mear wel wat gezien op de televisie. En eh...
but have seen something on TV. And erm...
Subject A:

Nee, dit is in de kleine zaal, en dat is redelijk compact en...
No, this is in the small hall, and that's fairly compact and...

Subject B:

En dat heeft ook een zeker theatraql effect.
And that also has a certain theatrical effect.
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Subject

A:

Ja, dan zit je echt allemaal dicht om het podium voor.
Yes, then you are really all sitting close to the front stage.

Subject

B:

Als ik denk aan een schrijver die voordraagt
When I think of an author who is reciting
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of voorleest uit eigen werk, dan heb je toch een meer,
or reading aloud from his own work, then you would rather a more,
dan stelje je iets huiselijkers voor.
then you would imagine something more homely.
Subject

A:

kan je alttjd nog betere locaties dan dit voor stellen.
you
Yes,
could always imagine locations even better than this one.

Ja,

je

D.4 Free conversation between Subjects M and N during the role-play
Subject

M:

Dus ik heb ook inderdaad wel eens gedacht dat ik
So indeed I also sometimes thought that I
het wel leuk zou vinden om af en toe eens op te passen op kinderen.
rvould like to take care of children every now and then.

Maar ik heb eigenlijk niemand die in de buurt woont.
But nobody is living in my neighbourhood.
Dus het komt er niel zo von.
So it does not really happen.
Subject

N:

Ja, het is, het is gewoon leuk om ze te zien opgroeien.
Yes, it's, it's just nice to see them grow up.
Het gaat ook zo snel, die veranderingen.
It's going so fast, those changes.

Subject

M:

En doe je dat dan voor iemand die die wat moet doen
And do you do that then for someone who who has to do something
op het gebied van werk ,of iemand die het leuk vindt om
with respect to work, or someone who likes to
eens een dag iets zonder kinderen te doen?
spend a day sometimes without children?

Subject

N:

Eh, nou, ja, het is zo dat eh nou ze werken nou allebei.
Erm, well, !0s, it's the case that erm well they both work now.
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Ze zijn. Hrj heeft een zetteri. En die is dan achter het huis,
They are. He has a composing shop. And it is behind the house,

vlakbij. Dus d'r is wel eens een avond dat ze allebei gdan werken.
very near. So they are evenings they are both working.
Maar ze hebben ook zoiets van "we willen
But they also think "the two of us want
een ovond per week iets met z h tweeen gaan doen".
to do something together one evening a week".

En ik kom dus ook een vaste avond. En dan gaan ze uit,

And therefore I come on one fixed evening. And then they go out,
of uiteten, of wat dan ook. En ja, het is ook.
or have dinner somewhere, or whatever. And yes, it's also.

Ik ken die kinderen... Het duurt nu al nou 3,5 jaar.
I have known these children... It has now been going on for 3.5 years.
Ik begon er met eentje.
I started with one.
Subject

M:

Dus

je

kent ze gewoon goed ook natuurlijk.

So you know them very well of course.

Subject

N:

jaar,
of ll2 year old,

Ja precies. Ik begon er met eentje van l/2

Yes precisely. I started with one

en inmiddels zijn het er drie. Dus ja.
and by now there are three of them. So yes.
Subject

M:

Maar het is niet alleen maar 's avonds dan, want 's avonds
But then it isn't only in the evening, because in the evening
liggen ze ookveel op bed, natuurlijk,als ze zo jong zijn.
they are mostly in their beds, of course, when they are so young.

Subject

N:

Nou, het is het begin van de svond.
Well, it's the beginning of the evening.
En ik stop ze dan in bed inderdaad.
And I do put them to bed.

Subject

M:

Nou

je

hebt wel kans

Well, you have the opportunity
om er wat wat mee te doen, in ieder geval.
to do something something with them, in any case.
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Je doet er wat mee, je stopt ze in bed,
You do something with them, you put them to bed,
en voor de rest hebje best een rustig avondje.
and for the rest you've got a fairly quiet evening.

D.5 Negotiations between Subjects F and G
Subject

G:

Ik zei wel "ze kosten mij dan 100 gulden eh het stuk",
I did say "they've cost me then 100 guilders ern a piece",
maar daar kan natuurlijk wel,
but of course it is possible,
dat je wel al 10, I 5 gulden af kan krijgen, als je dan ...
that you can lower it by at least 10, 15 guilders, if you then...

Subject

F'

Ja, nou ja, don, dan wordt het voor mij ook weer wat
Yes, well yes, in that case, it becomes again also for me a bit
interessanter om om dat te proberen.Ll/ant op zich hebben ze ook wel
more interesting to to try that. Because I agree it's

kwaliteit hoor. Ik, ik. Het is niet hd. Want die andere rits is
quality stuff. I, L It is not, isn't it. Because that other zipper

is

bijvoorbeeld heel handig, dat als je even die rits
for instance very convenient, that if you just
in z h geheel los maakt, dan kun je hem groter maken, hd.
unzip that zipper completely, you can then make it larger, can't you.
Subject

G:

Het is een uitstekend...
It's an excellent...

Subject

F:

En dat, daarvan zeggen de mensen "dat is heel handig",
And that, people are always saying of it "that's very convenient",
want

je gaat zo h berg op met voorraden,

because you're climbing such a mountain

hd,

with supplies, don't you,

in zo h trektocht. En al al onderweg drink je dingen op, en eet je
in such a hike. And on the way you start to drink things, and eat
dingen op, en dan, dan kun je hem later wat kleiner maken,
things, and then, then you can make it a bit smaller later on,
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en dat is handig met....Dus dat is een heel handig elernent d'r in.
and that's convenient with... So that's a very convenient element in it.

Dus dat vind ik heel goed, heel inventief op zich.
So I think that's truly very good, very inventive.
Subject G:

Ja, ik zit nu te denken, ik denk dat je toch wel zo h 100 stuks...
Yes, I'm now thinking, I think that you ... at least 100 pieces...

Die kan ikwel goedkoop krijgen dan. Ik denk dat je dan
I can get them cheaply then. I think that you then
een, ja, 80 gulden het stuk een eerste kwaliteit rugzak hebt.
have a first quality back-pack for, yes, 80 guilders a piece.

voor

En dan, voor de, toch ookvoor het voorjaar en de zomer;
And then, for the, surely also for the spring and the summer.

D.6 Negotiations hetween Subjects O and P
Subject P:

Nou, van ten, van tenten zowiezo, daar heb ik net eh
Well, of ten, of tents, in any case, I just... some errn
von een andere... Een andere aanbieder die kwam langs,
from another... Another salesman just called,
en dat waren prachtige tenten voor een pris...
and those were beautiful tents for a price...

Subject O:

Maar T. toch, T. toch! Jij hebt vorig jaar nog gezegd van
But T., T. ! You said only last year
"kom met zo h zelfde lading weer terug". Dus ik heel m h best doen
"Bring the same stuff next time". So, there am I trying my very best
om hier die tenten natuurlijk los te peuteren. En wat ga je
to scrape those tents together for you. And what do you
me nou vertellen? Dat je bij een ander de rotzooi vandaan haalt!
tell me now? That you get the caboodle from somebody else!

Het is toch niet hetzelfde hA? k bedoel, het is toch niet dezelfde soort
It isn't the same, isn't it? I mean, it isn't the same type of
eh tent? Ik bedoel, zoh hualiteit die krrjg je bij een ander niet.
erm tent? I mean, this quality you don't get from someone else.
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Subject

P:

Nee, het is een, het is een ander soort tent.
No, it's a, it's another type of tent.

Subject

O:

Dat wou ik zeggen.
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That's what I wanted to say.
Subject

P:

Alleen, ja, hi had ze wat eerder.
Just, yes, he had them a bit earlier.

Subject

O:

Ja oke.
Yes all right.

Subject

P:

Subject

O:

Toen ik ze nodig had.
When I needed them.
Okd, nee okd, ja.

All right, no all right, yes.
Subject

P:

Dst is het probleem. Ik had ze nodig, nou toen heb ik ze gekregen.
That's the problem. I needed them, well then I got them.

Subject

O:

Ja okd, maar je had me even moeten bellen joh.
Yes all right, but you should just have called me, mate.
Waarom heb je dan niet gebeld? Dat is natuurlijk wel weer even...
Why didn't you call? That's of course again just...

Subject

P:

Ja, maer ik heb je gebeld, maar je secretaresse zei dat jewas of in
Yes, but I did call you, but your secretary said that you were either in

Maastricht of in Groningen. En dan zeg ik "bel me eens terug".
Maastricht or in Groningen. And then I say "call me back some time".
Subject

O:

En dan ... ja, ik was voor...
And then ... y€s, I was for...

Subject

P:

En dan belde jij terug als ikweg was.
And then you called back when I was away.
Dus dat ging ook nooit...
So that also never went...

Subject

O:

Ikwas voor jou...
I was for you...

Ik was voor jou aan het onderhandelen natuurlijk.
I was negotiating for you of course.
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Judgements of the recorded speech

E.I Ages and origins of the judges
Table

E.l Ages and origins of the judges.

Judge Age
I
2
3

4
5

6

ME

38
37
28
47
42
28
27

Origin
Western part of the Netherlands
Western part of the Netherlands
Western part of the Netherlands
Eastern part of the Netherlands
South-Eastern part of the Netherlands
South-Western part of the Netherlands
Western part of the Netherlands
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E.2 The judgements
The judgements were originally in Dutch.

. Judgments of Subject A's speech
Judge
Judge

l:
2:

Standard Dutch, sometimes sloppy.

Standard Dutch, but perhaps not completely Standard Dutch

with respect to the vowels.

3:
4:
Judge 5:
Judge 6:
ME:
Judge

Standard Dutch.

Judge

Standard Dutch.
Standard Dutch.
Standard Dutch.
Standard Dutch.

, Judgements of Subject B's speech

l:
2:
Judge 3:
Judge 4:
Judge 5:
Judge 6:
ME:
Judge

Standard Dutch, well-articulated.

Judge

Neat Standard Dutch.
Standard Dutch.
Standard Dutch.

Very educated Standard Dutch.
Standard Dutch.
Standard Dutch.

. Judgements of Subject C's speech

l:
Judge 2:
Judge 3:
Judge 4:
Judge 5:
Judge 6:
ME:
Judge

Standard Dutch with a flavour of the dialect of Amsterdam.
Standard Dutch.
Standard Dutch, well formulated.
Standard Dutch.

A westem variant of Standard Dutch.
Standard Dutch, a bit posh.
Standard Dutch.
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. Judgements of Subject D's
Judge

l:

speech

Standard Dutch with a flavour of the dialect of Amsterdam.

Judge 2:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 3:

Standard Dutch, well formulated.

Judge 4:

Standard Dutch with a flavour of the dialect of Amsterdam.

Judge 5:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 6:

Standard Dutch with a flavour of the dialect of Amsterdam.

ME:

Standard Dutch with a flavour of the dialect of Amsterdam.

. Judgements of Subject E's speech
Judge

'

l:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 2:

A western variant of Standard Dutch.

Judge 3:

Standard Dutch with a flavour of the dialect of Amsterdam.

Judge 4:

Standard Dutch with a flavour of the dialect of Amsterdam.

Judge 5:
Judge 6:

A western variant of Standard Dutch.
Standard Dutch with a flavour of the dialect of Amsterdam.

ME:

Standard Dutch with a flavour of the dialect of Amsterdam.

Judgements of Subject F's speech

Judge

l:

Distinguished Standard Dutch.

Judge 2:

Standard Dutch which is sometimes very polished.

Judge 3:

Distinguished, educated Standard Dutch.

Judge 4:

Distinguished Standard Dutch.

Judge 5:

Educated Standard Dutch.

Judge 6:

Standard Dutch.

ME:

Standard Dutch-

. Judgements of Subject G's speech

l:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 2:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 3:

Standard Dutch, well formulated.

Judge 4:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 5:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 6:

Standard Dutch.

ME:

Standard Dutch.

Judge

) /.3
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. Judgements of Subject H's speech
Judge l:
Fairly Standard Dutch.
Judge 2:

Educated Standard Dutch.

Judge 3:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 4:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 5:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 6:

Standard Dutch with a flavour of the dialect of South-Holland, a

bit posh.
ME:

Standard Dutch.

. Judgements of Subject I's
Judge

l:

speech

Standard Dutch.

Judge 2:

Very beautiful Standard Dutch.

Judge 3:

Standard Dutch, sometimes sloppy.

Judge 4:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 5:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 6:

Standard Dutch.

Standard Dutch

ME:

with a slight flavour of the dialect of

Amsterdam.

. Judgements of Subject J's speech
Judge l:
Not completely Standard Dutch.
Judge 2:

Educated Standard Dutch.

Judge 3:

Standard Dutch, well formulated.

Judge 4:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 5:

Educated Standard Dutch.

Judge 6:

Standard Dutch.

ME:

Standard Dutch.

. Judgements of Subject K's
Judge

l:

speech

Fairly Standard Dutch.

Judge 2:

Educated Standard Dutch.

Judge 3:

Distinguished Standard Dutch.

Judge 4:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 5:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 6:

Standard Dutch.

ME:

Standard Dutch.
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. Judgements of Subject L's
Judge

l:

SPEECH

speech

Fairly Standard Dutch.

Judge 2:

Polished Standard Dutch.

Judge 3:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 4:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 5:

A western variant of Standard Dutch.

Judge 6:

Standard Dutch.

ME:

Standard Dutch.

. Judgements of Subject M's
Judge

1:
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speech

Approximately Standard Dutch, sloppy.

Judge 2:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 3:

Standard Dutch with a flavour of the dialect of North-Holland.

Judge 4:

Standard Dutch with a flavour of the dialect of Amsterdam.

Judge 5:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 6:

Standard Dutch.

ME:

Standard Dutch with a slight flavour

of the dialect of North-

Holland.

. Judgements of Subject N's

speech

l:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 2:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 3:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 4:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 5:

Approximately Standard Dutch. Large influence of the dialect of

Judge

Amsterdam.
Judge 6:

Standard Dutch.

ME:

Standard Dutch

with a slight flavour of the dialect of

Amsterdam.

. Judgements of Subject O's
Judge

l:

speech

Standard Dutch with a flavour of the dialect of Amsterdam.

Judge 2:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 3:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 4:

Standard Dutch.

Judge 5:

A western variant of Standard Dutch.

Judge 6:

A western variant of Standard Dutch.

ME:

Standard Dutch.
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. Judgements of Subject P's

l:
Judge 2:
Judge 3:
Judge 4:
Judge 5:
Judge 6:
ME:
Judge

speech

Standard Dutch, a bit posh.
Standard Dutch.

Distinguished Standard Dutch.
Educated Standard Dutch, carefully articulated.

A western variant of Standard Dutch.
Standard Dutch.
Standard Dutch.

. Judgements of Subject Q's speech
Judge l:
A western variant of Standard Dutch.

2:
Judge 3:
Judge 4:
Judge 5:
Judge 6:
ME:

Judge

Strange vowels.

Dialect from the city of Zaanstad.
Strange vowels.

Not Standard Dutch.
A western variant of substandard Dutch, sloppy.
A western variant of substandard Dutch.

F

Separating two clusters

in

two-dimensional

plots

F.1 Introduction
Chapters 8 and 9 presented frgures in which the closure durations

of voiced

and

voiceless alveolar stops are plotted against their burst durations. The voiced and
voiceless stops appeared to be grouped in clusters, that is, there is an area of voiced
stops and an area of voiceless stops in each plot. The boundaries between the areas

were computed as well as the accuracy with which these boundaries separate the
voiced and voiceless stops.

Two existing methods with which the boundaries could have been computed
are Linear Discriminant Analysis and Classification And Regression Trees (Toni
Rietveld, personal communication). We did not use these methods in the present
study, because they do not allow us to determine whether the differences between

computed boundaries for different plots are statistically different, and this was
necessary in section 9.2.
We used an alternative approach which has been developed by Evert Wattel
and ourselves, and is described in this appendix. By this method the areas of voiced
and voiceless stops in a plot are separated as well as possible by a straight separation

line ($F.2), which is characterized by its position and slope. The position of a
separation line is defined as the length of the line which is perpendicular to that
separation line and connects it with the origin of the coordinate system. The slope of
a separation line is the angle of this perpendicular line with the X-axis (see Figure
F.l on the next page). Standard errors can be assigned to the computed position and
slope of each separation line ($F.3), and on the basis of these standard errors it can
be determined whether there is a statistically significant difference between two
lines ($F.4). The method separates areas of voiced and voiceless stops at least as
well as Linear Discriminant Analysis and Classification And Regression Trees
($F.5).
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and slope (a) of separation line L.

F.2 Computation of the separation line
The calculation of the optimal separation line consists of the following steps.

l.

Calculating the position and slope of the line which connects the average
closure and burst duration of the voiced stops (henceforth /s) to the average
closure and burst duration of the voiceless stops (henceforth r's).

2.

Calculating the position and slope of the line which bisects the former line
perpendicularly and exactly in the middle. This latter line is a first estimation of
the separation line.

J.

Finding the slope of the optimal separation line by changing the slope of the
line obtained in (2) in very small steps until the error of the line increases.

4.

Finding the position of the optimal separation line by changing the position of
the line obtained in (3) in very small steps until the error of the line increases.

5.

The resulting line is the optimal line.

The error of a separation line is related to the positions of the voiced and voiceless
stops in the plot: the more stops are positioned on the wrong side of the line, i.e. are

positioned in the wrong area, the greater the error. Since the closure and burst
durations of each stop, and therefore its position in a plot, were determined with a
certain variance due to measurement error ($8.3.5.2), some stops are perhaps
positioned on the wrong side of the line, whereas they actually belong to its correct
side, and vice versa. The further a stop is removed from the line, the smaller the
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probability that this is the case. Hence, stops on the wrong side of the line should
contribute less to the error if they are nearer the line, and stops on the correct side

the line should contribute less

if they

are further removed. The error

of a line

of
is

therefore also related to the distance between the line and the stops.
The error is computed as follows. Each stop is assigned an error factor, which
is related to the side of the line on which it is located as well as to its distance to the

line. FigureF.2 plots the error factor as a function of the distance for stops located
on the wrong side of the line, while Figure F.3 plots the error factors for stops on the

correct side.

o
()
d

E o.zs
O

distance (ms)

Figure F.2 The errorfactorfor stops positioned on the wrong side of the separotion
line as afunction of their distance to the line.

distance (ms)

Figure F.3 The eruor factor for stops positioned on the correct side of the
separation line as afunction of their distance to the line.
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The error factor of each voiced stop is multiplied by the number of t's in the plot,

while the error factor of a voiceless stop is multiplied

by' the number

of

/s

in the

plot. Ttre sum of the multiplication is the error of the line.
The reason for multiplying the error factor of a stop by the number of stops

of

the opposite classification is the following. Imagine a plot which contains more ds
than /'s, and that a new / and a new d are added to this plot. The probability that the
new / is located far from the other /'s is greater than the probability that the new d is

far removed from the other ds. The line which best separates the t-area and d-area
in such a plot is therefore further removed from the /'s than from the ds, which is
the case if the error of each r is relatively greater than the error of each d. This is
obtained by multiplying the error factor of each stop by the number of stops of the
opposite classification in the plot.

Figures F.2 and F.3 show that all stops which are located at a distance of
minimally 6 ms on the same side of the line are assigned approximately the same
error factor. No difference is made between, for instance, a stop located at a distance

of 7 ms and a stop at a distance of 9 ms. The reason for this is that stops which are
minimally 6 ms removed from the line are assumed not to be positioned on that
particular side of the line because of measurement errors, and therefore count as
(nearly) fully wrong or correct. This assumption is based on the observation that
only a few stops which are at a minimal distance of 6 ms from the line are
positioned on the wrong side of the line according to their auditory classifications,
and on the results of the double measurements

of

100 closure and burst durations

described in section 8.3.5.2, which show that only few stops may be expected to be
located further than 6 ms from their proper position in the plot.

F.3 Standard errors of the position and slope of the line
The standard errors of the position and slope of a separation line may be assumed
merely to indicate the adequacy of the separation, i.e. the proportion of stops which
is positioned on the wrong side of the line according to their auditory classifications.
In that case, the errors increase when the amount of data increases, as the more data

difficult it is to separate the ,'s and the /s. This is counterintuitive, since the characteristics of the line are expected to be more valid when

are available, the more

they are based on more data instead of fewer ones.
The standard errors should indicate the probability that the position and slope

of a line change when a new stop is incorporated into the plot. This is the case if the
of the line are computed as many times as there are stops in the

characteristics
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corpus, with every computation being based on all stops in the data minus one, and
every stop being removed from the data set once, and the standard errors are defined
as in

(l).

,l@-t)*

(l)

Standard error A (So)

A : the slope (ms per ms) or position (ms) of the line.
A = the average value of A.
The standard errors then decrease when the number of data increases, since the more

stops are present in the figure, the less the absence of one them affects the
characteristics of the line. They therefore adequately indicate the validity of the line.
If the standard errors of the position and slope of the optimal separation line are

computed with formula

(l), they are only based on those stops that were

unanimously classified as voiced or as voiceless. These stops form 84%

of the total

number of alveolar stops judged in the present study. The standard errors, however,
should also be based on the stops that were not unanimously classified, and are not
incorporated in the final data set, for the following reason. The

l's and ds can be

assumed to be positioned in the figures according to Gaussian curves: the fuither a

position is removed from the centre of the cluster of the t's, the smaller its chance to

it is removed from the centre of the cluster of the
d's the smaller its chance to accommodate a d. The 160/o of stops that were not
unanimously classified as either voiced or voiceless are presumably located at
positions with small probabilities to accommodate a d or t respectively: they form
the tails of the Gaussian curves. If these stops are not taken into account, the
accommodate a /, and the further

Gaussian curves lack 8% of each of their tails, and the computed standard errors are

smaller than the actual ones.
The ratio between the computed standard errors and the actual standard errors,
then, can be computed as follows. Under the assumption that all I's, i.e. all stops

which should have been classified as voiceless, are distributed in the plots according
to a Gaussian distribution, these t's have a distribution with variance (2). Similarly,
all ds have

(2)

a

distribution with variance (2).
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Under the assumption that the stops which are not unanimously classified as voiced

or voiceless form the tails of the Gaussian curves, the variance of the Gaussian
distributions for the l's or ds incorporated in the figures is represented by formula
(3), with Zand -T"indicating the positions where the tails of the Gaussian curves are
cut off.

I Trr'u-*'2"'d*

(3)

orfZrr-,
-t

The variable 7 can be determined by means of equation (4). The formula on the left
side of this equation represents the surface under the Gaussian curve for the /'s or
the d's in the figures. It equals 0.84, since these figures represent 84% of the stops.

-

,

(4)

7'

f

,

-12

rord* = 0.g4

",|frJ-,
to be 1.4, and when this value is substituted for 7" in formula (3), the
variance of the Caussian curve for the /'s or the d s in the plots appears to be % of
the variance of the Gaussian curve forall ,'s and als. Since the standard error isthe
7n

appears

square root of the variance, this means that the standard error of the stops in the plot

is the square root of

times the standard error of all stops, and that the actual
standard error of the position or slope of a separation line is (5).

(5)

Yz

standard error A (So )

A
A

:
:

tfi

the slope (ms per ms) or position (ms) of the line.
the average value of A.

,E
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F.4 Deciding whether lines are different
If the positions and slopes, as well as the standard errors of these characteristics of
two lines, are known, it is possible to determine whether the difference between
these lines is statistically significant. The positions of the lines should be plotted
against their slopes, and the resulting points be surrounded by ellipses indicating the

confidence intervals of the characteristics. If the ellipses are well apart, the lines can
be assumed to be different with a certainty corresponding to the confidence interval
(see Figure F.4 for an example).

Ftgure F.4 The positions and slopes of lines L, and Lr, which diff", significantly
(p < 0.0s).

For u

:

0.05, the radii

of the ellipse in the horizontal and vertical directions are

those in (6).

(6) a.

b.

Radius in the horizontal
Radius int the vertical

direction

:

direction :

Sporition

Srtop"

.)w
.

)ta
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It is assumed that the closure and burst
duration of every stop have a standard normal distribution. The average closure
Formula (6) was determined as follows.

duration and the average burst duration of the stops, then, have normal distributions
as

well,

as have the points which represent the position and slope

of the separation

lines in plots. Since a normal distribution with two variables (e.g. position and
slope) has an s of 0.05 at a position of 6%o, with o representing the standard error of
one variable in the horizontal direction and the standard error of the other variable in
the vertical direction, the probability is minimally 95o/o that a point in a figure that is
outside an ellipse with a radius of 6/'o, with o representing the standard error of the

position or the slope of the relevant line, represents another line than the centre of
the ellipse does. This means that the probability is minimally 5% that the centres of

two non-overlapping ellipses with radii of '/r 6'''o do not represent different lines.

F.5 Comparison with alternative approaches
As mentioned in section F.1, there are two alternatives to the approach We have

/'s and
the areas of the d's in the figures: Linear Discriminant Analysis (Goldstein & Dillon
1978) and Classification And Regression Trees (see e.g. Breiman et al. 1984;
Steinberg & Colla 1995). In the remainder of this appendix, these fwo methods will
be referred to as LDA and CART respectively. As a validation of the method that we
have chosen here (henceforth method Wattel & Ernestus, or W&E for short), Tables
F.l to F.3 list the percentages of /'s and d's that are contained in the areas of /'s and
d's in three plots when these areas are computed with the three methods. The
relevant plots are those for which separation lines were calculated in this study: the
plot containing all alveolar stops (Figure 8.7 in Chapter 8), the plot of stops
following [+high] vowels (Figure 9.1 in Chapter 9), and the plot of stops following
[-low] vowels (Figure 9.2 in Chapter 9). The results produced by LDA and CART
were provided by Toni Rietveld. Inspection of the three tables show that the
methods assign approximately the same percentages of stops to the corresponding
chosen here for the determination of the boundaries between the areas of the

areas, which means that the methods have apparently the same adequacy.
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Table F.1 The relative (%r) numbers of d's andt's of the complete data set (j4l t's
and 308 d's) in the corresponding areas of d's and t's computed with LDA, CART,

and W&8.
Percentage

Method

of

,'s in the f-area d's in the d-area

LDA

9t%

94%

CART

93o/o

92%

w&E

93%

94%

Table F.2 The relotive (%o) numbers of d's andt'sfollowing f+highJ vowels (106 t's
and 208 d's) in the corresponding oreas of d's and t's computed with LDA, CART,

and W&E.
Method

Percentage

/'s in the

/-area

of

d's in the d-area

LDA

91%

96%

CART

91%

90%

W&E

88%

95%

Table F.3 The relative (%o) numbers of d's and t's following [-highJ vowels (197 t's
and 94 d's) in the corresponding oreas of d's and t's computed with LDA, CART,
and W&E.

Method

Percentage

,'s in the

l-area

of

d's in the d-area

LDA

93%

9t%

CART

95%

93%

w&E

98%

89%

G Classifications of the single intervocalic

stops

General remarks:

.

The positions of the main stresses are indicated both in content words and
function words. These main stresses are not always realized.

o

Unless indicated otherwise, the verb is in a singular form.

o

The string "-s" denotes the verbal suffix third person singular present
tense.

The listed frequencies of occurrences are the numbers of occurrence in our

corpus and in the pilot study of the Eindhoven corpus of spoken Dutch

(Uit den Boogaart 1975).
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Table G.l l''lumbers of voiced andvoiceless stops in tokens of verbform + ik. The
numbers are broken down by the place of articulation of the stop, and the type of
verb Jbrm. The verb form types are ordered by their frequencies of occurrence in
verb form * ik, which are listed as well.
Place

of

articulation

Alveolar

Bilabial

Numbers of stops

Verb form

weet
moet
had
laat
zit
zat
deed
zet
bied
schat
eet
leid

Frequency

l'vet/

'know'

148

/mutl

102

l'hodl

'must'
'had'

l'latl

'let'

38

l'zrtl

's

it'

24

tzotl

'satt

ll

I'dedl

'did'

7

I'zetl

'set'

4

lbid/

'offer'

a
J

/'sxot/

'estimate'

3

l'etl

'eat'

I

l'leidl

'conduct'

I

meet /metl
mid /'meid/
prue!__]fuJ/

'mesaure'

I

'avoid'

I

heb

'have'

l'htbl

'talk'

89

I

354

voiced

voiceless

399
368
277
3l
102
20

r0

0l
20
ll

r0

l0
l0
0l
0l
ll

4

begrrjp /be'xreip/

'understand

l9

5

0

snap
koop
hoop
liep
loop
riep
stap
type

/'snop/

'understand

7

0

I

I'kop/

'bry'

5

+

J

I

I'hopl

'hope'

5

0

I

I'lipl

'walked'

4

I

0

l'lopl

'walk'

3

I

0

I'ripl

'called'
'step'

I

0

I

I

I

0

I

0

I

/'stop/

l'ti
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Table G.2 Numbers of voiced andvoiceless stops in tokens of verbform * het. The
numbers are broken down by the place of articulation of the stop, and the type of
verb form. The verb forms types are ordered by their frequencies of occurrence in
verb form + het, which are listed as well.
Place

of

.
aftrculatron

Verb form

alveolar

weet

had
doet
deed

moet
ziet

/rret(+)/
lhodl
l'du-t/
ldeil
/'nrut(-t)/
l'zi-tl

bied

gaat
laat
haat

'know(s)'

59

'had'

36

'does'

l5
t4
l3

'did'

I
4
5

I

offer'

J

a

2

goes'

J

a

I

2

0

I

0

'hate'

voiceless

124
l6

4

tlat/
fhatl

voiced

SEES

l:spsyy- - lqp.r+i. - - - - - - - - l
heb - I'heb/ - 'have' - 70
begrtjp /be'xreip/ 'understand' 6
/'snop/ 'understand' 3

w! !! - bilabial

fxa-tl

Numbers of stops
Frequency

I
a

6

J

I

0

0

I
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Table G.3 Numbers of voiced andvoiceless stops in tokens of verbform * er. The
numbers are broken down by the place of articulation of the stop, and the type af
verb form. The verb form types are ordered by their frequencies of occuruence in
verbform * er, which are listed as well.
Place

of

Numbers of stops

.
arhculatron

Verb form

alveolar

moet

/mut/

must'

gaat

l'xa-tl

zit
had

voiced

voiceless

42

I

6

'goes'

27

I

6

l'zrt(-l)/

'sit(s)'

25

J

6

lhodl

'had'

20

0

I

staat

lsta-t/

'stands'

l5

I

3

zat

lzatl
lzi-tl

'sat'

8

0

4

sees

7

0

4

ldu-tl

'does'

J

0

2

zet

lztt(-t)l

'put(s)'

2

0

3

pleit

/pleiV

'plead'

I

0

I

heb

/heb/

45

2

9

koop

l'kopl

2

0

2

I

ni

I

0

I

ziet
doet

bilabial

Frequency
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Table G.4 Numbers of voiced and voiceless /t/s followed by tautomorphemic schwa,
broken down by morpheme type.
Numbers of stops

Morpheme type

voiced

voiceless

buiten

tbcytenl

'outside'

cassette

/ko'seta/

'cassette'

I

categorie

/kotexo'ri/

'category'

I

computer

/kcm'pjutar/

lo

20

l0

l'ftitel

'effect'

4

/'klote/

'bloody'

0

letter

/leterl

'letter'

literair

llita'rt'.rl

'literary'

6

literatuur

llitara'tyrl

'literature'

J

mate

l'matel

'extent'

J

materiaal

/materi'al/

'material'

I

meter

l'metorl

'metgr'

4

ontzettend

/cnt'zetend/

'terribly'

2

feite
klote

a'rt

t4
a

lo

I

l'rutal

'id'

I

/sate'lit/

'satelite'

I

l'slstell

'k.y'

I

theater

Ite'atarl

'id'

2

titel

l'titall

'title'

I

layta'rardl

'of course'

J

water

l'vaterl

'water'

zaterdag

/'zatardox/

'saturday'

roulette

/ru'lete/

route
suteliet
sleutel

uiteraard

l5
4
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Table G.5 Numbers of voiced and voiceless /t/s followed by the infinitive marker
-en, broken down by word type.

Numbers of stops

Word type

voiced

voiceless

/be'slayten/

'to decide'

0

I

eten

letenl

'to eat'

0

5

fiuiten

/flcryten/

'to whistle'

0

2

heten

lhetanl

'to be called'

0

J

laten

/'latanl

'to let'

0

5

letten

/'leten/

'to pay attention'

0

2

meten

/meten/

'to measure'

0

2

moeten

/muten/

'must'

2

l0

opschieten

/cpsxitani

'to hurry up'

0

I

praten

lpratenl

'to talk'

I

l5

schieten

/sxiten/

'to shoot'

0

2

slijten

/sleitan/

'to wear out'

0

2

sluiten

/slcytan/

'to close'

0

6

smijten

/smeitan/

'to hurl'

0

I

spotten

/spcten/

'to mock'

0

I

stoten

/stoten/

'to hit'

0

I

vatten

lvotenl

'to grasp'

0

4

/ueten/

'to know'

I

7

lz$en/

'to put'

I

t6

lzr.tenl

'to sit'

5

24

besluiten

weten
zetten

zitten
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Table G.6 Numbers of voiced and voiceless /p/s followed by tautomorphemic schwa,
broken down by morpheme type.

Numbers of stops
Morpheme type

voiced

voiceless

appel

fopall

'apple'

0

I

kapper

/'koper/

'hair dresser'

0

I

knipper

/knryarl

'flash'

0

I

koepel

/kupel/

'dome'

0

I

koper

/'koper/

'copper'

0

I

/kcpel/

'couple'

0

I

l'openl

'open'

0

5

operatie

/opa'ratil

'surgery'

0

2

opereren

/ope'reran/

'to perform surgery'

0

2

peper

l'peparl

'pepper'

0

I

principe

/prrn'sipa/

'principle'

I

7

stapel

/stapel/

'pile'

0

J

super

l'syparl

'super'

0

6

trappel

/tropel/

'stamp one's feet'

0

I

type

ltipel

'typ"'

0

l8

koppel
open
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Table G.7 Numbers of voiced and voiceless /pls followed by the infinitive morpheme
-en, broken down by word type.
Numbers of stops

Word type

voiced

voiceless

begrijpen

/be'xreipen/

'to understand'

0

I

diepen

/dipen/

'to deepen'

0

2

grtjpen

/xreipan/

'to grasp'

0

I

hopen

/hopan/

'to hope'

0

I

/klcpan/

'to knock'

0

2

knippen

/knrpen/

'to cut'

0

2

kopen

/kopen/

'to buy'

0

t6

lopen

/lopeni

'to walk'

slapen

/slapenl

'to sleep'

010
02

slepen

/'slepen/

'to drag'

0

I

stappen

/stopan/

'to step'

0

I

stoppen

/stcpan/

'to stop/put'

0

5

typen

/tipeni

'to type'

0

I

kloppen
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Table G.B Numbers of voiced and voiceless /d/s followed by tautomorphemic schwa,
broken down by morpheme type.

Numbers of stops

Morpheme type

voiced

voiceless

ladaml

'breath'

0

beide

l'beidal

'both'

0

beneden

/be'nedan/

'down'

0

bodem

/bodam/

'bottom'

0
0

adem

/elek'troda/

'electrode'

geleden

/ge'leden/

'ago'

0

heden

/heden/

'today'

0

ieder

l'iderl

'every'

0

iedereen

/ida'renl

'everybody'

0

inmiddels

/r'mrdels/

0

jongstleden

/jcnstleden/

'by now'
'last'

/'kader/

'frame'

0

ladder

I'lodarl

'ladder'

0

mede

lmedel

'co-'

0

methode

/me'tode/

'method'

0

middel

/mrdel/

0

midden

/mrdan/

'middle' or 'means'
'middle'

mode

/moda/

'fashion'

0

moeder

/mudsr/

'mother'

0

nader

lnadarl

'approach'

0

neder

tnedarl

'down'

0

periode

/peri'ode/

'period'

0

reden

lredenl

'reason'

0

roddel

lrcdell

'gossip'

0

salade

lsa'ladal

'salad'

0

schade

/sxada/

'damage'

0

tevreden

/te'vredan/

'satisfied'

0

vader

lvadarl

'father'

0

vergader

/var'xader/

'assemble'

0

verleden

/ver'leden/

'past'

0

wedde

/'uedsl

'pay'

0

elek*ode

kader

0

0
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Table G.9 Numbers of voiced and voiceless /d/s followed by the infinitive morpheme
-en, broken down by word type.

Numbers of stops

Word type

voiced

voiceless

/be'mvluder/

'to influence'

I

0

/be'reidan/

'to prepare'

I

0

besteden

/be'stedan/

I

0

bieden

/bidan/

'to spend'
'to offer'

t4

0

luiden

/lcyden/

'to ring'

I

0

optreden

/cptreden/

'to action'

I

0

raden

tradanl

'to recommend'

2

0

scheiden

lsxsiden/

'to separate'

I

0

schudden

/sxvden/

'to shake'

2

0

uitbreiden

/crytbreidan/

'to extend'

2

0

waden

/uaden/

'to wade'

I

0

beirwloeden

bereiden

STOPS
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Table G.lO Numbers of voiced and voiceless /b/s followed by tautomorphemic
schwa or the infinitive marker -en, broken down by word type.

Numbers of stops

Word type

voiced
/oksep'tabeU

'acceptable'

I

/ba'loberd/

'rotten'

0

blubber

i'blvbar/

'mud'

I

dribbel

/'drrbal/

'dribble'

I

dubbel

/dvbeli

'double'

6

fiber

lfibar/

'fibre'

2

flexibel

/flek'sibaU

'flexible'

2

hebben

/'heban/

'to have'

30

kabbel

/'kobal/

'lap'

I

kabel

/kabal/

'cable'

I

kwebbel

/'kuebel/

'chatter'

I

lobbes

/'lcbes/

'good-natured dog'

I

oktober

/ck'tober/

'october'

2

acceptabel
belabberd

voiceless

H

Classitications of the alveolar geminate stops

General remarks:

o

The positions of the main stresses are indicated, both in content words and

o

Unless indicated otherwise, the verb is in a singular form.

o

The string "-s" denotes the verbal suffix third person singular present

in function words. These main stresses are not always realized.

tense.

Table H.l Numbers of voiced and voiceless geminates in word-combinations ending
in daar ldarl there'. The numbers are broken down by the type of thefirst word of
the combinations.

Type of first word

altijd

/olteid/

criminaliteit /kriminali'teiV

dat
tdot/
gehad
/xe'hod/
goed
/'xud/
het
letl
laat
llatl
met
lmtt/
overheid /overheid/
wat
fvot/
lzot/
zat
lzi-tl
ziet
zit
/'2fi-tl

Numbers of geminates

voiced
'always'
0
'criminality'
0
'that'
I
'had' perfect participle 0
'good'
0
'it'
I
'leave'
0
'with'
0
'government'
0
'what'
0
'sat'
I
'sees'
0
'sits'
0

voiceless
2

I
2

I
I
I
I
I

I
4
0

I
I
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T'able H.2 Numbers of voiced and voiceless geminates in word-combinations ending

in dan ldonl 'then'. The numbers are broken down by the type of thefirst word of the
combinations.

Numbers of geminates

Type of first word
besluit

/be'slcryt/

'decide'

dat

ldotl

'that'

doet

ldu-t/

'does'

gaat

l'xa-t/

had

lhod/

het

/etl

inrijdt

/rnreid-V

kwit

/kueit/

met

lmet/

moet

/'mut-t/

pakket

/po'ket/

praat

tpratl

staat

lsta-tl

tid

/'teid/

vooruit

lvor'eyt/

wat

l'vot/

weet

luetl

we't
zat

lvatl< /ue etl
fzot/

ziet
zit

tzi-t/
lzrt(-t)/

voiced
0t
lt2
0l
010
02
17
0l
01
0l
0l
02
01
02
03
0l
010
0l

voiceless

0

2

0

I

'sees

0

2

'sit(s)'

0

4
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Table H.3 Numbers of voiced and voiceless geminates in word-combinations ending

in the conjunction, the neuter singular demonstrative, or the relative pronoun dat
ldotl. The numbers are broken down by the type of the first word of the
combinations.

Numbers of geminates

Type of first word

afscheid /'ofsxeid/
altijd
/olteid/
dat
I'dotl
deed
lded/
doet
ldt-t/
I'ftitl
feit
gebied
/xe'bid/
gehad
/xe'hod/

voiced

voiceless

'farewell'

I

'always'

I

'that'

t2

'did'

0

'does'

4

'fact'

8

'area'

I

'had'perfect

6

participle

gezet
lxe'zeLl
giet
l'xit-tl
goC
l'xcd/
goed
lxud/
grool
I'xrot/
had
l'hodl
heet
l'het-tl
inderdaad /Indar'dad/
met
lm*/
moet
lmutl
niet
I'nit/
omdat
/cm'dot/
pakket
/po'ket/

'set' perfect participle

I

'pours'

I

'god'

0

'good'

5

'large'

0

'had'

I

'is called'

4

'indeed'

2

'with'

5

'must'

5

'not'

9

'therefore'

I

'parcel'

I

tud

tttid/

'time'

I

totdat
wat
weet
ziet
zit

/tct'dot/

'until'

I

l'vot/

'what'

4

/'uet(-t)/

'know(s)'

8

fzi-tl

'sees'

n

/'ztt-t/

'sits'

I

J
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Table H.4 Numbers of voiced and voiceless geminates in word-combinations ending

in the determiner de ldel. The numbers are broken down by the type of the first
word of the combinations.
Numbers of geminates

Type of first word

voiced
02
013
02
0l
0l
ll
0l

voiceless

altijd

/olteid/

'always'

dat

ldatl

'that'

doet

/du-U

'does'

gaat

lxa-tl

groot

txrot/

het

lat/

houdt

/houd-t/

laat

llatl

0

I

met

lmet/

5

25

moet

/mut-U

0

I

nadat

lna'dotl

0

I

net

lnet/

0

I

niet

l'nitl

I

2

omdat

lcm'dot/

I

I

straat

lstratl

0

I

tot

Itct/

0

I

uit

leytl

I

t4

voordat

/vordoU

I

0

wat

lvot/

0

3

weet

lvet/

0

I

zit

lTt(-t)l

I

I
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Table H.5 lttumbers of voiced and voiceless geminates in word-combinations ending
numbers are broken down by
combination type

in a -form of the verb denken 'to think'. fhe

Numbers of geminates

Type of word-combination

voiced

voiceless

aanbiedt denk

/'anbid-t'degk/

'offers think'

0

dat denk

/'dot'dsgk/

'that think'

0

dat dacht

/'dot'doxt/

'that thought'

0

goed denk

/'xud'dsrjk/

'good think'

0

het denk

/at'degk/

'it think'

0

kwijt denk

/'kweit'der3k/

'lost think'

0

uit denk

/'ayt'der;k/

'out think'

0

wat denk

/'uot'der3k/

'what think'

0
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Table H.6 Numbers of voiced and voiceless geminates in word-combinations ending
die /di/ with a meaning dffirentfrom "he" (cf $10.2.1). The numbers are broken
down by the type of thefirst word of the combinations.

in

Numbers of geminates

Type of first word
dat

ldot/

gehad

/xe'hod/

voiced

voiceless

'that'

2

t4

'had'perfect

0

I

participle
had

/hod/

'had'past tense

0

2

heet

I'het-tl

'is called'

0

5

het

letl

'it'

I

0

loat

llat/

'leave'

0

I

met

tmtt/

'with'

I

30

moet

f mut-t/

'must'

0

J

niet

lnitl

'not'

I

0

raad

lradl

'guess'

0

I

staat

l'stat-t/

'stands'

0

2

tayt/

'out

of

0

I

tvot/

'what'

0

2

l'vetl

'know'

I

0

woordenschat

/'uordesxot/

'lexicon'

0

I

ziet

fzi-t/

'sees'

0

I

uit
wat
weet

a
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Table H.7 Numbers of voiced and voiceless geminates in word-combinations ending

in die /di/ with the meaning "he". The numbers are broken down by the type of the
first word of the combinations.
Type of first word

Numbers of geminates

voiced

voiceless

deed

ldedl

I

2

doet

l'du-t/

0

5

doordat

/dor'dot/

0

I

gaat

lxa-tl

0

2

had

l'hoN

I

5

heet

I'het-tl

0

I

laat

l'Lat-tl

0

J

liet

llit/

0

I

moet

I'mut-tl

0

2

omdat

/cm'dot/

0

2

staat

/'sta-tl

0

2

voordat

/'vordot/

0

I

wat

lvotl

0

6

weet

I'vet-tl

0

I

zat

l'zoil

0

I

zit

l'ztt-t/

0

1

zodat

lzo'dotl

0

I
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Table H.8. Numbers of voiced and voiceless geminates in word-combinations
ending in a form of ding 'thing'. The numbers are broken down by combination
type-

Numbers of geminates

Type of word-combination
dat ding

/'dot'dq/

'that thing'

goed ding

/'xud'drg/

'good thing'

het ding

let'dtgl

'the thing'

met dingen

/mat'drgen/

'with things'

wat dingen

/uot'drgen/

'some things'

voiced
5l
l0
l0
20
20

voiceless

Table H.9 Numbers of voiced and voiceless geminates in word-combinations ending

in the proximal demonstrative for singular neuter nouns dit ldfil. The numbers are
broken down by the type af thefirst word of the combinations.
Numbers of geminates

Type of first word
dat
goed
met
moet

zit

tdotl
/'xud/
lmetl
/mut-t/
/'ztt-tJ

voiced
'that

'good'

'with'
'must'
'sits'

02
l0
l0
0l
l0

voiceless
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Table H.l0 I'{umbers of voiced and voiceless geminates in word-combinations
ending in a form of the verb doen 'to do 1 The numbers are broken down by
combination type. These types are glossed literally.
Numbers

of

geminates

Combination type

voiced

voiceless

aanbod doen

/'anbcd'dun/

'make (inf.) an offer'

0

dat deed

/'dot'ded/

'that did'

0

dat deden

/dot'deden/

'that did (pl.)'

0

dat doen

/'dot'dun/

'that do (inf. or pl.)'

0

dat doe

/'dot'du/

'that do (1" ps. sing.)'

0

dat doet

/'dot'dut/

'that does'

0

dit doen

/drt'dun/

'this do (pl.)'

0

gaat doen

/'xat'dun/

'will

0

(3'd ps. sing.)

do'

'it did'
'it do (inf. or pl.)'
'it does'

I

I

I

/layster'vardrx
heid'dun/

'listening skill to do'

I

0

moet doen

/'mut'dun/

'must do'

0

niet deden

/'nit'dedan/

'not did (pl.)'

I

niet doen

/'nit'durr/

'not do (inf. or pl.)'

0

niet doet

/'nit'duU

'not does'

0

/'nit'du/

'not do'

0

/'tsid'du/

'time do'

0
0

doet

/yniversi'teit
'dut/

'university does'

wat doen

/uot'dun/

'what do (pl.)'

2

0

woordenschat

/uordasxot

'lexicon to do'

I

0

het deed

let'dedl

het doen

/et'dun/

het doet

/et'dut/

luistervaardigheid doen

niet doe

tijd doe
universiteit

doen

'dun/

0
0
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Table H.I 1 Numbers of voiced and voiceless geminates in word-combinations
endingir dus ldvs/ 'thernforn'. The numbers are broken down by the type of thefirst
word of the combinations.
Numbers of geminates

Type of first word

voiced

bestaat

foe'sta-t/

'exists'

bezit

he'at-tl

'posseses'

I

dat

I'dot/

'that'

J

dit

l'drtl

'this'

1

gaat

I'xa-tl

'goes'

2

goed

/'xud/

'good'

I

had

/'hodl

'had'

I

het

lat/

'it'

I

moet

/'mut(-t)/

'must'

2

wat

l'votl

'what'

0

l'vetl

'know'

0

I'zotl

'sat'

I

l'zi-tl

'sggs'

1

l'zrtl

'sit'

I

weet

zat
ziet

zit

0

voiceless

Table H.12 Numbers of voiced and voiceless geminqtes in word-combinations
endingin door ldorl 'through'/ 'by'. The numbers are broken down by the type of
thefirst word of the combinations.
Numbers of geminates

Type of first word

voiced

gaat

I'xa-t/

'goes'

goed

l'xudl

'good'

altijd

/'olte id/

niet

l'nitl

'always'
tnot'

l0
l0
l0
20

voiceless
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Table H.l3 ltlumbers of voiced and voiceless geminates in combinations ending in
the enclitic form d'r iderl of daar 'there'. The numbers are broken down by the type
of the first word of the combinations. The combinations starting with verb forms or
dat are listed in Table G.3.
Numbers of geminates

Type of first word

voiced

voiceless

het

letl

'it'

0

6

gat

I'xotl

'hole'

0

I

< /'hu atl

'how it'

0

2

niet

l'nitl

'not'

0

I

omdat

/cm'dot/

'because'

I

5

totdat

/tct'dot/

'until'

0

I

voorraad

l'vorad/

'supply'

I

0

wat

l'votl

'what'

2

2t

hoe

't
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Table H.l4 l{umbers of voiced and voiceless geminates in combinations which do
not occur in one of the preceding tables, and of which the second word is a content
word. The numbers ore broken down by combination type. These types are glossed
literally, and ordered alphabetically by tlte type of their second word.
Numbers of geminates

Combination type

voiced

voiceless

goed daarom

/'xud'darcm/

'good therefore'

het daarom

/at'darcm/

'it therefore'

0

gaat dag

I'xat'dox/

'goes day'

I

groot deel

/'xrot'del/

'large part'

I

het deugt

lat'dsxtl

'it

is good'

0

niet deugt

l'nit'dsxtl

'not is good'

0

/met

'with diamonds'

0

/'dot di'ne/

'that dinner'

0

/et'dul/

'the target'

0

let

'the dark-green'

0

met diamanten

0

dija'montan/
dat diner
het doel
het donkergroen

'dcjkarxrun/
het donS

/at'dcns/

'the down'

I

0

met dons

/mst'dcns/

'with down'

I

0

het dubbele

/at'dvbele/

'the double'

I

0

het Duits

/et'dcryts/

'the German

2

0

language'

vanuit Duitsland

/von'cryt

'from Germany'

'daytslond/
gaat duren

/'xat'dyran/

'will take'

I

0

niet durven

/'nit'dvrven/

'do not dare'

I

0

wat duurder

/'uot'dyrdar/

'somewhat more
expensive'

I

0

dat duurt

/'dot'dyr-t/

'that takes'
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Table H.l5 Numbers of voiced and voiceless geminates in combinations which do
not occur in one of the preceding tables, and of which the second word is afunction
word. The numbers are broken down by combination type. These types are glossed
literally, and ordered alphabetically by the type of their second word.
Numbers of geminates

Combination type

tijd dak

/'t8id'dok/ <

voiced
'time that

voiceless

I'

/'teid'dot'rk/
weet dak

/'uet'dok/ <

'know that I'

,/uet 'dot 'rl</
met deze

/'met'dezal

'with these'

5

I

wat deze

tvot'dezel

'what these'

I

0

/met der/

'with her (enclitic)'

0

I

met

d'r

